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Welcome to the Hollywood Live Auction Extravaganza weekend.  We have assembled a vast collection of incredible 
movie props and costumes from Hollywood classics to contemporary favorites.   

From an exclusive Elvis Presley museum collection featured at the Mississippi Music Hall Of Fame, an amazing 
Harry Potter prop collection featuring Harry Potter’s training broom and Golden Snitch, to a entire Michael 
Jackson collection featuring his stage worn black shoes, fedoras and  personally signed items.  Plus costumes and 
props from Back To The Future, a life size custom Robby The Robot, Jim Carrey’s iconic mask from The Mask, plus 
hundreds of the most detailed props and costumes from the Underworld franchise!  We are very excited to bring 
you over 1,000 items of some of the most rare and valuable memorabilia to add to your collection.

Be sure to see the original WOPR computer from MGM’s War Games, a collection of Star Wars life size figures 
from Lucas Film and Master Replicas and custom designed costumes from Bette Midler, Kate Winslet, Lily Tomlin, 
and Billy Joel.

If you are new to our live auction events and would like to participate, please register online at 
HollywoodLiveAuctions.com to watch and bid live.  If you would prefer to be a phone bidder and be assisted by 
one of our staff members, please call us to register at (866) 761-7767.  

We hope you enjoy the Hollywood Live Auction Extravaganza V II live event and we look forward to seeing you on 
October 13-14 for Fangoria’s Annual Horror Movie Prop Live Auction.  

Special thanks to everyone at Premiere Props for their continued dedication in producing these great events.  

Have fun and enjoy the event!

Daniel Levin, EVP Marketing
and the entire staff of Premiere Props
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Premiere Props            
128 Sierra Street 
El Segundo, CA 90245           Terms & Conditions

The following terms and conditions constitute the only terms and conditions under which Premiere Props will offer for sale and sell the property described in the Catalog. These Conditions of Sale constitute a 
binding agreement between the Bidder and Premiere Props with respect to the auction. By bidding at auction, whether in person, through an agent or representative, by telephone, facsimile, on-line, absentee 
bid, or by any other form of bid or by any other means, the Bidder acknowledges the thorough reading and understanding of all of these Conditions of Sale, all descriptions of items in the Catalog, and all matters 
incorporated herein by reference, and agrees to be fully bound thereby. 
This auction is being conducted under section 535 of the Penal Code and Section 2325 of the Commercial Code and Laws and Acts of Auctioneering. Announcements made the day of auction take precedence 
over any previous communication. 

1. A buyer’s premium of 23% of the hammer price shall be added to each purchase and is payable as part of the total purchase price.  
2. Sales tax will be added to the purchase of all items. The buyer’s premium is part of the purchase price and is taxable. CA residents will pay 8.75% unless a tax exempt form is on file at time of auction and an 
original valid resale permit filed at time of registration with a copy for Premiere Props’ records from the California State Board of Equalization. 
3. Complete payment is required the day of the auction. Acceptable forms of payment are Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover, Checks (with bank letter of guarantee), Cash (In House Only) and PayPal 
but under the express condition that any property purchased by credit or debit card shall not be refundable, returnable, or exchangeable, and that no credit to Buyer’s credit or debit card account will be issued 
under any circumstances.  For payment other than by cash, delivery will not be made unless and until full payment has been actually received by Premiere Props. 
Premiere Props has been authorized by the seller or consignor to retain, as partial remuneration, the premium set forth as number (1) in this paragraph. Unless otherwise agreed in a writing signed by Premiere 
Props, payment in full is due within seven calendar days of the auction or within five calendar days of the invoice date, whichever is later. PREMIERE PROPS SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT AND THE SUC-
CESSFUL BIDDER HEREBY UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY PRE-AUTHORIZES PREMIERE PROPS, TO CHARGE FROM AND COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS OWED FROM ALL CREDIT 
AND/OR DEBIT ACCOUNTS IDENTIFIED TO PREMIERE PROPS BY THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER PRIOR TO BIDDING IN THE EVENT THAT THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER DOES NOT MAKE 
TIMELY PAYMENT UNDER THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE. IN SUCH EVENT, THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER AUTHORIZES PREMIERE PROPS TO COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS OWED FROM ANY 
OF SAID ACCOUNTS, AND THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER SHALL NOT CONTEST ANY SUCH CREDIT OR DEBIT ACCOUNT CHARGE ON THE GROUND THAT PREMIERE PROPS WAS NOT SO 
AUTHORIZED. 
4.  All property must be removed from the premises by Bidder at his or her sole expense not later than seven (7) calendar days from the invoice date.  Bidder agrees that Premiere Props will charge the credit 
card listed provided at registration for all items purchased at auction, and any future Premiere Props’ auctions in which Bidder participates if not paid within 7 calendar days after the close of the auction.  If all 
or any property has not been removed within that time, in addition to any other remedies available to Premiere Props all of which are reserved, a handling charge of one percent (1%) of the Purchase Price per 
month will be assessed and payable to Premiere Props by Bidder, with a minimum of five percent (5%) assessed and payable to Premiere Props by Bidder for any property not removed within sixty (60) days. 
Premiere Props shall additionally have the option, in its sole discretion, of transferring any of such property to a public warehouse at the full risk and expense of Buyer. Premiere Props; in addition, reserves the 
right to impose a late charge of fifteen percent (15%) per year on the Purchase Price if Bidder does not make full payment in accordance herewith. Premiere Props and Buyer acknowledge and agree that these 
charges are reasonably imposed to partially compensate Premiere Props for losses and expenses associated with any such delays. 
5. All items in the catalog are sold as described. We have tried to describe each lot as accurately as possible, and we have included descriptive photographs as well. However, we are selling each lot “AS IS” and 
there will be no returns allowed if you are not satisfied with condition. We are not responsible for color discrepancies due to photo reproductions. Some items may vary from actual picture. Due to production 
requirements, there may be multiples of any given item used in the making of the referenced show. The items listed for sale in this auction are sold AS IS. Premiere Props makes no claims regarding the condi-
tion of the items listed on this site.
Premiere Props nor the consignor makes any warranties, expressed or implied, as to merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, the correctness of the catalogue or other description of the physical condi-
tion, size, quality, rarity, importance, medium, provenance, exhibitions, literature, historical relevance of any property, intended use, condition of the property (including any condition report), correctness of 
description, origin, measurement, quality, rarity, importance, exhibition, relevance, attribution, source, provenance, date, authorship, condition, culture, genuineness, value, or period of the property. Addition-
ally, neither Premiere Props nor the consigner makes any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to whether the Bidder acquires any copyrights, including but not limited to any reproduction rights 
of any property, or other intellectual property (including exhibition or reproduction rights) or whether the property is subject to any limitations such as ‘droit morale’ (moral rights) or other rights affecting 
works of art. Premiere Props does not make any representation or warranty as to title. 

All descriptions, photographs, illustrations, and terminology including but not limited to words describing condition (including any condition reports requested by Bidder), authorship, period, culture, source, 
origin, measurement, quality, rarity, provenance, importance, exhibition, and relevance, used in the catalog, bill of sale, invoice, or anywhere else, represent a good faith effort made by Premiere Props to fairly 
represent the lots and property offered for sale as to origin, date, condition, and other information contained therein; they are statements of opinion only. Premiere Props and the Consigner are not responsible 
for any errors or omissions in the printed or online catalogues, online listings or any other material.  It is the Bidder’s responsibility to fully inspect the property before bidding to determine the condition and 
size and also to determine if has been repaired or restored.  They are not representations or warranties and Bidder agrees and acknowledges that he or she shall not rely on them in determining whether or not 
to bid or for what price. Price estimates (which are determined well in advance of the auction and are therefore subject to revision) and condition reports are provided solely as a convenience to Bidders and are 
not intended nor shall they be relied on by Bidders as statements, representations or warranties of actual value or predictions of final bid prices. 

6. The items listed for sale in this auction are for decorative use only. They are not to be used for their seemingly functional purposes and are only intended to be sold as collector’s items. DO NOT use the items 
purchased through this auction for any functional use, whether to store materials, for wearing, cooking with or using the auctioned item as a utensil or serving material, or using the item as a piece of furniture 
or any other use. With this notice, the purchaser assumes all risks of loss and/or injury, whether personal or property damage, arising from any other use of the item purchased not in accordance with this notice. 
Premiere Props, INC. shall not be held liable. This purchase releases Premiere Props, INC., for any such loss or injury. 
7. In the event that Premiere Props is prevented for any reason from delivering any property to Bidder or Bidder is otherwise dissatisfied with the performance of Premiere Props, the liability, if any, of Premiere 
Props, shall be limited to, and shall not exceed, the amount actually paid for the property by Bidder. In no event shall Premiere Props be liable for incidental, special, indirect, exemplary or consequential dam-
ages of any kind, including but not limited to loss of profits, value of investment or opportunity cost. 
8. The highest bidder shall be the buyer and if any dispute arises between two or more bidders, the auctioneer will decide the bidder or immediately put the item up for sale again. We reserve the right to accept 
or decline any bid and all bids must be for an entire lot and each lot represents a separate sale.  All bids are for each lot unless modified at the live auction by the Auctioneer. All lots will be sold in their numbered 
sequence or may be changed by the Auctioneer during the auction.      
9. Premiere Props reserves the right to withdraw any lot before or at the time of the auction, and/or to postpone the auction of all or any lots or parts thereof, for any reason and will have no liability for doing 
so.  Premiere Props shall not be liable to any Bidder in the event of such withdrawal or postponement under any circumstances. Premiere Props reserves the right to refuse to accept bids from anyone.
10. Bidding by telephone, fax, on-line, or absentee bidding (advance written bids submitted by mail) is offered solely as a convenience.  Premiere Props nor its agents or employees shall be held liable for the 
failure to execute bids or for errors relating to any transmission or execution thereof. 
11.  Failure of the Bidder to comply with any of these Conditions of Sale or the terms of the Registration Form, is an event of default. In such event, Premiere Props may, in addition to any other available remedies 
specifically including the right to hold the defaulting Bidder liable for the Purchase Price or to charge and collect from the defaulting Bidder’s credit or debit accounts as provided for elsewhere herein: (a) cancel 
the sale, retaining any payment made by the Bidder as damages.  Bidder understands and acknowledges that Premiere Props will be substantially damaged should such default occur, and that damages under 
sub-part (a) are necessary to compensate Premiere Props for such damages; (b) resell the property without reserve at public auction or privately; (c) charge the Bidder interest on the Purchase Price at the rate 
of one and one-half per cent (1.5%) per month or the highest allowable interest rate; (d) take any other action that Premiere Props, in its sole discretion, deems necessary or appropriate to preserve and protect 
Premiere Props’ rights and remedies. Should Premiere Props resell the property, the original defaulting buyer shall be liable for the payment of any deficiency in the purchase price and all costs and expenses 
associated therewith , including but not limited to warehousing, sales-related expenses, reasonable attorney fees and court costs, commissions, incidental damages and any other charges due hereunder which 
were not collected or collectable. In the event that such buyer is the successful bidder on more than one lot and pays less than the purchase price for the total lots purchased, Premiere Props shall apply the 
payment received to such lot or lots that Premiere Props, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate. If Premiere Props does not exercise such discretion, the lots to which the payment shall be applied will be in 
descending order from the highest purchase price to the lowest. Any buyer failing to comply with these Conditions of Sale shall be deemed to have granted Premiere Props a security interest in, and Premiere 
Props may retain as collateral such security for such buyer’s obligations to Premiere Props, any property in Premiere Props; possession owned by such buyer. Premiere Props shall have the benefit of all rights 
of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) as adopted by the state of California. 
Bidder and Premiere Props agree that any agreements between the Bidder and Premiere Props including but not limited to these Conditions of Sale are entered into in Los Angeles County, California, which is 
where the agreements are to be performed and the auction to take place, no matter where Bidder is situated and no matter by what means or where Bidder was informed of the auction and regardless of whether 
catalogs, materials, or other communications were received by Bidder in another location. Both Premiere Props and the Bidder agree that any disputes under these Conditions of Sale, the subject matter hereof, 
the entering into, or any aspect of the auction, shall be exclusively governed by California law, and that any and all claims or actions shall be brought and maintained only in Los Angeles County, California in a 
State or Federal Court to the exclusion of any other venue, locale or jurisdiction. All parties submit to such jurisdiction. Both Bidder and Premiere Props agree that these provisions are intended to be binding 
on all parties and that they shall solely control choice-of-law, venue and jurisdiction in the event of any dispute specifically including third party claims and cross-actions brought by either Premiere Props or 
Bidder, and that absent such agreement, Premiere Props would not permit Bidder to bid hereunder. Any violation of the terms of this Paragraph shall entitle the affected party to reasonable attorney fees and 
litigation costs in addition to all other available remedies, all of which remain reserved. The parties agree that Premiere Props shall be entitled to present these Conditions of Sale to a court in any jurisdiction 
other than set forth in this paragraph as conclusive evidence of the parties’ agreement, and the parties further agree that the court shall immediately dismiss any action filed in such jurisdiction. Notwithstanding 
any other provision herein, the prevailing party in any claim, dispute or litigation between the parties shall be entitled to an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs of litigation. 
12. All items may be subject to a reserve which is the confidential minimum price acceptable to the consigner below which the item will not be sold. During the live auction, the auctioneer may open the bidding 
on any lot by bidding on behalf of the Consigner, may open the bidding on any item below the reserve by placing a bid on behalf of the Consigner and Premiere Props reserves the right to protect the reserve 
by bidding through the auctioneer and continuing to bid on behalf of the seller up to the reserve amount either through consecutive bids or by placing bids in response to other bidders. Consignors may not 
bid on their own lots or property.
13. In the event of a tie between an online bidder and a floor bidder, the floor bid will take precedence. The auctioneer’s decision will be binding and final. 
14. The record of sale, kept by the auctioneer and clerk, will be taken as absolute and final in all disputes. The auctioneer and Premiere Props will not be held responsible for error or failure to execute bid(s). 
15. You hereby request approval for this registration to participate in the Premiere Props auction (the Auctioneer) and acknowledge that you have read, understand and agree to the Terms and Conditions of 
Sale as posted on www.premiereprops.com and printed in the auction guide, which is applicable to the auction event for which you are registering. 
16. Your bidding at this Auction whether in person or online indicates that you have read and agree to all Terms & Conditions of Sale. 
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Lot 2. Titanic Dinner Plate - 
From one of the most popular 
films in recent memory, this is 
a prop dinner plate used dur-
ing the production of James 
Cameron’s 1997 blockbuster film 
‘Titanic.’ The plate is wonderfully 
crafted, with a ‘White Star Line’ 
emblem affixed to the center of 
the plate. Plate has been set in 

a well made glass & wood frame for display, with a small 
plaque that reads ‘TITANIC Twentieth Century Fox 1997.’ 
(measures approx. 16 1/2” x 13 1/2”) ($200-$400)

Lot 4. Titanic Miniature Deck 
Wheel - This is a miniature ‘deck 
wheel’ prop from the James 
Cameron 1997 blockbuster Ti-
tanic. The prop is a black plastic 
‘wheel’ with a small handle, and 
was used for the miniature shots 
of the ship. (measures approx. 6” 
across) ($200-$400)

Lot 3. Titanic TreatmentFrom 
the 1997 James Cameron 
blockbuster ‘Titanic,’ this is 
an early, complete treatment 
for the production of the film.  
($200-$400)

Lot 5. Titanic Spoon - From 
one of the most popular films 
in recent memory, this is a prop 
silver spoon used during the 
production of James Cameron’s 
1997 blockbuster film ‘Titanic.’ 
The spoon is a ‘wide mouth’ 
style and the end of the handle 
features a small engraved flag 
with a star inside. Comes with an 

auction tag from Twentieth Century Fox films, dated 
Dec. 1997. (measures approx. 7” long) ($200-$400)

Lot 1. Man In The Iron Mask Leonardo DiCaprio 
Oil Painting - This is a painting of mega-star actor 
Leonardo DiCaprio. One of the few actors in the 
world to have had such a diverse career, beginning 
with stints as a supporting cast member on the 1980’s 
sitcom Growing Pains and low budget horror films 
like Critters 3, to superstar roles in ‘Titanic’ and 
‘The Aviator,’ and the upcoming ‘The Great Gatsby,’ 
DiCaprio continues to solidify himself as one of the 
premiere artists in film today. The painting is an oil-
on-canvas, original portrait of the actor sporting long 
hair and dressed in what could be called a Musketeer 
style shirt. A wonderful work of art portraying one 
of today’s great actors. Acquired from MGM studios. 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required. 
($1,000-$1,200)
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Lot 6. Titanic Life Jacket - 
From James Cameron’s 1997 
blockbuster film ‘Titanic,’ this is 
one of the life vests used during 
the production. The jacket is 
made from white cloth material 
with blocks of styrofoam sewn 
into a grid pattern on the front 
and back, and has a pair of cloth 
ties on back to secure it. Has a 

couple of light make-up stains on it. Comes with 
COA. (measures approx. 27”) ($300-$400)

Lot 10. Man Of Steel 
(2013) Daily Planet 
News Schedule - 
Coming to theaters 
next year, the ‘Man 
of Steel’ is the highly 
anticipated retelling 

of the Superman story by director Zak Snyder 
(Watchmen & 300). The film, starring Henry 
Cavill, Amy Adams and Russell Crowe, is to be 
released June 2013 and is expected to be one of 
the biggest grossing movies of the year! Filmed in 
Oswego and Plano, Illinois, as well as downtown 
Chicago, the following items were obtained from 
the Third Act Pictures studio sale held in Plano that 
acted as the town of Smallville, KS for three weeks 
in August 2011. This is a prop Daily Planet news 
schedule sign that was hung up in the office, and is 
made from thick plastic, with screen-printed copy 
times for the various reporters. Comes with a bill of 
sale copy and letter of authenticity. Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.   ($50-$100)

Lot 8. Austin Powers Prop 
Ears - A pair of oversized, 
prop rubber ears from the 1997 
Mike Myers comedy ‘Austin 
Powers: International Man of 
Mystery.’  The ears were made 
for a costume that was used in 
the space bar scene. (measures 
approx. 14” long) ($100-$200)

Lot 7. Titanic Visual 
Effects Collection - 
From the blockbuster 
1997 film ‘Titanic,’ this 
is a collection of photos 
and slides of visual 
effects shots for the 
film from the Digital 
Domain visual effects 
company. Included in 
the lot are (42) color 

slides, many with before and after images, for example, Kate 
Winslet in front of a green screen, and then the finished 
shot. The lot also contains 5x7 prints of a couple of the slides, 
and (10) 3x5 color photos taken during filming. Also comes 
with a glossy, fold out cast & crew pamphlet with a ticket to a 
premiere screening of the film from 12/9/97.  ($200-$400)

Lot 11. Man Of Steel (2013)  
‘Toomey Waste’ Sign - This 
is a prop ‘Toomey Waste 
Collection’ magnetic sign used 
on dumpsters in Smallville 
during the fight scene between 

Superman (Cavill) and the female villain Faora (Antje 
Traue), rumored to be General Zod’s underling. Also comes 
with a set design, laser print of the bar wall at the end of 
town, with a giant American flag announcing “Welcome to 
Smallville” inscribed on the bottom portion. Comes with a 
bill of sale copy and letter of authenticity. Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 9. Austin Powers Tie-Dye 
Shirt - From the 1997 Mike Myers 
psychedelic-comedy ‘Austin Powers: 
International Man of Mystery.’ This 
is a tie-dyed t-shirt that was worn by 
one of the background actors during 
the nightclub/dance sequence. The 

short sleeve shirt features a rainbow colored spiral pattern, 
and looks positively groovy. ($100-$200)
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Lot 12. Man Of Steel (2013) 
Lois Lane (Amy Adams) Items 
This is a lot of items used by 
Lois Lane (Amy Adams) in 
the film. The props include (3) 
straws, (3) blue pens, (2) yellow 
mini hi-lighter pens, a large 
post-it pad, a box of matches 

with ‘SA’ inscription, a pack of 10 pencils, one box of push 
pins with tape that says ‘Lois Apt,’ a small size ‘Thank you’ 
card, an Ace ‘Rent-a-Car’ receipt, and a faux diamond 
wedding ring. Comes with a bill of sale copy, and letter 
of authenticity. Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.    ($50-$100)

Lot 14. Man Of Steel 
(2013) Crater Rocks
This is a piece of the crater 
left when Superman’s 
Kryptonian ship crashes 
into the cornfield, and is 
ultimately found by the 
Kent family. The rocks 
were created to represent 
the intense heat from the 
impact, and this is one of 

the very few saved from the crater rim before it was 
destroyed after filming. It is one of the bigger pieces 
that remained. The picture shows the crater in the field 
where the corn was cut down to make the hole only 
days before shooting. Comes with a bill of sale copy 
and letter of authenticity. Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.   ($50-$100)

Lot 13. Man Of Steel (2013) Smalleville Sign - This 
is a custom made street sign for ‘N. Sullivan PL’ in the 
fictional town of Smallville, and is made from a slab 
of sheet metal, covered in green plastic, with white 
stick-on lettering. These signs were made and hung 
in Plano, Ill which doubled for Smallville, Kansas. Lot 
also includes a piece of road that was torn up during 
the fight between Superman and Faora, the villainess 
of the film. Comes with a bill of sale copy and letter 
of authenticity. Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($100-$300)

Lot 15.  ‘Lois & Clark’ Superman Costume - This is a 
screen worn Superman costume from the fantasy television 
series ‘Lois & Clark: The New Adventures of Superman’ 
(1993-1997), starring Dean Cain and Teri Hatcher. The 
wardrobe is comprised of a one piece, full body, blue 
spandex jumpsuit, and pair of red & yellow polyester 
spandex shorts with velcro ‘zipper.’ The suit opens on the 
reverse, but the zipper mechanism has been removed. 
Also, the large ‘S’ patch has been removed, leaving a visible 
imprint where it was stitched.   ($700-$900)
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Lot 16. Adam West Signed 
Photo - This is a framed, 
signed color photo of 
Adam West as the original 
Batman. The photo is 
displayed in a faux Time 
Magazine ‘Man of the Year’ 
cover frame, and is signed 
‘Hello  Steve. Adam West’ in 

black ink. Frame has a small crack on upper right 
corner. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 18. Batman (1989) 
Batwing Resin Wings - From 
the 1989 release of ‘Batman,’ 
starring Michael Keaton and 
Jack Nicholson. This is a screen 
used pair of broken resin 
Batwing wings that were used 
for the shots of the Batwing 
crashing. There are remnants of 

glue on the bottom as they would break off and then 
be reglued each time after filming. Comes with still 
photos of the original Batwing models being built at 
Pinewood Studio in London. Made by model maker 
Derek Meddings  ($100-$200)

Lot 20. Batman Begins 
Batman Leg Sketch - 
This is a hand drawn 
production sketch of one 
of Batman’s legs from the 
2005 Christopher Nolan 
film ‘Batman Begins.’ Sketch 
is done on wax paper and 
affixed to a construction 
paper backing. (measures 
approx. 11” x 14”)  
($200-$400)

Lot 22. Hugh Laurie Signed Photo - This is a large size, signed 
color photo of actor Hugh Laurie of ‘House MD’ fame. Hugh 
Laurie was born in Oxford, England, the son of an Olympic gold 
medalist. Besides acting and comedy, he has written a best selling 
thriller, The Gun Seller, and a second novel is forthcoming. The 
photo features Mr. Laurie as Dr. Gregory House, resting on his 
cane, and is signed in black ink. This hard to acquire autograph 
was obtained after a Q&A session at the Screen Actor’s Guild 
offices. (measures approx. 11” x 14”)  ($150-$250)

Lot 17. Adam West Signed 
Magazine - This is a signed copy of 
a vintage issue of ‘Post’ magazine 
featuring the signature of the 
original Batman, Adam West. The 
magazine is from May 7, 1966 and 
features an article on the Batman 
craze. The cover is signed ‘Hi 
Steve. Adam West’ in blue felt ink. 
(measures approx. 10 1/2”x 13”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 19. Batman Ad Materials 
Michael Keaton Batman VHS ad 
display from 1989, depicting a die-
cut upper half of Keaton’s Batman 
costume. This lot further includes a 
Batman and Robin VHS display for 
use on shelves depicting Batman, 
Robin, Mr. Freeze, Poison Ivy and 
Batgirl. As an added bonus, also 
included is a collector’s edition 

DVD of The Dark Knight complete with comic book and 
collectible coin, still in the box. (VHS Display 29.5” x 24”, 
Keaton 33” x 22”, DVD Set 11” x 8”)  ($100-$300)

Lot 21. Batman Forever Negatives A 
lot of (12) negative film strips from the 
production of Batman Forever (1995), 
starring Val Kilmer, Jim Carrey, and 
Nicole Kidman. The negatives feature 
images of Batman, The Riddler, Two-
Face, and Dr. Chase Meridian.   
($100-$200)
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Lot 23. Hugh Laurie’s 
Hero Cane from House 
This is one of the prop 
walking canes used by 
actor Hugh Laurie from 
the long running Fox TV 
drama series ‘House.’ (2004-
2012). The cane features 
trademark flame art on the 
base and is signed ‘Best!! 
Hugh Laurie XXX’ in silver 
ink along the shaft. Cane 
comes with a COA signed by 
Geoffrey Colo, publicity & 
clearance coordinator, and 
one of the producers on the 
show. (measures approx. 36 
1/2” long) Oversized item. 
Additional postage required. 
($1,500-$1,700)

Lot 24. Heroes Hayden 
Panetierre Top - From 
the television series 
‘Heroes’ (2006-2010), 
this is a screen worn top 
worn by actress Hayden 
Panetierre for her role as 
Claire Bennet. The show, 
about a group of people 
who suddenly awake with 
incredible abilities, helped 
make Hayden Panetierre 
a household name. The 
top is made from soft 
white cotton fabric with 
an embroidered pattern 
and small deer logo on left 
shoulder. The label inside 
reads ‘Abercrombie and 
Fitch.’ (size XS) 
($600-$800)

Lot 25. Shogun TV Series Samurai Sword - This is a prop Samurai sword used during the 
production of the 1980 epic mini-series Shogun, starring Richard Chamberlain and Toshiro Mifune. 
In the series, a shipwrecked English navigator John Blackthorne (Chamberlain) is thrown in the 
midst of a war between two men struggling for supremacy and the title of Shogun. This smaller-
sized Samurai sword is incredibly detailed, with extreme care taken to make this as realistic as 
possible. The scabbard is red enamel coated with subtle black paint flecks, with a brass and black 
leather handguard, and black string for decoration. The tempered steel blade is professionally 
forged and a bit sharp, with a somewhat pointed tip. The handle is tightly woven red fabric wrapped 
around a faux ivory and brass handle. The blade fits snugly into the scabbard. A really beautiful and 
collectible prop from one of the most anticipated television series of its time. Includes a COA from 
Western Costume Co. (measures approx. 26” long) Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.    
($200-$300)

Lot 26. Star Wars Stills & 
Pins - A lot of two color 
stills and two metal pins 
from the blockbuster that 
started it all, ‘Star Wars.’  
($50-$100)
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Lot 27. Star Wars Film Clips 
For all the Star Wars collectors 
out there, this is a lot of 35mm 
film clips from the 1977 classic 
that changed the world, ‘Star 
Wars: A New Hope.’ The lot 
of (90) four frame film strips 
were taken from a purchased 

print and contain various scenes from the film, the 
majority being shots from the Cantina sequence. The 
clip lots have been put together to feature as many main 
characters from the film as possible. Also included 
are a set of 4 longer strips, featuring clips from the 
‘Jawa’ slaughter scene, and Luke & Ben’s arrival at Mos 
Eisley Space Port. The filmstrips do show some slight 
reddening due to age. ($200-$300)

Lot 29. Star Wars Film Clips 
For all the Star Wars collectors 
out there, this is a lot of 35mm 
film clips from the 1977 classic 
that changed the world, ‘Star 
Wars: A New Hope.’ The lot of 
(90) four frame film strips were 
taken from a purchased print 

and contain various scenes from the film. The majority 
of the clips are from the Cantina sequence, with other 
clips featuring Luke’s Jedi training on the Millennium 
Falcon, and Princess Leia’s capture on the Death Star. 
The clip lots have been put together to feature as many 
main characters from the film as possible. Also included 
are a set of 4 longer strips, featuring clips from the 
Cantina scene. The filmstrips do show some slight 
reddening due to age. ($200-$300)

Lot 31. Star Wars: Revenge of The Sith Attack Battalion Helmet
From the Lucasfilm/Master Replicas Collection. This is a highly detailed, 
full size replica ‘212’ Attack Battalion Trooper Helmet from ‘Star Wars 
III: Revenge of the Sith.’ Master Replicas has been producing high quality 
collectibles since 2003, and the Star Wars Collection items have been by far 
the most popular. Produced in accordance with Lucasfilm, the Star Wars 
license expired in 2008, making these items even more scarce. The helmet 
is modeled exactly after the ones created for ‘Revenge of the Sith’ from 
original ILM digital files. It is numbered 664/1000. Comes with display 
stand and COA. (measures approx. 12” x 16”) Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.  ($400-$600)

Lot 28. Star Wars Film Clips 
For all the Star Wars collectors 
out there, this is a lot of 35mm 
film clips from the 1977 classic 
that changed the world, ‘Star 
Wars: A New Hope.’ The lot of 
(90) four frame film strips were 
taken from a purchased print 

and contain various scenes from the film. The majority 
of the clips are from the Cantina sequence, with other 
clips featuring Luke’s Jedi training on the Millennium 
Falcon, and Princess Leia’s capture on the Death Star. 
The clip lots have been put together to feature as many 
main characters from the film as possible. Also included 
are a set of 4 longer strips, featuring clips from the 
Cantina scene. The filmstrips do show some slight 
reddening due to age. ($200-$300)

Lot 30. Star Wars 
Stormtrooper Helmet 
From the Lucasfilm/
Master Replicas 
Collection. This is a 
highly detailed, full size 
replica Stormtrooper 
helmet from ‘Star 
Wars IV: A New Hope.’ 
Master Replicas has 
been producing high 
quality collectibles since 
2003, and the Star Wars 

Collection items have been by far the most popular. 
Produced in accordance with Lucasfilm, the Star Wars 
license expired in 2008, making these items even more 
scarce. The helmet is modeled exactly after the ones 
created for the first Star Wars film, from a digitally 
scanned master of one of the surviving original helmets, 
and is numbered 707/2500. Comes with display stand 
and COA. (measures approx. 12” x 16”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.  ($400-$600)
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Lot 32. Empire Strikes 
Back Boba Fett Helmet
From the Lucasfilm/
Master Replicas 
Collection. This is a 
highly detailed, full 
size replica Boba Fett 
Helmet from ‘Star Wars 
V: The Empire Strikes 
Back.’ Master Replicas 
has been producing high 
quality collectibles since 
2003, and the Star Wars 
Collection items have 
been by far the most 

popular. Produced in accordance with Lucasfilm, the 
Star Wars license expired in 2008, making these items 
even more scarce. The helmet is modeled exactly after 
the one created for ‘Empire Strikes Back,’ having been 
laser scanned to ensure every tiny detail, complete 
with battle & laser damage. It is numbered 654/1500. 
Comes with display stand and COA. (measures 
approx. 12” x 16”) Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($400-$600)

Lot 34. Star Wars Jedi 
Training Remote - 
From the Lucasfilm/
Master Replicas 
Collection, this is a 
highly detailed Jedi 
Training Remote from 
‘Star Wars IV: A New 
Hope.’ The training 
remote is one of the 
more intriguing props 
from the Star Wars 
universe, having 
appeared in the 

original Star Wars and also in Star Wars: Attack of 
the Clones. Master Replicas has been producing high 
quality collectibles since 2003, and the Star Wars 
Collection items have been by far the most popular. 
Produced in accordance with Lucasfilm, the Star Wars 
license expired in 2008, making these items even 
more scarce. The Jedi Training remote is numbered 
1005/2500. Comes in high quality display case with 
COA. (measures approx. 10” x 7”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.  ($400-$600)

Lot 33. Star Wars: Revenge 
of The Sith Darth Vader 
Helmet - From the 
Lucasfilm/Master Replicas 
Collection. This is a highly 
detailed, full size replica 
Darth Vader helmet from 
‘Star Wars III: Revenge of 
the Sith.’ Master Replicas 
has been producing high 
quality collectibles since 
2003, and the Star Wars 
Collection items have been 
by far the most popular. 

Produced in accordance with Lucasfilm, the Star Wars 
license expired in 2008, making these items even more 
scarce. The helmet is made from durable fiberglass, with 
several coats of primer and high-gloss black enamel 
to give it that sinister shine. It is modeled exactly after 
the one created for ‘Revenge of the Sith,’ having been 
painstakingly photographed and measured from one 
of the original filming props. Comes with display stand 
and COA. (measures approx. 12” x 16”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.  ($400-$600)

Lot 35. Star Wars Stormtrooper Blaster - From the 
Lucasfilm/Master Replicas Collection. This is a highly 
detailed, full size replica Stormtrooper blaster from 
‘Star Wars IV: A New Hope.’ Master Replicas has been 
producing high quality collectibles since 2003, and the 
Star Wars Collection items have been by far the most 
popular. Produced in accordance with Lucasfilm, the 
Star Wars license expired in 2008, making these items 
even more scarce. The original Stormtrooper blasters 
were a modified version of a 1950’s British submachine 
gun. This replica blaster is modeled exactly after the 
ones created for ‘Star Wars’ and fashioned out of heavy 
steel, making it as heavy as the original. it is numbered 
3091/3500. Comes in high quality display case, 
and with COA. (measures approx. 23 1/2” x 9 1/2”) 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.  
($400-$600)
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Lot 36. Empire Strikes Back Boba Fett Blaster
From the Lucasfilm/Master Replicas Collection. This is 
a highly detailed, full size replica Boba Fett Blaster rifle 
from ‘Star Wars V: Empire Strikes Back.’ Master Replicas 
has been producing high quality collectibles since 2003, 
and the Star Wars Collection items have been by far the 
most popular. Produced in accordance with Lucasfilm, 
the Star Wars license expired in 2008, making these 
items even more scarce. The original blaster was based 
on a World War 1 flare gun, used to signal aircraft from 
the ground. It is modeled exactly after the one created 
for ‘Empire,’ scanned from an original Boba Fett blaster 
from the Lucasfilm archives and is numbered 108/1500. 
Comes in high quality display case, with COA.  
(measures approx. 23 1/2” x 9 1/2”) Oversized item.  
Additional Postage Required.   ($400-$600)

Lot 38. Star Wars C-3PO Figure - From the 
Lucasfilm/Master Replicas Collection. This is a 
highly detailed, life-size replica of everyone’s favorite 
protocol droid C-3PO from the Star Wars series. 
Master Replicas has been producing high quality 
collectibles since 2003, and the Star Wars Collection 
items have been by far the most popular. Produced 
in accordance with Lucasfilm, the Star Wars license 
expired in 2008, making these items even more 
scarce. The C-3PO figure is made from high quality 
resin and is incredibly detailed in every way. Comes 
with a large display stand base.  (measures approx. 
6’ 2”) Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.  
($8,000-$9,000)

Lot 37. Empire Strikes Back Rebel Snowspeeder 
From the Lucasfilm/Master Replicas Collection. This is 
a highly detailed Rebel Snowspeeder from ‘Star Wars 
V: Empire Strikes Back.’ Master Replicas has been 
producing high quality collectibles since 2003, and the 
Star Wars Collection items have been by far the most 
popular. Produced in accordance with Lucasfilm, the 
Star Wars license expired in 2008, making these items 
even more scarce and desirable. Using screen grabs 
and archive model comparisons, the Snowspeeder 
has been created from the exact model used during 
the Snowspeeder vs. AT-AT sequence. It is numbered 
108/1500. Comes in high quality display case with 
COA. (measures approx. 18” x 16”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.   ($400-$600)
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Lot 39. Star Wars: Phantom Menace Watto Figure - From the Lucasfilm/
Master Replicas Collection. This is a highly detailed, full size replica of the 
slave trader/junk merchant Watto from ‘Star Wars: The Phantom Menace.’ 
Master Replicas has been producing high quality collectibles since 2003, and 
the Star Wars Collection items have been by far the most popular. Produced 
in accordance with Lucasfilm, the Star Wars license expired in 2008, making 
these items even more scarce. The Watto figure is made from high quality 
resin and is affixed to a stand which gives the illusion of him flying. (measures 
approx. 6’ 8”) Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.   ($500-$700)

Lot 40. Star Wars Stormtrooper 
Figure - From the Lucasfilm/Master 
Replicas Collection. This is a highly 
detailed, life-size replica of an 
Imperial Stormtrooper from the Star 
Wars series. Master Replicas has been 
producing high quality collectibles 
since 2003, and the Star Wars 
Collection items have been by far the 
most popular. Produced in accordance 
with Lucasfilm, the Star Wars license 
expired in 2008, making these items 
even more scarce. The Stormtrooper 
is made from high quality white resin 
and is incredibly detailed in every 
way. Included is a non-removable 
blaster rifle affixed to the trooper’s 
hands. Comes with a large display 
stand base.  (measures approx. 6’ 2”) 
Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.   ($7,000-$8,000)
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Lot 41. Star Wars: Phantom 
Menace Anakin Skywalker 
Figure - From the Lucasfilm/
Master Replicas Collection. This is 
a highly detailed, life-size replica 
of the young Anakin Skywalker 
from the ‘Star Wars: The figure is 
made from high quality  resin and 
is dressed in Anakin’s wardrobe, 
complete with helmet and goggles. 
Comes affixed to a large faux rock 
display stand base. (measures 
approx. 6’ 7”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required. 
($600-$800)

Lot 42. Star Wars: Phantom 
Menace Jar-Jar Binks Figure - From 
the Lucasfilm/Master Replicas 
Collection. This is a highly detailed, 
life-size replica of one of the more 
polarizing Star Wars characters ever, 
Jar-Jar Binks from the ‘Star Wars: The 
figure is made from high quality resin 
and comes affixed to a large display 
stand base. (measures approx. 6’ 8”) 
Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($500-$700)

Lot 42A. Star Wars R2-D2 Figure - This is a highly detailed, life-size replica of 
everyone’s favorite little droid R2-D2 from the Star Wars series. Master Replicas 
has been producing high quality collectibles since 2003, and the Star Wars 
Collection items have been by far the most popular. Produced in accordance 
with Lucasfilm, the Star Wars license expired in 2008, making these items even 
more scarce. The R2-D2 figure is made from high quality resin and is incredibly 
detailed in every way. (measures approx. 6’ 2”) Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.  ($500-$700)

Lot 43. Harry Potter Signed 
Photo - 11 x 14 color photo 
of Jason Isaacs in Harry 
Potter, signed by the actor 
in black felt pen. Signed at 
the premiere of Abduction.  
($100-$300)

Lot 45. Harry Potter & Half Blood Prince 
Paperweights - This is a promotional set 
of Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince 
mask paperweights. Available only through a 
sweepstakes entry, this set of 3 paperweights 
depict three different masks of terror and are 
in new in box condition. A very limited item. 
(Paperweights each measure approx. 3” x 2”)  
($100-$200)

Lot 44. Harry Potter 
Feathered Quill & Bottle
This is a lot of props from 
the blockbuster ‘Harry 
Potter’ series of films. The 
props are from the three 
middle Harry Potter films, 
‘Prisoner of Azkaban,’ 
Goblet of Fire,’ and ‘Order 
of the Phoenix.’ The props 
were obtained directly from 
production, and include a 

feather quill with inked end, and an ornate glass bottle from 
one of the classrooms. Comes with COA.  ($50-$100)
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Lot 46. Harry Potter Student’s Wand - This is one 
of the screen used wands from Professor Flitwick’s 
class in 2001’s ‘Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.’ 
The wand was used by one of the students in Prof. 
Flitwick’s class, is made from a wooden dowel, and is 
affixed to a plastic, plum-colored handle. (measures 
approx. 14” long)  ($300-$500)

Lot 47. Harry Potter Student’s 
Wand - This is one of the 
screen used wands from 
Professor Flitwick’s class in 
2001’s ‘Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer’s Stone.’ The wand was 
used by one of the students in 
Prof. Flitwick’s class, is made 

with a wooden dowel, and is affixed to a black resin 
handle. Comes with COA. (measures approx. 14 3/4” 
long)  ($300-$500)

Lot 48. Harry Potter  
Carpenter 
Blueprints - From 
2001’s ‘Harry Potter 
and the Sorcerer’s 
Stone,’ this is a set of 
carpenter’s blueprints 
for the making of 

Voldemort’s Chambers set. The blueprints detail every 
room that was needed to be constructed for the set. 
(measures approx. 48 1/2”x 33”)  ($200-$400)

Lot 50. Harry Potter  
Hogwart’s Student 
Trunk - This is 
one of the screen 
used, background 
Hogwart’s student 
trunks from the 

first film in the Harry potter series, ‘Harry Potter and 
the Sorcerer’s Stone.’ (2001) The trunk was seen at the 
end of the film as students were boarding the trains to 
return home for the summer. The trunk is made from 
wood and made to look as though it’s been around a 
while. Has the Hogwart’s crest on the lid. (measures 
approx. 34”x 21”x 11 1/2”) Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.   ($200-$400)

Lot 49. Harry Potter 
Carpenter Blueprints - 
From 2001’s ‘Harry Potter 
and the Sorcerer’s Stone,’ 
this is a set of carpenter’s 
blueprints for the making of 

the Chess Room set. The blueprints detail every room that 
was constructed for the set, including Ante room ‘A’ and 
‘B.’ A note on the blueprints reads ‘Ante Room links Chess 
Room to the Chamber of Keys,’ with a ‘revised date’ of 
2/2/01. (measures approx. 59 1/2”x 33”)  ($200-$400)

Lot 51. Harry Potter Wand Box - From the first 
installment of the blockbuster Harry Potter series ‘Harry 
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.’ (2001) This is one of 
the prop Wand boxes seen on the shelf in Ollivander’s 
wand shop. During filming, the wand boxes were prone 
to tipping over and the contents falling out, so sealed, 
empty boxes were substituted on the shelves for easier 
handling. The box has an ‘Ollivander’s’ sticker affixed 
to the lid, and is signed underneath by actress Maggie 
Smith, who plays Professor Minerva McGonagall in the 
series. (measures approx. 14 1/4”x 3 1/2”) ($400-$600)

Lot 52. Harry Potter Wand Box - From the first 
installment of the blockbuster Harry Potter series 
‘Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.’ (2001) This 
is one of the prop Wand boxes seen on the shelf 
in Ollivander’s wand shop. During filming, the 

wand boxes were prone to tipping over and the contents falling out, so sealed, empty boxes were substituted on the 
shelves for easier handling. The box is made using a green ‘alligator skin’ patterned cardboard, with an Ollivander’s 
sticker affixed to the lid, and small metal clasp on one end. (measures approx. 14 1/4”x 3 1/2”)   ($400-$600)
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Lot 56. Harry Potter 
Shield - From 2001’s 
‘Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer’s Stone,’ this is 
one of the prop shields 
used during the climactic 
Wizard’s chess game 
scene. The shield is 
made from what appears 
to be clay, plaster or a 
resin compound and 
has been painted white 
with reddish highlights. 
There is no handle, as the 

shield appears stationary in the 
background. (measures approx. 
35” x 28”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.     
($800-$1,000)

Lot 54. Harry Potter Golden 
Snitch - This is a screen used 
Golden Snitch from the 2001 
fantasy epic ‘Harry Potter 
and the Sorcerer’s Stone.’ The 
Golden Snitch, or simply 
the Snitch, is a small golden 
sphere used in the game 
of Quidditch. The Snitch 
is likely made from a resin 

material, covered in plastic and painted gold, with ornate 
‘Snitch’ engraving. One of the more 
recognizable props from this film. 
(measures approx. 1 1/2” across)   
($600-$800)

Lot 53. Harry Potter Sword - From 
the first installment of the blockbuster 
Harry Potter series ‘Harry Potter and 
the Sorcerer’s Stone’ (2001), this is 
one of the screen used large size prop 
swords from the scene where Ron 
Weasley (Rupert Grint) plays a game 
of Wizard’s chess. The sword is made 
from a flexible resin and painted with 
a gold and powder blue coating to 
imply oxidation. (measures approx. 44 
1/2” long) Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.   ($500-$700)

Lot 55. Harry Potter 
Shield - From 2001’s ‘Harry 
Potter and the Sorcerer’s 
Stone,’ this is one of the 
prop shields used during 
the climactic Wizard’s 
chess game scene. The 
shield is made from what 
appears to be clay, plaster 
or a resin compound and 
has been painted dark 
orange and black with 
some gold highlights. There 

is no handle, as the shield appears stationary in the 
background. (measures approx. 35” x 28”) Oversized 
item. Additional Postage Required.    ($800-$1,000)

Lot 57. Harry Potter Hero Quaffle Ball - From the first 
installment of the blockbuster Harry Potter series ‘Harry 
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,’ this is a screen used, hero 
Quaffle ball. The Quaffle was used during the wizarding 
game of Quidditch scene. There were a total of four made for 
the film, and this may be the only one available. The Quaffle 
is made from red colored leather over a foam core and has 
a Hogwart’s crest logo on it, though it is faded from use 

during filming. A one-of-a-kind item 
from this uber-popular film. (measures 
approx. 9” across)   ($2,000-$3,000)
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Lot 58. Harry Potter Daniel Radcliffe Training Broom - An incredible prop 
from the blockbuster Harry Potter series. This is a screen used ‘training broom’ 
from 2001’s ‘Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.’ The broom was used by Daniel 
Radcliffe during the scene where he is learning how to fly and is made from a thick 
resin and painted to resemble wood. There were a number of training brooms made, 
each assigned to a specific actor or actress. This one was designed specifically for Harry Potter, and has a hand 
written ‘H’ on the staff at the base, and the word ‘Harry’ under the broom head. The broom head is made with a 
bundled batch of twigs and is removable from the shaft to allow for easier carrying (it is heavy), and for attachment 
to an effects crane to simulate a hovering broom. Made by the Art Dept. at Leavesden Studios, England for this 
specific scene. A one of a kind prop from this popular franchise. Comes with COA. (measures approx. 44 1/2” 
long) Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.  (measures approx. 9” across)   ($3,500-$5,000)

Lot 59A. George Lucas Signed Star 
Wars Posters - From the Master Jedi 
himself, this is a George Lucas signed 
poster from the film that started it 
all, Star Wars (1977). The poster, 
also known as the ‘Special Star Wars 
Trilogy Edition,’ was released by 
Pepsi for the 20th Anniversary of 
Star Wars and features a large image 

of Darth Vader above an X-Wing Fighter chasing a 
T.I.E. Bomber.  As George Lucas doesn’t sign too many 
items, obtaining an autographed Star Wars poster is 
about as good as it gets for Star Wars collectors. Poster 
is signed in silver ink just below the X-Wing. Poster 
does have some small tears on the edging. Comes with 
letter from Lucasfilm as the poster was donated by 
them. (measures approx. 24” x 36”) ($100-$300)

Lot 59C. George Lucas Signed Return 
Of The Jedi Poster - From the Master Jedi 
himself, this is a George Lucas signed poster 
from the final installment in the epic saga, 
‘The Return Of The Jedi’ (1983). The poster, 
also known as the ‘Special Star Wars Trilogy 
Edition,’ was released by Pepsi for the 20th 
Anniversary of Star Wars and features a 
large image of Yoda over the lightsaber duel 

between Luke Skywalker and Darth Vader. Poster is signed in 
silver ink on the lower left corner, below the ‘duel.’ Poster is in 
overall nice condition with some slight staining on the reverse. 
Comes with letter from Lucasfilm as the poster was donated by 
them. (measures approx. 24” x 36”)  ($100-$300)

Lot 59B. George Lucas Signed Empire 
Strikes Back Poster - From the Master 
Jedi himself, this is a George Lucas 
signed poster from the blockbuster 
sequel to Star Wars, ‘The Empire Strikes 
Back’ (1980). The poster, also known as 
the ‘Special Star Wars Trilogy Edition,’ 
was released by Pepsi for the 20th 
Anniversary of Star Wars and features 

a large image of C-3PO over an AT-AT being hounded by 
a Rebel Snowspeeder. As George Lucas doesn’t sign too 
many items, obtaining an autographed Star Wars poster 
is about as good as it gets for Star Wars collectors. Poster 
is signed on the lower left corner. Poster is in overall very 
good condition. Comes with letter from Lucasfilm as the 
poster was donated by them. (measures approx. 24” x 36”)  
($100-$300)

Lot 59D. David Prowse Signed 
Empire Strikes Back Poster - 
This is a signed poster for the 
1980 blockbuster sequel to Star 
Wars, ‘The Empire Strikes Back.’ 
This is one of the original posters 
announcing the film’s upcoming 
in summer release, and has been 

signed by the actor who played Darth Vader, 
actor David Prowse. The poster has been signed 
‘May The Force Be With You Darth Vader David 
Prowse’ in blue ink above the title. Poster has 
some slight staining but is in otherwise very 
good condition. (measures approx. 24” x 36”)  
($100-$300)
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Lot 60. Back to The Future II Christopher Lloyd’s “Doc Brown” 
Shirt - From the classic sci-fi trilogy ‘Back to the Future,’ this is 
Christopher Lloyd’s screen worn Doc Brown shirt from ‘Back 
to the Future II’ (1989). In Part 2, Doc Brown and Marty McFly 
(Michael J. Fox) travel to the year 2015 to fix a future event 
regarding Marty’s kids. This long sleeve shirt features a one-of-
a-kind colorful ‘train and cowboy’ pattern. The shirt can be seen 
prominently during the visit to the ‘antique’ store where Marty 
purchases the Gray’s Sports Almanac, which ultimately changes 
the time continuum. A signature prop from one of the most 
popular film franchises in recent memory. ($3,000-$4,000)

Lot 61. Back to the Future Part II Pepsi Bottle - From one of the most beloved 
film anthologies ever produced, this is a prop Pepsi bottle from the Robert 
Zemeckis 1989 Sci-fi film ‘Back to the Future - Part II.’  After traveling to the 
year 2015, Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) attempts to dissuade his other self from 
taking part in a robbery and ventures into a futuristic diner where he orders a 
Pepsi Perfect, which miraculously pops up from the middle of a table. The bottle is 
made from hard plastic resin which is colored to resemble the soda, with a non-
removable blue plastic lid. The bottle has a small hole drilled into the base, where it 
would have been fastened to the table for its push to the surface. One of the more 
memorable props from the film, it comes with a letter of authenticity stating the 
provenance in receiving the piece.  (measures approx. 8 1/2” tall).  ($4,000-$6,000)
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Lot 62. War Games Original WOPR Computer - THE signature prop from the cult favorite sci-fi thriller 
‘War Games: The Dead Code. This is the full size, original, screen used WOPR computer that started the war 
games and nearly triggered WWIII. The original film is a cautionary tale about the reliance of man on computer 
technology, as teenage David (Matthew Broderick) decides to play a computer game by hacking into NORAD 
and unknowingly begins the countdown to Armageddon. The super computer WOPR (War Operations Plan 
Response), also known as Joshua, is the seminal prop from this film, and it doesn’t disappoint. The prop is full 
size, made with heavy resin and painted grey, with a myriad of wires that light up the front panel. The prop was 
constructed in Culver City, CA by members of IATSE local 44, and has been in the MGM archives. From the 
MGM studios. Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.   ($40,000-$50,000)
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Lot 63. Robby The Robot Figure An 
incredible collectible. This is a life-size 
replica of everyone’s favorite robot, Robby 

the Robot. First seen in the 1956 sci-fi classic ‘Forbidden Planet,’ Robby the Robot is one of the most recognizable 
robots in existence, and has been seen in many different incarnations over the years. From appearances on the 
original Twilight Zone series, the Addams Family, and the Monkees, to Mork & Mindy, and even Columbo! The 
creation of this full size replica began in 1981 and took nine years to complete. The owner even met with Bill 
Malone, the original creator of Robby, who was ‘very impressed and amazed’ at the workmanship and attention to 
detail in the piece. ‘Robby’ is constructed of fiberglass, with the weight and all dimensions similar to the original. 
It features machined aluminum and brass parts, with neon affixed to the mouth area and contains motors in the 
head for the antenna. It comes with soft rubber hands and comes with a removable prop laser pistol fashioned after 
the one used in Forbidden Planet. The pistol is cast from urethane and the front is machined plexiglas. The robot is 
articulated exactly like the original and can be worn, as all the joints are moveable. Robby was even inducted into 
the ‘Robot Hall of Fame’ in 2004. Robby is affixed to a wooden base with gold trim, and includes a wooden name 
plate also with golden trim that says ‘Robby.’ A wonderful piece that will bring smiles to many faces. Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.    ($40,000-$50,000)
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Lot 64. Michael Jackson 
‘HIStory’ Tour Jacket 
For fans of the King 
of Pop, this is a jacket 
commemorating Michael 
Jackson’s 1996 ‘HIStory’ 
World tour. The HIStory 
tour was the third and 
final worldwide solo 
concert tour by Jackson, 

which included 82 concerts on 5 different 
continents. The jacket is black leather, with a 
‘King Of Pop  Michael Jackson History World 
Tour’ patch on left shoulder and a large ‘MJ’ patch 
sewn on the back. The label inside reads in part 
‘Outdoor Musicwear 199X Triumph Michael 
Jackson.’  (size XS).  ($200-$300)

Lot 66. Michael Jackson ‘Bad’ 
Style Pants - Attention Michael 
Jackson fans and impersonators. 
This is a pair of pants that were 
worn by a Michael Jackson 
impersonator, reminiscent of the 
pants worn for his ‘Bad’ music 
video. The pants are made from a 
black polyester material, with four 
zippered front pockets, a red stripe 
running down the left pant leg, and 
has numerous chains and buckles 
on both pant legs, near the calves. 
(size approx. S/XS)   ($100-$300)

Lot 68. Michael Jackson 
‘Dangerous’ Tour Items 
- From Michael Jackson’s 
1992 ‘Dangerous’ release, 
this is a lot of collectibles 
from the World tour. 
The lot includes two 

white, short sleeve t-shirts, one with ‘Beat It,’ and 
featuring a small MJ image next to it, and the other 
stating ‘Michael Jackson’ and ‘Jacko.’  Both shirts are 
cotton and show very slight aging. Also included 
is a black scarf with yellow writing, announcing 
the Dangerous Tour from 1992 to 1993, and a large 
white handkerchief, also announcing the 1992 tour. 
Both items are unused and in excellent condition. 
A wonderful lot of MJ collectibles! (Scarf measures 
approx. 48” x 6”, handkerchief measures approx. 
31” x 14”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 67. Michael Jackson Signed 
T-Shirt - For fans of the King of Pop, 
this is a small size ‘Mickey Mouse’ 
t-shirt signed by Michael Jackson. 
Jackson’s affection for children and 
fantasy was well known, so it’s no 
surprise that he would sign this shirt 
‘With all my love, Michael Jackson.’ 
The shirt is a red, short sleeve t-shirt 
with a smiling Micky Mouse image 

on front and is signed in black ink. A wonderful item 
from one of the greatest entertainers to have ever lived. 
(size L).   ($200-$400)

Lot 69. Michael Jackson Mama 
Concerts Tour Jacket - From 
the 1992 ‘Dangerous’ tour, this 
is a rare style, blue jacket with 
suede turquoise sleeves from 
tour promoter Mama Concerts 
& Rau. The jacket contains 
patches and embroidery that 
read “Mama Concerts + Rau”, 
“Michael Jackson”, “MC & R The 

Concert Company We Believe in Music”, and “Official 
Tour Jacket.” Label inside reads in part ‘MCM Outdoor 
Sportswear.’ As Michael Jackson tour jackets go, this is 
one of the harder ones to obtain.   ($200-$300)

Lot 65. Michael 
Jackson Signed  Jacket 
This leather jacket was 
worn by a Michael 
Jackson impersonator, 
and autographed by 
Michael Jackson. The 
zip-up jacket is black 
leather with gold trim 
and gold arm patch 
on right arm, and faux 
ruby jewels affixed 
to leather shoulder 
epaulettes. Jacket also 
has four large metal 

pins/badges attached to the left arm and right lapel with 
names of European Automobile clubs. The jacket has 
been signed ‘Love Micheal Jackson’ in silver ink on front 
left lapel from a meeting in London in 2006. (Size XS)   
($500-$800)
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Lot 70. Michael Jackson Life Cast - This is a 
plaster life-cast mold of Michael Jackson. Life 
casts are made, usually by make-up artists, so that 
any appliances that might be used on the actor 
during filming will fit exactly on the actor’s face. 
This life cast was done when Michael Jackson was 
younger.  Has a small metal hook on the reverse 
for display. (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 5” x 3”)  
($100-$200)

Lot 71.Michael Jackson Never Before Released 
Original Photo & Negative - LEGENDARY. 
HISTORIC. INCREDIBLE. These are just 
some of the words that can be used to describe 
the life and career of the unequivocal King of 
Pop, Michael Jackson. They also describe this 
unbelievable collection of photos and slides that 
are sure to make any Michael Jackson fan do the 
moonwalk.  Michael Jackson gifted the world 
with his amazing music, joyous personality, and 
incredible inspiration, garnering millions, even 
billions of fans over the years. To commemorate 
the 3rd anniversary of his passing on June 25, 
Premiere Props celebrates the life of Michael 
Jackson by offering an incredible array of 
original photographs, negatives, and slides that 
have NEVER BEFORE BEEN SEEN. These 
unreleased gems were taken by photographer 
Reginald Garcia who was commissioned by Motown Records in 1973 to document the recording of the last album 
by the Jackson 5, ‘G.I.T.: Get it Together.’ Get It Together, released in Sept. 1973, sold over two million copies and 
was the first album to feature Michael’s 15 year-old, slightly deeper singing voice, which ultimately changed the 
sound of the group. The album was a change from the group’s ‘bubblegum soul’ sound and was one of the earliest 
albums to experiment with the pre-disco sound. It was also the first album that featured Michael’s ‘vocal hiccup’ 
that would later become one of his signatures. Mr. Garcia has had these photos and slides in his possession for over 
30 years, and they are now available to the public for the first time ever! These amazing treasures are completely 
original and include any and all rights to reproduce them. This is an incredible, once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to 
obtain truly historic items from a truly historic entertainer, with future value potential that could be unprecedented. 
This B&W photo shows Michael standing in front of a group of large mirrors with arms folded, looking serious and 
ready to rock (4”x6”). This B&W photo comes with a cut and framed contact sheet negative. It is the very last one 
available for sale. Do not miss this opportunity to own this one of a kind photo.   ($1,000-$2,200)

Lot 72. Michael Jackson Wrapping Paper Lot - Celebrating the King of Pop. 
This is a lot of (2) sets of wrapping paper bearing logos of Michael Jackson related 
images. One sheet features off-white paper with a golden ‘Neverland Valley’ image 
of a boy’s silhouette sitting in a circle. The second sheet is black with white ink, 
and depicts Michael’s feet in his trademark tip-toe stance with ‘MJJ Productions’ 
underneath. (opened sheets measure approx. 20” x 29 3/4” ea.) (measures approx. 
8 1/2” x 5” x 3”)  ($50-$100)
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Lot 74.The 
Jacksons 
Triumph Album 
Commercial 
Storyboard
A true piece of 
history…This is the 
original storyboard 
for the Television 
commercial 
announcing the 
release of The 
Jackson’s 1980 

Album ‘Triumph.’ Large black, rigid cardboard with 8 animated 
scenes depicting the visual shots to be used for the spot, with 
voiceover script typed beneath each cell.  A one-of-a-kind item 
from the legendary King of Pop before he was king. (Measures 
approx. 21 1/2” x 17 1/2”)  ($600-$1,000)

Lot 76. Michael Jackson 
Signed ‘Essential Collection’ 
CD - This is a signed 
compilation CD of songs from 
the unequivocal King of Pop, 
the legendary Michael Jackson. 
Released in 2004 by Universal 
Music, this 15 song ‘Essential 

Collection’ greatest hits CD features such early numbers 
as ‘Rockin’ Robin’ and the theme to ‘Ben,’ both of which 
became hit singles, as well as ‘My Girl’ and ‘We’ve Got 
a Good Thing Going.’ The CD is signed in blue ink by 
Michael on the cover. (measures approx. 4 3/4” x 5 1/2”) 
($300-$500)

Lot 75. Michael Jackson  
Autographed Back 
Stage Pass - Michael 
Jackson Autographed 
Back Stage Pass - A 
laminated backstage 
pass from the Dangerous 
World Tour XX special 
seating.  Appears to be 
personalized “U who 
Love, Love”.  2” x 4” 
($500-$700)

Lot 73. 
Michael 
Jackson  
Pictures Lot 
This is a lot 
of (7) photos 
featuring Pop 
legend Michael 

Jackson. Lot includes (1) color 5x7 print 
of Michael and his Chimpanzee Bubbles 
(dated Aug. 14, 1992 on reverse), (4) video 
prints featuring Michael and ‘Webster’ 
star Emmanuel Lewis taken at Michael’s 
Westwood Penthouse, and (2) other video 
prints of Michael. All prints have ‘Evans’ 
signed on lower right corner. ($200-$400)

Lot 77. Michael Jackson 
Signed ‘Number Ones’ 
CD - This is a signed 
compilation CD of songs 
from the King of Pop, the 
legendary Michael Jackson. 
Released in 2003 by 
Sony Music, this 18 song 
‘Number Ones’ greatest 

hits CD features such classics as ‘Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get 
Enough, Rock with You, Billie Jean, Beat It, and Thriller,’ 
and included one new track, ‘One More Chance,’ which 
was written by Jackson for artist R. Kelly. Since its release, 
the album has sold over 20 million copies. The CD is 
signed in red ink by Michael on the cover. (measures 
approx. 4 3/4” x 5 1/2”)  ($300-$500)

Lot 78. Michael Jackson 
Signed ‘HIStory’ CD - From 
the legendary King of Pop, 
this is an autographed CD 
case from the 1995 Michael 
Jackson album ‘HIStory,’ 
released by by Epic Records. 
This was Jackson’s first 

release on his own label, MJJ Productions, and became 
the best-selling multiple disc album ever, selling over 
20 million copies worldwide and making it one of the 
best selling albums of all time. The album was also 
nominated for five Grammy Awards. The CD cover 
is signed ‘Love  Michael Jackson’ in gold ink, and 
the CD’s themselves have been removed. (measures 
approx. 4 3/4” x 5 1/2”) ($200-$300)
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Lot 79. Michael Jackson Signed 
‘Invincible’ CD Covers - This is a lot 
of (3) CD cover/booklets featuring the 
signatures of the unequivocal King of 
Pop, Michael Jackson. The booklets are 
all from the 2001 release of his tenth 
and last studio album ‘Invincible.’ Each 
booklet is a different color, though the 
contents are the same, and was signed 
in London in 2006. All three signatures 
are in black ink. With his untimely 
passing in 2009, autographed Michael 
Jackson memorabilia is becoming some 
of the most sought after collectibles 
from this incredible artist. (measures 
approx. 4 3/4 ”x 4 3/4” ea.)  ($300-$500)

Lot 81. Michael Jackson Signed Black Fedora - From the legendary King of Pop, this is a signed black fedora 
worn by Michael Jackson during his HIStory Tour of Europe. The fedora is signed on the underside of the brim 
in gold ink, with Jackson penning “All My Love  Michael Jackson.’ Features trademark ‘Michael Jackson’ name 
embossed in gold on the inside label. Jackson’s signature and inscription are large and very readable, making this  
a must have for any Michael Jackson collector. (Size L)  ($3,000-$4,000)

Lot 80. Michael Jackson ‘Security’ 
Badges - Attention Michael Jackson fans 
and impersonators. This is a pair of steel 
‘security’ badges that were worn by a 
Michael Jackson impersonator, reminiscent 
of the one used during his ‘Bad’ World tour 
in 1987. The badges are engraved ‘Special 
Officer’ and feature an Eagle resting atop 
a crest with a large star in the center. The 
badges are to be fastened to clothing with 
small nuts, which are not present. (measures 
approx. 2 1/2” x 2 1/4” ea.) ($100-$200)
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Lot 82. Michael Jackson Signed Sunglasses - This is a pair of Ray Ban sunglasses that have been worn and signed 
by the legendary King of Pop, Michael Jackson during his ‘Dangerous’ tour. Cited as one of the best selling albums 
of all time, Dangerous produced four top ten singles and sold over 32 million albums worldwide. The glasses 
are vintage Ray Ban, and Michael Jackson has signed the tan carrying case ‘Love  Michael Jackson’ in blue ink. 
Another wonderful signed piece from one of the greatest artists to have ever lived. (measures approx. 6 1/2” x 2 
3/4”)  ($2,500-$3,500)

Lot 83. Michael Jackson Signed Shoes - From the King of Pop’s HIStory world tour in 1996, this is a pair of black 
shoes signed and worn by the legend himself, Michael Jackson. The shoes are black Florsheim loafers, and were 
signed after the first stop on the tour, in Prague on Sept. 7, 1996. Jackson has signed both shoes on the bottom 
soles, and has written ‘Love Michael Jackson’ on one, and ‘Michael Jackson’ on the other. The heel insert is loose 
on one of the shoes. Two amazing autographs for the price of one!   ($4,000-$6,000)
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Lot 84. Michael Jackson 
Signed ‘Victory’ LP Cover - 
From the legendary King of 
Pop, this is an autographed 
LP cover for the release of the 
1984 ‘Victory’ album signed by 
Michael Jackson. The ‘Victory 
Tour’ marked the last time the 

Jacksons would perform together, and was also the tour 
that showcased Michael’s single decorated black glove, 
black sequined jacket, and the moonwalk. The album 
cover features Michael’s signature in red ink above his 
animated image. LP is not included. (measures approx. 
12” x 12 1/4”)  ($300-$500)

Lot 86. Michael Jackson Signed 
‘Moving Violation’ LP Cover - 
This is an autographed LP cover 
for the release of the Jackson 5’s 
1975 ‘Moving Violation’ album, 
signed by Michael Jackson. The 
‘Moving Violation’ album was 
the ninth and final studio album 

released on Motown by the Jackson 5, and marked the 
end of the Jackson 5, as Motown kept the name after 
the group left. It wasn’t until Michael suggested they 
simply change the name to ‘The Jacksons’ that litigation 
ended. The album cover features Michael’s signature in 
blue ink. LP is not included. (measures approx. 12” x 12 
1/4”) ($300-$500)

Lot 88. Michael 
Jackson Signed 
‘Heal The World’ 
Record - From 
1991, this is an 
autographed 45 
record of the 
single ‘Heal the 

World’ featuring the signature of the 
legendary Michael Jackson. The song ‘Heal 
the World’ is a single from his 1991 hit 
album ‘Dangerous’ and has said it is the 
song he was most proud to have created, 
bringing to light the plight of children who 
struggle to survive in many countries. The 
record is contained in a ‘special poster bag 
edition,’ which folds out into a poster of the 
superstar. The ‘B’ side track on the record is 
the single ‘She drives me wild,’ and the cover 
is signed in green ink. ($300-$500)

Lot 85. Michael Jackson 
Signed ‘Triumph’ LP Cover 
- This is an autographed LP 
cover for the release of the 
Jackson’s 1981 ‘Triumph’ 
album, signed by Michael 
Jackson. The Triumph tour 
ran from July to Sept. 1981, 

and a young Michael Jackson himself created the 
costumes and designed the stage for the tour. The 
album cover features Michael’s signature in blue ink. 
LP is not included. (measures approx. 12” x 12 1/4”)  
($300-$500)

Lot 87. Michael Jackson Signed 
‘The Wiz’ Program - This is a 
Michael Jackson signed movie 
program from the Sidney Lumet 
1978 family-fantasy ‘The Wiz.’ The 
film is an adaptation of the classic 
‘Wizard of Oz’ that tells the story 
from an African-American point of 
view, with Dorothy (Diana Ross) as 

a kindergarten teacher from Harlem who is transported 
to the mysterious Land of Oz. As the Scarecrow, Michael 
Jackson more or less stole the show, adding his unique 
style and creating a loveable, endearing character. The 
program is signed in red ink on the cover. (measures 
approx. 9” x 12”)  ($200-$300)

Lot 89. Michael Jackson 
Signed Drawing - From 
the legendary King of Pop. 
This is a sketch made by 
Michael Jackson himself 
in 1998. The drawing 
features the smiling face 
of a boy with ‘Boyhood’ 
written above his head, 
and is signed by MJ in the 
lower left corner, adding 
‘1998’ and an image of 
three circles above a 
pointed arrow. Obtaining 
autographs of Michael 
Jackson are often difficult 
enough, but to have a 
one-of-a-kind hand drawn 
image from this amazing 

performer is incredible! (measures approx. 8” x 11”)  ($1,000-$1,200)
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Lot 90. Michael Jackson Signed 
Document - An amazing item 
from the unequivocal King of 
Pop, Michael Jackson. This is an 
original document from 1985 
that states that ‘Triumph Inter-
national Inc.’ intends to apply for 
renewal of the trademark ‘Crest,’ 
and authorizes a German attorney 
with Power of Attorney to over-
see the process. Dated March 6, 

1985 in Los Angeles, the typed document features a large 
signature of Michael Jackson in red felt ink. An incred-
ible piece of history. (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 11 3/4”) 
($300-$500)

Lot 91. Michael Jackson LP 
Sales Award - From the King 
of Pop, this is a gold sales 
award presented to Michael 
Jackson in 1992 for the sale of 
500,000 copies of the single 
‘Who is it?” The single was the 
fifth from his Dangerous album 
and was commercially success-
ful worldwide. The award reads 

‘Presented to Michael Jackson to commemorate the 
sale of more than 500,000 copies of the Epic Records 
single ‘Who is it?” The gold record comes beautifully 
framed and ready for display. (measures approx. 12 
1/2” x 17”)  ($300-$500)

Lot 92. Elvis Presley Rare Photograph Collection 
An amazing collection of photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies chronicling the career of 
one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical 
lots. This is a sheet of (19) pristine color slides of Elvis 
Presley attending a press conference, with a couple 
slides featuring Elvis in a blue shirt and pants wardrobe 
ensemble, and one wearing a white blazer and pants. 
Simply amazing that these have been unseen by the 
public for all these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 93. Elvis Presley Rare Photograph Collection 
An amazing collection of photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies chronicling the career of 
one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical lots. 
This is a lot of (3) b&w 35mm filmstrip negatives (a 
total of 10 negatives) featuring images of Elvis playing 
an acoustic guitar, and working & relaxing between 
takes on a film set. Simply amazing that these have been 
unseen by the public for all these years. Until now...  
($800-$1,000)
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Lot 96. Elvis Presley Rare Photograph Collection
An amazing collection of photographic ephemera from 
the King of Rock n’ Roll himself, Elvis Presley. With the 
35th Anniversary of his passing recently commemorated, 
this is a wonderful lot of slides, negatives and 
transparencies chronicling the career of one of the 
greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on display in 
the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of these images 
have never been seen, much less made available to the 
public before, and Premiere Props is proud to be able to 
offer these incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (3) 
b&w, 35mm filmstrip negatives (a total of 13 negatives) 
featuring images of Elvis on stage, playing with a band, 
and candid photos of a jovial Elvis as he talks with 
people. Simply amazing that these have been unseen by 
the public for all these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 97. Elvis 
Presley Rare 
Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection 
of photographic 
ephemera from 
the King of Rock 
n’ Roll himself, 
Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th 
Anniversary of his 
passing recently 
commemorated, 

this is a wonderful lot of slides, negatives and 
transparencies chronicling the career of one of the 
greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on display in 
the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of these images 
have never been seen, much less made available to the 
public before, and Premiere Props is proud to be able to 
offer these incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (5) 
b&w, 35mm filmstrip negatives (a total of 14 negatives) 
featuring images of Elvis on stage, singing and playing 
an acoustic guitar. Simply amazing that these have been 
unseen by the public for all these years. Until now...  
($800-$1,000)

Lot 94. Elvis 
Presley Rare 
Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection 
of photographic 
ephemera from 
the King of Rock 
n’ Roll himself, 
Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th 
Anniversary of his 

passing recently commemorated, this is a wonderful 
lot of slides, negatives and transparencies chronicling 
the career of one of the greatest entertainers in history. 
Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music Hall of 
Fame, most of these images have never been seen, 
much less made available to the public before, and 
Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (4) b&w 35mm 
filmstrip negatives (a total of 12 negatives)  featuring 
candid images of Elvis with an acoustic guitar, and him 
filming & relaxing between takes on a film set. Simply 
amazing that these have been unseen by the public for 
all these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 95. Elvis Presley Rare Photograph Collection 
An amazing collection of photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies chronicling the career of 
one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical lots. 
This is a lot of (3) b&w, 35mm filmstrip negatives (a 
total of 11 negatives) featuring candid images of Elvis 
playing an acoustic guitar, sitting behind a desk, and 
talking between takes on a film set. Simply amazing 
that these have been unseen by the public for all these 
years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)
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Lot 100. Elvis Presley 
Rare Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection 
of photographic 
ephemera from 
the King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis 
Presley. With the 
35th Anniversary of 
his passing recently 
commemorated, this 
is a wonderful lot 
of slides, negatives 
and transparencies 

chronicling the career of one of the greatest entertainers 
in history. Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music 
Hall of Fame, most of these images have never been 
seen, much less made available to the public before, 
and Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (3) large size 
color transparencies featuring two images of Elvis 
looking into the camera, melting hearts as only he 
could, and an image of Elvis in his military uniform, 
standing behind his parents, who are sitting on a couch. 
A heartwarming image. Simply amazing that these have 
been unseen by the public for all these years. Until now... 
($800-$1,000)

Lot 101. Elvis 
Presley Rare 
Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection 
of photographic 
ephemera from 
the King of Rock 
n’ Roll himself, 
Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th 
Anniversary of his 
passing recently 
commemorated, 
this is a wonderful 

lot of slides, negatives and transparencies chronicling 
the career of one of the greatest entertainers in history. 
Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music Hall of 
Fame, most of these images have never been seen, much 
less made available to the public before, and Premiere 
Props is proud to be able to offer these incredible, 
historical lots. This is a lot of (4) large size color 
transparencies featuring images of a young Elvis wearing 
a pinstripe blazer and striped shirt, looking directly into 
the camera, melting hearts as only he could. Simply 
amazing that these have been unseen by the public for all 
these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 98. Elvis 
Presley Rare 
Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection 
of photographic 
ephemera from 
the King of Rock 
n’ Roll himself, 
Elvis Presley. 

With the 35th Anniversary of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies chronicling the career of 
one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical 
lots. This is a lot of (4) large size, b&w transparencies 
featuring behind-the-scenes images of Elvis and 
members of the cast of one of his early films. Simply 
amazing that these have been unseen by the public for 
all these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 99. Elvis Presley Rare 
Photograph Collection - 
An amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ Roll 
himself, Elvis Presley. With the 
35th Anniversary of his passing 
recently commemorated, this 
is a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies 

chronicling the career of one of the greatest entertainers 
in history. Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music 
Hall of Fame, most of these images have never been 
seen, much less made available to the public before, 
and Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (3) large size 
color transparencies featuring two images of Elvis 
sitting atop a motorcycle, wearing a 50’s style leather 
‘biker’ cap (possibly from the filming of Jailhouse 
Rock), and an image of Elvis in a blue striped shirt, 
leaning against a window with the look that melted 
so many hearts. Simply amazing that these have been 
unseen by the public for all these years. Until now...  
($800-$1,000)
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Lot 104. Elvis Presley 
Rare Photograph 
Collection - An amazing 
collection of photographic 
ephemera from the King of 
Rock n’ Roll himself, Elvis 
Presley. With the 35th 
Anniversary of his passing 
recently commemorated, 
this is a wonderful lot 
of slides, negatives and 
transparencies chronicling 

the career of one of the greatest entertainers in history. 
Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music Hall of 
Fame, most of these images have never been seen, much 
less made available to the public before, and Premiere 
Props is proud to be able to offer these incredible, 
historical lots. This is a lot of (4) large size color 
transparencies featuring candid images of Elvis. They 
include two images of smiling Elvis dressed in different 
outfits, one of Elvis looking sultry at the camera, and one 
of Elvis playing acoustic guitar, flanked by two girls in 
swimwear. Simply amazing that these have been unseen 
by the public for all these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 105. Elvis Presley Rare 
Photograph Collection  
An amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary 
of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is 
a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies 
chronicling the career of 

one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical 
lots. This is a lot of (4) large size color transparencies 
featuring candid images of Elvis. They include two 
images of smiling Elvis dressed in different outfits, and 
two of a smiling Elvis holding an acoustic guitar. Simply 
amazing that these have been unseen by the public for all 
these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 102. Elvis Presley Rare 
Photograph Collection  
An amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary 
of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is 
a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies 

chronicling the career of one of the greatest entertainers 
in history. Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music 
Hall of Fame, most of these images have never been 
seen, much less made available to the public before, 
and Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (4) large size 
color transparencies featuring images of Elvis wearing 
four different outfits and looking directly into the 
camera, flashing that trademark smile and melting 
hearts as only he could. Simply amazing that these have 
been unseen by the public for all these years. Until 
now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 103. Elvis Presley Rare 
Photograph Collection  
An amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary 
of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is 
a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies 

chronicling the career of one of the greatest entertainers 
in history. Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music 
Hall of Fame, most of these images have never been 
seen, much less made available to the public before, 
and Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (4) large 
size color transparencies featuring candid images of 
Elvis. The images include Elvis in a military uniform, 
playing an acoustic guitar; Elvis leaning against a 
wooden fence, likely between takes on a film set; Elvis 
performing a heart-melting hip-swivel move; and Elvis 
in a white jacket with trademark pompadour haircut. 
Simply amazing that these have been unseen by the 
public for all these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)
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Lot 108. Elvis Presley 
Rare Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection 
of photographic 
ephemera from 
the King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis 
Presley. With the 
35th Anniversary of 
his passing recently 

commemorated, this is a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies chronicling the career of 
one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical lots. 
This is a lot of (8) large size, color slides of behind-the-
scenes images of Elvis and an actress from one of his 
early films. Simply amazing that these have been unseen 
by the public for all these years. Until now...  
($800-$1,000)

Lot 109. Elvis Presley 
Rare Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock 
n’ Roll himself, Elvis 
Presley. With the 
35th Anniversary of 
his passing recently 
commemorated, this is 

a wonderful lot of slides, negatives and transparencies 
chronicling the career of one of the greatest entertainers 
in history. Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music 
Hall of Fame, most of these images have never been 
seen, much less made available to the public before, 
and Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (8) large size, 
color slides. They include: three behind-the-scenes 
images of Elvis and an actress from one of his early films; 
Elvis throwing a football; Elvis sitting on a bed; Elvis in 
a wooded area with arms folded; and two images of a 
slightly unshaven Elvis in a white shirt. Simply amazing 
that these have been unseen by the public for all these 
years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 106. Elvis Presley Rare 
Photograph Collection  
An amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary 
of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is 
a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies 
chronicling the career of 

one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical 
lots. This is a lot of (11) large size b&w and color 
slides of candid images of Elvis. There are 10 b&w 
slides featuring images from an early television taping 
at ABC, two of which have him wearing his military 
uniform, and one color slide of Elvis with a look of 
surprise on his face. Simply amazing that these have 
been unseen by the public for all these years. Until 
now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 107. Elvis Presley 
Rare Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock 
n’ Roll himself, Elvis 
Presley. With the 
35th Anniversary of 
his passing recently 

commemorated, this is a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies chronicling the career of 
one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical 
lots. This is a lot of (8) large size color slides of candid 
images of Elvis. They include six behind-the-scenes 
images of Elvis during the filming of ‘Harum Scarum’ 
(1965), and two promotional slides of him wearing a 
white tuxedo outfit, one while holding a machine gun. 
Simply amazing that these have been unseen by the 
public for all these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)
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Lot 110. Elvis Presley 
Rare Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock 
n’ Roll himself, Elvis 
Presley. With the 
35th Anniversary of 
his passing recently 
commemorated, this 

is a wonderful lot of slides, negatives and transparencies 
chronicling the career of one of the greatest entertainers 
in history. Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music 
Hall of Fame, most of these images have never been 
seen, much less made available to the public before, 
and Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (8) large size, 
color slides. They include: four behind-the-scenes images 
of Elvis dancing with an actress from one of his early 
films; Elvis sitting in a chair; Elvis wearing a blue shirt 
in front of a red backdrop; and two images of Elvis in a 
red shirt, playing an acoustic guitar. Simply amazing that 
these have been unseen by the public for all these years. 
Until now...    ($800-$1,000)

Lot 111. Elvis Presley Rare  
Photograph Collection 
An amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary 
of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is 
a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies 

chronicling the career of one of the greatest entertainers 
in history. Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music 
Hall of Fame, most of these images have never been 
seen, much less made available to the public before, 
and Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (10) large size, 
color and b&w slides. They include: eight behind-the-
scenes color images of Elvis singing, playing guitar, and 
performing on stage from different productions, and 
two b&w images of Elvis in a leather outfit; one playing 
guitar in front of an audience, and another with him 
sitting on a couch with his arm around a young boy. 
Simply amazing that these have been unseen by the 
public for all these years. Until now... ($800-$1,000)

Lot 112. Elvis 
Presley Rare 
Photograph 
Collection - An 
amazing collection 
of photographic 
ephemera from the 
King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis 
Presley. With the 
35th Anniversary of 
his passing recently 

commemorated, this is a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies chronicling the career of 
one of the greatest entertainers in history. Formerly on 
display in the Mississippi Music Hall of Fame, most of 
these images have never been seen, much less made 
available to the public before, and Premiere Props is 
proud to be able to offer these incredible, historical lots. 
This is a lot of (4) large size, color slides. They include 
two images of Elvis in a navy blue outfit at what appears 
to be wedding/reception, and two images of Elvis 
dressed in a shiny blue leather suit with a little blonde 
girl. Simply amazing that these have been unseen by the 
public for all these years. Until now...  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 113. Elvis Presley Rare 
Photograph Collection 
An amazing collection of 
photographic ephemera 
from the King of Rock n’ 
Roll himself, Elvis Presley. 
With the 35th Anniversary 
of his passing recently 
commemorated, this is 
a wonderful lot of slides, 
negatives and transparencies 

chronicling the career of one of the greatest entertainers 
in history. Formerly on display in the Mississippi Music 
Hall of Fame, most of these images have never been 
seen, much less made available to the public before, 
and Premiere Props is proud to be able to offer these 
incredible, historical lots. This is a lot of (10) large 
size, color and b&w slides. They include: five images 
of Elvis on a building rooftop, wearing a black short 
sleeve shirt; Elvis standing by an iron gate; two shots 
of Elvis wearing a red shirt, singing & holding a guitar; 
one behind-the-scenes image of Elvis sitting while crew 
works behind him, and one b&w slide of Elvis looking 
dashing in a tuxedo. Simply amazing that these have 
been unseen by the public for all these years. Until 
now...  ($800-$1,000)
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Lot 114. Elvis Presley Shirt - From one of the greatest entertainers that ever lived, the King of Rock n’ Roll 
himself, Elvis Presley. Having recently commemorated the 35th anniversary of his passing, Elvis Presley 
memorabilia still ranks as some of the most sought after collectibles out there. The long sleeve, button front shirt 
is made from 100% red wool fabric, and features black stripes and trim along the lapels and lining the collar. 
The label inside reads ‘Made in Italy for Signor Valentino’ and has become slightly unstitched from the shirt. A 
wonderful piece of history from the legendary artist.   ($4,000-$6,000)
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Lot 115. Elvis Presley Shirt - An incredible wardrobe item from arguably one of the greatest entertainers that ever 
lived, the King of Rock n’ Roll himself, Elvis Presley. Having recently commemorated the 35th anniversary of his 
passing, Elvis Presley memorabilia still ranks as some of the most sought after collectibles available. This is a red, 
long sleeve cotton fabric shirt with a black & white striped collar and neck lapel area, and the label inside reads 
‘Brent.’  (size M)  ($4,000-$6,000)
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Lot 116. Elvis Presley Jacket - An incredible wardrobe item from arguably one of the greatest entertainers that ever 
lived, the King of Rock n’ Roll himself, Elvis Presley. Having recently commemorated the 35th anniversary of his 
passing, Elvis Presley memorabilia still ranks as some of the most sought after collectibles out there. This is an Elvis 
Presley personally worn blue suede jacket. Any Elvis fan is familiar with his affinity for blue suede, and this is about 
as cool as it gets. The zippered jacket is fashioned from high quality suede leather, dyed blue, with a large diagonal, 
buttoned pocket on the left breast area, and  white stitch trim along the entire jacket. It is in wonderful condition. 
(size 44)  ($4,000-$6,000)
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Lot 133. Liberace Print from Estate - This is 
a print from the estate of the legendary Pianist 
and Showman, Liberace. The print showcases a 
plethora of exquisite items in one of Liberace’s 
rooms. Print is mounted on a wooden plaque 
with a wire for display. (Measures approx. 19” x 
16”). Oversized item. Additional postage required.  
($700-$1,000)

Lot 134. Liberace Caricature 
Drawing - This is a wonderfully 
drawn Liberace Caricature with 
candelabra and piano, framed and 
signed by Cuban artist Armando 
Robian from Habana Cuba, and 
dated 1956. (approx. 21” x 17”). 
This piece comes directly from a 
personal friend of Liberace’s, as well 
as his personal jeweler from the 
last 10-15 years of his life. A letter 
of provenance and a color copy of 
a newspaper article from 1978, that 
showcases Liberace’s relationship 
with The Jewelry Factory in Lake 
Tahoe is included.  ($2,000-$3,200)

Lot 132. Liberace Owned Stuffed Sheep - From the 
collection of the legendary pianist and showman, 
Liberace, this is a full sized faux stuffed sheep from one 
of his rooms. At one time Liberace had two of these in 
his house. The sheep is not an actual taxidermy creation, 
but appears to be a sheep’s wool coat attached to a life-
size likeness, complete with fake yellow eyes and attached 
horns & ears. An interesting item from one of the most 
flamboyant entertainers in recent memory. (measures 
approx. 32” x 29” x 15”) ($600-$700)
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Lot 135. Liberace Circular 
Photo With Candelabra - One 
of the greatest entertainers to 
have ever played a piano. This is 
a great color photo of a young 
Liberace standing behind a 
signature candelabra holding 
pink candles. The photo is 
affixed to a circular black plastic 

backing from display. (measures approx. 9 1/2” diameter). 
This piece comes directly from a personal friend of 
Liberace’s, as well as his personal jeweler from the last 
10-15 years of his life. A letter of provenance and a color 
copy of a newspaper article from 1978, that showcases 
Liberace’s relationship with The Jewelry Factory in Lake 
Tahoe is included. ($300-$500)

Lot 137. Liberace B&W Framed 
Photo - From the legendary 
entertainer, this is a very large, 
framed black and white photo of a 
young Liberace. The frame shows 
a bit of wear and is has a metal 
wire on the reverse for display. The 
photo is in wonderful condition. 
(measures approx. 35” x 24 1/2”). 
This piece comes directly from a 

personal friend of Liberace’s, as well as his personal jeweler 
from the last 10-15 years of his life. A letter of provenance 
and a color copy of a newspaper article from 1978, that 
showcases Liberace’s relationship with The Jewelry Factory 
in Lake Tahoe is included.  Oversized item. Additional 
postage required. ($200-$300)

Lot 136. Liberace Effanbee 
Figurine -  This is a marvelous 
figurine of Liberace in a 
sparkling black and silver 
caped tuxedo outfit. The figure 
is made from molded plastic 
and the clothes are intricately 
fashioned down to the tiniest 
detail, from the tiny silver 
sequins on his pants to the 
silver glitter adorning the shoes 
and vest.  (measures approx. 

12” tall). This piece comes directly from a personal 
friend of Liberace’s, as well as his personal jeweler from 
the last 10-15 years of his life. A letter of provenance 
and a color copy of a newspaper article from 1978, 
that showcases Liberace’s relationship with The Jewelry 
Factory in Lake Tahoe is included.  ($300-$500)

Lot 138. Sammy Davis Jr. Abstract 
Caricature -  A framed Sammy Davis, Jr. 
abstract caricature on off-white paper. The 
image is created using gold felt with black 
highlights and is signed by the artist from 
‘85. Comes mounted in a wooden frame. 
(measures approx. 21 1/2” x 17 1/2”). This 
piece comes directly from a personal friend 
and jeweler of Sammy Davis, Jr. A letter of 
provenance will be provided.  Oversized 

item. Additional postage required.  ($100-$300)

Lot 139. Sammy Davis Jr. Custom Made Two-Piece Suit -  From 
Sammy Davis Jr.’s personal collection, this custom made two-piece suit 
was  owned and worn by the legendary Sammy Davis Jr. The suit consists 
of a grey striped, double-breasted blazer lined in burgundy, and grey 
striped slacks. Labels on the inside of blazer read ‘CERTO Beverly Hills’ 
and ‘Custom tailored for Sammy Davis Jr.’   ($1,500-$2,500)
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Lot 140. Sammy Davis Jr. Five Image Painting - This is 
a fantastic, five image painting chronicling the career of 
legendary performer Sammy Davis, Jr. This black wood 
framed oil painting features images of Sammy Davis 
Jr. from childhood up through his Rat pack days and 
is signed ‘D. Gilbert ‘75.’  (measures approx. 37 1/2” x 
25”). This piece comes directly from a personal friend 
and jeweler of Sammy Davis, Jr. A letter of provenance 
will be provided. Oversized item. Additional postage 
required. ($1,000-$2,000)

Lot 142. Sammy Davis Jr. 
Stained Glass Mirror - Extremely 
large, exquisitely constructed 
stained glass mirror of legendary 
entertainer and Las Vegas icon 
Sammy Davis, Jr. The ‘Sammy in 
the Spotlight’ mirror is made from 
multi-colored painted and stained 
glass sections, and has an electric 
cord for light up purposes. A really 
well crafted piece of Sammy Davis 
Jr. memorabilia that will look 

stunning when displayed.  (measures approx. 46” x 31”). This 
piece comes directly from a personal friend and jeweler of 
Sammy Davis, Jr. A letter of provenance will be provided. 
Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($300-$500)

Lot 144. Johnny Simmons 
Screen Worn Young Spirit 
Costume - Old navy blue denim 
jacket and gray shirt, worn by 
Johnny Simmons as Young Spir-
it in The Spirit (2008). Simmons 
portrayed the young version of 
Denny Colt in Frank Miller’s 
adaptation of the classic comic 
strip character. Includes studio 
wardrobe tags.  ($100-$200)

Lot 141. Sammy 
Davis Jr. & Altovise 
Oil Painting -  An 
incredible, large 
size oil painting of 
Sammy Davis, Jr. 
and his wife Altovise. 
The portrait captures 
dual images of 
Sammy & Altovise 
snazzily dressed and 
sitting in a chair. The 
painting is signed 
by the artist Shell 
Fisher, who added 
a very small poem 

underneath the signature, and is dated 4-71. (approx. 44 
1/2” x 30 1/2”). This piece comes directly from a personal 
friend and jeweler of Sammy Davis, Jr. A letter of 
provenance will be provided. Oversized item. Additional 
postage required. ($1,000-$2,000)

Lot 143. Sammy Davis Jr. 
Singing Statue -  Large size 
painted sculptured figurine of 
Sammy Davis Jr. posed as if he 
is performing one of his Vegas 
shows. The statue appears to be 
made from a resin and painted 
dark blue with yellow highlights 
for his shirt, and features Sammy 

Davis Jr. in mid-song, with microphone in one 
hand and a cigarette in the other. A pair of glasses 
rims are added to complete the effect. (measures 
approx. 28” tall). This piece comes directly from a 
personal friend and jeweler of Sammy Davis, Jr. A 
letter of provenance will be provided.  Oversized 
item. Additional postage required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 145. Samuel L. Jackson Screen 
Worn Octopus Sleeve and Hat from 
The  Spirit -  Detached sleeve and 
Russian style wool hat, worn by Samuel 
L. Jackson as The Octopus in The Spirit 
(2008). The sleeve was once attached 
to the Octopus’ Russian style costume 
and features fur lining. The hat went 
with the  same outfit. The Octopus 
essayed a number of different costumes 
throughout the film in keeping with his 
flamboyant persona.  ($200-$300)
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Lot 146. Samuel L. 
Jackson Screen Worn 
Octopus Robe from 
The Spirit - White robe 
with tentacle motif 
lining, worn by Samuel 
L. Jackson as The 
Octopus in The Spirit 
(2008). The Octopus was 
the flamboyant opposite 
number for Gabriel 
Macht’s The Spirit in 
this adaptation of Will 
Eisner’s classic comic 
strip.  ($900-$1,000)

Lot 148. “The Spirit” Gabriel Macht 
Costume - Gabriel Macht stunt 
costume from 2008’s The Spirit. A 
pair of black pants, size 32/33 with 
remnants of dirt on the back of the 
pant leg, a bright orange tie with a 
velcro attachment, and a pair of black 
leather gloves with white residue from 
filming. ($300-$400)

Lot 152. Disturbing Behavior Letterman’s 
Sweater - From the 1998 horror-mystery 
‘Disturbing Behavior.’ The film, starring James 
Marsden and Katie Holmes, tells the story of the 
‘new kid in town’ (Marsden, in his first film role) 
who finds out something sinister is going on at the 
high school. This is a blue, screen worn high school 
letterman’s sweater from the film. The blue, button 
up sweater is made from a material called Piltrol 
and label inside reads ‘Pride of the West.’ The 
sweater has a large size CB patch sewn on front, 
which stood for fictional ‘Cradle Bay High School,’ 
and also a smaller ‘Go Forward’ patch. Comes with 
COA. (Size L)  ($100-$200)

Lot 150. Eric Balfour Screen Worn 
Mahmoud Costume from The 
Spirit - Wetsuit worn by Eric Balfour 
as Mahmoud in The Spirit (2008). 
Mahmoud was the husband of Sand 
Saref in the film directed by Frank 
Miller and based upon Will Esiner’s 
classic comic strip.   ($400-$500)

Lot 147. Sarah Paulson 
Costume from The Spirit -  
White lab coat and blue surgical 
shirt, worn by actress Sarah 
Paulson as Dr. Ellen Dolan in 
The Spirit (2008). The coat has 
“Dr. Ellen Dolan” sewn into the 
chest in blue thread. Dolan is the 
Spirit’s secret confidant, much to 
the consternation of her father.  
($100-$200)

Lot 149. Gabriel Macht 
Screen Worn Bullet Proof 
Vest from The Spirit 
-  Black bullet proof vest 
used by Gabriel Macht as 
The Spirit (2008). Includes 
surface abrasions where 
bullets were supposed to 
have been fired into the vest.  
($400-$500)

Lot 151. Seychelle 
Gabriel Screen 
Worn Spirit 
Costume -  Screen 
worn costume for 
Seychelle Gabriel 
as Young Sand 
Saref in The Spirit 
(2008). Includes a 
black tank top, dark 
brown shirt, denim 

shorts and gray stockings. Also 
includes a studio issued wardrobe 
tag.   ($100-$200)
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Lot 153. Love With 
The Proper Stranger 
Dress -  This is a 
screen worn black 
dress from the 1963 
romantic-comedy 
‘Love with the Proper 
Stranger,’ starring 
Natalie Wood and 
Steve McQueen. The 
dress was made for 
actress Anne Hegira, 
who portrayed 

‘Beetie’ in the film, and features a zip up, 
embroidered lace front with black silk 
style shawl/shoulder fabric sewn into the 
collar, and is attached to a black, polyester 
style skirt. A hand written label inside 
reads “Paramount/Enterprise Anne Hegira 
#9 ‘Love with the Proper Stranger’ (tag) 
needed.”   ($300-$400)

Lot 155.  ‘Cheyenne’ Alan 
Hale Sr. Pants -  A pair of 
screen worn pants worn 
by Alan Hale Sr. for his 
role as Fred Durkin in the 
1947 Western adventure 
‘Cheyenne.’ The button 
front pants are made with 
thick, heavy ‘burnt sienna’ 
colored fabric with shoe 
string ties for fastening 
at the ankles, giving it a 
semblance of a pirate style. 
The label inside reads 
‘Warner Bros. Pictures 
20602 Alan Hale.’   
($200-$300)

Lot 156.  Make A Wish (1937) 
Jodhpurs -  This is a pair of tan 
jodhpurs from the 1937 musical-
comedy ‘Make A Wish,’ starring 
Basil Rathbone. In the film, young 
Bobby Breen (Chip Winters) 
befriends composer Johnny Selden 
(Rathbone) and ends up playing 
matchmaker for his widowed 
mother (Marion Claire) and 
Johnny Selden. The jodhpurs were 
worn by Marion Claire and are 
beige/creme colored with button 
front and back. Label inside reads 
‘Western Costume Corp.  M. 
Claire.’ Includes wardrobe tag.   
($500-$600)

Lot 154.  ‘The Great Lie’ 
Bette Davis Skirt -  A screen 
worn black skirt, worn by the 
legendary Bette Davis from 
the 1941 drama ‘The Great 
Lie.’ In the film, Bette Davis 
plays Maggie, a woman who’s 
fiancée is killed in a plane 
crash, only to find out later 
that her rival (Mary Astor) is 
pregnant with his child. The 
skirt is full length and made 
from a polyester type fabric. 
Has a Warner Bros. bar code 
label stitched inside the waist, 
and also a sewn in tag that 
reads ‘Walnut Street Theater.’ 
Comes with studio wardrobe 
tag.   ($800-$1,000)
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Lot 157. ‘The Court Jester’ Danny Kaye Hood -  From 
the 1956 family comedy ‘The Court Jester,’ starring Danny 
Kaye, this is one of the court jester hoods from the film. The 
story of hapless carnival performer Hubert Hawkins (Kaye) 
who masquerades as a court jester in an attempt to usurp an 
evil ruler who has overthrown the rightful king. The hood 
is extremely well made, fashioned from heavy purple felt 
material with embroiderd gold trim, and adorned with gold 
tassels, and ornate  brass buttons. Comes with wardrobe tag. 
(measures approx. 30”)   ($1,000-$2,000)

Lot 158.  7th Voyage Of Sinbad Kathryn Grant 
Gown -  This is a golden gown worn by actress 
Kathryn Grant in the 1958 family-fantasy ‘The 
7th Voyage of Sinbad.’ Grant plays Princess Parisa, 
who has been shrunk by an evil wizard (Torin 
Thatcher), and Sinbad (Kerwin Matthews) must 
battle an island of monsters to cure her and prevent 
a war. The gown is full size and made from a 
metallic gold, silk material with a single strap on 
the right shoulder. The gown is in overall very 
good condition, with some slight staining on the 
inside layer. A sewn label inside reads ‘Columbia 
Pictures Kathy Grant.’ Includes wardrobe tag.  
($1,000-$2,000)
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Lot 159.  Pursued (1947) Judith 
Anderson Skirt -  From the 1947 
romantic-thriller ‘Pursued,’ this is a long 
skirt worn by actress Judith Anderson. 
Anderson plays Mrs. Callum, a widow 
who takes in an orphan who is haunted 
by the murder of his family. The skirt is 
made from a blue cotton type material 
with small clasps and metal buttons on 
thr front for fastening. A stitched label 
inside reads ‘Warner Bros. Pictures Inc.’  
Includes wardrobe tag.   ($400-$600)

Lot 161.  ‘A River Runs Through It’ 
Brad Pitt Pants -  From Director Robert 
Redford’s 1992 drama ‘A River Runs 
Through It.’ This is a pair of screen used 
pants worn by Brad Pitt from the scene 
where he is sitting on steps with friends. 
The pants are brown corduroy with 
button up front, and label on inseam 
reads ‘Western Costume Co., Hollywood.’ 
Includes wardrobe tag.   ($400-$500)

Lot 163.  ‘Story Of Alexander Graham Bell’ 
Henry Fonda Pants -  A pair of pants worn 
by acclaimed actor Henry Fonda in the 1939 
biographical drama ‘The Story of Alexander 
Graham Bell,’ also starring Don Ameche 
and Loretta Young. The pants are fashioned 
from beige colored wool tweed fabric and 
can be fastened with clasps on the right hip, 
with one clasp missing. Label inside reads 
‘United Costumers Hollywood 750 C,’ and the 
size 33/32 is written in black ink on inseam. 
Includes wardrobe tag.  ($300-$400)

Lot 165.   ‘Quality Street’ Franchot Tone 
Jacket -  This is a medium sized ‘long coat’ 
worn by actor Franchot Tone for his role 
as Dr. Brown in the 1937 comedy-drama 
‘Quality Street,’ also starring Katharine 
Hepburn. In the film, an old maid (Hepburn) 
poses as her own niece to teach her onetime 
beau (Tone) a lesson. The button up jacket is 
made with a light, navy blue cotton material 
with sliver/grey lining, and is missing one of 

the buttons. A label inside one of the coat pockets reads ‘United 
Costumers Hollywood 670 A  Franchot Tone.’  ($550-$750)

Lot 160.  Return Of The Cisco Kid 
(1939) Cesar Romero Shirt - From 
the 1939 western ‘Return of the Cisco 
Kid,’ this is a black shirt worn by the 
actor Cesar Romero. In ‘Return,’ a 
young woman (Lynn Bari) is being 
manipulated by an evil sheriff (Robert 
Barrat), and is helped by the Cisco 
Kid who happens to be in town on 
holiday. The button up shirt is long 

sleeve and made from a polyester type material, though 
not definitively known. The shirt is in really nice condition 
considering it is over 70 years old, but does have a couple 
small holes in it. Includes wardrobe tag.  ($750-$850)

Lot 162.  Blow Out John Travolta Wet 
Suit -  From the 1981 Brian De Palma 
thriller ‘Blow Out,’ starring John Travolta 
and Nancy Allen. This is a full size wet 
suit made for actor John Travolta for his 
scenes in the water. Used underneath 
his costume, this was custom made for 
Mr. Travolta so long hours of shooting in 
frigid water would be somewhat bearable.    
($400-$600)

Lot 164.  Douglas 
Fairbanks Jr. Military 
Coat from The Sun Never 
Sets -  From the 1939 
drama ‘The Sun Never 
Sets,’ this is a screen worn 
military style coat worn by 
actor Douglas Fairbanks 
Jr. The film stars Douglas 
Fairbanks Jr. and Basil 

Rathbone as brothers who must deal with Dr. 
Zurof (Lionel Atwill) as he pursues a political 
agenda to cause worldwide unrest. The coat 
is made from a tan, canvas style material that 
features brass buttons and shoulder pins, though 
it appears one pin is 
missing. The label inside 
reads ‘United Costumers 
Hollywood  Job 232 
C  Doug. Fairbanks Jr.’    
($550-$750)
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Lot 166.    ‘Cheyenne’ 
Jane Wyman Dress 
A screen worn dress 
worn by the legendary 
Jane Wyman for her role 
as Ann Kincaid in the 
1947 Western adventure 
‘Cheyenne.’ Ms. Wyman’s 
career spanned 60 
years with roles in such 
classic films as ‘The Lost 
Weekend’ and ‘The Glass 
Menagerie,’ winning an 
Oscar for her portrayal of 
a deaf-mute rape victim 
in ‘Johnny Belinda.’ 
(1948) The dress has a 
peach colored, sleeveless 
top sewn into a green 
skirt bottom that has two 
separate pant legs, and the 
top has a zippered back 
which runs down to the 
skirt. Includes wardrobe 
tag.   ($800-$1,000)

Lot 168.   ‘Story Of  
Louis Pasteur’  
Josephine Hutchinson 
Costume -  From the 1936 
biographical drama ‘The 
Story of Louis Pasteur,’ 
starring Paul Muni and 
Josephine Hutchinson. 
This is a screen worn 
dress worn by Josephine 
Hutchinson for her role 
as Marie Pasteur. The 
dress is yellow colored 
(likely due to aging) with 
a floral print pattern, and 
is in two pieces, a blouse 
top and long skirt which 
is attached together with 
small clips. ($800-$1,000)

Lot 167.  ‘The 
Good Earth’ Paul 
Muni Wardrobe - 
Amazing that this has 
survived this long. 
This is Paul Muni’s 
jacket and pants 
from the 1937 classic 
drama ‘The Good 
Earth.’ The story 
centers around Muni, 
who plays a Chinese 
farmer who must 
deal with a famine, a 
locust invasion, and 
his own arrogance, 

ultimately coming to realize what is 
most important in life. The costume 
consists of a very weathered, long 
sleeve thick canvas style jacket with 
button front, though one button is 
missing, and a pair of thick canvas 
material pants. The number ‘52’ in 
written in ink inside the coat, and a 

small ‘Paul Muni’ label has been sewn into the waistband of 
the pants. ($800-$1,000)

Lot 169.  ‘Harlow’ Carroll 
Baker Costume -  From the 
1965 biographical drama 
‘Harlow’ starring Carroll Baker 
and Red Buttons. In the film, 
Carroll Baker plays platinum 
blond bombshell Jean Harlow, 
who rose to fame in the reckless 
Hollywood of the 1930’s. This 
is the screen used, beige/golden 
colored long gown worn by 
Ms. Baker, and features an 
ornately decorated studded 
and sequined top that zips up 
in back and attaches to the 
long dress portion. A small 
label inside reads ‘Int’l Ladies 
Garment Workers Union.’  
($800-$1,000)
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Lot 170.  Elizabeth Taylor  ‘Giant’ Night Gown 
From the epic 1956 George Stevens romantic-
drama ‘Giant,’ starring Elizabeth Taylor, Rock 
Hudson and James Dean. This is a full length 
nightgown/slip from the film about the life of a 
Texas cattle rancher and his family. The costume 
is a beige silk material with embroidered floral 
pattern lace at the neckline, and has a zipper on 
the left side. The costume was likely made for Ms. 
Taylor, based on the Warner Bros. production 
number on the label, as she is the only one who 
wears a nightgown in the film.  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 172.  Claude Rains The Sea Hawk Costume -  This is a cape and 
shorts from the 1940 swashbuckling adventure ‘The Sea Hawk’ starring Errol 
Flynn and Claude Rains. The cape is made from a dark blue heavy fabric 
with a light blue interior, and a long dyed-blue rope collar. Inside label reads 
‘Warner Bros. Pictures  Claude Rains.’ The shorts are dark green material with 
gold interior fabric. Has small metal clasps for fastening. Inside label reads 
‘Western Costume Co.  Claude Rains #3.’ ($1,000-$1,600)

Lot 171.  The English Patient Ralph Fiennes 
Costume -  From the Oscar winning 1996 
adventure-romance feature ‘The English 
Patient’ starring Ralph Fiennes and Juliette 
Binoche, this is a scorched stunt costume 
used during filming. The costume consists of 
a charred, green military style jacket, with a 
label that reads ‘Bermans & Nathans,’ a torn 
and burnt beige tank top t-shirt, 
a pair of dirty and burnt pants, 
with black tar remnants on 
the legs for effect (inside label 
reads ‘Ralph Fiennes Oct. 1995’ 
and ‘Stunt’), and a brown right 
handed glove which also has tar 
remnants on it.   ($1,400-$2,500)
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Lot 173. Ghost & Mrs. Muir (TV) 
Edward Mulhare Pants -  A pair 
of slacks worn by Edward Mulhare 
in the 1960’s TV series ‘The Ghost 
& Mrs. Muir.’ The pants are Navy 
blue and made of thick fabric. 
There is a small ‘FOX 2’ tag pinned 
on the inside and the label reads 
‘Cotroneo Costume, Hollywood.’ 
Edward Mulhare’s typed name is 

faintly visible on label as well.  ($300-$600)

Lot 175. Ted Cassidy 
Full Military Uniform 
from The Last Remake 
of Beau Geste  - French 
Foreign Legion uniform 
consisting of a blue tunic 
and matching red pants 
with a blue stripe down 
each leg, worn by the 6 ft. 
9 in. actor Ted Cassidy in 
The Last Remake of Beau 
Geste (1977). Cassidy, 
most famous for his role 
as Lurch the Butler in The 
Addams Family television 
series, essayed the role of 
“Blindman” in this parody 
of desert adventures. 
Marty Feldman directed 

and starred. Collar has the regimental number 2 
sewn into each side. Both the top and pants have 
a Western Costume Company label with Cassidy’s 
name typewritten on them.   ($900-$1,000)

Lot 174. Warner Baxter Military 
Jacket from The Road to Glory 
Green French grenadier military jacket, 
worn by Golden Age star Warner 
Baxter in The Road to Glory (1936). 
Baxter portrayed Captain Paul La 
Roche in this World War One film 
directed by Howard Hawks. Includes a 
United Costumers label with Baxter’s 
name handwritten on it.  Baxter is most 

famous as the Crime Doctor in a series of Columbia B movie 
mysteries during the 1940s.  ($400-$500)

Lot 176. Richard Kiel Prison Outfit 
from The Longest Yard -  Prison shirt and 
pants, worn by actor Richard Kiel, most 
famous as Jaws in The Spy Who Loved 
Me (1977), in The Longest Yard (1974). 
Kiel, measuring over seven feet in height, 
portrayed Samson in this tale of a football 
match between prison guards and their 
captives. Samson was one of the players 
on the prisoner team formed by Burt 
Reynolds as Wrecking Crewe. Includes a 
studio-issued hangtag reading “Samson”.   
($400-$500)

Lot 178. Longest Yard 
(2005) Promo Jersey 
From the Adam Sandler 
comedy The Longest 
Yard (2005), this is a 
promotional Football 
Jersey for the release of the 
film. The jersey has never 
been worn and is made 
from a mesh-like fabric, as 
all sports jerseys are, and 

is numbered 18 with ‘The Longest Yard’ stitched 
across the front. Great for fans of the film or 
sports enthusiasts.  ($50-$100)

Lot 177. Charles Tyner Prison Outfit 
from The Longest Yard - Prison shirt 
and pants, worn by actor Charles Tyner in 
The Longest Yard (1974). Tyner portrayed 
the mad arsonist Unger in the film, who 
conspires to kill the film’s hero, Crewe, 
played by Burt Reynolds. The film told of 
a football match between prison guards 
and their captives. Tyner is most famous 
for his role as Boss Higgins, the evil prison 
guard in Cool Hand Luke (1967).  
($100-$200)

Lot 179. Tom D’Andrea  
Military Jacket from Fighter 
Squadron -  Short green “Ike” style 
US Air Force jacket, worn  
by Tom D’Andrea as Sgt. Dolan  
in Fighter Squadron (1948).  
Includes a Warner Bros. label on the 
inner lining with D’Andrea’s name 
handwritten on it, along with a date 
of 5-12-48. The film was set in 1943 

and featured D’Andrea as the local cad at a US air base in 
England during the run-up to D-Day. ($100-$200)
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Lot 180. Nigel Bruce Costume from The 
Blue Bird - Red velvet jacket with gold 
piping and red satin pants made for Nigel 
Bruce in the Shirley Temple Technicolor 
fantasy The Blue Bird (1940). The film 
found Bruce as Mr. Luxury, a resident 
of the Land of Luxury who encounters 
Temple and her fantastic assembly of fairy 
tale creatures including a humanized 
cat and dog. The film, Fox’s response to 
the success of The Wizard of Oz, was 
nominated for two Academy Awards and 
was adapted from a 1908 play by Maurice 

Maeterlinck. Bruce is most famous for his role as Dr. Watson 
in several Sherlock Holmes films with Basil Rathbone playing 
the world’s most famous detective. The red satin pants are 
screen worn and include a United Costumers label with Bruce’s 
name handwritten on it. The jacket appears to be a prototype 
made for Bruce but not screen worn, including an Associated 
Costumers stamp on the inner lining and a vintage hangtag 
with Bruce’s name handwritten on it. ($400-$500)

Lot 182. Raymond Burr 
Screen Worn Perry Mason 
Suit - Gray jacket and 
matching gray pants, worn 
by actor Raymond Burr in 
one of his several returns as 
the attorney Perry Mason 
during the 1980s. In all, 
twelve Mason telefilms were 
made over that decade, all 
starring Burr in his most 
famous role. Mason was a 
brilliant defense attorney 
who, with the aid of his 
private investigator, always 
proved the innocence of 
his client and made sure 
the guilty party confessed 
their guilt, often by means 
of a dramatic courtroom 
confession. The jacket has a 
maker’s label reading “Hart, 
Schaffner and Marx, Silver 
Trumpeter, Tailored for 
Baskin” on its interior while 
the pants have a Western 
Costume Company label on 

the inner waist with Burr’s typewritten name. A cleaning label 
attached to the pants reads “1989”.  ($900-$1,000)

Lot 181. Charles 
Bickford Screen Worn 
Suit - Exquisite black 
suit with white stripes, 
worn by Academy 
Award-nominated 
actor Charles Bickford. 
Includes jacket with 
missing buttons, 
Warner Bros. stamp 
on the inside sleeves 
and a Mariani-Davis 
Ltd. Maker’s label 
on the inner pocket. 
Another label in the 
pocket lining has 
Bickford’s name and 
a handwritten date of 

8-18-31 on it. Bickford portrayed Greta Garbo’s 
love interest in Anna Christie and went on to 
appear in films such as A Duel in the Sun, The 
Farmer’s Daughter and A Star Is Born.  
($550-$750)

Lot 183. Vintage Naval 
Military Equipment 
from Twentieth 
Century Fox - World 
War II era ballasts and 
one ship searchlight, 
sourced from 
Twentieth Century 
Fox and used in the 
production of war films 

from the 1940s to the 1970s. Eleven ballasts in 
all, each stamped with a yellow US Navy seal at 
the bottom. Oversized item. Additional postage 
required. (Ballasts 7” x 3” x 3”, Searchlight 6” x 
4” x 4”) ($100-$300)

Lot 184. Doll Stand In 
from Twentieth Century 
Fox - Doll figure made of 
paper mache and dressed in 
cloth garb resembling that 
of a Frenchman, sourced 
from Twentieth Century Fox 
and used in a Golden Age 
production. ($100-$300)
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Lot 185. Errol Flynn 
Photo Collection 
- This is a lot of (5) 
B&W reprint photos 
from MGM studios of 
legendary actor Errol 
Flynn. The photos 
capture Errol Flynn 

from his roles in ‘Robin Hood,’ ‘The Dawn 
Patrol’ and an unnamed film. (Stills measure 
approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 187. The 
Untouchables (1987) 
Charles Martin Smith 
Suit - This is Agent Oscar 
Wallace’s (Charles Martin 
Smith) screen worn 
jacket, vest, and pants 
from the 1987 Brian De 
Palma masterpiece ‘The 
Untouchables.’ The suit 
is made from fleck grey 
wool fabric, has a three 
button suit jacket, fleck 
grey five button vest, and 
fleck grey pleated in the 
front suit pants. Includes 
wardrobe tag and COA. 
($200-$400)

Lot 189. James & The Giant Peach 
Spider Head Piece - From the 
1996 fantasy film James and the 
Giant Peach. This is a hard plastic 
face piece from Susan Sarandon’s 
character of Spider in the film. Prop 

is made from hard plastic. Inscribed inside in red ink are 
‘R,’ ‘Neutral,’ and ‘7/19 BHO’. (Measures approx. 2”x2 3/4”) 
($200-$300)

Lot 191. Young Hercules Sword & Sheath - Custom 
made hero prop sword and sheath used during 
the filming of the fantasy-action television series 
‘Young Hercules.’ (1998-1999). The show tells of the 
adventures of young Hercules (Ryan Gosling) as a boy 
during his time at a training academy for warriors. 
This sword was used throughout the series by actor 
Chris Conrad, who played Hercules’ friend Jason. 
This highly detailed sword is made from thick resin 
and painted silver and gold. Also comes with a thick, 
black leather sheath that has a slab of resin inserted 
in it to give it more strength for the grueling filming 
that took place. Comes with a letter of provenance. 
(measures approx. 34” long)  ($400-$600)

Lot 186. Emergency! Background  
Firefighters Outfit - From the TV series 
‘Emergency!’ (1972-1979), this is a 
background firefighter’s jacket and pants. 
The outfit is an actual firefighter’s suit, 
complete with metal hooks and clasps 
and is made from extremely heavy fabric. 
The jacket has ‘Los Angeles City Fire 
Dept.’ and the name ‘Calvillo’ stenciled on 
the back. ‘BG’ is written in ink on inside 
neckline. The pants are also heavy, layered 

fabric and has ‘Ignatczyk’ written inside the waistline. The 
outfit has definitely seen some action.  ($50-$100)

Lot 188. Wing Commander 4  
Terran Confederation Costume 
Blue shirt with “Terran 
Confederation - Unified Space 
Command” shoulder patch, used in 
the production of the video game 
Wing Commander 4 (1995). The 
game featured cinematic sequences 
with Malcolm McDowall, Mark 
Hamill and a number of other actors, 
all of whom advanced the story 

surrounding the action sequences the player was expected to 
undertake. From Western Costume Company. ($100-$200)

Lot 190. Robin Hood (2010) Dagger 
From director Ridley Scott’s 2010 
adventure ‘Robin Hood,’ starring Russell 
Crowe and Cate Blanchett, this is a prop 
dagger from the film. The dagger is made 
from malleable rubber and realistically 
painted, with tiny gold embellishments 
on the hand grip. Comes with COA. 
(measures approx. 13” long) ($100-$200)
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Lot 192. Man with Two Brains Promo Items 
And Brain - This is a unique display for Steve 
Martin’s spoof of mad doctor films, The Man 
With Two Brains (1983), featuring  one of the 
prop brains, perfectly displayed in a glass jar and 
a crazy close up of the comedian and the film’s 
title on a pop-out insert. A press kit booklet 
with several stills from the film arranged in full 
color also accompanies this lot. The film found 
Martin attempting to find a new home for his 
wife’s disembodied but still talkative gray matter. 
Oversized item. Additional postage required.  
($1,800-$2,200)

Lot 193. Bob Hope Hair Dye Kit 
This is an original, portable black 
bag ‘hair-dye’ kit used by legendary 
actor and humanitarian Bob Hope. 
The bag was used to touch up Mr. 
Hope’s hair color as needed. The 
bag contains the original bottles 

of liquids used to change his hair color along with 
latex gloves, a comb, and other assorted hair-dye 

products. Two black & gold ‘B H’ stickers are stuck on front lid. 
(Measures approx. 8 1/2” x 7” x 5”)  ($200-$300)

Lot 195. Ronin  
Miniature House 
This is a miniature 
Samurai 
house model 
from the John 
Frankenheimer 
1998 crime-drama 

‘Ronin,’ starring Robert De Niro and Jean Reno. Ronin 
is a Japanese word meaning ‘Samurai without a master.’ 
In the film, a woman hires a renegade group of Ronin, 
criminal outcasts for hire, to retrieve an important 
suitcase about to be sold to the Russians. The miniature 
is crafted with exquisite detail, featuring intricate 
‘cobblestone’ work with faux trees and lawn, leading to a 
wonderful rendition of a Samurai cottage. The model is 
very large size and comes in a wooden crate. Oversized 
item. Additional Postage Required.  ($300-$400)

Lot 194. Anthony Quinn ‘Caravan’ Belt - 
From James Michner’s epic 1978 adventure 
‘Caravans,’ starring Anthony Quinn, Michael 
Sarazin and Christopher Lee, this is a prop 
belt worn by Anthony Quinn.   ($100-$200)

Lot 196. Hot Tub Time  
Machine Sign - From the 2010 
sci-fi comedy adventure ‘Hot 
Tub Time Machine,’ starring 
This is a prop sign announcing 
the Kodiak Valley ‘Winterfest 
‘86’ winter festival from the 
film. The film centers around a 
malfunctioning time machine at 
a ski resort that takes a man, his 
nephew, and two friends back 
to 1986 where they must relive a 
fateful night, while not changing 
anything to make sure the 

nephew will be born. The sign reads in part ‘Welcome 
to Winterfest ‘86...Ask your concierge for a schedule’. 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.    
($200-$300)
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Lot 197.  MGM Chinese 
Sign - From an unidentified 
production, this is a large 
size prop Chinese sign. The 
sign is made from wood and 
painted red and gold, and 
features five gold stars sitting 
above a building, possibly 

a Chinese government office building. From the 
MGM studios. Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 199.  Disneyland /  
Adventureland Skull 
An interesting item 
indeed. This is a prop 
human skull used at 
the Disneyland Park & 
Adventureland. The skull 
is made from plaster of 
paris and looks to be 
anatomically correct. The 
skull is somewhat dirty, 
likely from display for 

many years, and the jaw has become detached, with 
a couple missing teeth. (measures approx. 9” x 7 1/2” 
x 5”)  ($400-$500)

Lot 198. Jiminy Glick In  
LaLawood Tabloid Paper - 
A production made tabloid 
paper for the release of the 
2004 Martin Short comedy 
Jiminy Glick in LaLawood. 
Based on the National 

Enquirer, the Inquisitor is a large size, 2-page fold out with 
faux headlines on the cover and a faux ‘Riorican Rum’ 
advertisement on the reverse. The inside of the tabloid is 
blank. (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 11 1/2”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 200.  Universal Studios Park 
Scarecrow Head - This is a faux 
wooden evil Scarecrow bust for 
use during Universal Studios 
Park’s Halloween horror nights. 
The scarecrow is made from rigid 
styrofoam and affixed to a thick 
balsa wood base. Very detailed 
and a bit creepy!  (measures 
approx 24” x 17” x 16”). Oversized 

item. Additional postage required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 201.  The Mask (1994) Jim Carrey Mask - “The 
Mask” as seen in the New Line cinema 1994 movie 
used by Jim Carrey, this original prop created by 
Global fx comes with a separate case purchased 
directly from Jim Latta of Icons prop replicas, the case 
being made for the replica line of masks of which only 
approximately 10 were made, sanctioned by New line 
cinema.   ($4,000-$7,000)
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Lot 202.  Gerry 
Anderson’s Stingray 
Troy Tempest 
Puppet - Gerry 
Anderson’s “Stingray” 
Original puppet of 
Troy Tempest made 
for use in various 
exhibitions in the UK 
& Asia and furnished 
by Gerry Anderson 
productions, and 
made by one of his 
master puppet makers. 
This puppet has a 
stand, moveable eyes 
and realistic hair, 
lashes and eyebrows, 
positionable body 
including head, arms 
and legs, and full 
W.A.S.P. costume 
including hat and 
holster.  
($2,000-$3,000)

Lot 203.  Lost in Space 
Jupiter 2 Microphone 
This is a prototype 
microphone that was 
made for the Jupiter 
2 spaceship on the 
original Irwin Allen sci-fi 
television series ‘Lost In 

Space’ (1965-1968). This solid state, heavy duty 
microphone is an ‘Astatic 333-6’ model and was 
created for the show, but the studio later changed 
the design and it was not utilized on the series. 
Comes with a letter of provenance.  ($100-$200)

Lot 205.  Ace Ventura: Pet 
Detective Tusk - From the 
hit movie, “Ace Ventura: Pet 
Detective” (1994), this is a large, 
plastic tusk mounted on metal 
support. Used as set dressing in 
the film. (45” x 4”). Oversized 
item. Additional postage 
required.  ($50-$150)

Lot 207.  Deadwood Newspaper - A production made prop 
newspaper for the western-drama series Deadwood (2004-
2006). The show revolves around the lives and characters living 
in 1876  Deadwood, South Dakota. This newspaper was made 
by the production unit and features period stories and faux 
advertisements, and on the reverse, a full page advertisement 
for the show. (measures approx. 12 1/2” x 20”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 204.  Ella Enchanted 
Royal Ball Invitation Set - 
Three old-fashioned invitation 
cards used in the film Ella 
Enchanted, inviting the film’s 
characters to a royal ball for 
Prince Char. Complete with 
a certificate of authenticity.   
($100-$200)

Lot 206.  Mike Hammer 
Framed Article - Mike Hammer 
framed feature article with the 
title ‘Hit Man Misses Mark’ from 
the “Daily News” and used on a 
TV Show. (approx. 18 1/2” x 14 
1/2”)  ($50-$100)
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Lot 208.  Somewhere In Time 
Book Cover - A prop book 
cover from the 1980 romantic-
fantasy Somewhere in Time, 
directed by Jeannot Szwarc 
and starring Christopher 

Reeve, Christopher Plummer and Jane Seymour. In the film, 
Richard Collier (Reeve) visits an old college professor who has 
written a book titled ‘Travels Through Time,’ and eventually 
uses the power of his mind to travel back in time to 1912 
to look for the woman he loves (Seymour). The book cover 
is unfolded and has a B&W photograph of faux author ‘G. 
Finney’ on the reverse (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 21 3/4”).  
($100-$200)

Lot 209.  
Angel / David 
Boreanaz 
Business Card 
From the 
fantasy-drama 
television series 

‘Angel’ (1999-2004) starring David Boreanaz and 
Charisma Carpenter. This is a screen used prop 
business card used by David Boreanaz’ character 
‘Angel.’ The card is a plain white business card 
with an outlined image of an Angel, along 
with a faux phone number. Comes with LOA. 
(measures approx. 2” x 3 1/2”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 209A.  Billy Joel Worn Military Uniform - This is a complete military costume 
worn by acclaimed songwriter and performer Billy Joel from the collection of Costume 
Designer Frankie Stein. Ms. Stein’s work has been featured on stage, television, film & 
print, and she successfully owned and operated “Frankie Steinz” costume shop in New 
York. As a freelance costume designer, she later moved her business to New York City 
where her many clients include ABC, Sony, Disney and HBO, and celebrities Robert 
De Niro, Billy Joel and Dolly Parton, to name a few. Her work has been featured in The 
New York Times, Time Out magazine and People Online, and has been seen on The 
David Letterman Show, The View, Saturday Night Live, The Rosie O’Donnell Show, and 
Everybody Loves Raymond, and she is credited on the major Academy Award winning 
film ‘Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.’ This wardrobe consists of a heavy canvas 

material, tan blazer with shoulder pins, gold U.S. and crossed rifle lapel pins, 
and military rank pins over the left pocket; a long sleeve, tan cotton shirt with 
‘The Conquerer Tropical’ label; a pair of tan slacks with cloth belt and brass 
buckle; a tan tie and a pair of tan socks.  ($1,000-$1,500)

Lot 209B.  Bill Cosby Worn Lederhosen - For fans of Bill 
Cosby, this is a one-of-a-kind item. This is a pair of German 
lederhosen worn by Mr. Cosby for one of his many Jello 
commercials from the collection of Costume Designer Frankie Stein. Ms. Stein’s 
work has been featured on stage, television, film & print, and she successfully 
owned and operated “Frankie Steinz” costume shop in New York. As a freelance 
costume designer, she later moved her business to New York City where her 
many clients include ABC, Sony, Disney and HBO, and celebrities Robert De 
Niro, Billy Joel and Dolly Parton, to name a few. Her work has been featured 
in The New York Times, Time Out magazine and People Online, and has been 
seen on The David Letterman Show, The View, Saturday Night Live, The Rosie 
O’Donnell Show, and Everybody Loves Raymond, and she is credited on the 
major Academy Award winning film ‘Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.’ The 
costume is comprised of a pair of leather zip-up ‘shorts’ with a floral patterned 
trim, and are buttoned to a pair of leather suspenders with matching floral trim.  
($600-$800)
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Lot 209C.  One True Thing (1998) Mother Nature Costume - From the 1998 drama ‘One 
True Thing,’ starring Meryl Streep, this is a screen worn Mother Nature costume from the 
collection of Costume Designer Frankie Stein. Ms. Stein’s work has been featured on stage, 
television, film & print, and she successfully owned and operated “Frankie Steinz” costume 
shop in New York. As a freelance costume designer, she later moved her business to New York 
City where her many clients include ABC, Sony, Disney and HBO, and celebrities Robert De 
Niro, Billy Joel and Dolly Parton, to name a few. Her work has been featured in The New York 
Times, Time Out magazine and People Online, and has been seen on The David Letterman 
Show, The View, Saturday Night Live, The Rosie O’Donnell Show, and Everybody Loves 
Raymond, and she is credited on the major Academy Award winning film ‘Eternal Sunshine 
of the Spotless Mind.’ The film tells the story of a career woman (Streep) who reassesses 

her parents’ lives after she has to care for her cancer-stricken mother. The 
costume consists of a zippered back, full length lime green polyester fabric 
dress, covered in various floral and insect decorations, including a long, faux 
green vine on the reverse, and a large hat that is adorned with cloth flowers 
and other ‘garden’ items.  ($500-$800)

Lot 209D.  Eternal Sunshine Of The Spotless Mind Kate Winslet Worn Costume - This 
is a screen worn skeleton costume from the 2004 romantic-sci-fi-drama ‘Eternal Sunshine 
of the Spotless Mind,’ starring Kate Winslet and Jim Carrey, from the collection of Costume 
Designer Frankie Stein. Ms. Stein’s work has been featured on stage, television, film & print, 
and she successfully owned and operated “Frankie Steinz” costume shop in New York. As a 
freelance costume designer, she later moved her business to New York City where her many 
clients include ABC, Sony, Disney and HBO, and celebrities Robert De Niro, Billy Joel and 
Dolly Parton, to name a few. Her work has been featured in The New York Times, Time Out 
magazine and People Online, and has been seen on The David Letterman Show, The View, 
Saturday Night Live, The Rosie O’Donnell Show, and Everybody Loves Raymond, and she is 
credited on the major Academy Award winning film ‘Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.’ 
In the film, Clementine Kruczynski (Winslet) and Joel Barish (Carrey) undergo a procedure to 
erase each other from their memories when their relationship sours. The 
skeleton costume is made from a full body, black spandex type material 
with the bones painted on using a rubber based paint. A removeable, 
painted ‘skull’ hood is attached to the body with velcro.  ($1,500-$2,000)

Lot 209E.  Bette Midler Worn ‘Hulaween’ Wardrobe - One of the greatest female entertainers 
in recent memory, this a personally owned and worn velvet ensemble worn by Bette Midler 
for her annual ‘Hulaween Ball’ from the collection of Costume Designer Frankie Stein. Ms. 
Stein’s work has been featured on stage, television, film & print, and she successfully owned 
and operated “Frankie Steinz” costume shop in New York. As a freelance costume designer, 
she later moved her business to New York City where her many clients include ABC, Sony, 
Disney and HBO, and celebrities Robert De Niro, Billy Joel and Dolly Parton, to name a few. 
Her work has been featured in The New York Times, Time Out magazine and People Online, 
and has been seen on The David Letterman Show, The View, Saturday Night Live, The Rosie 
O’Donnell Show, and Everybody Loves Raymond, and she is credited on the major Academy 
Award winning film ‘Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.’ The wardrobe is comprised of 
a thick, black zipper front velvet top with large ‘bell-bottom’ sized sleeves and pink flowered 

embroidery, with sequin trim, and a pair of stretchy, black velvet bell 
bottom pants with matching floral pattern and sequins. A unique costume 
for a unique entertainer!  ($1,500-$2,000)
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Lot 209F.  Lily Tomlin Bra/
Phone - A gracious hello...This is 
a ‘telephone bra’ prop designed 
by comedy legend Lily Tomlin 
from the collection of Costume 
Designer Frankie Stein. Ms. Stein’s 
work has been featured on stage, 
television, film & print, and she 
successfully owned and operated 
“Frankie Steinz” costume shop in 
New York. As a freelance costume 
designer, she later moved her 
business to New York City where 
her many clients include ABC, 
Sony, Disney and HBO, and 
celebrities Robert De Niro, Billy 
Joel and Dolly Parton, to name a 
few. Her work has been featured 
in The New York Times, Time Out 
magazine and People Online, and 

has been seen on The David Letterman Show, The View, 
Saturday Night Live, The Rosie O’Donnell Show, and 
Everybody Loves Raymond, and she is credited on the 
major Academy Award winning film ‘Eternal Sunshine of 
the Spotless Mind.’ Known for many differnet roles, Lily 
Tomlin’s most memorable character is that of the snippy 
telephone operator Ernestine. This prop bra was created 
by Ms. Tomlin and features rotary dials on each breast, 
with images of Ernestine at her annoying best, and 
features handset cord ‘bra straps.’ Also included is the 
sketch book used in the creation of the prop which has 
been signed by Ms. Tomlin as well. An extremely unique 
item.  ($500-$800)

Lot 210.  Resident Evil: Extinction Alice (Milla Jovovich) 
Costume - From the third installment of the Resident Evil 
series, this is Alice’s screen used coat ensemble from 2007’s 
‘Resident Evil: Extinction,’ starring Milla Jovovich and Ali 
Larter. The beige/tan coat is large size with two pockets 
and belt strap on the reverse, and has ‘Alice’ written under 
right shoulder in black ink. Also comes with a brown snap 
up S/S shirt with matching attached leggings. The costume, 
especially the leggings, shows wear from the rigors of 
filming.  ($4,000-$6,000)
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Lot 211.  Resident Evil: Extinction 
Alice (Milla Jovovich) Costume 
From ‘Resident Evil: Extinction’ 
(2007), this is Alice’s (Milla 
Jovovich) red dress and shorts 
ensemble. The dress is sleeveless 
and a lighter shade than the hero 
dresses, making it possibly a stunt 
dress. The shorts are red with an 
elastic waist  band.  ($3,000-$4,000)

Lot 212.  Resident Evil: Extinction Vial - A screen used, 
prop Vial from the 2007 sci-fi adventure ‘Resident Evil: 
Extinction. The vial is made from glass and features non-
removable metal end caps. The interior is comprised of a 
pair of spiraling glass tubes. One of the inner glass tubes 
is broken near the center and very loose inside the vial. 
(measures approx. 4 3/4” x 1 1/2”)   ($3,000-$4,000)
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Lot 213. 
Resident Evil: 
Extinction 
Alice (Milla 
Jovovich) 
Boots - From 
the 2007 film 
‘Resident Evil: 
Extinction,’ 
this is a pair of 
Alice’s (Milla 
Jovovich) 

boots worn for stunt scenes in taxing 
action sequences. The boots are black 
leather material with side zippers. The 
sole of the right boot is severely damaged 
and distressed. Label inside reads “Stunt 
Alice.”  ($500-$600)

Lot 214.  Resident Evil: Afterlife 
Claire (Ali Larter) Costume - From 
the fourth installment of the Resident 
Evil series, this is Claire Redfield’s (Ali 
Larter) screen worn, stunt costume 
from 2010’s ‘Resident Evil: Afterlife,’ 
directed by Paul W.S. Anderson. The 
wardrobe is comprised of a slightly 
dirty and faded, blue ‘Old Navy’ long 
sleeve, button up shirt with a tear in left 
shoulder (size S/P); an off white ‘Gap 
Body’ tank top with brown stitching 
on the neckline (size M); a pair of 
green, multi-pocket cargo ‘Gap Jeans’ 
pants, (size 26/2, with ‘stunt’ written 
inside); and a pair of dirty, brown 
leather ‘Timberland’ ankle high boots 
with zipper on the side, black soles 

and a buckle at the top, (size 8.5M, the logo has been removed from 
the side.)  This is a continuity costume from Resident Evil: Extinction 
used in Resident Evil: Afterlife. ($1,000-$2,000)

Lot 215. Resident Evil 4 Alice (Milla 
Jovovich) Stunt Catsuit - From Resident 
Evil: Afterlife, this is Alice’s (Milla 
Jovovich) catsuit. It is a black nylon long 
sleeve catsuit with leather strips, velcro 
on the side, and buttons on the front for 
the rubber chest piece (not included in 
this lot). There are holes on the side and 
back for use with a harness for use during 
stunt scenes. In this film, Milla Jovovich 
conducted many stunts on her own. 
Includes wardrobe tag.  ($500-$600)

Lot 217. Underworld: Evolution 
Screen Used Battle Axe - From the 
2006 installment of the blockbuster 
Underworld series ‘Underworld: 
Evolution,’ this is a screen used battle 
axe. The axe is made from dark brown 
wood with a pointed handle tip, and 
the axe head is made from metal. 
(approx. 45” long) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.  
($200-$300)

Lot 218. Underworld: Evolution 
Screen Used Crossbow - From 
‘Underworld: Evolution (2006), 
this is a screen used crossbow. 
It was used to capture William, 
the 1st Werewolf. This well made 
prop crossbow is constructed 
from aged brown wood with 
metal bow attachment, and 
comes with a small prop harpoon 
attached. (measures approx. 48” 
long) Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.  ($200-$300)

Lot 216. Resident Evil 4 
Umbrella Trooper Shield - 
From Resident Evil: Afterlife 
(2010), this is an Umbrella 
Trooper’s shield. It is made 
of sturdy black plastic and 
has an ‘Umbrella’ logo on the 
front. Includes a handle in 
the back. (approx. 51” x 25”). 
Oversized item. Additional 
postage required.  
($300-$500)
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Lot 219. Underworld: Evolution Screen Used Axe 
Handle - This is a screen used axe handle from the 
2006 release of ‘Underworld: Evolution,’ directed by 
Patrick Tatopoulos. The spear is made from aged 
brown wood and features a leather cord hand wrap. 
Used to kill the characters that were turning into 
Werewolves. (measures approx. 31” long) Oversized 
item. Additional Postage Required.  ($200-$300)

Lot 221. Underworld: 
Evolution Screen Used 
Candle Holder - From 
‘Underworld: Evolution’ 
(2006), this is a screen used 
candle holder used in Tannis’ 
prison. The ‘I’ shaped candle 
holder is made from wood 
and is covered in melted 
wax, with a mostly melted 
candle stub resting on top. 
(measures approx. 15” tall, & 
7 1/2” wide) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required. 
($100-$200)

Lot 220. Underworld: Evolution 
Hero Elder’s Screen Used Axe - A 
screen used, hero Elder’s broad 
axe from the 2006 release of 
‘Underworld: Evolution.’  The axe 
is fashioned out of a light wood 
material, with a multi-pronged 
foam axe head, and has a tightly 
woven, thin leather wrap around 
the handle. The more detailed 
axes, such as this one, were used 
by the main Elder Death Dealers. 
The studio produced less detailed 
axes for the background elders. 
(measures approx. 45” long) 

Oversized item. Additional Postage Required. 
($200-$300)

Lot 222. Underworld: 
Evolution Screen Used 
Candles - A lot of (7) 
screen used, featured 
black candles from 
the 2006 horror film 
‘Underworld: Evolution.’ 
The candles are all made 
with black wax and show 
slight degrees of use, 
though none has been 

used significantly. Used in Tannis’ Prison. (measures 
approx.  5 5/8” high & 3” diameter ea.) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 223. Underworld: 
Evolution Screen Used 
Pick Axe - From the 2006 
installment of the blockbuster 
Underworld series 
‘Underworld: Evolution,’ 
this is a screen used, large 
size background Elder’s pick 
axe. The axe is made with 
a straight wooden handle, 
tapered off into a stake for 
‘vampiric’ purposes, and is 
affixed to a detailed, hard 
rubber axe head. (measures 
approx. 30” long) Oversized 

item. Additional Postage Required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 224. Underworld: Evolution 
Screen Used Pick Axe - From 
‘Underworld: Evolution’ (2006). 
This is a screen used, large size 
background Elder’s pick axe. The 
axe features a slightly curved 
wooden handle that tapers into a 
grooved, soft pointed handle tip, 
which is attached to a painted, 
hard rubber axe head. (measures 
approx. 27” long) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required. 
($100-$200)
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Lot 225. Underworld: 
Evolution Screen Used Pick 
Axe - A screen used, large 
size background battle pick 
axe from 2006’s ‘Underworld: 
Evolution’ opening scene. The 
pick axe handle is made from 
a somewhat uneven piece 
of wood, making it look as 
though it was carved from 
a tree branch, and features 
a dual tipped, hard rubber 
axe head. (measures approx. 
35” long) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.  
($100-$200)

Lot 226. Underworld: Evolution Screen 
Used Elder’s Battle Axe - This is a screen 
used background Elder’s battle axe from 
the 2006 installment of the Underworld 
horror film series ‘Underworld: Evolution.’ 
The large size axe features a wooden 
handle with a rounded, carved handle 
tip, and an aged-looking, painted hard 
rubber axe head. (measures approx. 32” 
long) Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 227. Underworld: Evolution 
Screen Used Elder’s Battle Axe - A 
screen used, large size background 
Elder’s battle axe from 2006’s 
‘Underworld: Evolution.’ The axe 
handle is made from a somewhat 
uneven piece of wood, making it 
look as though it was carved from 
a tree branch, and features an aged 
looking, painted hard rubber axe head. 
(measures approx. 39” long) Oversized 
item. Additional Postage Required.  
($100-$200)

Lot 229. Underworld: 3 Death 
Dealer Sword & Scabba - From 2009’s 
‘Underworld: Rise of the Lycans,’ this 
is one of the screen used Death Dealer 
sword and scabbards from the film. The 
sword is made of hard rubber and plastic 
material and features a carved handle 
with jeweled tip. Comes with matching 
scabbard. (measures approx. 44” long) 
Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($300-$500)

Lot 228. Underworld: 3 Screen Used 
Death Dealer Sword - From 2009’s 
‘Underworld: Rise of the Lycans,’ this 
is one of the screen used, Death Dealer 
swords from the film. The sword is made 
of hard rubber and plastic material and 
features a carved handle with jeweled tip. 
The scabbard is melded to the sword and 
does not come off. (measures approx 43” 
long) Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($300-$500)

Lot 230. Underworld: 3 Sonja 
(Rhona Mitra) Artwork - 
From 2009’s ‘Underworld: 
Rise of the Lycans,’ this is 
an original color artwork 
reproduction on high quality 
glossy photo paper depicting 
Sonja (Rhona Mitra) in battle 
dress wielding a sword in each 
hand. (measures approx. 18 
1/2”x 11 1/2”) ($100-$200)
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Lot 231. 
Underworld: 
3 Castle 
Courtyard 
Artwork - 
From 2009’s 
‘Underworld: 

Rise of the Lycans,’ this is an original color artwork 
reproduction on high quality glossy photo paper 
depicting the grim ‘Castle Courtyard’ envrionment. 
(measures approx. 16 1/2” x 11 3/4”) ($100-$200)

Lot 233. 
Underworld: 
3 Artwork 
From 
‘Underworld: 
Rise of the 
Lycans’ (2009), 

this is an original, color artwork reproduction on high 
quality glossy photo paper depicting the interior of the 
‘Great Hall.’ (measures approx. 16 1/2” x 11 3/4”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 235. Underworld: 3 Viktor 
(Bill Nighy) Hero Skirt - From the 
2009 installment of the blockbuster 
Underworld series ‘Underworld: Rise 
of the Lycans,’ this is a Viktor (Bill 
Nighy) hero gold velvet skirt with 
nylon underskirt. The skirt is full size 
and is made from a metallic looking, 
golden material. Includes wardrobe 
tag. ($300-$500)

Lot 232. 
Underworld: 3  
Artwork - 
From 2009’s 
‘Underworld: Rise 
of the Lycans,’ 
this is an original 

color artwork reproduction on high quality glossy photo 
paper depicting Sonja’s (Rhona Mitra) bedroom interior. 
(measures approx. 16 1/2” x 11 3/4”) ($100-$200)

Lot 234. 
Underworld: 3 
Artwork - From 
‘Underworld: 
Rise of the 
Lycans’ (2009), 
this is an 

original, color artwork reproduction on high quality 
glossy photo paper depicting Sonja’s (Rhona Mitra) 
execution in the ‘Crypt’ interior. (measures approx. 16 
1/2” x 11 3/4”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 236. Underworld: 3 Viktor 
(Bill Nighy) Culottes -From the 
2009 installment of the blockbuster 
Underworld series ‘Underworld: 
Rise of the Lycans.’ This is a Viktor 
(Bill Nighy) hero, gold velvet robe 
and culottes. The robe is long and 
somewhat worn looking, as it was 
likely used during horse riding scenes. 
Includes wardrobe tag. ($200-$300)

Lot 237. Underworld: 3 Janosh 
(Tim Raby) Hero Costume - This is 
a complete hero wardrobe ensemble 
worn by the character Janosh (Tim 
Raby) in 2009’s ‘Underworld: Rise 
of the Lycans.’ The costume consists 
of a long, brown faux leather cloak/
overcoat, a full size tan tunic, a pair 
of beige trousers, a red neck scarf, 
a pair of tan leather boots, and 
a leather belt w/pouch. Includes 
wardrobe tag.  ($300-$500)

Lot 238. Underworld:  
3 Orsova (Elizabeth  
Hawthorne) Hero Wardrobe - 
This is a complete hero wardrobe 
ensemble worn by Orsova 
(Elizabeth Hawthorne) in 2009’s 
‘Underworld: Rise of the Lycans.’ 
The ensemble includes a golden 
fabric corset with gold fabric skirt, a 
black body suit, a long sleeve, black 
fabric jacket, a pair of golden shoes, 
and a pair of decorated, thin metal 
wrist cuffs. Includes wardrobe tag.  
($300-$500)
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Lot 239. Underworld: 3 
Coleman (David Aston) Hero 
Wardrobe - From ‘Underworld: 
Rise of the Lycans.’ (2009) This 
is Coleman’s (David Aston) hero 
costume. The ensemble includes 
a red silk/velvet under robe, a full 
length, black leather coat with 
leather string ties and clasps, a 
pair of grey leather shoes, and a 
leather belt with metal buckles. 
Includes wardrobe tag.  
($500-$700)

Lot 241. Underworld: 
Evolution Marcus (Tony 
Curran) Prosthetic 
Appliance - From 
‘Underworld: Evolution.’ 
This is a prosthetic painted 
chest and abdomen 
appliance for the character 
Marcus (Tony Curran). The 
appliance is a soft foam 
material laid over a plastic 
body form. (Form measures 
34” x 30” x 12”)  Oversized 
item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($800-$1,200)

Lot 240. Underworld: 3 
Tannis (Steven Mackintosh) 
Hero Costume - From 
‘Underworld: Rise of the Lycans.’ 
(2009) This is Tannis’ (Steven 
Mackintosh) screen used, hero 
“Flashback” costume. Costume 
consists of a pewter satin 
skirt, grey long sleeve top with 
geometric pattern, a black leather 
tunic dress, a black leather belt 
with rope ties, and a pair of black 
fur shoes.  ($400-$700)

Lot 242. Underworld: 3 Screen Used Death Dealer Crossbow - From 2009’s ‘Underworld: Rise of the Lycans,’ 
this is a screen used Death Dealer Crossbow. The crossbow is made from heavy wood, with a wooden handle and 
metal bow, and has metal trim attachments and a chain piece. (measures approx. 47” x 26” x 10”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required. ($800-$1,200)
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Lot 243. Underworld: 
3 Screen Used 
Crossbow - This 
is a screen used 
Crossbow from 2009’s 
‘Underworld: Rise of 
the Lycans.’ The bow 
features a wooden 
handle with leather 
strap and a metal bow, 
with silver painted 
wood arrow and 
small attached feather. 
(measures approx. 38” 
x 24” x 4”) Oversized 
item. Additional Postage Required.  ($600-$800)

Lot 245. Underworld: 
Evolution Marcus (Tony 
Curran)  Sarcophagus - This is 
an incredibly detailed, full size 
prop hibernation Sarcophagus 
for the character Marcus 
(Tony Curran) from 2006’s 
‘Underworld: Evolution.’ The 
Sarcophagus is painted silver/
grey and made from wood 
and plaster, with intricate 
detailing carved all around the 
prop. There are small chips in 
the plaster due to use during 
filming. (Diameter 128”, Height 
84”, Weight approx. 300lbs.) 
Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required. ($500-$800)

Lot 246. Underworld:  
Evolution Amelia (Zita Gorog) 
Sarcophagus - This is an 
incredibly detailed, full size prop 
hibernation Sarcophagus for the 
character Amelia (Zita Gorog) 
from Underworld: Evolution. The 
Sarcophagus is painted grey and 
made from wood and plaster, with 
intricate detailing carved all around 
the prop. There are small chips 
in the plaster due to use during 
filming. (Diameter 128”, Height 84”, 
Weight approx. 300lbs.) Oversized 
item. Additional Postage Required.   
($500-$800)

Lot 244. Underworld: 3 Death Dealer Costume - From 
‘Underworld: Rise of the Lycans,’ this is an extremely rare, full 
Death Dealer armor costume. The wardrobe consists of a silver 
plastic helmet, a pair of front and back plastic armor chest 
plates, a plastic neck piece, a pair of soft leather gloves, hard 
leather shoulder, forearm and shin guards, a pair of leather 
boots, and a leather wrap-around skirt with nylon shirt and 
cloth undershirt. An incredible ensemble as it is very rare to 
own a full Death dealer costume. Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required. ($1,200-$1,700)
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Lot 248. 
Underworld: 3 
Sonja (Rhona 
Mitra) Hero 
Bedspread - From 
‘Underworld: Rise 
of the Lycans.’ 
(2009), this is 
Sonja’s (Rhona 
Mitra) hero fur 
bedspread. The 

large size bedspread is made from faux goat 
fur and is extremely plush. (measures approx. 
83” x 83”) Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.($100-$200)

Lot 249. Underworld: 3 Sonja 
(Rhona Mitra) Hero Dress 
This is Sonja’s (Rhona Mitra) 
hero, screen worn “Burn 
Dress’ from the 2009 horror 
blockbuster ‘Underworld: 
Rise of the Lycans.’ The dress 
is made from a yellow linen 
fabric and shows frayed 
edges. Includes wardrobe tag.   
($2,000-$4,000)

Lot 247. Underworld: Evolution 
Amelia (Zita Gorog) Hero 
Crossbow - From ‘Underworld: 
Evolution.’ This is  Amelia’s (Zita 
Gorog) hero Crossbow. The bow 
is constructed from wood and 
aluminum, with silver painted 
trim and skull design on bottom of 
handle, and a comes with a silver 
painted wood arrow with white 
feathers, which is unattached from 
rest of the bow. Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required. 
($1,000-$1,200)
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Lot 250. Underworld: 3 Sonja (Rhona 
Mitra) Hero Cloak - From ‘Underworld: 
Rise of the Lycans,’ this is Sonja’s (Rhona 
Mitra) hero, screen used “Armour” 
leather cloak. The cloak is comprised 
of a two piece, large leather shoulder 
strap attached to a dark fabric ‘half-skirt’ 
with brass engravings connecting them 
together.  ($2,000-$3,000)

Lot 292. The  
Monkees Signed Photo - A 
large size, signed glossy color 
photo with autographs of 
three of the four members of 
the Monkees. The photo was 
signed at ‘Broadway Rick’s 
The Strike Zone’ in Florida 
(an establishment famous for 
celebrity signings) and features 
the signatures of Davy (David) 

Jones, Mickey Dolenz, and Peter Tork, all in blue ink. 
Comes with COA. (measures approx. 11” x 14”)  (83” x 83”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 251. Underworld: 3 Sonja (Rhona 
Mitra) Hero Wardrobe - From 2009’s 
‘Underworld: Rise of the Lycans.’ This is 
Sonja’s (Rhona Mitra) hero, screen used 
“Castle Catsuit” costume. The ensemble 
includes an all in one chainmail top, attached 
to a pair of patent shorts and boots with 
suspenders. Also includes a black bra and 
a short, faux leather corset. Complete with 
wardrobe tag. ($800-$1,300)
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Lot 293. The Monkees 
Signed Football - 
Definitely one of the 
more unique ‘Monkees’ 
items available. A signed, 
vintage Wilson brand 
NFL football featuring 
the signatures of three 

of the four original Monkees. The ball is signed by the 
late Davy Jones, Peter Tork and Mickey Dolenz, who 
added ‘I’m a believer.’ At the convention where it was 
autographed, both Peter and Mickey commented that it 
was unusual to sign a football, and Davy Jones mentioned 
it was the only one he had ever signed. (measures approx. 
11”) ($100-$200)

Lot 294. The Monkees 
Signed LP - A signed LP 
featuring the signatures 
of three of the original 
Monkees. The LP, titled 
‘Pool It,’ was released in 
1987, and was the first 
Monkees reunion album 
by the band after their 

1986 rebirth. The cover is signed by Davy Jones, 
Peter Tork and Mickey Dolenz, who added ‘I’m a 
Believer.’ The fourth Monkee, Michael Nesmith, was 
not involved with the reunion. (measures approx. 12 
1/2” x 12 1/2”) ($100-$200)

Lot 295. The Monkees / 
Davy Jones Memorabilia - 
This is a lot of memorabilia 
from the most popular 
member of the Monkees, 
the late Davy Jones. The 
lot includes a three page 
Japanese language fan/
newsletter called ‘Davy 
Jones’s Sunshine Club’ that 

features his tour schedule and photos from his time in 
Japan, his personal Tokyo business card, a lot of (4) color 
3”x5” photos taken of Davy after a show with a couple of 
Japanese fans, and Davy’s personal backstage pass that he 
wore during a show at the Mohegan Sun ‘Wolf Den’ in 
Connecticut in 2010.  ($100-$200)

Lot 297.   The Monkees Signed 
Electric Guitar - Black electric 
Guitar featuring signatures 
by three of the four Monkees. 
Written in silver ink, the 
signatures include: Mickey 
Dolenz, ‘The Monkees,’; Davy 
Jones, ‘Daydream Believer!’; 
and Peter Tork, ‘That was 
then. This is now.’ Comes with 
photos of Davy Jones and Peter 
Tork signing the guitar at a 
convention. With the untimely 
passing of Davy Jones, this 
guitar is a truly one of a kind 
item. A MUST for any Monkees 
collection. (measures approx. 
38” x 14”).Oversized item. 
Additional postage required.  
($1,000-$2,000)

Lot 296. The Monkees 
Signed Photo - Here 
we come…This is an 
autographed, glossy color 
photo of the 1960’s TV 
& music heartthrobs 
The Monkees. The photo 
features the signatures 
of all four members, 
including Davy Jones, 
who recently left us. The 
autograph was obtained 

by a gentleman who has been collecting autographs 
for over 20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)  
($150-$250)

Lot 298. Paul Revere 
& The Raiders 
Signatures - A 
pair of autographs 
of musicians Paul 
Revere and Mark 
Lindsay from the 
1960’s-70’s American 

rock band ‘Paul Revere and the Raiders.’ 
Originally called ‘The Downbeats’ (the group 
changed their name to ‘Paul Revere & The 
Raiders’ in 1960), organist and founder Paul 
Revere (born Paul Revere Dick) first met singer 
Mark Lindsay while picking up hamburger 
buns from the bakery where Lindsay worked. 
And to this day, there is conjecture as to which 
band, ‘Paul Revere’ or ‘The Kingsmen,’ actually 
recorded the classic party hit ‘Louie Louie.’ Also 
included is a glossy b&w photo of the band. The 
signatures are on vintage sheets of stationary that 
measure approx. 4 1/4” x 5 3/4”.  ($100-$200)
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Lot 299. Tony Bennett 
Signed LP - This an original, 
autographed LP record, 
signed by legendary singer 
Tony Bennett. Born Anthony 
Dominick Benedetto, Tony 
Bennett had his first number 
one single in 1951, and in 
1962, recorded what would 

become his signature song, ‘I left my Heart in San 
Francisco.’ He staged a remarkable comeback in the late 
1980’s and 1990’s, expanding his audience to include 
the MTV generation. His incredible career includes 17 
Grammy awards, two Emmy awards, and over 50 million 
records sold worldwide. The album, Tony’s Greatest Hits, 
Volume III is signed in black ink on the front cover. 
(measures approx. 12 1/2” x 12 1/2”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 301.  Bob Crane LP 
Interview - A very rare find 
indeed. This is an acetate/LP 
disc recording of an interview 
done by Hogan’s Heroes star 
Bob Crane. The pressing 
features an interview Bob did 
with his young son Bobby 
Crane at CBS/KNX radio, 

sometime in the early 1960’s. The disc itself appears to 
be in good condition, with just some slight smudging. 
Comes in a plain white, cardboard album sleeve. It’s 
amazing that this has survived all these years. (measures 
approx. 12 1/4” x 12 1/2”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 303.  Billy J. Kramer 
Signed Drum Head - Drum 
head signed by Billy J. Kramer 
in gold ink, who adds the title 
of his hit 1963 song I’ll Keep 
You Satisfied, which spent 13 
week in the UK charts. This 
lot further includes a VHS 
copy of the program Rock N’ 
Roll: The Greatest Years, 1964 
which has also been signed 

by Kramer. A photo of Kramer signing the drum is 
included. (Drum Head Diameter 15.5”  ($100-$300)

Lot 300. Cotton Club 
Signed LP - This an 
autographed LP record 
of the soundtrack for 
the 1984 film ‘The 
Cotton Club.’ The film, 
directed by Francis 
Ford Coppola, tells the 
story of the people who 

visited, ran, and sang at the famous ‘Cotton Club’ 
nightclub, which operated in Harlem from 1923 to 
1940, most notably during the Prohibition era. The 
cover is signed in blue ink by actor Richard Gere, 
who played Dixie Dwyer in the film. (measures 
approx. 12 1/2 ”x 12 1/2”) ($100-$200)

Lot 302. Sister Strange Autographed Photo - 
Sister Strange Autographed Photo -  A black and 
white signed publicity still. 8” x 10”  ($50-$100)

Lot 304. Pete Rivera 
Signed Drum 
Head - Drum head 
by Sonor signed by 
Pete Rivera, who 
adds “Rare Earth”, a 
drawing of a drum 
and a 2007 date to 
his signature. This 

lot further includes two color 8 x 10 photos of 
Rivera which have been personalized. Drum Head 
Diameter 15.5”)   ($100-$300)
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Lot 305.  Spencer Davis 
Signed Drum Head - 
Ludwig drum head signed 
by Spencer Davis of the 
1960s rock band The Spencer 
Davis Group. Davis had 
added the title of his hit song 
Gimme Some Lovin. (15.5” 
diameter)  ($100-$300)

Lot 309.  Jim Morrison 
& The Doors Book 
Collection - A lot of 
eight hardcover and soft 
cover books chronicling 
one of the greatest 
front men and one of 
the most popular rock 
bands in music history, 
Jim Morrison and 
the Doors. This lot of 

books includes: (1) The Doors: Artistic Vision (soft 
cover); (2) The Doors: Complete (soft cover); (3) 
The Doors: Dance on Fire (soft cover); (4) HWY: 
The Doors on Stage & In Studio - signed by author 
(soft cover); (5) Jim Morrison: An Hour for Magic 
(soft cover); (6) The Lizard King: The Essential 
Jim Morrison (hardcover); (7) Lost Writings of 
Jim Morrison-Wilderness Vol.1  (hardcover) ; (8) 
Living and Dying with Jim Morrison (hardcover). 
Books are in overall nice condition.  ($50-$100)

Lot 307.  Dick 
Dale Signed Drum 
Head - Mini drum 
head from Remo 
signed by Dick 
Dale, the legendary 
King of the Surf 
Guitar whose 
version of Misirlou 

has become legendary. Dale has signed with a 
black felt pen. (10.5 Diameter)  ($100-$300)

Lot 306. Blondie 
Chaplin Signed 
Drum Head - Blondie 
Chaplin signed Ludwig 
drum head, with 
Chaplin adding “Merry 
Christmas, Ho! Ho! 
Ho!” to his signature, 
which is dated 2009. 
(15.5” diameter)  
($100-$300)

Lot 310. Jim Morrison & The 
Doors Book Collection - A 
lot of seven hardcover and 
soft cover books chronicling 
one of the greatest front men 
and one of the most popular 
rock bands in music history, 
Jim Morrison and the Doors. 
This lot of books includes: (1) 
Strange Days: My Life With 
and Without Jim Morrison 

- Updated Edition (soft cover); (2) The Age of Rock 
(soft cover); (3) The Doors on the Road (soft cover); (4) 
Morrison: A Feast of Friends (soft cover); (5) Mr. Mojo 
Risin’: Jim Morrison-The Last Holy Fool  (soft cover); (6) 
The American Night: The Writings of Jim Morrison-Vol.2  
(hardcover); (7) The Doors: Complete Illustrated Lyrics 
(hardcover). Books are in overall nice condition.   
($50-$100)

Lot 308. Jim Morrison & The 
Doors Book Collection - A 
lot of eight hardcover and soft 
cover books chronicling one of 
the greatest front men and one 
of the most popular rock bands 
in music history, Jim Morrison 
and the Doors. This lot of 
books includes: (1) Riders on 
the Storm (hardcover); (2) 
Strange Days: My Life With 

and Without Jim Morrison - signed by author Patricia 
Kennealy (hardcover); (3) The Doors Companion (soft 
cover); (4) The End: The Death of Jim Morrison (soft 
cover); (5) The Doors: In their Own words (soft cover); (6) 
Jim Morrison: My Eyes have Seen You - signed by author 
Jerry Prochnicky (soft cover); (7) Jim Morrison: An Hour 
for Magic (soft cover); (8) The Doors: The complete Lyrics 
(soft cover). Books are in overall very nice condition.   
($50-$100)
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Lot 311. Jim 
Morrison & The 
Doors Book  
Collection - A lot 
of eight hardcover 
and soft cover books 
chronicling one of the 
greatest front men 

and one of the most popular rock bands in 
music history, Jim Morrison and the Doors. 
This lot of books includes: (1) The Doors (soft 
cover); (2) Woodstock Vision: The Spirit of 
a Generation (soft cover); (3) The Rebel as a 
Poet (soft cover); (4) Jim Morrison Poems: 
The Lords and the New Creatures (soft cover); 
(5) Images of Jim Morrison (soft cover); (6) 
No One Here Gets Out Alive (soft cover); (7) 
The Doors: Jim Morrison Lyrics & Poems 
(soft cover); (8) Break on Through: The Life & 
Death of Jim Morrison (hardcover). Books are 
in overall nice condition.   ($50-$100)

Lot 313. The Doors 
Interviews Audio 
Cassettes - This is a lot 
of (10) audio cassettes 
of vintage radio shows 
and interviews having 

to do with Jim Morrison and the Doors. Long before 
CD’s and the internet, any information about one’s 
favorite band was usually heard on the radio. Some of 
these shows were aired only once, then stored away 
and forgotten. Now they can be heard for the first time. 
This amazing lot includes : (1) Belgium Interview w/
Manzarek, Krieger, & Densmore (1/79) & KATW 
Int. w/Manzarek, Krieger, & Densmore (1/79); (2) 
The Source-Doors Special WMET (1981); (3) Robert 
Klein Show w/Densmore & Sugarman (11/15/81); (4) 
Roy Deane Int. w/Manzarek @ Blakes Hotel, London 
(11/11/83); (5) KWST Seeds Int. w/Krieger (9/79); (6) 
Skuce Int. w/Densmore (10/15/83) and Roy Deane 
Int. w/Krieger & Manzarek @ Blakes Hotel, London 
(11/1/83); (7) WNEW Int. w/Manzarek & Densmore 
(7/23/87) and KLOS Noontime Nuggets w/Manzarek 
(7/28/87) & The Source: Doors Special (1981); (8) 
LA Songwriters Showcase w/Manzarek & Sugarman 
(2/26/81); (9) WNEW Int. w/Manzarek (3/1/80); (10) 
The Source: WMET Chicago/Doors Special Interviews 
only and Tommy Vance Show w/Krieger & Manzarek 
(7/81)($50-$100)

Lot 312. The Doors Interviews 
Audio Cassettes - This is a lot 
of (10) audio cassettes of vintage 
radio shows and interviews having 
to do with Jim Morrison and the 
Doors. Long before CD’s and the 
internet, any information about 
one’s favorite band was usually 

heard on the radio. Some of these shows were aired only once, 
then stored away and forgotten. Now they can be heard for the 
first time. This amazing lot includes : (1) CBS Nightwatch w/
Ray Manzarek (12/28/84); (2) Rockline w/Manzarek, Krieger, 
& Sugarman (7/27/87); (3) Rockline w/Manzarek, Densmore 
& Krieger (11/2/83); (4) Kid Jensen Show w/Manzarek, 
Densmore, & Krieger (11/2/83); (5) Sugarman/Manzarek 
Interview (2/21/87) & BBC Int. w/ Manzarek (6/29/87); (6) 
Feast of Friends-Manzarek Int. (1988); (7) Dick Clark-Rock n’ 
Roll remember (7/12/86) & The Source: Doors Special (1981); 
(8) The Doors Illustrated History-Pt. 1 (9/30/83); (9) The Doors 
Illustrated History-Pt. 2 (9/30/83); (10) Interview at London 
I.C.A. press (11/2/83).   ($50-$100)

Lot 314. The Doors 
Interviews Audio Cassettes 
This is a lot of (10) audio 
cassettes of vintage radio 
shows and interviews having 
to do with Jim Morrison 
and the Doors. Long before 
CD’s and the internet, any 

information about one’s favorite band was usually heard 
on the radio. Some of these shows were aired only once, 
then stored away and forgotten. Now they can be heard 
for the first time. This amazing lot includes : (1) Rock 
n’ Roll USA w/Robby Krieger (1988); (2) ‘Strange Days’ 
reading/Q&A with Patricia Kennealy Morrison (9/27/93); 
(3) WNEW ‘Strange Days’ special with Patricia Kennealy 
Morrison (12/8/92) - Tape 1; (4) WNEW ‘Strange Days’ 
special with Patricia Kennealy Morrison (12/8/92) - Tape 
2; (5) Larry King w/Danny Sugarman (3/28/89) and 
Larry Skuce Int. w/Robby Krieger (1/7/90); (6) Howard 
Stern Interviews w/Manzarek, Densmore & Sugarman 
(8/87) and Howard Stern Interviews w/Manzarek, 
Sugarman & Melissa Gilbert (10/87) ; (7) Howard Stern 
Interviews w/Manzarek, Densmore & Sugarman (8/87) 
and Howard Stern Interviews w/Manzarek, Sugarman & 
Melissa Gilbert (10/87) - Longer Versions; (8) WNEW: 
Carol Miller w/Patricia Kennealy Morrison ‘Jim’s 50th 
Birthday’ (12/8/93); (9) KLSX Jim Ladd Int. w/John 
Densmore (5/19/92); (10) KCRW Sounds of the Sixties 
w/John Densmore (1990).   ($50-$100)
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Lot 315. The Doors 
Interviews Audio 
Cassettes - This is a lot 
of (10) audio cassettes 
of vintage radio shows 
and interviews having 

to do with Jim Morrison and the Doors. Long before 
CD’s and the internet, any information about one’s 
favorite band was usually heard on the radio. Some of 
these shows were aired only once, then stored away 
and forgotten. Now they can be heard for the first 
time. This amazing lot includes : (1) Larry King w/
Danny Sugarman (3/12/90) and Larry King w/John 
Densmore (9/12/90); (2) Rock n’ Roll Never forgets-
Summer ‘71 (6/26/89) and BBC Int. w/Ray Manzarek 
(6/29/87); (3) Behind The Doors-Canadian Radio 
(2/20/91); (4) Tom Leykis Int. w/John Densmore 
(10/12/90) and KFOX Int. w/John Densmore (10/90); 
(5) WXRT The Doors-Gone but not Forgotten - Part 
1 (6/14/92); (6) WXRT The Doors-Gone but not 
Forgotten - Part 2 (6/14/92) ; (7) AT&T Showcase 
of Rock-Tribute to Jim Morrison Pt. 1 (6/14/91); (8) 
AT&T Showcase of Rock-Tribute to Jim Morrison Pt. 
2 (6/14/91); (9) London Wavelengths/Los Angeles 
- Jim Morrison: Three Hours for Magic - Tape #1 
(1981); (10) London Wavelengths/Los Angeles - Jim 
Morrison: Three Hours for Magic - Tape #2 (1981)  
($50-$100)

Lot 316. Jim Morrison 
& The Doors Vintage 
Magazines - Back in the 
days when magazines were 
the only way to read about 
your favorite music stars. 
This is a lot of ten vintage 

music magazines featuring articles and photos from 
one of the greatest Rock ‘n Roll bands of all time, The 
Doors. The lot includes: (1) Screen & TV Album (7/68); 
(2) Down Beat (5/28/70); (3) Hit Parader (5/67); (4) Hit 
Parader (11/69); (5) Crawdaddy (6/30/72); (6) Rolling 
Stone (11/27/80); (7) The Bob (1991); (8) Cash Box 
(8/2/69); (9) Crawdaddy (5/67) - missing cover; (10) 
Rolling Stone (9/3/70).  Magazines are in overall good 
condition.  (1981)  ($50-$100)

Lot 317. Jim Morrison 
& The Doors Vintage 
Magazines - Back in the 
days when magazines 
were the only way to 
read about your favorite 

music stars. This is a lot of ten vintage music magazines 
featuring articles and photos from one of the greatest 
Rock ‘n Roll bands of all time, The Doors. The lot 
includes: (1) Circus (2/71); (2) Hullabaloo (8/68); (3) 
Hullabaloo (4/5 1968) (4) Rolling Stone (4/19/69); (5) 
Rolling Stone (6/6/74); (6) Hit Parader Yearbook (1973); 
(7) Hit Parader (2/68); (8) Best of Creem (12/84); 
(9) Creem (10/75); (10) Creem/Jimi Hendrix (1992).  
Magazines are in overall good condition.  ($50-$100)Lot 318. Jim 

Morrison & The 
Doors Vintage 
Magazines - Back 
in the days when 
magazines were the 

only way to read about your favorite music stars. 
This is a lot of ten vintage music magazines featuring 
articles and photos from one of the greatest Rock ‘n 
Roll bands of all time, The Doors. The lot includes: 
(1) Datebook (7/69); (2) Teenset (8/68); (3) Teenset 
(9/68); (4) Rolling Stone (10/1/70); (5) Rolling Stone 
(5/3/69); (6) Song Hits Magazine (10/68); (7) Flip 
Magazine (1/68); (8) Jazz & Pop (9/70); (9) Circus 
(9/71); (10) Circus (9/70).  Magazines are in overall 
good condition.  ($50-$100)

Lot 319. Jim Morrison  
& The Doors Vintage 
Magazines - Back in the 
days when magazines 
were the only way to 

read about your favorite music stars. This is a lot of ten 
vintage music magazines featuring articles and photos 
from one of the greatest Rock ‘n Roll bands of all time, 
The Doors. The lot includes: (1) Rolling Stone (6/14/69); 
(2)Freak Out USA (2/67); (3) 16 Magazine (2/68); (4) 
Trouser Press (9/81); (5) Teen’s Top Ten (2/68); (6) 
Rolling Stone (5/27/71); (7) Datebook (11/69); (8) 
Teenset (11/67); (9) Teenset (10/68; (10) Phonograph 
Record Magazine (8/71).  Magazines are in overall good  
condition.   ($50-$100)
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Lot 320. Jim Morrison 
Photo Lot - Two rare 
items from the legendary 
Jim Morrison and The 
Doors. First is a framed 
set of two B&W photos 
that capture the essence of 

Jim Morrison in concert (measures approx. 17”x 
21”). The second item is a framed handbill adver-
tising a concert at the Berkely Community Center 
with The Doors and 60’s rock band Iron Butterfly 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”). Oversized item. Ad-
ditional postage required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 322. Jim Morrison / 
The Doors Poster Lot - A 
lot of (2) vintage posters 
from the iconic 1960’s rock 
band The Doors. First is 
a framed poster with 60’s 

psychedelic graphics announcing a concert for The 
Doors and Captain Beefheart (measures approx. 15”x 
21”), and the second is a plexiglass framed newspaper 
advertisement for the Doors concert at the Fabulous 
Forum in Inglewood, CA. (measures approx. 18 1/2” x 
20 1/2”). Oversized item. Additional postage required.  
($50-$100)

Lot 324. Rick Springfield 
Signed Photo - This is a glossy, 
color autographed photo of 
1980’s actor and music heart-
throb Rick Springfield. The 
photo features Rick Springfield 
standing in front of a large size 
map of the world, wearing a 
red sleeveless shirt and holding 
his guitar. Photo is signed in 

blue ink. The autograph was obtained by a gentleman 
who has been collecting autographs for over 20 years. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 326. Cher Signed Photo - A full 
color, glossy autographed photo of 
actress and singer Cher. The photo 
features Cher wearing a very skimpy 
corset and stocking outfit and is 
signed in black ink and dated ‘06. The 
autograph was obtained by a gentle-
man who has been collecting auto-
graphs for over 20 years. (measures 
approx. signed 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 321. Jim Morrison Poster Lot - The 
Doors are one of the most influential 
rock bands of all time whose legions of 
fans just keep on growing. This is a lot of 
(2) rare posters featuring Jim Morrison 
and The Doors. The first is a plexiglass 
framed, B&W poster from a chapter of 
the Doors fan club from West Germany. 
The second item is an abstract color 
drawing of Jim Morrison surrounded by 
apocolyptic images. (Poster measures 

approx. 24 1/2” x 18”, drawing measures approx. 9” x 12”). 
Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)

Lot 323. Jim Morrison 
/ The Doors Poster 
Lot - A lot of (2) vintage 
posters from the iconic 
1960’s rock band The 
Doors. First is a large 
size, framed color poster 
advertising a concert of 

The Doors, with guests Lonnie Mack and Elvin Bishop 
at the Cow Palace (measures approx. 15” x 22 1/2”). The 
second is also framed and features psychedelic poster art 
for a Doors concert, with the phrase ‘Break on Through 
to the Other Side’ printed on front. (measures approx. 
21” x 15”). Oversized item. Additional postage required. 
($100-$200)

Lot 325. Mariah Carey 
Signed Photo - A full color, 
glossy autographed photo 
of songstress Mariah Carey. 
With her amazing vocal 
range, Ms. Carey is still one 
of music’s biggest voices. 
As Ms. Carey doesn’t sign 
too many autographs, here 
is a chance to add this to 

the collection. Photo is signed in black ink. The 
autograph was obtained by a gentleman who 
has been collecting autographs for over 20 years. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”) ($50-$100)
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Lot 327. Sheryl Crow Signed 
Photo - This is a color, glossy 
autographed photo of musician 
and actress Sheryl Crow. Ms. 
Crow has sold over 35 million 
albums worldwide and is also 
known for her political activism. 
The photo features Sheryl 
holding her acoustic guitar 
and is signed in black ink. The 

autograph was obtained by a gentleman who has been 
collecting autographs for over 20 years. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10”) ($100-$200)

Lot 329. Diana Ross Signed 
Photo - This is a signed, b&w 
photo of the legendary singer 
Diana Ross. The photo is a 
still from her film ‘Mahogany’ 
(1975) and features her 
signature in black ink. The 
autograph was obtained by 
a gentleman who has been 
collecting autographs for over 

20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 10”) ($50-$100)

Lot 331. Ozzy Osbourne 
Signed Photo - A glossy, 
autographed color photo 
of heavy metal rocker 
Ozzy Osbourne. The photo 
features Ozzy in his earlier 
days, striking a venomous 

pose and snarling at the camera, and is signed in blue 
felt pen. (measures approx. 8” x 10”) ($100-$150)

Lot 333. Ronald Stein Musical 
Scores - Collection of Ronald 
Stein handwritten musical scores 
for various AIP films. ($100-$200)

Lot 328. Bon Jovi Signed Photo 
For fans of 80’s hair bands, it 
doesn’t get any better than this. 
This is a color glossy photo 
featuring the signatures of the 
band Bon Jovi. The signatures 
include Jon Bon Jovi, Richie 
Sambora, Tico Torres, David 
Bryan and Alec John Such. The 
autograph was obtained by a 

gentleman who has been collecting autographs for over 
20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 10”) ($100-$200)

Lot 330. Pete Townshend 
Signed Photo - For all you fans 
of The Who, this is a large size, 
autographed glossy color photo 
of guitarist Pete Townsend. The 
photo features a close-up shot of 
Mr. Townshend next to his guitar, 
and is signed in blue ink on upper 
left corner. The autograph was 
obtained by a gentleman who has 

been collecting autographs for over 20 years. (measures 
approx. 8” x 12”) ($50-$100)

Lot 332. Queensryche Signed CD/
VHS Box - This is an autographed, 
empty Queensryche ‘Operation Mind 
Crime’ CD/VHS box from 1991. The 
box set contained a CD and VHS of 
their performances from Madison, 
Milwaukee, and La Crosse Wisconsin 
during their ‘Building Empires’ 1991 
tour, and is signed on the cover by the 
four members of the band. (measures 
approx. 14” x 6”) ($50-$100)

Lot 334. Diana Ross Powder 
Puff - This powder puff made by 
the Victoria company was used by 
Diana Ross to apply her make-up 
during the filming of The Wiz. 
(Measures approx. 6” x 4”)  
($50-$100)
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Lot 335. ‘Outkast 
Production Art 
Lot - From the band 
‘Outkast’ comes this 
HUGE lot of art, hand 
drawn and photo 
copied sketches, and 
reference material for 

the production of a ‘Church’ video. (papers measure 
approx. 8 1/2” x 11”) ($100-$300)

Lot 337. Peter Noone Signed 
LP’s. - Four great albums and  
four great autographs from the 
classic ‘ British Invasion’ band 
Herman’s Hermits. The lot 
includes “I’m Into Something 
Good”, “Blaze” and two “Best 
of Herman’s Hermits” LP’s all 

signed by the band’s leader Peter Noone as “Herman”. 
(12” x 12” each) ($50-$100)

Lot 339. Blink 182 Signed 
Photo - Color photo of the 
band Blink 182, signed by each 
member in felt pen. (8” x 10”) 
($100-$300)

Lot 341. Bustin Surfboards 
Signed Album - Vintage 
classic surfing album, 
Bustin’ Surfboards, from 
1982 featuring a number of 
artists associated with the 
genre, including The Beach 
Boys, Dick Dale and The 

Rockin’ Rebels. The album has been singed on the 
front cover by Dick Dale and Randy Fuller, who adds 
“howdy y’all”.  ($100-$300)

Lot 336. Signed Maya Soundtrack 
LP’s. - Two great autographed 
soundtrack LP’s from the from the 
classic story “Maya” including an 
original motion picture soundtrack 
LP signed by stars Clint Walker 
and Jay North and an original TV 
soundtrack LP signed by Jay North. 
(12” x 12” each) ($50-$100)

Lot 338. Alice Cooper Framed 
Poster - Framed poster for Good 
To See You Again, Alice Cooper 
(1974). This was Cooper’s  
acclaimed concert film. Oversize 
item. Additional postage required. 
(45 1/2” x 33” x 1”) ($100-$200)

Lot 340. Jackson Browne Signed 
Album - Jackson Browne’s 
Saturate Before Using album, 
signed by Brown on the front 
cover in felt pen. (12 1/2” x 12 
1/2”) ($100-$300)

Lot 342. Miley Cyrus and Billy 
Ray Cyrus Signed Book - New 
York Times lecture series program 
book signed on its interior by 
Miley Cyrus and Billy Ray Cyrus. 
Both have signed in black felt pen 
beneath their photos. (approx. 8 
1/2” x 11”) ($100-$200)
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Lot 345. Marilyn Monroe 
Early 60’s Sketch - This 
is an early 60’s portrait of 
Marilyn Monroe on white 
construction paper on a 
pink cardboard backing/
frame. It features Marilyn 
exuding her unbridled 
sensuality with her hand 
in her hair in a semi-

transparent top, with ‘Goddess’ affixed in type 
set. (measures approx. 16” x 20”). Oversized item. 
Additional postage required. ($300-$500)

Lot 347. Edith Head Costume 
Sketch from The Lucy Show 
This is a hand drawn, vintage 
wardrobe sketch by costume 
legend Edith Head for “The 
Lucy Show”. Edith Head, born 
Edith Claire Posener, was 
the grand dame of costume 
design, winning eight Academy 
Awards during her illustrious 

career, more than any other woman. The sketch 
features a faceless model showcasing a grey blazer and 
vest ensemble with a blue blouse and pearl necklace. 
The sketch is drawn on white construction paper. 
(measures approx. 11” x 15”) ($200-$400)

Lot 349. Vintage Studio 
Costume Sketches - 
A large lot of vintage 
hand-drawn costume 
sketches made for 
various productions 
from different studios. 
10 of the sketches are 

done on thick construction paper and feature images 
of women in dresses, a pair of black shoes, and an 
alphabet letter study. The name ‘P.F. Anderson’ is 
written on the bottom of a couple of them. The 
other sketches are done on regular paper and feature 
various character studies, and all the pages have 
turned brown with age.  ($200-$400)

Lot 344. Marilyn Monroe 
Early 60’s Sketch - This is an 
early 1960’s production art 
sketch of iconic sex symbol 
Marilyn Monroe. The portrait 
shows Marilyn in one of 
her trademark poses and is 
signed ‘Lanse’ on lower right 
corner. It is affixed to a grey 
cardboard frame backing that 

has an oriental-floral pattern on it, likely put together 
using old studio materials of the day. (measures 
approx. 16” x 19 1/2”). Oversized item. Additional 
postage required. ($300-$500)

Lot 346. Edith Head Costume 
Sketch from The Lucy Show 
This is a hand drawn, vintage 
wardrobe sketch by costume 
legend Edith Head for “The Lucy 
Show”. Edith Head, born Edith 
Claire Posener, was the grand 
dame of costume design, winning 
eight Academy Awards during 
her illustrious career, more than 

any other woman. The sketch features a faceless model 
showcasing a short, form fitting white bathing suit. The 
sketch is drawn on white construction paper has ‘bathing 
suite’ written on upper left corner. (measures approx. 11” 
x 15”) ($200-$400)

Lot 348. Edith Head Costume 
Sketch from The Lucy Show - This 
is a hand drawn, vintage wardrobe 
sketch by costume legend Edith 
Head for “The Lucy Show”. Edith 
Head, born Edith Claire Posener, was 
the grand dame of costume design, 
winning eight Academy Awards 
during her illustrious career, more 
than any other woman. The sketch 

features a blond model wearing a peach colored long dress 
with red bow at the midsection. The sketch is drawn on 
white construction paper, which has been torn from a 
larger piece of paper. (measures approx. 15 1/4” x 10”) 
($200-$400)
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Lot 350. Life On The 
Edge Title Sketches 
A lot of (3) title card 
sketches from the 
Burman studios for the 
1992 comedy release Life 
On The Edge. The film, 

directed by Andrew Yates, is the story about a major 
earthquake hitting Southern California during a 
‘skywalking’ party. The sketches are done on over-
sized white paper and depict three different design 
ideas for how the titles were to look. An obscure item 
from an equally obscure film. (measures approx. 8 
1/2” x 13” and 11” x 17”). ($100-$200)

Lot 354. Big Love Season One 
Hand Drawn Art - Lot of (7) hand 
drawn sketches from the 2006-
2011 HBO drama series ‘Big Love,’ 
starring Bill Paxton and Jeanne 
Tripplehorn. The sketches depict a 
family at the dinner table; walking 
hand in hand; some trees; and a 
couple of dramatic character studies. 

Sketches are done in pencil on thin wax paper. (Measures 
approx. 9” x 12” and 11” x 14”) ($100-$200)

Lot 356.  ‘Up From The Ape’ 
(1974) B&W Sketches - This is 
an extremely rare collection of 
hand drawn sketches for a little 
known 1974 film called ‘Up 
from the Ape.’ Originally called 
‘Primal Man,’ this is a lot of (5) 

preliminary sketches of a Neanderthal man done on wax 
and white paper. Lot comes directly from the Burman 
Studios. (measures approx. 14” x 17”) ($100-$200)

Lot 357.  Smart People (2008) 
Sketches Lot- A lot of (5) hand 
drawn pencil sketches from the 
2008 film ‘Smart People’ starring 
Sarah Jessica Parker and Dennis 
Quaid. The sketches are drawn 
on wax paper and feature images 
of Ms. Parker and another actress 

from the film. The sketches are taped onto plain white 
paper sheets for stability. (measures approx. 9” x 11”) 
($50-$100)

Lot 352. Old Gringo Character 
Sketches - A lot of (2) character sketches 
from the 1989 romance-adventure film 
‘Old Gringo.’ The film stars Jane Fonda 
and Gregory Peck, and is about a school 
teacher (Fonda) who is captured by 
revolutionaries after going to Mexico 
to teach. The sketches were drawn to 

depict actor Burt Lancaster as a corpse. Originally, Lancaster was 
cast for the lead role of Ambrose Bierce but Columbia Pictures 
decided it would be too expensive to insure the 74 year old actor 
for the film, so they replaced him with Gregory Peck. Lancaster 
eventually sued the studio for $1.5 million and reached an out of 
court settlement. The sketches are done on wax paper. (measures 
approx. 9 1/2” x 19”) ($200-$300)

Lot 351. Spacehunter 
Character Sketches - From 
the Burman studios, this 
is a pair of (2) sketches 
from the 1983 film 
Spacehunter: Adventures 
in the Forbidden Zone, 

starring Molly Ringwald and Ernie Hudson. In the film, 
three women make an emergency landing on a planet 
plagued with a fatal disease and are subsequently rescued 
from a dictator named Overdog, portrayed by actor 
Michael Ironside. The sketches are hand drawn in pencil 
on construction paper and depict half-human and cyborg 
beings from the film. (measures approx. 11” x 14”) 
($300-$400)

Lot 355. Private Practice 
Character Sketch - This is 
a hand drawn sketch from 
the Burman Studios of a 
female character from the 
currently airing TV series 
Private Practice. The sketch 

is done with pencil on wax paper and written on the 
upper right corner is ‘Private Practice stroke victim.’ 
Sketch has a small tear on upper left side. (measures 
approx. 14” x 17”) ($100-$200)

Lot 353. Ford Car 
Commercial Sketches
A lot of two large size, hand 
drawn sketches of a fish man 
for a Ford Car commercial 
campaign in the 1980’s that 

was ultimately never produced. The sketches are 
done in pencil and chalk and feature a ‘man’ with 
a fish head in a suit & tie, with what appears to be 
tin cans that read ‘saupiquet.’ Definitely a bizarre 
concept for a car commercial. (measures approx. 
12” x 18”) ($50-$100)
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Lot 358. Alice In 
Wonderland TV Movie 
Sketches - From the Irwin 
Allen TV movie Alice In 
Wonderland, this is a lot of 
(5) character sketches from 

the film. Irwin Allen, best known for producing such 1970’s 
disaster movie spectacles as The Poseidon Adventure and 
The Towering Inferno, tried his hand at fantasy-adventure 
with this television film from 1985. The sketches features the 
classic characters such as the White Rabbit, the March Hare, 
the Cheshire Cat and the Caterpillar. Sketches are done 
on various types of paper and are various sizes. (measures 
approx. 11” x 14” and 13” x 19 1/2”) ($400-$500)

Lot 360.  Josie & The  
Pussycats (2001) Sketch 
From the 2001 comedy 
release ‘Josie & the Pussycats,’ 
this is a screen used large 
size sketch of one of the 
characters. In the film, the 
sketch was used to show 
costume ideas for members 

of the group. The sketch is done on large size, 
glossy paper. (measures approx. 11” x 17”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 362.  Where The 
Wild Things Are Sketch 
Where The Wild Things 
Are handrawn sketch. 
(approx. 17” x 14”) 
($400-$500)

Lot 364.  X-Men Character Sketches 
& Documents - From the 2000 sci-fi 
blockbuster ‘X-Men,’ this is a lot of 
character sketches and production 
materials from the film. The sketches 
are photocopies of concepts for the 
transformation of Senator Kelly (Bruce 
Davison). Also included is a three page 

visual effects sheet, listing all of the VFX and prop elements that 
were needed for shooting scenes 82 through 98, and a non-disclosure 
agreement from a company called Genet-X Productions regarding 
audio and visual work. (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 11”) ($100-$200)

Lot 361.  ‘Men Of Honor’ (2000) 
Make-Up Test Sketch Lot - A lot of 
(18) B&W sketches of make-up ideas 
for actor Robert De Niro for his role 
in the 2000 bio-drama ‘Men of Honor.’ 
The lot showcases different ‘injury’ 
looks for Mr. De Niro, sketches of a 
prosthetic leg, and other body part 
studies. Also comes with a cardboard 

placard of ‘Navy Diver,’ the original title for the film. Sketches are 
done on different sized wax and white paper. Lot comes directly 
from the Burman Studios. (measures approx. 11 1/4” x 15”) 
($400-$500)

Lot 363.  Where The Wild 
Things Are Sketches - A 
lot of (4) sketches from the 
2009 adventure Where The 
Wild Things Are, directed 
by Spike Jonze. The lot 
includes two hand drawn 
sketches of a couple of ‘wild 

things,’ one on large wax paper, and two sketches of some 
kind of technical appliance. (measures approx. 11” x 17” 
and 14” x 17”) ($400-$500)

Lot 365.  X-Men 
Concept Art 
Drawing - From the 
2000 Brian Singer Sci-
fi epic ‘X-Men,’ this is 
an early color concept 
drawing. Artist has 
signed ‘Constantine’ 
on the bottom. 
(Measures approx. 17” 
x 11”) ($100-$250)

Lot 359.  Mamma Mia! 
Sketches - From ‘Mamma 
Mia! (2008), starring Meryl 
Streep and Pierce Brosnan. It 
is the story of a bride-to-be 
trying to find her real father, 
told using the songs of the 
popular 70’s group ABBA. 
This is a lot of (4) hand 
drawn, wax paper sketches of 

images from the film, including a pair of drawings 
of a smiling bride with her bouquet, and two 
sketches featuring a group of people surrounding 
the bride. (measures approx. 9” x 12”) ($100-$200)
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Lot 366. Terminator 
Salvation Make-Up 
Binder - This is a binder 
full of make-up continuity 
photos and descriptions 
for the production of 
‘Terminator Salvation’ 
(2009). The book features 
photographs, sketches 

and notes for dozens of characters from the film. The 
binder has a ‘T4’ title affixed to it, as the final name 
had yet to be agreed upon. A wonderful insight as to 
how these make-up masters create the characters we 
love. (measures approx. 12 1/4” x 11”) ($200-$300)

Lot 368.  2010 Visual Effects  
Elements - From the 1984  
Sci-fi film ‘2010,’ this is a lot of (3) 
70mm film roles of visual effects 
footage elements used during 
production. The writing on side of 
film can reads ‘DJ-5 Jupiter Beauty 

Pass, Matte Pass, and Glow Pass’ and the footage looks to be 
in good condition with no vinegar smell. The footage is from 
the archives of visual effects master Richard Edlund and was 
thankfully saved before it was to be discarded. Comes in 
original, labeled film canister. Also included are two strips of 
negatives, paper work, and one white cloth glove. (measures 
approx. 11” x 3”) ($200-$300)

Lot 370.  Judge Dredd 
Sketches - A lot of (3) 
sketches from the 1995 
Sylvester Stallone sci-fi 
feature ‘Judge Dredd.’ 
($100-$200)

Lot 372.  Lost Horizon (1937) 
Costume Sketches - This is a lot 
of (8) original costume sketches 
for the 1937 fantasy-adventure 
‘Lost Horizon’ starring Jane 
Wyatt and Edward Everett 
Horton. In ‘Lost Horizon,’ a 
plane crash strands a group of 

people in the secluded land of Shangri-La. The sketches 
are of the costumes for the warriors and inhabitants 
of the fabled land, and have all been set in individual 
picture frames for display. (measures approx. 9” x 8” ea.)  
($100-$300)

Lot 369.  Tron (1982)  
Visual Effects Elements - 
This is a lot of (3) 70mm film 
roles of visual effects footage 
and computer graphics 
testing elements from TRON. 
One roll is labeled ‘New 
York Scene,’ one is labeled 
‘Kabuki Print,’ and a third is 

un-labeled. Apparently unused for the film, this is 
possibly some pretty rare footage. Also comes with 
purchase orders and a hand-written note regarding 
the footage. (measures approx. 11” x 3”) 
($200-$300)

Lot 371.  ‘Mission Impossible’ (1996) 
Gadget Sketch - This is a hand drawn 
sketch of a ‘spy gadget’ from the 1996 
Tom Cruise/Brian De Palma film ‘Mission 
Impossible.’ The sketch appears to be either 
a wristwatch or some kind of eye wear. Or 
both! (measures approx. 8 1/2“ x 11”)  
($100-$200)

Lot 373.  ‘Journey to The  
Center of the Earth’ Hand 
Drawn Sketches - This is a 
lot of (4) early hand drawn 
sketches of one of the creatures 
from the 2008 production of 
‘Journey to the Center of the 

Earth,’ starring Brendan Fraser. The sketches feature a 
dog-like beast with seven legs and are initialed ‘TY 91.’ 
(sketches measure approx. 8 1/2” x 11”) ($100-$200)

Lot 367.  
Terminator 
Salvation Sets 
Binder - From 
the production 
of ‘Terminator 

Salvation’ (2009), this is a research binder categorizing 
every location and set that was made and used for the 
film. The book features photographs, sketches and fold 
out blueprints for every set, all sorted out neatly with 
individual spacers. The binder has a ‘T4’ title affixed to 
it, as the final name had yet to be agreed upon. Definitely 
a one-of-a-kind item from this production. (measures 
approx. 12 1/4” x 11”) ($200-$300)
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Lot 374.   ‘Species’ (1995) 
Creative Art Lot - From the 
1995 horror-sci-fi adventure 
‘Species’ comes this lot of 
production art and sketches 
created for the film. There are 
(8) color and B&W face and full 

body sketches of early versions of the femalien ‘Sil,’ played 
by Natasha Henstridge. The sketches are done on regular 
size and large construction paper. Lot comes directly from 
the Burman Studios. (measures approx. 11 3/4” x 18”) 
($400-$500)

Lot 378.  Perfect Strangers Character 
Sketches - From the Burman Studios, 
this is a lot of (4) sketches from the 
long running sitcom Perfect Strangers 
(1986-1993). The show starred 
Bronson Pinchot as naïve but good 
natured Balki who moves in with his 

high strung and cynical cousin Larry, played by Mark Linn-Baker. 
Two of the sketches depict Balki and Larry as Stan Laurel and 
Oliver Hardy, and the other two depict Balki as Mama. These were 
used as reference for the make-up and costume departments. The 
sketches are photocopies with some hand-written notes on the 
sides. (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 11”) ($100-$200)

Lot 376.  Amazing Stories 
Tim Robbins Sketches - A 
lot of (10) sketches from the 
Burman studios of actor Tim 
Robbins from the Steven 
Spielberg produced television 
series Amazing Stories which 

ran from 1985 to 1987. The sketches are from the episode 
‘Jordan’s Phantom,’ directed by the legendary Martin 
Scorsese, and depict Tim Robbins in various stages of 
aging. Sketches are hand drawn in pencil on white paper, 
and one large wax paper sketch. (measures approx. 8 1/2” 
x 11” and 13 1/2” x 17”) ($300-$400) 

Lot 380.  Bugs Bunny Cel & 
Pencil Art - This is an original, 
color animated cel of everyone’s 
favorite wascally wabbit, Bugs 
Bunny. The painted cel shows 
Bugs holding a glass with ice 
cubes in it as he raises his finger. 

Also included is a color pencil sketch of the same image, 
which lies underneath the animated cel. Cel and sketch 
are numbered B-12 on lower right corner (measures  
approx. 10 1/4” x 12 1/2”). ($100-$200)

Lot 377.   Amazing Stories 
TV Show Color Sketch - 
From the Steven Spielberg TV 
series ‘Amazing Stories’ (1985-
1987), this is a color sketch of 
a purple creature from one of 
the episodes. The drawing is 
attached to a cardboard backing, 
with a wax paper cover, and is 
signed ‘TB/BDB  5/85.’ Comes 

directly from the Burman Studios. (measures 
approx. 12 3/4” x 15 1/2”) ($100-$200)

Lot 381.   Goldeneye 
Pencil Sketch 
A production art 
sketch of a train 
crossing a bridge 
from the 1995 James 
Bond installment 
Goldeneye, 

starring Pierce Brosnan. The sketch is done on white 
construction paper and is signed by the storyboard 
artist ‘Syd Cain 6.4.94  Goldeneye.’ (measures approx. 
11 1/2” x 16 1/4”) ($400-$500)

Lot 375.  Scrooged 
Character Art 
Sketches - A lot 
of (6) sketches 
from the 1988 Bill 
Murray holiday 
comedy Scrooged, 

directed by Richard Donner. Murray stars as Frank 
Cross, a cynical TV executive who is visited by three 
spirits on Christmas eve. The sketches are hand drawn 
in pencil and done on various sizes and types of 
paper. (measures approx. 11” x 14” and 14” x 17”) 
($400-$500)

Lot 379.  Grey’s 
Anatomy Headshot 
& Sketch - From 
the long running 
medical TV series 
Grey’s Anatomy. This 

is a character sketch and a B&W headshot 
from the series. The headshot is of Eric Dane 
(McSteamy or Mark Sloan) and is printed on 
white paper. The sketch is a photo copy on 
white paper and depicts the actor after he has 
aged considerably. (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 
11”) ($100-$200)
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Lot 382.   Beverly Hills Cop 3 Cylon 
Sketches - From the 1994 John Landis 
film Beverly Hills Cop 3, starring 
Eddie Murphy, this is a lot of (4) 
production/costume art sketches of 
a Cylon character. In the film, Axel 
Foley (Murphy) discovers a counterfeit 
ring operating out of Wonder World, 

a fictional amusement park in Beverly Hills. An ensuing gun 
battle takes place at on the Alien Attack ride at Wonder World, 
where henchmen dressed as Cylons from the 1970’s TV series 
Battlestar Galactica battle it out with the police. The sketches of 
the Cylon are done on large white paper and have written notes 
on the sides. (measures approx. 11” x 14”) ($100-$200)

Lot 383.  Dune 
Storyboard - A 
storyboard from the 
1984 David Lynch sci-
fi epic Dune. The film 
tells the tale of a Duke 
(Kyle MacLachlan) 

and his family sent to a sand-covered world 
where a spice, essential for interstellar travel, is 
being mined. The storyboard is done on black 
construction paper with typed descriptions 
beneath each hand-drawn image. (measures 
approx. 12” x 14 1/2”) ($300-$400)

Lot 386.  The Mighty  
Hercules Animation 
Sketches - A lot of (2) hand 
drawn sketches from the 
animated children’s TV 

series The Mighty Hercules. The show, which ran 
from 1963-1966, tells of the adventures of the Mighty 
Hercules as he saves ancient Greece from assorted 
bad guys. The sketches are done in blue ink on white 
paper and feature two depictions of the head of a sea 
creature. (measures approx. 8 3/4” x 8 3/4”)  
($100-$200)

Lot 384.  KISS Meets the 
Phantom Storyboard - ‘KISS 
Meets the Phantom of the 
Park’ original storyboard. 
From the 1978 kitsch/cult 
film, this one page storyboard 
on wax-type paper depicts two 
shots from the film. Paper is 
extremely delicate but comes 
with cardboard backing. 

(Measures approx. 14” x 11”) ($200-$400)

Lot 388.  Chris Rock Show 
Sketches - This is a lot of (7) 
production art sketches for ‘The 
Chris Rock Show.’ (1997-2000) 
The sketches were hand drawn 
on wax paper and feature 
images of Chris Rock holding 
the Earth above his head, using 
the Earth as a bowling ball, and 
walking across Abbey Road, 

ala the Beatles’ famous photo. (measures approx. 9” x 
12”) ($100-$200)

Lot 385.   Harrah’s Tahoe  
Commercial Storyboard 
This is a storyboard used for the  
production of a Harrah’s/Lake 
Tahoe Casino commercial 
from the 1970’s or 80’s. The 
storyboard features drawn 
likenesses of Frank Sinatra and 

Sammy Davis Jr. with some copy still taped to the board.  
Sketches are done on grey wax paper and are affixed to a 
thick grey cardboard backing. (measures approx. 16” x 19”) 
($400-$500)

Lot 389.  Real Time With Bill  
Maher Poster Sketches - A lot of 
(6) hand drawn sketches of poster 
art ideas for the HBO talk show 
‘Real Time with Bill Maher.’ The 
sketches are done on wax paper 
and feature images of host Bill 
Maher in different poses, as well as 

a smaller size title card sketch. (measures approx. 9” x 12”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 387.  Casino Royale (2006) 
Construction Blueprints - From 
the 21st installment in the James 
Bond series ‘Casino Royale’ 
(2006), this is a set of construction 
blueprints for a chase scene in the 
film. The blueprints are on a large 
size, white foldout sheet of paper 

and detail the creation of a set. Instructions are printed in  
English and an unknown foreign language. Also comes 
with a crew memo from the stunt dept. detailing safety 
features while constructing the set. (measures approx. 23 
3/4” x 33”) ($100-$200)
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Lot 390.   Charlie  
Wilson’s War Sketches - 
From the 2007 Tom Hanks/
Julia Roberts comedy-
biography ‘Charlie Wilson’s 
War,’ this is a lot of (8) 
hand drawn sketches. The 
sketches are done on large 

size wax paper and feature images of various 
weapons, costume pieces, roughly drawn 
characters in different scenes from the film and a 
title card. (measures approx. 11” x 14”) ($100-$200)

Lot 391.  Prison Break Poster Sketches - 
This is a lot of (7) large size, hand drawn 
sketches of poster art ideas for the FOX 
television drama series ‘Prison Break’ (2005-
2009), which tells the story of a man who 
gets himself thrown into the same prison as 
his brother, in order to attempt to escape a 
wrongful death sentence. The sketches are 

done on wax paper and are affixed to larger, white construction 
paper backings. The images feature character sketches and 
prison scenes, with a deserted Island thrown in for good 
measure. (sketches measure approx. 11” x 17”)($100-$200)

Lot 394.  Superhero Movie 
Poster Art Concepts - A lot 
of (3) hand drawn sketches 
of poster art concepts for the 
2008 sci-fi-comedy ‘Superhero 
Movie’ about an orphaned 
high school student who 
is bitten by a radioactive 
dragonfly and develops (some) 
super powers. The sketches 

are done on glossy white paper and feature different 
poses of the ‘hero’ on a rooftop. (measures approx. 8 
1/2” x 11”) ($100-$200)

Lot 392.  Big Love Poster 
Art Sketches - This is a lot 
of hand drawn, wax paper 
sketches of poster concepts 
from the HBO drama ‘Big 
Love’ (2006-2011). The 
lot features three images 
of a suburban family, one 

inside of a kitchen as the patriarch walks in, 
and a pair showing the characters in beds. 
(measures approx. 9” x 12”) ($100-$200)

Lot 396.  Buckaroo 
Banzai Sketch -  
Monster sketch which 
depicts a Lectroid alien 
from The Adventures 
of Buckaroo Banzai 
(approx. 8 1/2” x 11”). 
($50-$100)

Lot 393.  Beauty And The Beast 
Character Sketches - This is a 
lot of (7) sketches from the 1991 
animated Disney classic Beauty 
and the Beast. The lot includes 
three sketches of Belle done on 
wax paper, and four sketches of 
Cogsworth, the pendulum clock. 

The Cogsworth drawings are done on large white sketch paper 
and are numbered 31, 45, 47, and 55 (sketches measure approx. 
6” x 9” and 10 1/2” x 13”). ($400-$500)

Lot 397.   King Of The Hill Production 
Sketches Lot - Boy, I tell you what...This 
is a lot of (10) hand drawn & photocopied 
production art sketches from the animated 
TV series ‘King Of The Hill.’ The character 
sketches are hand drawn and feature images 
of most of the main characters, with some 
dialogue and notes penciled in. The house 
and location images are photocopied. 

Comes in a large size blue production folder with ‘K707 Act I  Scene 
#78’ inscribed on the cover. (sketches measure approx. 12 1/2” x 10 
1/2” ea.) ($100-$200)

Lot 395.  Superman 1936 Model 
Print 1/4 - For the Superman fan 
who has (almost) everything. A 
high quality signed and numbered 
poster of Mayo Kann who was 
the model used for the original 
comic book version of Superman. 
Numbered prints were made in 
the early 1970’s. Signed Mayo 

“Superman” Kaan in pencil, this one is #1/150 and shows 
Superman surrounded by children. (Measures approx. 24” 
x 30”) ($100-$200)
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Lot 400.  Tanner ‘88 
Main Title Artwork 
Tanner ‘88 (1988) - 
Original hand painted 
artwork for main 
title sequence of the 

television series.  Two very large boards. 46” x 
30”. Oversized item. Additional shipping charges 
required. ($50-$100)

Lot 402.  Polar Express 
(2004) Production 
Art - This is a big lot 
of production art from 
the 2004 animated 
adventure ‘The Polar 

Express.’ There are hand drawn sketches and photo 
copies of the artwork, as well as color prints of 
from foreign travel flyers, likely used to generate 
ideas for the overall look of the film. Comes in 
grey folder with production notes written on it. 
(measures approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”) ($200-$300)

Lot 404.  Fantasia (1940) Illustration/Hand 
Study Sketches - This is a set of two hand drawn 
illustrations from the 1940 Disney classic ‘Fantasia.’ 
The sketches include a hand study, in which Bela 
Lugosi’s hand were used as a model, and an early 
sketch from the ‘Night on Bald Mountain’ segment. 
Rare artifacts from this classic film. Pages measure 
approx. 12 1/2” x 15” ($550-$750)

Lot 398.  History of the 
World Part One Original 
Concept Art - Original, hand 
drawn and hand colored 
concept art for Mel Brooks’ 
classic History of the World 
Part One (1981). The scene 
depicts a guillotine sequence 

set during the French Revolution. (28” x 25”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 399.  Lost Boys Character 
Sketch - This is an early hand-
drawn sketch of one of the 
characters from the 1987 Comedy-
horror film ‘The Lost Boys,’ from 
the Burman studios. (Measures 
approx. 9” x 10 1/2”) ($100-$200)

Lot 401.  Blade: Trinity Weapons 
Production Art - This is production 
artwork for the retracting Chain 
Saber weapon from the 2004 Wesley 
Snipes Vampire trilogy “Blade: 
Trinity.” Used as a template for the 
creation of the prop weapons. Has 
‘6-24-03’ and ‘Ellingson’ on bottom 
of page. Large paper sheet measures 
approx. 17” x 11” ($50-$100)

Lot 403.  John Carter 
Hand Drawn Sketches 
This is a lot of 7 pages of 
hand-drawn sketches for 
the 2012 Sci-Fi film ‘John 
Carter.’ Sketched under 
Eric Brevig’s supervision, 
Visual Effects supervisor 

at ILM, the sketches show weapons designs and what 
appears to be a transportation module. Written on the 
lower left corner of the front page is ‘P of Mars,’ likely 
referring to Edgar Rice Burroughs book, and the early title 
of the film ‘Princess of Mars.’ ($400-$500)

Lot 405.  The Birdcage 
Standee - From the 1996 
comedy ‘The Birdcage,’ this is a 
large size promotional cut-out/
standee of actor Nathan Lane, 
who plays Albert Goldman 
in the film. The standee is 
very large and features Lane 
with his hands on his cheeks, 
showing a look of exasperation. 
Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required. ($50-$100)
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Lot 406.  The Birdcage Standee - 
From the 1996 comedy ‘The Birdcage,’ 
this is a large size promotional cut-
out/standee of actor Robin Williams, 
who plays Armand Goldman in the 
film. The standee is very large and 
features Williams with reversed cap, 
wearing his ‘bling’ with arms crossed. 
Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required. ($50-$100)

Lot 410.  Super Mario Bros. Make-Up Chair 
Backing - From the production of the 1993 
comedy-adventure ‘Super Mario Bros.,’ this is a 
cloth chair backing from one of the creature artists’ 
chairs who worked on the film. ($100-$200)

Lot 412.  Wicked Witch of the West 
Franklin Mint Statue Special figure from 
the Franklin Mint depicting Margaret 
Hamilton as the Wicked Witch of the 
West, dressed in a black cloth costume 
with removable hat and black sheer pieces 
originating from the hat and forming 
a cape-like shroud. Face and hands are 
porcelain, painted green. Includes stand. 
(20” x 8” x 8”) ($300-$700)

Lot 407.  Ghostbusters II  
Hologram Sign - Ghostbusters 
II (1989) - Movie Sign with 
large hologram photo in the 
center. The hologram photo is 
not attached the movie sign. 
(approx. 17” x 29”) ($50-$100)

Lot 411.  Pinocchio Geppetto’s 
Workshop Boxed Statue - Boxed 
statue of Geppetto’s Workshop as 
depicted in Pinocchio, designed 
by Gris Grimly and signed by the 
artist on the box. Also includes 
a Pinocchio book illustrated by 
Grimly, with an inscription and 

drawing on the title page.  Oversized item. Additional 
postage required. ($50-$100)

Lot 413.  Date With An 
Angel Floppy Disc - Large 
3M floppy disc with the label 
Date with an Angel. (approx. 
8” x 8 1/2”)  ($50-$100)
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Lot 414.  Steve 
Johnson Cards - 
Steve Johnson cards. 
(approx. 11” x 8 1/2”) 
($50-$100)

Lot 416.  Lindsey 
Wagner Signed 
Model Car - For all 
you Bionic Woman 
fans out there this is 
a classic toy sports 
car signed by the 

show’s star Lindsey Wagner. This great piece comes in its 
original packaging. (approx. 21” x 10”)  (100-$200)

Lot 418.  Film Crew Hats  
This is a lot of (7) crew worn 
caps from various motion 
picture productions. The 
lot includes caps from the 
following films: Star Trek VI: 
The Undiscovered Country 
(has Paramount label inside); 

Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines (label inside reads 
‘Head To Toe’); Gangs of New York (label reads ‘Port 
Authority’); What Dreams May Come (label reads 
‘Mohr’s’); GalaxyQuest (label reads ‘Tc’); Last Action 
Hero (label reads ‘KC’); and 2010 (label reads ‘New Era’), 
with ‘discovery’ patch sewn on front. A couple of the 
caps have some stains on them, but are overall in good 
condition. ($50-$100)

Lot 420.  The Last Emperor Best Picture Ad Mats - A lot of 
(5) Best Picture Ad Mats for the 1987 Bernardo Bertolucci 
biographical-drama The Last Emperor. These rare items were 
used for the advertising of the film as a Best Picture nominee 
in all the industry trade papers of the day. The lot consists of an 
‘A’ version, two ‘B’ versions, and a pair of B&W ads. The A & B 
versions are comprised of different layers of colored art on clear 
plastic pages, and have the original separations intact. (measures 
approx. 14” x 17 1/2” and 14 1/4” x 21 1/2”) ($150-$250)

Lot 415.  Gilligan’s Island & Blues 
Brothers Action Sets - This is a great 
action figure lot featuring “Gilligan’s 
Island” and “The Blues Brothers”. 
The Gilligan set includes one Skipper 
#11,119 out of 11,836 and one 

Professor #918 of 8919. The Blues Brother set includes the brothers 
themselves, Dan Ackroyd #13,218 of 20,250 and John Belushi 
#17,013 of 20, 250. All four figures come sealed in their original 
box. ($50-$100)

Lot 417.  War of the Worlds Promo 
T-Shirt & Light - For the release 
of the 2005 Steven Spielberg Sci-fi 
film ‘War of the Worlds,’ this is a 
size large promotional T-Shirt and a 
survival radio light.  ($50-$100)

Lot 419.   Joe Mankiewicz 
Memorabilia - From 
Hollywood’s glamour era 
comes 9 great items from 
legendary screenwriter/
producer/director Joe 
Mankiewicz including 

6 photos, an envelope addressed to Miss Linda 
Darnell at the Hotel Excelsior in Rome and 2 
personalized letters. ($100-$200)
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Lot 476.  Carol Burnett TV 
Show Script - An original 
script from the 1970’s classic 
television variety series ‘The 
Carol Burnett Show.’ The script 
is a final revision draft dated 
10/5/77 and numbered Prod. # 
0106. The cover states that the 
episode was to be taped 10/7/77 
with an air date of 10/29/77, 

and the guest star was Ken Berry (of F-Troop fame). 
Script is not bound by clasps, rather by a large metal 
‘paper clip.’ (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 11”) ($100-$200)

Lot 478.   ‘Eloise’ (2003) Scripts - This is a pair 
of scripts for the family comedy films ‘Eloise 
at the Plaza’ and ‘Eloise at Christmastime.’ 
(2003) The films are live-action features 
based on the ‘Eloise’ series of children’s books 
where irrepressible six-year-old Eloise (Sofia 
Vassilieva) lives in the penthouse of the Plaza 
Hotel in New York City. The first script, ‘Eloise 
at the Plaza’ features the original title, simply 
‘Eloise.’ The second script takes place right 
after the events of ‘Eloise at the Plaza,’ where 

Eloise receives a package of spy stuff from her friend Leon. 
Both scripts are stapled with a single, large staple in the upper 
left corner. (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 11”) ($50-$100)

Lot 480.  ‘The Runaways’ Script 
This is a full length script for the 
2010 biographical drama ‘The 
Runaways.’ The film tells the story 
of the inception and rise to fame 
of one of the earliest all female 
rock bands, The Runaways. The 
film was written and directed by 
Floria Sigismondi, who has also 
directed music videos for Katy 

Perry, David Bowie, Marilyn Manson and The White 
Stripes, among others. The script is 112 pages long and is 
called the ‘Official Blue 6-9-09’ version.  ($50-$100)

Lot 482.  ‘What A Girl Wants’ Signed Script - This is a signed 
script from the 2003 romantic-comedy ‘What a Girl Wants,’ starring 
Amanda Bynes and Colin Firth. The film tells the story of 17 year old 
Daphne (Bynes) who goes to England in search of her father, only to 
find out he is a high profile politician. The script has been signed by 
star Amanda Bynes and what looks to be co-star Colin Firth. Script is 
un-stapled and held together with a black clip.  ($50-$100)

Lot 477.  Will & Grace (3) Scripts 
& Stationary - From the popular 
sitcom ‘Will & Grace’ (1998-2006), 
this is a lot of 3 scripts from the 
show, as well as other items from 
the set of Will & Grace. The scripts 
include episode #601, ‘Dames 
at Sea,’ episode #602, ‘Last Ex 
to Brooklyn,’ and episode #605, 
‘Heart like a Wheelchair.’ Also 

included are three envelopes and sheets of paper with the 
Will & Grace logo printed on them, and a group of (5) 
cast & crew call sheets.  ($100-$200)

Lot 479.  The Soul Man 
(TV) Script - A script from 
the new TV Land/Cedric 
the Entertainer comedy 
series ‘The Soul Man’ 
(2012). The show features 
Cedric as Reverend Boyce 
Ballentine, who is living the 
high life in Las Vegas when 

he gets the calling to go from soul singer to soul 
saver, and finds it’s not so easy giving up the 
superstar life. The script is from episode #102 
titled ‘Pastor Interference.’ (measures approx. 
8 1/2” x 11”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 481.   ‘Last Stand At Saber River’ 
Script & Crew List - From the 1997 
TV western-drama ‘Last Stand at Saber 
River,’ starring Tom Selleck. This is a 
full script for the film, which tells the 
story of Confederate soldier (Selleck) 
who returns from war to reclaim 
his Arizona homestead and ends up 
fighting for that which means the most, 
his family. The script is 104 pages long, 
and the lot also includes a crew list 
from the production.   ($50-$100)
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Lot 483.   ‘Women vs. Men’ 
Signed Script - A signed 
script from the 2002 TV movie 
‘Women vs. Men,’ starring 
Glenne Headly, Paul Reiser, 
Joe Mantegna, and Christine 
Lahti. The movie has Bruce and 
Michael (Reiser and Mantegna) 
trying to get back in the good 

graces of their wives after a ‘boy’s night out,’ only to 
have their previously unspoken views about marriage 
and women come out to the forefront, complicating 
an already complicated situation. The script has been 
signed by actors Paul Reiser, Glenne Headly, Christine 
Lahti and Joe Mantegna, as well as director Chazz 
Palminteri. Script also features the original working 
title ‘Oooph!’  ($100-$200)

Lot 485.  Vampire in 
Brooklyn Script - A 
script from the 1995 Wes 
Craven horror- comedy 
‘Vampire in Brooklyn,’ 
starring Eddie Murphy.  
($50-$100)

Lot 487.  Laugh-In Signed 
Photo - 8 x 10 color photo of 
Ruth Buzzi and Alan Sues, both 
of television’s classic Laugh-In, 
in a comedic pose. Buzzi and 
Sues have both autographed the 
photo, with Buzzi personally 
inscribing “Love from Laugh-
In’s and The Dean Martin Roast 
sex symbol” and also signing “in 

character” as Gladys.  (8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 489.  Ray Liotta Signed 
Photo - 8 x 10 color photo of 
actor Ray Liotta, signed by him 
in blue felt pen. Liotta, most 
famous for his role as Henry 
Hill in Goodfellas (1990), is 
seen wearing a suit and looking 
off to the side. Includes a 
certificate of authenticity.  
(8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 484.   Fahrenheit 451 Mel 
Gibson Script - This is a complete 
script for the as yet un-produced 
Mel Gibson remake of the 1966 
Francois Truffaut sci-fi thriller 
‘Fahrenheit 451.’ In an oppressive 
future, the Firemen’s job is to burn 
any found books on sight in order to 
keep the population from learning 

or thinking independently. This remake was to have been 
produced by Mel Gibson’s Icon Productions, but was put 
on the shelf due to his negative public outbursts. The 
script is 131 pages long and features hand written notes 
peppered throughout, with a black ‘000063’ ink-stamped 
on each page. Whether or not the film is produced, you 
can read it here first. (measures approx. 8 1/2”x 11”)   
($100-$200) 

Lot 486.  Tony Randall Signed 
Photos - Two signed 8 x 10 
black and white photos of actor 
Tony Randall, one depicting the 
actor laughing which has been 
personalized to Elaine and another 
with Randall in a more serious 

pose, personalized to Bob. A smaller shot of Randall has been 
permanently affixed to the second shot.  (10” x 8”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 488.  Hocus Pocus Signed 
Photo - 8 x 10 black and white 
photo from the film Hocus Pocus, 
depicting the film’s three central 
witches, Kathy Najimy, Bette 
Midler and Sarah Jessica Parker. 
Parker has signed and personally 
inscribed the photo in black ink. 

This photo has studio-written information at its bottom.   
(8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 490.  Tea Leoni Signed Photo 
8 x 10 color photo of actress Tea 
Leoni, signed by her in blue marker. 
Leoni is seen wearing a strapless 
gown and leopard skin gloves. 
A certificate of authenticity is 
included.  (8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)
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Lot 491.  Costas Mandylar 
Autographed Photo - Costas 
Mandylar Autographed Photo 
-  A framed black and white 
publicity still. 8 1/2” x 10 1/2”. 
A Greek Australian actor, 
perhaps best known for his 
role as Kenny in Picket Fences, 
and for portraying Mark 

Hoffman in the Saw films.   ($50-$100)

Lot 493.  Flash Gordon (1980) 
Brian Blessed Autographed 
Photo - From Flash Gordon 
as Vultan, a framed black and 
white publicity still. (8” x 10”)   
($50-$100)

Lot 495.  Ronald Coleman 
Signed Photo - Matted 
framed photo of Ronald  
Coleman (star of Lost 
Horizon) with signature. 
(approx. 22” x 18”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 499.  Jane Wyman Signed Photo - A signed, glossy 
b&w photo featuring the signatures of legendary actress 
Jane Wyman and her young co-star Claude Jarman Jr. from 
the 1946 family-drama ‘The Yearling,’ also starring Rock 
Hudson. The film, released in 1946, tells the story of a young 
boy (Jarman Jr.) who convinces his parents to let him adopt a 
young deer. The photo features the signatures of Ms. Wyman 
and Claude Jarman in black ink. Comes with COA. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10”) ($50-$100)

Lot 497.  Lauren Bacall 
Signed Photo - This is a 
signed, glossy color photo 
of famed actress Lauren 
Bacall. The photo features 
Ms. Bacall in a lace dress 
and sitting in an arm 
chair. Photo is signed in 
black ink on lower left. 
(measures approx. 
8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 492.  Costas Mandylar 
Autographed Photo  - Costas 
Mandylar Autographed Photo -  A 
framed black and white publicity 
still. 8 1/2” x 10 1/2”. A Greek 
Australian actor, perhaps best 
known for his role as Kenny in 
Picket Fences, and for portraying 
Mark Hoffman in the Saw films.  
($50-$100)

Lot 494.  Danny Masterson 
Signed Photo - 8 x 10 black 
and white photo of actor 
Danny Masterson as Steve 
Hyde in That 70s Show, signed 
and personalized by the actor 
in black felt pen.  ($50-$100)

Lot 496.  Lynn-Holly Johnson 
Signed Lobby Card - For all you 007 
fans this is a lot of 8 lobby cards from 
the Bond film “For Your Eyes Only” 
one of which is signed by the film’s 
co-star Lynn-Holly Johnson who 
played Bibi Dahl in the picture. 
(8” x 10” each)  ($50-$100)

Lot 498.  Robert Stack Signed Photo - A 
signed, glossy b&w photo featuring the 
signatures of actors Robert Stack and Marc 
Lawrence from the television drama series 
‘The Untouchables’ (1959-1963). The photo 
has Mr. Stack, in character as Eliot Ness, 
with his arm around Mr. Lawrence, who 
portrayed Lou Cagan for a few episodes 
on the show. Comes with COA. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)
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Lot 500.  Leslie Nielsen 
Signed Photo - This is a 
signed, glossy color photo 
of the late comedic actor 
Leslie Nielsen. Mr. Nielsen 
was one of the funniest 
character actors in recent 
memory, known largely for 
his roles in such spoofs as 

the Naked Gun/Police Squad movies, and various 
other comedy farces including Scary Movie 3 and 4, 
Superhero Movie, An American Carol, and Dracula: 
Dead and Loving It. The photo fittingly features 
Leslie Nielsen in a wedding dress, and is signed in 
black ink. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 502.  Annette Funicello  
Signature - This is an 
autograph from everyone’s 
favorite original Mouseketeer 
and beach blanket babe, 
Annette Funicello. The last 
of the Mouseketeers to be 
chosen for the show, Ms. 
Funicello quickly became the 
most popular and was the 

only one kept under contract by Walt Disney after the 
show ended. She later became a star with the 60’s teen/
beach genre films ‘Beach Party’ and ‘Beach Blanket Bingo,’ 
among others. Due to medical issues, Ms. Funicello 
doesn’t sign too many autographs anymore, so this is 
a special one indeed. The autograph is on a small 3” x 
5” card, and also included is a b&w still featuring Ms. 
Funicello and the Beach Boys.  ($100-$200)

Lot 504.  Piper Laurie/
The Hustler Signed 
Photo - This is a great 
autographed mounted 
photo from the classic 
Paul Newman film “The 
Hustler”. The photo 

features legendary funnyman Jackie Gleason in a 
serious role as the eponymous Minnesota Fats lining 
up a pool shot, and is signed by the film’s co-star Piper 
Laurie who played Newman’s alcoholic love interest 
Sarah in the film. The photo is mounted and ready for 
framing. The lot further includes an authenticating 
photo of Ms. Laurie signing the photo. (41” x 28”) 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.  
($50-$100)

Lot 501.  Buddy Hackett Signed Photo - 
A signed color photo of legendary comic 
Buddy Hackett. Born Leonard Hacker, 
Buddy Hackett’s career spanned over 50 
years, starring in ‘It’s a mad, mad, mad 
World’ (1962), and guest star roles on 
numerous television series and specials. 
The photo is signed in red ink and features 
Mr. Hackett with fellow actor Gary 
Busey, who did not sign the photo. Photo 
is stamped ‘From the Borst collection.’ 
Also included is a flyer for the ‘Night of 
Comedy’ charity event hosted by Buddy 

Hackett from Oct. 20, 2001 that has been signed by Mr. 
Hackett as well. Comes with COA. (measures approx. 
8” x 10”) ($50-$100)

Lot 503.  Piper Laurie/The 
Hustler Signed Photo - This is 
a great autographed mounted 
photo from the classic Paul 
Newman film “”The Hustler”. 
The photo features Mr. 
Newman in an iconic pose 
lining up a pool shot and is 
signed by the film’s co-star 
Piper Laurie who played 

Newman’s alcoholic love interest Sarah in the film.  
The photo is mounted and ready for framing. The 
lot further includes 2 authenticating photos of Ms. 
Laurie signing the photo. (40” x 27”) Oversized 
item. Additional Postage Required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 505.  Soapdish 
Signed Photo - From the 
1991 comedy ‘Soapdish,’ 
about the exploits of an 
up and coming Soap 
Opera actress (Elisabeth 
Shue) dealing with her 
Soap Opera star/Mom 

(Sally Field) and a variety of oddball characters, this 
is a signed still from the film.The photo features the 
signatures of Robert Downey Jr.,who plays David 
Barnes, the sex-crazed Television executive, and Cathy 
Moriarty, who plays the sex starved actress Montana 
Moorehead. Photo comes framed. (measures approx. 
9” x 11”) ($50-$100)
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Lot 506.  Lost In 
Space (TV) Signed 
Photo - This is a 
signed, b&w photo 
from the 1960’s Irwin 
Allen sci-fi television 
series ‘Lost In Space.’ 
The photo features 

the entire cast, and is signed by two of them, actress 
June Lockhart, who plays Maureen Robinson, and 
Jonathan Harris, who portrayed the wacky Dr. 
Smith. Photo comes framed for display. (measures 
approx. 9” x 11”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 507.  Movie Posters/Dana 
Andrews Signed Photo - This 
is a lot of (5) vintage, glossy 
color film poster pieces from 
various 1950’s and 60’s films, 
and an autographed b&w still of 
actor Dana Andrews from the 

film-noir crime drama ‘Beyond a Reasonable Doubt.’ The 
photo is an original still from the 1956 film and is signed 
by Mr. Andrews in black ink over his shirt. Photo comes 
framed for display. (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 11 1/2”) The 
poster images are printed on large size, glossy pages with 
perforated edges, likely from being included in a large poster 
book at one time, and features cast & crew information 
as well as some film photos. The posters include the films 
‘Counterplot’ (1959), starring Forrest Tucker, ‘The Pusher’ 
(1960), Inside the Mafia’ (1959), starring Cameron Mitchell 
(poster folds out), ‘The Quiet American’ (1958), starring 
Audie Murphy (poster folds out), and ‘China Doll’ (1958), 
starring Victor Mature (poster folds out). (measures approx. 
11” x 14” ea.) ($50-$100)

Lot 508.  Chris Hemsworth 
Signed Photo - A large 
size, signed glossy color 
photo of Australian actor 
Chris Hemsworth. Known 
primarily for his role as 
Thor in ‘The Avengers,’ 
Hemsworth has also starred 
in the recently released 
‘Snow White and the 

Huntsman,’ and will be seen in its sequel, as well as 
the remake of 1983’s Red Dawn. The photo features 
Hemsworth in character as Thor and is signed 
in silver felt ink. Autograph was obtained at an 
Avengers premiere. (measures approx. 11” x 14”)  
($100-$200)

Lot 510.  Alfred Molina 
Signed Photo - This is a 
signed, glossy color photo 
of actor Alfred Molina. 
Born in London, England, 
Molina made his film 
debut in Steven Spielberg’s 
‘Raiders of the Lost Ark,’ 
but his big break came 
in 1987 when he starred 

in the biographical drama ‘Prick up your Ears.’ 
These days, he is most recognized for his role as 
Doc Ock, the tentacled scientist from ‘Spiderman 
2’ (2004). The photo features Alfred Molina in 
character as Doc Ock and is signed in black ink. 
Autograph was obtained at an AIDS benefit. One 
of the harder to get signatures as he isn’t in this 
country too often. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 509.  Salma Hayek Signed 
Photo - A large size, signed glossy 
color photo of actress Salma 
Hayek. Ms. Hayek has had starred 
in many films, but her breakout 
role was in 1995’s Desperado, 

opposite Antonio Banderas. Since then she has appeared in 
numerous films and television series, and can be seen in the 
upcoming comedy ‘Here comes the Boom.’ The photo shows 
Ms. Hayek from ‘Once Upon a Time in Mexico’ (2003), 
firing a shotgun, and is signed in black ink. Autograph was 
obtained at a premiere of her film ‘Savages’ and is one of the 
more difficult signatures to get. (measures approx. 11” x 14”) 
($150-$200)

Lot 511.  Andrew Garfield Signed 
Photo - This is a large size, signed 
glossy color photo of actor Andrew 
Garfield. Garfield’s career began 
in 2005 with a role on the English 
television series ‘Sugar Rush,’ but 
is now widely known for his role 
as Spiderman/Peter Parker in 

the newly released ‘The Amazing Spiderman.’ The photo 
features Andrew in his Spiderman costume and was 
obtained at a recent Spiderman premiere. (measures approx. 
11” x 14”) ($75-$100)
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Lot 512.  Marie Dressler 
Photos Book - This is a 
vintage photo book of 
pictures, including a signed 
photo, of one of the earliest 
actresses in Hollywood’s 
famed history, Marie 
Dressler. Ms. Dressler, born 
Leila Marie Koerber in 

1868, became one of the top box office draws of 
the early sound era. By 1892, she was on Broadway 
and became a star on the vaudeville circuit. Later, 
her role in the chorus girls’ strike in 1917 had her 
blacklisted from theaters. By the late 1920’s she had 
been largely forgotten and in near poverty. It was 
famed producer Irving Thalberg who sensed her 
potential and was determined to re-build her into a 
star, but it was sound pictures that made her a star 
again. In an era of Harlow, Garbo, and Crawford, it 
was plain looking Marie Dressler who won a best 
Actress Oscar for her role in Min & Bill (1930). She 
later had even greater success with roles in Dinner 
at Eight (1933) and Tugboat Annie (1933). This 
book features many original photos from different 
characters over the course of her career, as well as 
newspaper articles/obituaries from her passing in 
1934. She has signed a small photo on the inside 
back cover to actor Wallace Beery. A wonderful 
piece of vintage Hollywood history. (measures 
approx. 9” x 11”) ($50-$100)

Lot 513.  Jimmy Carter Signed 
Cards - This is a lot of (2) 
Presidential Christmas cards, 
signed by former President 
Jimmy Carter and his wife 
Rosalynn Carter. One card 
showcases an original painting 

done by Pres. Carter of his boyhood home in Archery, 
Georgia, and the other card features Pres. Carter & 
Rosalynn in a ‘dove of peace’ image. Both cards are from 
The Carter Center organization. (measures approx. 4 1/2” x 
5 3/4” and 4 1/4” x 5 1/4”) ($100-$200)

Lot 514.  George W. Bush Signed 
Cards - A lot of (2) Presidential 
Christmas cards, signed by former 
President George W. Bush and his 
wife Laura Bush. The cards are for 
the years 2008 and 2011. The first 
card is titled ‘View from the Truman 
Balcony,’ and the second is called 
‘Stars of Wonder.’ Both cards feature 
signatures in black ink. (cards 

measure approx. 5 1/4” x 7 1/2”) ($100-$200)

Lot 515.  Elizabeth Taylor/
Richard Burton Photos - 
This is a pair of rare, glossy 
color photos of iconic 
actors Richard Burton and 
Elizabeth Taylor during an 
early 1980’s theatrical run 
of the Noel Coward play 
‘Private Lives’ in Chicago. 
The first photo has the 
legendary couple in a 
passionate embrace after 

he tells her he’s never loved anyone but her. The 
second photo has the couple sharing a moment 
of laughter on stage. Richard Burton would pass 
away a couple years later, making these photos 
even more poignant. (measures approx. 8” x 10”) 
($50-$100)

Lot 516.  Sen. John Glenn Signed 
Photo - One of the truly great 
American heroes, this is a signed, 
glossy color photo of astronaut 
and United States Senator John 
Glenn. He was one of the seven elite 
military test pilots selected by NASA 
to operate the Mercury spacecraft 
and became the first American 
astronaut. Later, he had the honor 

of becoming the first American to orbit the Earth, aboard 
the Friendship 7 spacecraft on Feb. 20, 1962. After retiring 
from the military and resigning from NASA in 1965 to 
pursue political goals, he was elected to represent Ohio as 
a Senator, and carried the office from 1974 to 1999. The 
photo features Sen. Glenn in an orange spacesuit and is 
signed in black ink on his chest. A rare signature, as Sen. 
Glenn does not sign much anymore due to advancing age. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”) ($50-$100)
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Lot 517.  Sally Ride 
Signed Photo - This 
is a signed, glossy 
color photo of one of 
the great American 
women of the space 
age, astronaut Sally 
Ride. Ms. Ride, who 
just recently passed 
away, was a physicist 
who joined NASA 

in 1978 and in 1983, at the age of 32, became 
the first American woman in space as a crew 
member on the Space Shuttle Challenger for 
STS-7. She was instrumental in developing the 
Space Shuttle’s robotic arm, and was the first 
woman to use the robot arm in space, and to 
retrieve a satellite. Ms. Ride is to this day the 
youngest American astronaut to be launched 
into space. The photo is signed ‘Sally K. Ride’ 
in black ink on upper left corner. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10”) ($200-$300)

Lot 519.  Jacqueline  
Kennedy Photos - A lot of (3) 
rare color photos of Jacqueline 
Kennedy-Onassis taken during 
her time as First Lady. Jackie 
Kennedy remains one of the 
most influential women of the 
21st century, with her style and 
appearance still being emulated 
to this day. The first photo 
is 5”x 7” and features Mrs. 
Kennedy-Onassis standing 
behind a railing with a pair of 

binoculars. The second was taken during a trip to 
India and shows Mrs. Kennedy-Onassis standing in 
front of the Taj Mahal, and is dated on the reverse 
3/62. The third photo was also taken in India and 
features the First Lady in one of her trademark pink 
short designer dresses. (photos measure approx. 
8” x 10”) ($300-$500)

Lot 521.  Robert Mitchum Signed 
Poster - Movie Poster from “The 
Amsterdam Kill” signed by Robert 
Mitchum. ($50-$100)

Lot 522.  Nastassja Kinski Signed 
Poster - Movie Poster from “To 
the Devil, a Daughter” signed by 
Nastassja Kinski. ($50.00 reserve) 
($50-$100)

Lot 518.  John Kennedy Photos - A 
group of (3) historical photos of one 
of this country’s greatest leaders, Pres. 
John F. Kennedy and family. John 
Fitzgerald Kennedy remains one of the 
most popular and beloved Presidents 
of our time, and the legacy he and wife 
Jacqueline Kennedy created still fascinate 
us to this day. The photos feature three 

historical images of the Kennedy era. The first one is a b&w 
photo of Patriarch Joseph P. Kennedy and his wife Rose taken 
during their wedding day in 1914, and is from the John F. 
Kennedy Library. The second b&w photo is one of the more 
famous images from the Kennedy Presidency, featuring the 
Kennedy family dressed for Easter service in 1962. The third 
photo, the most poignant of the lot, is color and features John 
Kennedy and wife Jackie as they prepare to leave for the fatal 
drive through Dealey Plaza in Dallas. The reverse of the photo 
has a stamp from the John F. Kennedy Library, with a hand 
written date of 11/22/63. (photos measure approx. 8” x 10”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 520.  NASA/Space Shuttle 
Crew Photos - This is a lot of 
(4) color photos from the NASA 
archives featuring images of the 
crews of Space Shuttle missions. 
The first photo is of the crew of 
mission STS-114, which was the 

7/26/05 ‘Return to flight’ mission following the Space 
Shuttle Columbia disaster. The second crew photo is from 
mission STS-120, launched on 10/23/07, and the third 
photo is of the crew from STS-135, the final mission of 
the American Space Shuttle program, which launched 
on 7/8/11. The last photo is titled ‘Ohio’s Astronauts’ and 
showcases all the men & women who grew up in Ohio 
to become astronauts, and there are a lot of them! Also 
included is a logo sticker for the final mission, STS-135. 
All photos come with biographical information on each 
of the crew members printed on the reverse. A rare and 
wonderful lot of NASA memorabilia. ($100-$200)
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Lot 523.  Police Academy 
Signed Poster - Original  
“Police Academy” movie poster 
signed by Leslie Easterbrook, 
Donovan Scott, Marion 
Ramsey and Scott Thomson. 
Includes photos of the signing.  
($100-$200)

Lot 527.  Piper Laurie 
Signed Poster - This is a 
great autographed combo 
poster featuring 3 United 
Artists offerings including 
“Carrie”, “Burnt Offerings” 
and “Audrey Rose” signed by 
the great “Carrie” star Piper 
Laurie. The lot also includes 2 
authenticating photos of Ms. 

Laurie signing the poster. The poster has been folded 
into 8 segments. (27” x 41”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 525.  Ray Harryhausen 
Signed Poster - This is an 
original autographed poster 
from the 1958 special effects 
classic “The 7th Voyage of 
Sinbad” signed by special f/x 
guru Ray Harryhausen. The 
poster has been folded into 8 
segments. (27” x 41”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 529.  Escape From 
New York Signed Mexican 
Poster - This is a signed, 
Spanish language poster for 
the release of the 1981 John 
Carpenter sci-fi film ‘Escape 
From New York.’ The poster 
is smaller than a typical 
one-sheet and features the 
signature of late actor Ernest 

Borgnine, who played ‘Cabbie’ in the film. This rare 
poster is in overall good condition with slight age 
wear to it. (measures approx. 18 1/4” x 23 3/4”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 524.  PJ Soles Signed Poster 
- This is an original PJ Soles 
autographed poster from the classic 
1981 comedy “Stripes” starring Bill 
Murray. The lot further includes an 
authenticating photo of Ms. Soles 
signing the poster. The poster has been 
folded into 8 segments. (27” x 41”) 
($50-$100)

Lot 528.  Ray Harryhausen Signed 
Poster - This is a signed, large size 
original, color one sheet poster 
from the 1960 fantasy-adventure 
‘The 3 Worlds of Gulliver.’ The 
poster is signed by producer/visual 
effects master Ray Harryhausen. 
Mr. Harryhausen’s groundbreaking 
work has been featured in a number 
of classic fantasy films, including It 

Came from Beneath the Sea (1955); 20 Million Miles to 
Earth (1957); Jason and the Argonauts (1963); One Million 
Years B.C. (1966), and a host of others. One of the truly 
great visual effects artists of all time. Poster is signed in 
black ink above his name. (measures approx. 27” x 40”)  
($100-$200)

Lot 526.  Pamela Ferdin Signed 
Poster - This is an original  
autographed half sheet poster 
from the 1967 Don Knotts 
comedy classic “The Reluctant 
Astronaut” signed by Pamela 
Ferdin. The poster is folded into 4 
segments. (28” x 21 1/2”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 530.  The North Avenue  
Irregulars One Sheet Signed - 
Original one-sheet poster, folded, for 
Disney’s 1979 film The North Avenue 
Irregulars, signed by stars Cloris 
Leachman, Michael Constantine 
and Karen Valentine, who adds 
her character name “June Bride”. 
Includes photos of Valentine signing 
the poster. (27” x 40”)  ($50-$100)
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Lot 531.  Girl Next Door 
Signed Poster - A signed, color 
one-sheet poster from the 2004 
comedy-drama ‘The Girl Next 
Door,’ starring Emile Hirsch 
and Elisha Cuthbert. In the film, 
Matthew Kidman (Hirsch) falls 
in love with his new neighbor 
(Cuthbert), only to find out she 
is an ex-porn star. The poster 

is autographed by Emile Hirsch, who signed over 
his tiny image in the window, and Elisha Cuthbert. 
(measures approx. 27” x 40”).  ($100-$200)

Lot 533.  George Roy Hill  
Tiffany Pens - A set of two  
silver ink pens personally 
owned by legendary director 
George Roy Hill. The 
Academy Award winning Mr. 
Hill directed such classics as 
Thoroughly Modern Millie 
(1967), Butch Cassidy & the 

Sundance Kid (1969), Slaughterhouse-Five (1972), 
The Sting (1973), for which he won the best director 
Oscar, and Slap Shot (1976). The pens are from the 
Tiffany Company and include one ball point pen and 
one fountain pen. ($100-$200)

Lot 535.  Shirley Temple 
Signed Christmas Card 
Shirley Temple Black 
autographed Christmas 
card. Signed in blue ink 
and dated 1985. (6” x 
4 1/2”).  ($200-$300)

Lot 537.  Shirley Temple 
Signed Clipping - Shirley 
Temple Black autographed 
newspaper clipping. 
Dated 1981. (9” x 8”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 532.  Trees Lounge Signed  
Poster - This is a signed poster 
for the 1996 comedy-drama Trees 
Lounge. The independent film, 
written, directed, and starring Steve 
Buscemi, tells the story of unlucky 
Tommy Basilio (Buscemi) and how 
his life revolves around his favorite 
neighborhood bar, the Trees Lounge 

as he looks for any kind of meaning to his life. The poster is 
a smaller size glossy one sheet and is signed in silver ink by 
Steve Buscemi, who adds ‘To Mike, Half empty of half full? 
You decide.’ (measures approx. 13 1/4” x 18 3/4”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 534.  Vintage Trade Paper 
Ads & Magazines - This is a large 
lot of miscellaneous entertainment 
trade paper ads, clipping and 
magazines. Included in the lot 
is a Variety Magazine dated 
6/12/79, announcing the death 
of legend John Wayne; a Lindsey 

Buckingham (Fleetwood Mac) ‘cash disbursement & 
receivables’ notebook; a Variety magazine from 6/6/77; 
one from 6/15/79; a lot of large, one-page Variety ads 
featuring Star Wars, The Gong Show, David Copperfield, 
and numerous others. A veritable hodgepodge of vintage 
collectible memorabilia.  ($50-$100)

Lot 536.  Shirley Temple 
Signed Clipping - Shirley 
Temple Black autographed 
newspaper clipping. The 
clipping, from Shirley Temple 
Pictures, is dated 1935 and the 
autograph from 1980. (9” x 7”)  
($100-$200)

Lot 538.  Shirley Temple Signed 
Clipping - Shirley Temple Black 
autographed promotional clipping. 
Dated 1980. (11” x 7”)  ($100-$200)
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Lot 539.  Legally Blonde Standee - 
A large size, full color promotional 
standee of Reese Witherspoon 
from the 2001 romantic-comedy 
‘Legally Blonde.’ The standee 
appears to be life size and shows 
Reese Witherspoon in familiar pose, 
holding the leash of her beloved 
Chihuahua. The arm holding the 
leash has wooden dowels glued 
to it for support, but has become 
separated from the standee. 

Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.  
($200-$300)

Lot 541.  Legally Blonde 2 
Chihuahua Stand In - From 
the 2003 comedy ‘Legally 
Blonde 2: Red, White & Blonde,’ 
starring Reese Witherspoon 
and Sally Field. This is a stand-
in prop Chihuahua, fashioned 

after the film’s real ‘star,’ Bruiser. The prop is made 
from soft, tan faux fur with amber colored eyes and 
a black plastic nose. The armature inside allows 
for ‘Bruiser’ to be posed and positioned as needed. 
(measures approx. 13” x 12”)  ($300-$500)

Lot 543.  Little Rascals (1994) Spanky 
Cap - From the 1994 family-comedy feature 
‘The Little Rascals,’ directed by Penelope 
Spheeris, this is one of the screen used caps 
worn by Travis Tedford, who played Spanky 

in the film. The film is a retelling of the 
classic short film series, with Spanky, 
president of the ‘He-Man Woman 
Haters Club,’ trying his best to break up 
fellow rascals Alfalfa and Darla in order 

to keep the integrity of the club, and to win the annual soap 
box derby. The ‘beanie’ style hat features alternating pie-shaped 
sections of burgundy, green and brown and is made from a felt 
material. (measures approx. 8” diameter)  ($200-$400)

Lot 545.  Little Rascals (1994) Stymie Hat - This 
is one of the screen used hats worn by Stymie 
(Kevin Jamal Woods) in the 1994 family-comedy 
film ‘The Little Rascals.’ The hat is a smaller size, 
black felt fedora with a 
thin, black cloth ribbon 
fastened around the brim 

and label that reads ‘Harry Hatz.’ (measures 
approx. 10 1/4” x 8 1/2”)  ($200-$400)

Lot 540.  Legally Blonde 2 Picket Sign 
From 2003’s ‘Legally Blonde 2: Red, White 
& Blonde,’ starring Reese Witherspoon 
and Sally Field, this is a screen used large 
size ‘picket’ sign. In the film, Elle Woods 
(Witherspoon) travels to Washington D.C. 
to help pass a bill to ban animal testing. 
This prop sign was used during the ‘million 
dog march’ sequence. The sign is a large 
circular cut out featuring an animated 

photo of a dog’s head, with ‘Save Bruiser’s 
Mom’ quotation and is attached to a thin, 
wooden handle. From the MGM studios. 
Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 542.  Legally Blonde 
Locker - This is a large size 
prop locker from the 2001 
romantic-comedy ‘Legally 
Blonde.’ The prop is made from 
thin steel and is comprised 
of two lockers, with an upper 
and lower compartment 
and is painted powder blue. 
The insides are covered with 
photos and stickers that would 
be seen in any high school 
locker. For fans of the film, 
this is a fun piece. From the 
MGM studios. Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.   
($500-$700)

Lot 544.  Little 
Rascals (1994) 
Porky Cap - 
From the 1994 
family-comedy 
feature ‘The Little 
Rascals,’ directed 

by Penelope 
Spheeris, 
this is one of 
the screen 

used caps worn by Zachary Mabry, 
who played Porky in the film. The 
cap is made from a navy blue felt/
wool material and has a small tear on 
the reverse over the label which reads 
‘Harry Hatz.’ (measures approx. 9”)  
($200-$400)
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Lot 546.  The Wild Wild West 
(TV) Shawl- This is a western 
style ‘shawl’ from the classic 
television drama ‘The Wild 
Wild West’ (1965-69). The 
series starred Robert Conrad 
and Ross Martin as two secret 
service agents who work for 
the government in the Old 
West. The shawl/vest is made 
from a yellow-gold soft silk 
style material with a floral 

pattern, and felt tassels lining the entire costume. Top 
shows age wear with some small holes and tears in the 
fabric.   ($200-$400)

Lot 548.  Lord Of The Rings 
Brunette Wig - From the ‘Lord of 
the Rings’ trilogy, this is a brunette 
wig worn by one of the background 
actors. The wig has a gold cloth braid 
interwoven through the top of the 
hair. The back of the wig is woven in 
a braided pattern.  ($50-$100)

Lot 550.  Rocky / 
Spy Who Loved 
Me Signed 
Japanese Poster 
A signed, large 
size original, 
color Japanese 
one sheet poster 
from the 1977 
James Bond film 
‘The Spy Who 

Loved Me.’ The poster features the 
signatures of Richard Kiel, who played 
the steel mouthed Jaws in the film, 
and signed it ‘Jaws’ in black ink, and 
Caroline Munro, who played one of 
the Bond vixens, Naomi, and signed it 
‘Love Caroline Munro as Naomi 007’ 
in blue ink. Interestingly, the reverse 
side features a full poster for the 
release of ‘Rocky.’ (measures approx. 
21” x 33 1/2”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 547.  Pirates Of The 
Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest 
Statue - From the 2006 Gore 
Verbinski feature ‘Pirates of 
the Caribbean: Dead Man’s 
Chest,’ this is a background 
prop statue from the hut of 
Tia Dalma (Naomie Harris). 
Tia Dalma lives alone on an 
island inhabited by cannibals, 
and trades charms and magical 

objects with those who visit her. The statue is carved 
from a piece of wood and features a long-necked pelican 
head attached to a serpent head. (measures approx. 
10 1/2” long)  ($300-$400)

Lot 549.  Lord Of The Rings Black 
Wig - From the ‘Lord of the Rings’ 
trilogy, this is a black wig worn by 
one of the background actors. The 
wig is fashioned with black curly-
hair and has pink braiding woven 
through the front. ($50-$100)

Lot 551.  Sylvester Stallone / 
Autographed Rocky VI Punching 
Bag - For fans of ‘Rocky’ and 
actor Sylvester Stallone, it doesn’t 
get much better than this. 
Comemmorating the release 
of ‘Rocky Balboa’ in 2006 (also 
known as Rocky 6), this is a large 
size heavy, white canvas Everlast 
punching bag with an imprinted 
Rocky title and logo featuring 
the iconic image of Rocky with 
triumphant arms in the air. What 
makes this item so special is 
that it has been signed by actor 
friends and buddies of Sylvester 
Stallone, who have added various 
sentiments and thanks for their 
friendships over the years. Some of 
the signatures include actors Burt 
Young, Milo Ventimiglia, Antonio 
Harver, Geraldine Hughes, A.J. 
Benza and James Francis Kelly III. 
A wonderful piece from MGM 
studios. Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.   ($600-$1,000)
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Lot 552.  Shanghai Noon (2000) Steel Dagger - This is a 
prop, background steel blade dagger with ornately designed 
handle used by a ‘Temple thug’ in the 2000 Jackie Chan/
Owen Wilson comedy-adventure ‘Shanghai Noon.’ The 
dagger blade is made from thin steel and has become rusted 
with age and use. The handle is crafted from glazed plastic 
and hand painted with brown stripes, and is has two thin, 
ornate metal strips covering the plastic handle. (measures 
approx. 13 1/2” long)  ($100-$200)

Lot 554.  Star Trek 
Collectible Plates - This is 
a lot of (2) plates featuring 
Dr. McCoy and Scotty the 
Engineer from the 1991 
Hamilton Collection series 
of collectible plates for the 

25th Anniversary of the sci-fi classic series ‘Star Trek.’ 
The plates are long out of print and quite desirable. 
Plates feature gold-trimmed images of DeForest 
Kelly as Dr. McCoy and James Doohan as Scotty and 
are in new condition, still in the original cellophane 
with original shipping box. The Dr. McCoy plate is 
numbered 3219H and the Scotty plate is numbered 
2012D. Comes with COA. (measures approx. 8 1/2” in 
diameter)  ($100-$200)

Lot 556.  Star Trek: The Motion 
Picture Poster Pen Set - A 
sealed Poster/Pen set made by 
Craft House for the release of 
1979’s ‘Star Trek-The Motion 
Picture.’ The set has a couple 
of tears in the cellophane, but 
is otherwise old store stock. 
(Measures approx. 16” x 22”).  

Oversized item. Additional postage required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 558.  Star Trek Signed Cast 
Photos - Two photos signed by the 
cast of the original Star Trek series: 
the first photo is from Star Trek: The 
Motion Picture (1979) and is signed by 
William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy and 
DeForest Kelley. The second photo is 
from Star Trek II (1982) and is signed 
by George Takei, James Doohan, 
Nichelle Nichols and Walter Koenig.  
($300-$400)

Lot 553.  Shanghai Noon (2000) Train Spike 
Knife  - A prop, background twisted steel weapon 
used by a ‘bad guy train worker’ in the 2000 Jackie 
Chan/Owen Wilson comedy-adventure ‘Shanghai 
Noon.’ The weapon is made from a steel train 
track spike, with the handle carved into a twisted 
pattern which morphs into the blade. (measures 
approx. 10” long)  ($100-$200)

Lot 555.  Star Trek 
Collectible Plates  - This is 
a lot of (3) plates featuring 
Chekov, Lt. Uhura, and Lt. 
Sulu from the 1991 Hamilton 
Collection series of collectible 

plates for the 25th Anniversary of the sci-fi classic 
series ‘Star Trek.’ The plates are long out of print and 
quite desirable. Plates feature gold-trimmed images of 
Walter Koenig as Chekov, Nichelle Nichols as Uhura, 
and George Takei as Sulu and are in new condition, 
still in the original cellophane with original shipping 
box. The Chekov plate is numbered 0692E, the Uhura 
plate is numbered 3273G, and the Sulu plate is 2444E. 
Comes with COA. (measures approx. 8 1/2” in diameter)  
($100-$200)

Lot 557. Star Trek: The Motion 
Picture V’Ger Wiring - This is 
a big bag of electrical wires and 
connectors that was used to create 
the electronics for the probe V’Ger 
from the 1979 release of Star Trek - 
The Motion Picture. (Bag measures 
approx. 11” x 11 1/2”).  Oversized 
item. Additional postage required.  
($50-$100)

Lot 559. Star Trek: Deep Space Nine 
and Star Trek: Voyager Screen Worn 
Wrap - Black wrap made of heavy 
wool, utilized in both Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine and Star Trek: Voyager. 
The labels of both appear on the 
inner collar. The one for DS9 has a 
handwritten “Colm”, indicating its 
wear by series star Colm Meaney as 
Miles O’Brien. The label for Voyager 
has a handwritten “M. Hammer”.   
($300-$400)
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Lot 560.  Star 
Trek: The Next 
Generation Screen 
Worn Jacket - 
Patchwork-style 
jacket made for 
Star Trek: The 
Next Generation. 
Features an array of 
differing materials, 
heavy wool, velvet 
and straw among 

them, sewn together in a roughshod fashion. 
Features a Western Costume Company label on 
the inside with a further “Star Trek TNG” label 
sewn over this. The latter has an indiscernible 
name (“Ogegko Gatoman”?) handwritten on it.   
($300-$400)

Lot 562.  Star 
Trek: Next  
Generation 
Worf ’s Nose 
- For all the 
Trekkies out 
there, this is 
a screen used 
foam latex nose  
appliance 
worn by actor 
Michael Dorn 
for his roles 
as Lt. Worf on 
the Sci-fi series 

Star Trek - The Next Generation. The prop is still 
fairly pliable, and has a letter ‘F’ hand written and 
molded on the inside. (Measures approx. 2 3/4” 
long)   ($400-$600)

Lot 564.  Star Trek Vulcan Ears - This is a pair of foam latex Vulcan ear 
appliances from the first feature film in the Star Trek series, 1979’s ‘Star Trek: 
The Motion Picture.’ The ears were worn by background Vulcan actors and are 
still very pliable. As most of these were removed and discarded after filming, 
these are a really nice condition pair appliances.  ($300-$400)

Lot 561. Star Trek: The Next 
Generation Screen Worn Q Cape 
Patchwork-style robe-cape made 
for John DeLancie, the actor who 
immortalized the enigmatic Q on 
Star Trek: The Next Generation. 
Features an assemblage of varying 
materials and color schemes, 
roughly sewn together. Inside 
sports a Star Trek TNG label with 
DeLancie’s name handwritten on 
it. Q was an all-powerful alien 
being capable of bedeviling the 
Enterprise with all manner of 
obstacles, perils and sometimes 
pleasures. It is he who introduces 
the Federation to the evil Borg 
race.  ($500-$700)

Lot 563. Star Trek Voyager Tuvok Ears - This is a screen 
used pair of foam latex ear appliances worn by actor Tim 
Russ for his roles as Tuvok on the Star Trek: Voyager series. 
The ears are made from soft foam latex and are still very 
pliable and delicate. (Measures approx. 2 1/2” long ea.)  
($400-$600)
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Lot 565. Ultra Violet Milla Jovovich Sword - An amazing prop! This is the screen 
used, hero sword used by Milla Jovovich for her role as Violet Song Jat Shariff in 
the sci-fi action film ‘Ultraviolet’ (2006). The film centers around Jovovich, who is 
infected with a virus that has given her superhuman powers, who has to protect a 
boy in a futuristic world. The square-edged sword is made from polished aluminum, 
with a woven cloth handle, and is incredibly detailed. There is cryptic/alien writing 
engraved on both sides of the blade, which can even be seen in the movie posters 
for the film. If you’re a fan of Ultraviolet, then this signature piece is a must have! 
(measures approx. 43” long)  Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.)  
($2,500-$3,000)

Lot 566.  Ultra Violet Government Soldier Sword - From 
the 2006 sci-fi action film ‘Ultraviolet,’ this is a screen used, 
large size Government soldier’s sword. The sword is fashioned 
from polished aluminum and has five large holes drilled into 
the handle area. The blade is shiny and smooth, with a bit of 
sharpness, and has ‘alien’ language characters engraved onto 
both sides of the blade. An extremely beautiful and well made 
piece that should appeal to Ultraviolet fans as well as fans of 
high quality prop weapons. (measures approx. 40 1/2” long) 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.   ($300-$600)
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Lot 567.  Speed & Escape from LA Machine 
Gun - This is a prop stunt machine gun used in the 
action films Speed and Escape from L.A. The gun 
was used by Dennis Hopper’s character Howard 
Payne in the 1994 adventure Speed, and was also 
used by Kurt Russell for his portrayal of Snake 
Plissken in John Carpenter’s Escape From L.A. 
from 1996. The gun is a model Heckler & Koch 
SP89 that has been made to look like an MP5K 
and is made from rubber and painted silver and 
black.  The breech is missing due to use during 
production.   ($1,800-$2,000)

Lot 568.  Planet Of The Apes 
(1968) Gorilla Test Glove - 
From the production of the 
original ‘Planet of the Apes’ 
(1968), this is a prototype 
Gorilla glove. During pre-
production, many versions of a 
prop are created until a single 
one is agreed upon. This glove is 
one of the early test versions to 
see how they would look with 
other costume pieces. The glove 
is made from brown leather 

with an oversized wrist sleeve portion. There are small 
bits missing near the fingers due to them being almost 
45 years old. (measures approx. 12” long)  ($200-$300)

Lot 570.  Planet Of The Apes (1968) Rod Serling Script - For fans of the Planet of the Apes 
series, this is a rare treat. This is an original, early version ‘Planet of the Apes’ (1968) script 
from Rod Serling that features different characters and an overall very different feel to the 
film. The character Taylor, played by Charlton Heston in the released film, is named Thomas 
in this version, with other peripheral characters, such as ‘Lefever’ and ‘Digby,’ omitted 
completely. The ending is also different, as Rod Serling didn’t come up with the shocker 
finale until just before production. Some of the pages say Rev. 1/6/65 and others have 2/2/65 
printed on them, making this one of the earliest examples of the film’s script. The script is 
unpunched and double-sided. (measures approx. 8 1/2”x 11”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 569.  Planet Of The 
Apes (1968) Astronaut 
Test Glove - From 
the production of the 
original ‘Planet of the 
Apes’ (1968), this is 
a pair of prototype 
Astronaut gloves. 
During pre-production, 
many versions of a prop 
are created until a single 

one is agreed upon. This gloves are one of the early 
test versions to see how they would look with other 
costume pieces. The gloves are made from white leather 
with a padded red lining and oversized wrist sleeve 
portions. (measures approx. 13” long)  ($200-$300)
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Lot 571.  Planet Of The Apes (TV) Scripts 
This is a lot of (2) scripts from the 1974 
short lived sci-fi television series ‘Planet 
of the Apes.’ After the sucess of the Apes 
films, a 14 episode TV series was produced 
starring one of the original cast members 
Roddy McDowall, this time portraying 
Galen, a new character who ends up helping 
two stranded human astronauts escape from 

the ruling Gorillas who want them all dead. The scripts are for 
two episodes that were never filmed, ‘A Fallen God,’ and ‘Hostage.’ 
(measures approx. 8 1/2” x 11” ea.)  ($100-$200)

Lot 573.  Planet 
Of The Apes Stills 
Collection - A 
collection of movie 
stills from all 5 of 
the original ‘Planet 
of the Apes’ movies.   
($100-$200)

Lot 575.  Escape from the Planet of the 
Apes French Poster - A collection of movie 
stills from all. This is an extremely large size, 
French poster for the release of Escape from 
the Planet of the Apes’ from 1971. The poster 
is in very good condition with no pin holes. 
A really nice copy of a very rare poster and a 
must have for the ‘Apes’ collector. (measures 
approx. 45 1/2” x 61 1/4”). Oversized item. 
Additional postage required.   ($200-$300)

Lot 577.  Planet of the Apes 
Ad Billboard - A very obscure 
item. From the 1968 Sci-Fi 
classic ‘Planet of the Apes,’ 
this is a cardboard stand-
up advertisement for a meet 
the characters event at the 
‘Hanneford Circus’ at the 
Suffern/Rockland Community 
College. Shows signs of being 
folded, but is still a very unique 
item from this film. (Measures 

approx. 14” x 22”). Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($200-$300)

Lot 572.  Planet Of The 
Apes (1968) Glossy 
Poster - A small, glossy 
and laminated, color 
photo poster for the 
original release of the 
1968 sci-fi classic ‘Planet 
of the Apes,’ starring 
Charlton Heston and 
Roddy McDowell. 

The poster is in overall good condition and 
displays well. (measures approx. 15” x 10”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 574.  Beneath the Planet of the Apes 
French Poster - This is an extremely large size, 
French poster for the release of ‘Beneath the 
Planet of the Apes’ from 1970. The poster is in 
overall excellent condition with no pin holes. A 
really nice copy of a very rare poster and a must 
have for the ‘Apes’ collector. (measures approx. 
45 1/2” x 61 1/4”). Oversized item. Additional 
postage required.  ($200-$300)

Lot 576.  Planet of the Apes Dr. Zaius 
Shoulder Patch - This is a leather arm 
patch for the character of Dr. Zaius from 
Planet of the Apes. (Measures approx.         
4 3/4” x 2 1/2”) ($200-$300)

Lot 578.  Planet 
of the Apes Feet 
From The Burman 
Collection - From 
the 1968 classic 
Sci-Fi film Planet 
of the Apes. A pair 
of hardened foam 
latex Orangutan feet 
from the Burman 
collection. The feet 
are unpainted and 

have solidified with age, but are still a very neat prop 
from this iconic film. (Measures approx. 11” long ea.)  
($400-$600)
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Lot 579.  Supernova Dimensional 
Jump Chamber - This is an 
extremely large size, screen used 
‘dimensional jump’ chamber prop 
from the Walter Hill sci-fi feature 
‘Supernova’ (2000). The film, starring 
James Spader and Angela Bassett, 
chronicles the search and rescue 
patrol of a medical space-ship in the 
early 22nd century as they answer a 
distress signal from a comet-mining 
operation, only to find itself in 

danger from a mysterious man they’ve rescued. The chamber 
is a ‘dimensional jump’ pod that was used by the astronauts 
during the medical ship’s jumps into hyperspace. This pod has 
remnants of large foam rubber veins attached to the inside 
of the window when one of the crew members becomes 
fused to the inside of the chamber after a hyper-jump. The 
pod is affixed to a wooden frame and is made from painted 
grey resin and wood with a large plastic window. It has two 
futuristic computer module ‘panels’ affixed to each side, and 
a non-working pressure gauge on the reverse. Pod comes in a 
large crate, with ‘ST 5’ painted in black, and ‘Medical Module’ 
stenciled on a wooden panel. Lower front of Pod has minor 
damage. Has a barcoded label that reads Cryogenic Space 
Chamber 20th Century Props. Acquired from MGM studios. 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.   ($400-$600)

Lot 580.  Supernova  
Dimensional Jump  
Chamber - This is 
an extremely large 
size, screen used 
‘dimensional jump’ 
chamber prop from the 
Walter Hill sci-fi feature 
‘Supernova’ (2000). 
The chamber is a 
‘dimensional jump’ pod 
that was used by the 

astronauts during the medical ship’s jumps into 
hyperspace. The chamber is affixed to a wooden 
frame and is made from painted grey resin and 
wood, with a large plastic window. The pod has 
two futuristic computer module ‘panels’ affixed 
to each side, and a non-working pressure gauge 
on the reverse. Pod comes attached to a large 
crate, with ‘ST 4’ painted in black, and ‘Medical 
Module’ stenciled on a wooden panel. Acquired 
from MGM studios. Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.   ($400-$600)

Lot 581.  Stargate Desert Sled 
From one of the Stargate series, 
this is a large size wooden ‘desert 
sled’ prop. The ‘sled’ has been 
hand constructed and is highly 
detailed, with numerous ropes, 
nets, twine, and burlap sacks. The 
base ‘pontoons’ are made from 

hard foam, coated in resin, and painted to resemble 
wooden beams. Inside the seat area are various props, 
including faux rocks, wooden stakes, ropes and other 
desert related items. Acquired from MGM studios, 
and comes with an ‘MGM Property Warehouse’ sheet. 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.  
($250-$400)

Lot 583.  Stargate Desert Sled - From one of the Stargate series, this is a large size wooden 
‘desert sled’ prop. The ‘sled’ has been hand constructed and is highly detailed, appearing 
to be held together with numerous ropes, nets, and twine. The base pontoons are made 
from hard foam, coated in resin, and painted to resemble wooden beams. Inside the seat 
area are various props, including wooden poles, towels, rags, and other ‘desert’ related 
items. Acquired from MGM studios, and comes with an ‘MGM Property Warehouse’ sheet. 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.   ($250-$400)

Lot 582.  Stargate Desert Sled 
From one of the Stargate series, 
this is a large size wooden ‘desert 
sled’ prop. The ‘sled’ has been hand 
constructed and is highly detailed, 
appearing to be held together with 
numerous ropes, nets, and twine. 
The base ‘pontoons’ are made from 
hard foam, coated in resin, and 

painted to resemble wooden beams. Inside the seat area 
are various props, including burlap sacks, towels, and 
other desert related items. Acquired from MGM studios, 
and comes with an ‘MGM Property Warehouse’ sheet.   
($250-$400)
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Lot 585.  Stargate (1994) 
‘Mastadge’ Head - This 
is one of the prop alien 
‘Mastadge’ creature heads 
from the 1994 Roland 
Emmerich sci-fi-adventure 
Stargate. The Mastadge 
was a land creature on 
the Earth-like planet of 
Abydos, which had been 
domesticated by the 
inhabitants. The head is 
made from a foam latex 
skin with a soft foam core 

for support and has been realistically painted, with 
faux grey hair painstakingly added strand by strand. A 
very cool and recognizable prop 
from the film that spawned two 
television series. Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.   
($800-$1,200)

Lot 589.  Casting of Alien Head 
from Close Encounters - Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind (1976) 
alien head casting, fully painted and 
detailed, made by Burman Studios. 
Featuring stunning blue eyes and a 
small mouth. Burman created the 
extraterrestrial visitors for Steven 
Spielberg’s iconic sci-fi adventure. 
Oversize item. Additional postage 
required. (14” x 9” x 10”)  
($1,000-$2,000)

Lot 588. Terminator 
3 Lab Design Model - 
From “Terminator 3” 
this is an original white 
board design of set #51 
CRS & Lab Corridor. 
Constructed of foam. 
(37” x 25” x 8”). Small, 
additional loose pieces 
(not photographed) are 

also included.  Oversized item. Additional 
postage required.  ($100-$250)

Lot 586. Stargate (1994) Creature 
Head - This is one of the screen 
used, prop alien creature heads from 
the 1994 Roland Emmerich sci-fi-
adventure Stargate. The prop head is 
basically a foam latex skin and has 
been realistically painted, with faux 
grey hair painstakingly added strand 
by strand. The eyes are missing, 

meaning this prop was possibly a covering for one of the 
animatronic heads which featured moveable eyes and mouth. 
Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.   ($400-$600)

Lot 587. Space Above and Beyond Machine 
Gun - Futuristic wood and heavy plastic 
machine gun from Space Above and Beyond TV 
Series. The ammo clip is broken off but is easily 
repairable. (34” x 13” x 3”). Oversized item. 
Additional postage required. ($300-$500)

Lot 584.  Stargate (1994) Creature 
Costume - From the 1994 Roland 
Emmerich sci-fi-adventure ‘Stargate’ 
starring Kurt Russell and James 
Spader, this is one of the screen 
used prop creature costumes from 
the alien planet. In the film, Kurt 
Russell and James Spader are part 

of a military team that goes through a multi-dimensional 
‘Stargate’ and emerges on an alien planet that resembles 
Earth during ancient Egyptian times, with the inhabitants 
under the tyrannical rule of the sun god Ra. The costume 
is for one of Ra’s bird-head ‘henchmen’ on the alien planet 
and is made from multiple pieces of painted thick rubber. 
The costume has been in storage for many years and 
has become distressed with age, with some pieces stuck 
together, but is recognizable 
from the film. Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.    
($500-$800)
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Lot 590. Star Kid Armor - 
Plastic armor pieces from the 
film “Star Kid.”  Oversized 
item. Additional postage 
required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 597. Battlestar Galactica 
Photos - A lot of (5) photos from the 
original 1978 sci-fi television series 
‘Battlestar Galactica.’  ($50-$100)

Lot 592. Masters Of The Universe 
Dagger - Screen used, prop stunt dagger 
from the 1987 fantasy-adventure film 
‘Masters of the Universe,’ starring Dolph 
Lundgren. The film was based on the 
1980’s cartoon ‘He-Man’ and features an 
all-star cast including Frank Langella, 
Meg Foster, and a young Courtney Cox. 
This dagger was used by the character 
Blade (Anthony De Longis) and is made 
from silver and black painted hard rubber 

and plastic. The knife has some paint loss on the blade 
and handle due to use during filming. Comes with COA. 
(measures approx. 9” long)  ($400-$600)

Lot 594.  Masters Of The  
Universe Gun - From the 1987 
fantasy-adventure film ‘Masters 
of the Universe,’ starring Dolph 
Lundgren, Frank Langella, Meg 
Foster, and Courtney Cox. This 
is one of the prop ‘futuristic’ 
guns used by one of Skeletor’s 
soldiers during production of 
the film. The gun is made from 
a molded, semi-hard rubber 
material and painted black. 

There is a hard plastic hook added for attachment 
to a holster or belt. Comes with COA. (measures 
approx. 16” long). Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($500-$700)

Lot 596.  Masters Of The Universe Prop Lists - 
From the 1987 live action sci-fi feature ‘Masters 
of the Universe,’ starring Dolph Lundgren and 
Frank Langella, this is a lot of (2) studio props lists 
from the production. The lists feature every prop 
weapon that was made for the film with delivery 
dates, and a section detailing whether or not the 

prop was completed, repaired, or omitted. Dated 9/30/86, these lists are 
a great insight to the monumental task of creating numerous props for a 
single feature film. (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 11”).  ($100-$200)

Lot 591. Thermian Costume from Galaxy 
Quest - Gray vinyl jumpsuit with raised, clear 
plastic shoulder accents, worn by a Thermian 
character in Galaxy Quest (1999). In the film, 
these extraterrestrials launch the stars of the 
Galaxy Quest television series into a universe 
where all the aliens, technology and danger 
of the sci-fi television show become a reality.  
($300-$700)

Lot 593. Masters Of The Universe 
Long Dagger - A screen used, 
prop dagger from the 1987 fantasy-
adventure film ‘Masters of the 
Universe,’ starring Dolph Lundgren, 
Frank Langella, Meg Foster, and 
Courtney Cox. This dagger was 
used by Dolph Lundgren’s character 
of He-Man during production. It 
features a silver painted rubber 

blade with a hardened support, and is fastened into a 
black & red painted, soft rubber handle. The knife tip is 
very soft rubber, and is slightly bent at the tip. Comes 
with COA. (measures approx. 10” long)  ($500-$750)

Lot 595.  Masters Of The Universe 
Crew Jacket - This is a crew jacket 
worn during the filming of the 
1987 sci-fi fantasy film ‘Masters of 
the Universe.’ The size XL zippered 
jacket is made with dark blue and 
black wool with a metallic purple 
fabric inseam, and has an added 
pocket on the left arm sleeve for 
pens or markers. The jacket front 

has ‘Ben Stunts’ embroidered over the left pocket, likely 
referring to stuntman Ben Scott who worked on the film, 
and the reverse reads ‘Masters of the Universe Coming to 
Earth 1987.’ Label inside reads ‘On Stage Design.’    
($250-$500)
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Lot 598.  Signed Hanna-Barbera 
Animated Cels -This is a lot of 
(2) signed pieces of animation 
memorabilia. The lot includes an 
original hand-painted, large size color 
animation cel of ‘Broom Hilda,’ drawn 
and signed by artist/creator Russell 
Myers, and numbered 136/300. Comes 
with a small studio stamp affixed on 
front, near signature. Also included 

is a glossy ‘Johnny Quest/Quest Labs’ limited edition 
print, designed as a tribute to animator Doug Wildey, 
who was responsible for the ‘Johnny Quest’ animation 
style. The print includes a signed COA from legendary 
animation team William Hanna and Joseph Barbera and is 
numbered 75/300. (measures approx. 11” x 13” and 9” x 12”, 
respectively)  ($100-$200)

Lot 600.  Space Jam Looney 
Tunes / Patrick Ewing Print 
- A Warner Bros./Looney 
Tunes animation cel from 
‘Space Jam’ overlapping a 
photo of retired NBA star 
Patrick Ewing giving the 

appearance of Patrick dunking on the group. The print 
is autographed by Patrick Ewing and numbered 49/50. 
Includes a COA and a biography sheet for Patrick Ewing. 
(measures approx. 15” x 17”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 602.  Yosemite 
Sam Production 
Cell - Genuine 
Yosemite Sam 
production cell 
from Warner 
Bros. “Daffy Duck 
Fantastic Island” 
(approx. 19” x 16”)   
($500-$600)

Lot 604.  Star Wars: Clone 
Wars Orig. Production 
Drawing - Original  
production drawing from 
“Star Wars: Clone Wars” 
(approx. 19” x 13”)   
($250-$350)

Lot 599.  Porky Pig 
Signed Animated Cel 
- This is a large size, 
Warner Bros. animation 
cel of everybody’s favorite 
stuttering pig, Porky Pig. 
The cel is hand painted 

and affixed to a glossy painted background scene, 
and is signed by the late artist Virgil Ross. Virgil 
Ross’ animation career spanned over 60 years 
and included dozens of cartoon series, such as 
The Flintstones, Quick Draw McGraw, and the 
animated Star Trek series, as well as a couple 
hundred classic Warner Bros./Looney Tunes 
shorts. (measures approx. 11” x 13 1/2”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 601.  Nickelodeon’s 
Around the World in 80 
Days Animated Series 
Storyboards - Around the 
World in 80 Days Animated 
Series - A production copy 
of storyboard packets for 
Nickelodeon’s Nick Flicks. 
(8 1/2” x 14”) ($100-$200)

Lot 603.  Captain 
America Lim. Edition 
Lithograph - Captain 
America 50th Birthday 
Lithograph Limited 
Edition (approx. 25” x 
21”), Signed by J. Kirby 
(AP 21/95). Oversized 
item. Additional postage 
required. ($100-$200)

Lot 605.  Halo “Dismount” 
Giclee on Paper - “HALO” 
“Dismount” - giclee on paper / 
mounted on black cardboard/
mat frame (19/150)  
(20” x 16”) ($100-$200)
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Lot 606.  Ice Age 2 
Original Artwork 
- “Ice Age 2 - The 
Meltdown” original 
artwork hand-
drawing. Comes 

with certificate of authenticity. (approx. 16” x 
10”)  ($300-$400)

Lot 608.  Yosemite Sam/Virgil 
Ross Orig. Animation Cell - 
Original Virgil Ross High Diving 
Yosemite Sam animation cell 
#668/750 (approx. 16” x 30”). 
Oversized item. Additional 
postage required.  ($350-$450)

Lot 610.  Superman (1948) Animation Cel - This is an original 
animated cel and photo from the 1948 Columbia film serial 
Superman. The 15 part B&W series ‘Superman’s Dilemma’ starred an 
uncredited Kirk Alyn as Superman, and Noel Neill as Lois Lane. It was 
in fact the first live action appearance of Superman and was originally 
screened at movie matinees. Producers weren’t happy with the flying 
sequences that were filmed, so animated sequences were used for 
the majority of the flying shots. This cel is one of the animations 
used for that purpose. The clear plastic cel has a tiny painted figure 
of Superman in flight carrying Lois Lane and has been placed over 
a white paper skyline photo of Los Angeles. A pretty rare piece of 
Superman memorabilia. (measures approx. 11” x 17”)  ($800-$1,000)

Lot 607.  Simpsons Original 
Hand Painted Cell - “The 
Simpsons” original and one of 
a kind hand-painted cell set up 
used for production. Comes 
with certificate of authenticity. 
(approx. 15” x 12”) ($400-$500)

Lot 611.   Space Jam Bugs 
Bunny Eyeline Model - From 
the 1996 animated-comedy 
film Space Jam, this is a large 
size Bugs Bunny on-set eyeline 
model. Eyeline models are used 
during filming of live action/
animated sequences so the 
actors know where to look when 

delivering dialogue to animated characters. The 
figure is hard plastic over foam core and the body is 
painted ‘Bugs Bunny’ grey and white. An incredible 
piece for the Looney tunes collector. Suffice to say 
there aren’t many of these out there. (Measures 
approx. 55” x 37” x 12 1/2”).  Oversized item. 
Additional postage required.  ($400-$600)

Lot 612.  Space Jam Daffy Duck 
Eyeline Model - From the 1996 
animated-comedy film Space Jam, 
this is a large size Daffy Duck on-
set eyeline model. Eyeline models 
are used during filming of live 
action/animated sequences so the 
actors know where to look when 

delivering dialogue to animated characters. The figure 
is hard plastic over foam core and the body is painted 
‘Daffy Duck’ black, except for the feet. There are bolts 
beneath each foot for positioning on set. An incredible 
piece for the Looney tunes collector. Suffice to say there 
aren’t many of these out there. (Measures approx. 33” x 
34” x 31”).  Oversized item. Additional postage required.   
($300-$600)
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Lot 614.  Shaquille 
O’Neal Framed Drawing 
A large size, color sketch/
drawing of recently retired 
NBA superstar Shaquille 
O’Neal. The oversize 
drawing captures the then 
Orlando Magic center 

after one of his rim destroying slam dunks. 
Sketch is signed ‘Tom Robb’ and ‘Shaquille 
O’Neal #32.’  (measures approx. 34 1/2” x 33”). 
Oversized item. Additional postage required.  
($100-$300)

Lot 616.  Lady and the Tramp Animation Cel - Hand painted 
animation cel of Lady the Dog in Lady and the Tramp, Disney’s 
classic animated feature. Framed and including a certificate of 
authenticity on the back indicating the item to have been purchased 
at The Art Corner in Disneyland, a shop which specialized in 
selling various Disney ephemera. Framed. (approx. 14” x 11 1/2”)  
($1,100-$1,200)

Lot 613.  Looney Tunes Original 
Cel Painting - A large size, original 
limited edition cartoon cel painting 
with all of the Looney Tunes 
characters. A simply magical piece, 
this large size animated cel features 

all the great Looney Tunes characters including Bugs Bunny, 
Daffy Duck, Porky Pig, Yosemite Sam, Sylvester & Tweety, 
Elmer Fudd and Speedy Gonzalez. The cel is signed by Looney 
Tunes director and producer Friz Freleng and is numbered 
731/1200, with a copyright date of 1990. A fabulous piece of 
animation history. (approx. 29 1/2” x 19 1/2”). Oversized item. 
Additional postage required.  ($200-$400)

Lot 615.  Kareem 
Abdul Jabbar Framed 
Drawing - Large sized, 
framed drawing of 
NBA basketball legend 
Kareem Abdul Jabbar. 
The Captain, as he was 
known, is one of the 
greatest players to have 
ever played the game. 
This poster features him 

shooting his trademark skyhook with the 
caption ‘Record Setter,’ and has his statistical 
achievements printed in white along 
the borders. Comes with black wooden 
frame for display. (measures approx. 40” x 
24”). Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 617.  My Little Pony 
Hand Drawn Animation 
Sketches - Five sheets of 
hand drawn pencil sketches 
from the production of 
the My Little Pony, the 
1986-1987 animated series 
from Sunbow Productions 
and Hasbro. The show ran 
concurrently with a highly 

successful toy line. (11” x 12 1/2 each)  ($100-$300)

Lot 618.  Pirates Of The  
Caribbean Animation Art - This is 
a Pirates of the Caribbean, limited 
edition animation art piece. The 
artwork is numbered 8020/10000 
and was released on March 18, 
2007 to commemorate the Pirates 
of the Caribbean online game. Also 
included is an unused Disneyland 
Pirates of the Caribbean 50th 
Anniversary Program from June 
24, 2006.  ($100-$300)
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Lot 620.  Melrose Place Signed 
Crew Jacket - From the long 
running, hit TV drama Melrose 
Place (1992-1999), this is a crew 
jacket signed by actress Heather 
Locklear, who played Amanda 
Woodward on the show. The jacket 
is a long sleeve, button and zipper, 
blue & black polyester-type fabric 
windbreaker and has been signed 

‘Heather Locklear’ on right front chest area. Label 
inside reads ‘Made exclusively for Spelling Television 
Inc.’ (size L)  ($50-$100)

Lot 622.  South Park Framed 
Poster - A large size, framed movie 
poster for the release of the 1999 
animated comedy hit ‘South Park: 
Bigger, Longer & Uncut.’ The poster 
features all the characters from the 
film and is in excellent condition, 
encased in a sturdy, solid black 
frame. (measures approx. 27” x 
41”). Oversized item. Additional 
postage required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 619.  Get Smart (1965-70) Arrow - From one of the 
most beloved TV shows of all time, this is a background 
arrow prop used on the classic comedy series ‘Get 
Smart’ (1965-70), starring Don Adams and Barbara 
Feldon. The arrow shaft is made from aluminum, and 
has a silver painted rubber tip with thin black and 
yellow rubber fletchings, also known as airfoils. The 
prop came from Paul Byrd who worked in special effects 
on the show (measures approx. 22” long)  ($100-$200)

Lot 621.  7th Heaven Crew 
Jacket - A long sleeve, black 
wool & leather crew jacket 
from the long running hit TV 
drama 7th Heaven (1996-
2007). The button up jacket is 
made from black wool, with 
black suede arm sleeves and 
black nylon lining and has 
‘7th Heaven’ patch sewn onto 

left chest area.  Label inside reads ‘Made exclusively 
for Spelling Television Inc.’ (size M)  ($50-$100)

Lot 623.  Agnes Moorehead Screen Worn Bewitched Bracelet 
Spider bracelet with simulated blue topaz-Austrian Crystal 
Rhinestone and simulated black onyx pieces for the eyes, worn by 
actress Agnes Moorehead as Endora the Witch on the television 
series Bewitched (1964-1972). Endora was the opinionated 
mother of Samantha (Elizabeth Montgomery) on the series, 
frequently finding herself at odds with Darrin (Dick York/Dick 
Sargent). The piece was offered by Moorehead to a children’s 
charity and was thereafter purchased by a private collector. 
Complete with a certificate of authenticity. (2 1/2” Diameter)  
($400-$600)

Lot 624.  Saturday Night Live Drew Barrymore Title Card - From the long running 
comedy sketch show Saturday Night Live, this is a one-of-a-kind, screen used title 
card for the appearance of Drew Barrymore as host of the show. The show, now in it’s 
38th season, has showcased some of the most well-known celebrities and pop culture 
figures over the years. This card is from the 1982 season when Drew Barrymore became 
the youngest person ever to host the show at age 7. The B&W photo of young Drew 
in ponytails and wearing a mink coat while riding in a Central Park horse carriage is 
affixed to a black cardboard backing. The reverse reads ‘bumper card from SNL 1982’ 
and has the number ‘5’ on it as well. (measures approx. 15” x 20”)  ($100-$200)
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Lot 626.  
Mae West & 
Bodybuilders 
Photo - A 
framed black and 
white photo of 

Jim Morris and a group of bodybuilders 
posing with legendary actress Mae West. 
Photo is encapsulated in a wooden frame 
with label that reads ‘Universal Art 
Gallery.’ (measures approx. 15” x 13”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 625.  The Simpsons Signed Script - The 
Simpsons “Trash of the Titans” Autographed 
Script -  Single handily the hardest cast in 
Hollywood to get autographs from, this script 
is signed by the entire voice cast of the show!  
The signatures are Dan Castellaneta (Homer 
Simpson, who also added Homers signature), 
Julie Kavner (Marge Simpson, who also 
signed M. Simpson), Nancy Cartwright (Bart 

Simpson, who also added Bart’s unique autograph), Yeadley Smith 
(Lisa Simpson, who also signed Lisa’s name), Hank Azaria (Many 
voices, including Apu, who’d name he added), Harry Shearer (Many 
voices, including C. Montgomery Burns, whose name he also signed), 
Pamela Hayden (Barts friend Millhouse), Marcia Wallace (Mrs. 
Krabappel, Barts teacher) and Russi Taylor (Marin Prince).  That’s the 
entire nine voice actors on the show.  The script is the record version 
of the script, so it may have differences from what original aired!  This 
episode guest starred Steve Martin and U2… the one where Homer 
runs for trash commissioner!  ($150-$250)

Lot 628.  Elton John  
Autographed 
Album Cover - Very 
rare original, full 
sheet record cover 
album autographed 

by music legend Elton John. The album was personally 
signed and given to Jim Morris, who was Elton John’s 
personal bodyguard from 1974 to 1988. (measures approx. 
25” x 12 1/2”)  ($300-$500)

Lot 630.  Bodybuilder Jim Morris Photo Lot - From 
the collection of famed bodybuilder Jim Morris. A 
framed photo ensemble features three B&W photos. 
One photo has Mr. Morris in a basketball uniform 
standing next to actress Mae West from an unidentified 
film, one features Jim Morris standing next to actress/
singer Cher, and the third is an autographed headshot of 
John Waters’ favorite leading lady Divine, who inscribed 
‘To Jim, All my Love & Protein Always, Divine’ and is 
dated 1982. The three photos are all in individual black 
frames and have been nailed together to create one large 
image. (measures approx. 40” x 19”). Oversized item. 
Additional postage required. ($50-$100)

Lot 627.  Paul Novak/Mr. 
America Grecian Briefs - 
From former 1950 and 1953 
Mr. America and Mr. Universe 
Paul Novak, a pair of Grecian 
Style stage briefs made by 
Broadway Knitting. The briefs 
are made from a shiny silver 
fabric with gold stitching and 

includes a Mae West Collection COA.  ($50-$100)

Lot 629.  Arnold Schwarzenegger Signed Photo - For 
fans of Arnold Schwarzenegger and weightlifting, this 
is almost the holy grail of autographed pieces. A signed 
B&W publicity photo autographed by the pioneers of 
the sport including Jim Morris, Chris Dickerson, Boyer 
Coe, Franco Columbu, Eddie Giuliani, Irvin Koszewski, 
Frank Zane, and of course Arnold Schwarzenegger. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($300-$500)
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Lot 632.  Jump 
Book & Marilyn 
Monroe Photo 
Originally printed 
in 1959 and re-
issued in 1986, a 
copy of Philippe 
Halsman’s large 
size paperback 
book titled ‘Jump.’ 
This interesting 
book captures 
many celebrities, 
athletes and 
famous persons 
of the day simply 
jumping in the 

air to be photographed. Also comes with a wonderful 
black and white photo of Marilyn Monroe as she lifts 
barbells in blue jeans and a bikini top. (book measures 
8 3/4” x 11” and photo measures approx. 11” x 14”)  
($600-$1,000)

Lot 631.  Salvador Dali  
Matted Photo - One 
of the most famous 
artists in recent times. 
A Black and white 
matted photo of cubist/
surrealist painter and 
artist Salvador Dali in 
a top hat, standing next 
to a visually stunning 
image of female shapes 
morphing into a human 

skull. Dali’s work has become highly collectible, with 
his emphasis on technical virtuosity and an interest in 
optical illusions creating some of the most famous images 
of the last fifty years, including the hypnotic melting 
stopwatches, which even graced the cover of a June 1968 
edition of TV Guide. Photo is affixed to a black cardboard 
backing. (measures approx. 16” x 13 1/2”)  ($500-$1,000)

Lot 634.  Brooke 
Burke/Suzanne 
Somers/Nicolette 
Sheridan Signed 
Baseballs - This is a 

lot of (3) baseballs featuring the autographs of three 
female celebrities. The signatures include Brooke 
Burke, Suzanne Somers and Nicolette Sheridan. 
Not too many celebrities are asked to sign an official 
major league baseballs, making these definitely 
collector’s items. The autographs were obtained by a 
gentleman who has been collecting autographs for 
over 20 years.   ($100-$200)

Lot 633.  Ray Romano/John Voight/Vern Troyer Signed Baseballs - This 
is a lot of (3) baseballs featuring the autographs of three celebrities. The 
signatures include Ray Romano, John Voight and Vern Troyer. Not too 
many celebrities are asked to sign an official major league baseballs, making 
these definitely collector’s items.  ($100-$200)

Lot 635.  Dodgers 
Commemorative Chair - 
Dodgers Record Setting 30 
Homeruns Limited Edition 
plastic chair back with a plaque 
on the front and signed by Dusty 
Baker, Reggie Smith, Ron Cey, 
and Steve Garvey. Includes 

the seat number 18. Purchased directly from Dodger 
Stadium and there are no others available like this with the 
signatures and seat number available for sale. (approx. 
19 1/2” x 17).  ($400-$600)

Lot 637.  Shaquille O’Neal Signed Basketball - For fans of basketball and 
Shaquille O’Neal. This is a signed Spalding ‘official game ball’ NBA basketball 
featuring the signature of retired ex-Laker and soon to be Hall of Famer, Shaquille 
O’Neal. Shaq changed the game of basketball with his overpowering physique 
and dominating ability, causing referees and opposing players endless headaches 
during his 18 year career. As he is now mainly a TV commentator, he is showing 
yet another side that made him such a fan favorite throughout his career. The 
basketball is signed ‘Shaquille O’Neal  34’ in black ink and is in like new condition.  
($300-$500)
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Lot 639.  Howie Long 
Signed Football - This 
is a signed Wilson/NFL 
‘authentic game ball’ football 
featuring the signature 
of former NFL defensive 

end and actor Howie Long. Long’s career spanned 13 
years and included a Super Bowl title in 1983. He was 
inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2000 and 
is now a studio analyst for Fox Network’s NFL coverage. 
The ball is signed ‘Howie Long 75 HOF/00’ in silver ink 
and is still in the original box. (measures approx. 
11 1/2” x 7”)  ($200-$400)

Lot 641.  Terry Bradshaw 
Signed Football - This is a 
signed Wilson/NFL composite 
leather football featuring 
the signature of former NFL 
quarterback Terry Bradshaw. 

One of the greatest quarterbacks in NFL history, 
Bradshaw’s career spanned 14 seasons, all with the 
Pittsburgh Steelers. He won four Super Bowl titles in a 
six year period (from 1974 to 1979) and was inducted 
to the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1989, his first year 
of eligibility. He is currently a TV analyst and co-host 
on Fox NFL Sunday. This football features a large Terry 
Bradshaw signature and his number 12, in silver ink. 
(measures approx. 11 1/2” long)  ($300-$500)

Lot 643.  Ralph Kiner Pittsburgh 
Pirates Signed Photo - Framed 
autographed photo of the  
Pittsburgh Pirates’ great Ralph 
Kiner. (17” x 13 1/2”) Oversized 
item. Additional Postage 
Required. ($100-$200)

Lot 645.  WWF’s Chyna 
Signed Playboy Cover - 
WWF Wrestling Phenom 
Chyna autographed framed 
Playboy cover. 
(18 1/2” x 16”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 638.  Carmelo Anthony 
Signed Basketball - This is 
a signed Spalding ‘official 
game ball’ NBA basketball 
featuring the signature of 
current New York Knick 
and Olympian Carmelo 
Anthony. ‘Melo’ is one of the 

purest shooters and scorers in the league today and 
has helped put the Knicks back on the playoff radar. 
The basketball is signed ‘Carmelo Anthony  15’ in 
black ink.  ($200-$400)

Lot 640.  Cal Ripken Jr. 
Signed Baseball - One of 
Major League Baseball’s 
greatest shortstops and third 
baseman, this is a baseball 
signed by former Baltimore 
Oriole Cal Ripken Jr. With an 
incredible 21 year career in the 

majors, Ripken Jr. is the greatest ‘iron man’ the league 
has seen, surpassing Lou Gehrig’s streak of 2,130 
consecutive games played back in 1995, finishing with 
an astounding 2,632 consecutive games. He was a first 
ballot Hall of Fame inductee in 2007 with the third 
highest voting percentage in Hall of Fame history. The 
ball is signed in blue ink and comes in a plastic case for 
display.  ($200-$400)

Lot 642.  Buddy Rice’s Tire 
Piece Framed - Framed  
Indianapolis 500 Winner  
Buddy Rice’s Tire Piece. 
(14” x 12”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 644.  Lou Boudreau Autographed 
Photo -A matted color photo, ready 
to be framed, with PSA/DNA letter.  
11” x 14”. An American Major League 
Baseball player and manager. He was 
elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame in 
1970. He was also a radio announcer 
for the Chicago Cubs of the National 
League.  ($50-$100)
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Lot 647.  Mickey Jones Signed 
Items - Mickey Jones signed 
Ludwig drum head, with Jones 
adding “Secret Agent Man with 
Johnny Rivers” to his signature. 
Dated 2-15-2008. This lot further 
includes a copy of Jones’ book 
That Would Be Me, which Jones 

has signed and personalized to a previous owner.  (Drum 
head 15 1/2” diameter)  ($50-$100)

Lot 649.  Beverly 
Hillbillies Signed 
Photo - 8 x 10 
color photo of the 
cast of The Beverly 
Hillbillies, signed by 
stars Buddy Ebsen, 
Donna Douglas, 
Nancy Kulp and Max 
Baer. Each actor has 
personalized their 
signature to Bruce.   
($600-$800)

Lot 651.  Beverly  
Hillbillies (1993) 
Granny Hat - From ‘The 
Beverly Hillbillies’(1993), 
this is one of the screen 
used hats worn by veteran 
actress Cloris Leachman, 

who played Granny in the film. The hat is a 
tan colored, cloth material bonnet with small 
floral adornments on the lid and a wired brim 
for strength. Label inside reads ‘Harry Hatz.’ 
(measures approx. 9” x 7 1/2”)   ($200-$400)

Lot 646.  Peter Falk Signed 
Baseball - Golden League 
baseball signed in black ink 
by actor Peter Falk, who has 
also inscribed the name of his 
famous detective character, 
Columbo. The signature 
appears on the ball’s “sweet 

spot”. A certificate of authenticity is included. 
($50-$100)

Lot 648.  Kirk Gibson Lithograph 
Print - This is a Los Angeles  
Dodgers / Kurt Gibson lithograph 
print showcasing the hall of famer 
and his familiar swing. The print 
is signed by Kirk Gibson and is 
numbered 1707/1988. (measures 

approx. 26” x 22”). Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($100-$300)

Lot 650.  Beverly Hillbillies (1993) 
Granny Hat - From ‘The Beverly 
Hillbillies’(1993), this is one of the 
screen used hats worn by veteran 
actress Cloris Leachman, who 
played Granny in the film. The hat 
is a pink colored, crocheted wool 

style bonnet with a wired brim for strength. 
The hat is somewhat dirty, likely from use 
during filming, and has a couple small tears 
on it. Torn label inside reads in part ‘Harry 

Hatz.’ Appears to have had Cloris Leachman’s name stitched 
in as well, but most of the label is missing. (measures 
approx. 9” x 7 1/2”)  ($200-$400)

Lot 652.  Beverly Hillbillies (1993) Jed 
Clampett Hat - From the 1993 family-
comedy feature ‘The Beverly Hillbillies’ 
directed by Penelope Spheeris, this is 
one of the screen used hats worn by Jim 
Varney who portrayed Jed Clampett. 
The film picks up where the Clampett 
family moves from Arkansas to Beverly 

Hills after striking it rich, and has Jed on the prowl for a wife, 
with no shortage of would-be suitors to choose from. The faux 
leather hat is beige/tan in color and shows signs of distress, with 
leather repair/stitching added in places and small ‘moth’ holes 
on it. It appears to be missing the wrap-around black cloth strip 
on the lid. Label inside reads ‘Baron California Hats Burbank.’ 
(measures approx.  14” x 13 1/2”)  ($200-$400)

Lot 653.  Three 
Musketeers Hero 
Vials - From Paul 
W.S. Anderson’s 2011 
action-adventure ‘The 
Three Musketeers,’ 
this is a screen used, 
hero lot of vials. 
There are approx. 
18-20 small-sized 

vials in the lot, and are filled with tiny black 
rocks. They are bundled together with faux 
barbwire looking chains. (vials measure 
approx. 9” tall)  ($200-$300)
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Lot 655.  Three Musketeers 
Cardinal Richelieu (Christoph 
Waltz) Movie Costumes - Three 
Musketeers - Cardinal Richelieu 
(Christoph Waltz) screen worn, 
white with red stitching custom 
made shirt, red cap, and very 
dark purple with lacing at the 
waist and red ties at the ankle 
pants.   ($2,000-$3,000)

Lot 654.  Three Musketeers 
Porthos’ (Ray Stevenson) Cane 
From the 2011 action-adventure 
‘The Three Musketeers,’ this is a 
screen used, hero Porthos (Ray 
Stevenson) prop cane. The cane is 
made with brown wood and features 
an ornately detailed, cream-colored 
plastic carved duck head handle on 
the top. The custom made cane also 
features a partial steel shaft and steel 
point tip. (measures approx. 45” 
long) Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.    ($100-$200)

Lot 656.  Three 
Musketeers Aramis’ 
(Luke Evans) Costume 
The Three Musketeers 
(2011) - Aramis (Luke 
Evans) screen worn, hero, 
shiny black jacket with 
white collar, white linen 
shirt, black belt, and shiny 
black pants. Oversized 
item. Additional Postage 
Required.    ($800-$1,000)
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Lot 657.  Three 
Musketeers Queen’s 
(Juno Temple) Ball 
Gown - The Three 
Musketeers (2011) 
- Queen (Juno 
Temple) prototype’s, 
dark purple with 
shiny floral print 
ball gown. Oversized 
item. Additional 
Postage Required.    
($1,000-$1,200)

Lot 658.  Three Musketeers Cougar 
(Susanne Wolff) Costume - From 
2011’s ‘The Three Musketeers,’ this 
is Cougar’s (Susanne Wolff) hero 
wardrobe ensemble. The costume 
consists of a gold and red, floral 
print custom long sleeve dress with 
puffy shoulders, a metallic gold 
fabric underskirt/slip, a quilted 
red cotton underskirt, a handheld 
plastic and wood masquerade mask, 

a dark red fabric hat with white feather, a faux gold & 
pearl necklace and four assorted rings, and a pair of 
light brown leather shoes with bows. Includes studio 
wardrobe tag.  ($200-$300)

Lot 659.  Three Musketeers 
Queen (Juno Temple) Dress 
Used by actress Juno Temple 
for her role as the Queen in 
2011’s The Three Musketeers, 
this is a prototype of a 
bronze long dress. The dress 
is made from shiny, bronze 
fabric with a dark olive green 
interior lining, with a low cut 
front and puffy shoulders.    
($600-$1,200)

Lot 660.  Immortals Aries (Daniel 
Sharman) Hammer - Prop hammer 
used by the character Aries (Daniel 
Sharman) in 2011’s Immortals.  The 
hammer is fashioned from silver 
and brown painted wood with a 
sculpted and detailed silver painted 
foam hammer head. A very realistic 
looking faux weapon. (measures 
approx. 26” long). Oversized item. 
Additional postage required.  
($100-$200)

Lot 661.  Immortals 
Hoplite Spear - 
From Tarsem Singh’s 
2011 fantasy epic 
Immortals, a screen 
used Hoplite spear. 
Spear is constructed of 
a wooden shaft with a 
rubber, bronze-colored 
tip. (measures approx. 
79” long) Condition 
may vary. Oversized 
item. Additional 
postage required.  
($50-$100)

Lot 662.  Immortals 
Stavros (Stephen Dorff) 
Wardrobe - From 2011’s 
‘Immortals.’ This is a 
Stavros (Stephen Dorff) 
screen worn body armor 
costume. Wardrobe 
consists of a hard plastic 
and leather custom made, 
silver painted chest and 
back plate with leather 
lacing on the side and 

stained with stage blood and dirt, a pair 
of painted silver velcro cuffs, stained with 
stage blood, and a pair of dark brown leather 
pants with tears, lacing on the waist, and 
stage blood stains.  ($300-$400)
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Lot 714.  Inglorious Basterds 
Bloody Theatre Seats - This lot 
includes a row of four prop bloody 
theater seats from the 2009 Quentin 
Tarantino war drama ‘Inglorious 
Basterds.’ In the film, a French 
resistance fighter (Melanie Laurent) 
plans an explosive finale for members 

of the Nazi party during the screening of a film at her theater. 
These chairs were used in that climactic scene and are highly 
distressed from filming, including tears, burns and copious 
amounts of stage blood. A signature prop from this popular film. 
Oversized item. Additional postage required.  ($300-$500)

Lot 716.  Inglorious 
Basterds Nazi Ring 
- From Quentin 
Tarantino’s Academy 
Award winning 
2009 war drama 

‘Inglorious Basterds,’ this is a prop Nazi 
ring. The ring is made from steel or a pewter 
material, and features three birds flying in 
unison.   ($50-$100)

Lot 720.  Blood & Honey 
Darko (Nikola Djuricko) 
Costume - A screen worn, 
hero Darko (Nikola Djuricko) 
military costume from the 
2011 war-drama ‘In the Land 
of Blood and Honey.’ Costume 
consists of a green, camouflage 
military vest stained with stage 
blood, a green button up shirt, 
also stained with blood, a blood 

stained, short sleeve green t-shirt, and a pair of soiled 
green cargo pants. Includes wardrobe tags.   ($100-$200)

Lot 718.  Inglorious 
Basterds Nazi Matchbox 
- A prop Nazi matchbox 
from the 2009 Quentin 
Tarantino war drama 
‘Inglorious Basterds.’ The 
matchbox is made from 

gold colored cardboard and features an Eagle flying 
over a swastika. The word ‘Krim’ has been printed 
above a map image of Germany.    ($50-$100)

Lot 715.  Inglorious 
Basterds Theatre Seats - 
This is a row of four prop 
theater chairs from the 
2009 Quentin Tarantino 
war drama ‘Inglorious 

Basterds.’ In the film, a French resistance fighter (Melanie Laurent) 
plans an explosive finale for members of the Nazi party during the 
screening of a film at her theater. These chairs are made with red 
velvet material, and was part of the pre-fiery climax. A signature 
prop from this popular film. Oversized item. Additional postage 
required  ($200-$400)

Lot 717.  Inglorious Basterds  
Balcony Pieces - A lot of assorted bits 
& pieces from the climactic balcony 
battle scene from Quentin Tarantino’s 
Academy Award winning ‘Inglorious 
Basterds’ (2009). The lot features bits 
of wood with cloth remnants, parts of 

a shoe, red fabric bits from the chairs, and just a potpourri 
of wood and styrofoam chunks. Lot comes in a large plastic 
German language paint tub.  ($50-$100)

Lot 719.  Inglorious 
Basterds Paperwork - 
From 2009’s ‘Inglorious 
Basterds,’ this is a sheet 
of paper called a Bon 
de Livraison, roughly 
translated to mean ‘goods 
receipt.’ The paper is 
printed in French on 

thin brown paper and features an address of a 
French theater, and information regarding film 
screenings. (measures approx. 8 1/4” x 11 1/2”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 663.  Immortals 
Poseidon Costume - 
Poseidon (Kellan Lutz) 
stunt, gold hard plastic, 
shoulder pads with gold 
and red cape and leather 
ties on the side breast 
and back plate, gold and 
red skirt with buttons 
on the waist, gold shell 
design belt, and gold 
stretch under garment.  
($300-$500)
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Lot 722.  Blood & Honey 
Ajla (Zana Marjanovic) 
Costume - This is a screen 
worn, hero wardrobe worn 
by Zana Marjanovic for 
her role as Ajla in 2011’s 
‘In the Land of Blood and 
Honey.’ The three piece 
costume consists of a gold 
knit, wool fabric vest, a 

long sleeve, off-white button up blouse, and a 
long, grey wool fabric skirt.  ($100-$200)

Lot 723.  Blood & Honey Ajla 
(Zana Marjanovic) Wardrobe - 
A screen worn, hero Ajla (Zana 
Marjanovic) costume from the 
2011 war drama ‘In the Land of 
Blood and Honey.’ The wardrobe 
is comprised of a long sleeve, off-
white blouse with stage blood/paint 
stains on front, and a pair of white 
and blue ‘Maxgo Jeans’ pants with 

red paint on them. Includes wardrobe tag.  ($100-$200)

Lot 724.  Blood & Honey Lejla 
(Vanessa Glodjo) Dress - From 
2011’s ‘In the Land of Blood 
and Honey,’ this is a screen 
worn hero Lejla (Vanessa 
Glodjo) dress. The sleeveless 
dress is black with a semi 
ruffled neck and pink floral 
print. Includes studio wardrobe 
tag.  ($200-$300)

Lot 726.  Blood & Honey Lejla 
(Vanessa Glodjo) Night Gown - This 
is a screen worn, hero light pink night 
gown worn by Vanessa Glodjo for her 
role as Lejla in 2011’s ‘In the Land of 
Blood and Honey.’ The sleeveless, low 
neckline gown is made with a lace 
material and is light pink in color, with 
a ruffled appearance.   ($250-$400)

Lot 728.  History Channel  
‘Conquest’ Long Breeches - A pair 
of long breeches used in theatrical 
productions and on the History 
Channel’s ‘Conquest’ TV series. The 
breeches are made from a green 
wool/flannel material with a black 
drawstring, and the breeches come 
with a sewn on codpiece, also with 
drawstring.   ($100-$200)

Lot 725.  Blood & Honey Lejla 
(Vanessa Glodjo) Dress - From 
2011’s ‘In the Land of Blood 
and Honey,’ this is a screen 
worn hero Lejla (Vanessa 
Glodjo) dress. The dress is long 
sleeve with a semi-low neckline 
and short style skirt, and is 
made from dark red fabric.   
($200-$300)

Lot 727.  History Channel  
‘Conquest’ Wool Cloak - From 
various theatrical productions and 
History Channel’s ‘Conquest’ TV 
series, this is a full size wool cloak. 
The full body size cloak is made 
with dark wool fabric and has a 
black rope-size drawstring around 

the neck area. Cloak does have a circular tear in the 
fabric.  ($100-$200)

Lot 721.  Blood & Honey Tarik (Boris 
Ler) Costume - This is a screen worn, 
hero Tarik (Boris Ler) military costume 
from the war-drama ‘In the Land of 
Blood and Honey’ (2011). Wardrobe is 
comprised of a green camouflage military 
jacket, green military backpack/belt 
with compartments, a camouflage green 
military vest with military pin on left chest 
area and showing signs of distress, a pair 

of light green camouflage cargo pants with bloody, torn section, 
a wool beanie, and two rings. Includes wardrobe tags.  ($100-
$200)
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Lot 730.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Tie-Up Pants - A pair of large size, 
long tie-up pants used in theatrical 
productions and on the History 
Channel’s ‘Conquest’ TV series. The 
pants are made from brown cotton 
material with a black drawstring, and also 
has black drawstrings on lower calves. 
Label inside reads ‘Museum Replicas Ltd.’   
($100-$200)

Lot 732.  History Channel 
‘Conquest’ Shirt - From the 
History Channel’s ‘Conquest’ 
TV series. This large size, long 
sleeve shirt is made from white 
silk material with a thin, white 
drawstring for lacing up, and the 
arms taper into sleeves, also with 
drawstrings. The shirt is a size M 
and labels inside read ‘dry clean 

only’ and ‘Museum Replicas Ltd.’  ($100-$200)

Lot 734.  History  
Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Greaves - A pair of greaves 
used during theatrical 
productions and on the 
History Channel re-
enactment series ‘Conquest.’ 
The greaves are made from 
fiberglass material and 
covered with a layer of 

brown leather, with leather belt straps at the knee 
and calf. (measures approx. 17” long)   
($100-$200)

Lot 736.  History 
Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Body Armor - This is a 
one piece leather body 
armor/vest used during 
theatrical productions 
and on the History 
Channel re-enactment 

series ‘Conquest.’ This heavy duty vest is made 
from strips of thick leather fastened together 
with steel rivets and buckle clasps, and has been 
painted a gold-ish color.   ($100-$200)

Lot 731.  History Channel  
‘Conquest’ Musketeer Coat - From 
various theatrical productions and 
the History Channel’s ‘Conquest’ TV 
series, this is a heavy brown leather 
‘Musketeers’ style coat. The long sleeve 
jacket is made from thick suede with 
gold patterned stitching adorning the 
shoulders, arms and lapel front. The 
arm sleeves are ‘open air’ style and the 

jacket is fitted with ornate brass buttons that fasten into 
small leather straps. Label inside reads ‘Museum Replicas 
Ltd.’ and has size S and M labels. A very sturdy and royal 
looking piece.  ($150-$250)

Lot 733.  History Channel  
‘Conquest’ Musketeer Hat 
This is a ‘Musketeers’ style 
hat used during theatrical 
productions and on the History 
Channel re-enactment series 
‘Conquest.’ The hat is made 

from black fabric over a thick canvas type mesh, and shows 
wear under the brim. (measures approx. 16” across)  
($100-$200)

Lot 735.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Neck Collar - Used during theatrical 
productions and on the History Channel 
re-enactment series ‘Conquest,’ this is a 
two-piece brass neck collar. The collar 
is made from thin hand hammered 
plates of brass. The collar fastens at the 
neck with a brass connectors, with one 
on the connectors missing but easily 
replaceable. Shows some wear and 
denting, possibly from battle usage. 

(measures approx. 13” x 8 1/2”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 729.  History Channel  
‘Conquest’ Vest - From the 
History Channel’s ‘Conquest’ 
TV series, and various 
theatrical productions, this is 
a sleeveless doublet vest/coat. 
The doublet is made from thick 
black cotton material, and 
features two sets of decorated 

metal buttons. Label inside reads ‘Museum Replicas 
Ltd.’  (size M) ($100-$200)
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Lot 738.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Tunic - A large size tunic/toga used 
on the History Channel’s ‘Conquest’ 
TV series and various theatrical 
productions. The full body tunic is full 
length and very long, and is made from a 
brownish-yellow cotton fabric with gold 
embroidered cloth highlights. The tunic 
can be fastened along the front and at the 
neckline with golden string. (measures 
approx. 55” in length)   ($100-$200)

Lot 740.  History Channel 
‘Conquest’ Boots - A pair of 
medieval boots used on the 
History Channel’s ‘Conquest’ 
TV series, and various 
theatrical productions. The 
boots are calf-high and made 

from black suede leather, with black rubber soles and 
lace-up shoestrings. The boots do show some wear. For 
use with any number of medieval costumes.  ($200-$300)

Lot 742.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Chest Armor - This is a full-size 
chest and back armor prop used 
in History Channel’s reality series 
‘Conquest’ (2002-2005) as well as 
theatrical productions in England. 
The ‘armor’ comes in two sections, a 
front and back piece, and is made from 
gold-painted fiberglass. The front is 
decorated with an image of a female 

face, and has brass couplets near the shoulders. The sections 
fasten together with brass clips at the shoulder (missing the 
small steel bolts that fit into the clip slots) and four small 
leather belt & buckles. Comes with two strips of leather for 
attachment on shoulder area. (measures approx. 24” x 16 1/2” 
x 10 1/2”)   ($100-$200)

Lot 739.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Shirt/Chiton - From the History 
Channel’s ‘Conquest’ TV series, 
and various theatrical productions. 
This simple design called a Chiton, 
specifically called the Doric chiton, is a 
large size shirt and is made from a light 
blue cotton fabric. The chiton has short 
sleeves with a semi-low neckline. For 

use with any number of medieval costumes.  
($100-$200)

Lot 741.  History Channel 
‘Conquest’ Peasant  
Costume - This is an orange 
colored medieval ‘peasant 
style’ costume used on the 
History Channel’s ‘Conquest’ 
TV series, and various 
theatrical productions. The 
costume is made from a soft 
cotton material and consists 
of an orange tunic with gold 

embroidery; a gold embroidered cloth chest piece; 
an embroidered skirt with sequined waist; a pair 
of thin, silk-like scarves; and faux red leather, 
underwear style briefs.   ($100-$200)

Lot 743.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ Dagger - A steel dagger 
used on History Channel’s ‘Conquest’ TV series and various 
theatrical productions. The dagger features a dual sided steel 
blade, embedded in a steel handle with black leather hand grip. 
The blade has some slight chipping on it and is still somewhat 
sharp. (measures approx. 19 1/2” long) ($100-$200)

Lot 744.  History  
Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Roman Boots - A 
pair of Roman black 
open-toed boots used 
during the making of 
the History Channel’s 

reality re-enactment series ‘Conquest.’ The 
calf-high boots are tan and black leather with 
buckled velcro straps and has names written in 
ink on the inside.   ($100-$200)

Lot 737.  History Channel  
‘Conquest’ Arming Jacket 
This is a long sleeve, black 
quilted arming jacket used 
on the History Channel’s 
‘Conquest’ TV series. This large 
size, padded jacket is made 
from 100% cotton and sports a 
stitched pattern. Jacket is button 
up, and has a black cloth strip at 

the waist for tying up. The jacket is a size L and label 
inside reads ‘Museum Replicas Ltd.’  ($100-$200)
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Lot 746.  History Channel 
‘Conquest’ Suede Boots - This 
is a pair of brown suede boots 
used in History Channel’s reality 
series ‘Conquest’ (2002-2005) 
as well as theatrical productions 
in England. The boots are made 
from quality tan suede leather and 
are extremely large, covering the 

leg and thigh completely, and have a buckle clasp at the 
feet. Bottom of boots have ‘Dan’ written in ink. (boots 
measure approx. 35 1/2” long)  ($150-$250)

Lot 748.  History Channel 
‘Conquest’ Breeches This is 
a pair of short breeches used 
in theatrical productions and 
on the History Channel’s 
‘Conquest’ TV series. The 
shorts are purple cotton 
fabric with a spandex waist. 
Label inside reads ‘Museum 

Replicas Ltd.’ Has some slight tears from use, and 
a big tear in the crotch area.   ($100-$200)

Lot 750.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Wooden Axe - Used in theatrical 
productions in England and on the 
History Channel series ‘Conquest’ 
(2002-2005), this is a large size, double 
handed wooden axe. The axe style is 
fairly simple, made with a long wooden 
handle and steel axe head. Axe head is 
somewhat sharp. A sturdy piece for use 
in many battles. (measures approx. 45” 
tall). Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 747.  History Channel 
‘Conquest’ Stomach Belt - 
From the History Channel’s 
‘Conquest’ series, this is a 
leather ‘stomacher’ belt. The 

belt is made from tan leather with three steel rivets on the 
front, and a brass belt buckle for attachment. Has ‘W’ written 
in ink on inside of belt. (measures approx. 48 1/2” long)  
($100-$200)

Lot 749.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Chainmail Coif - A medieval era chainmail 
coif used in theatrical productions in 
England and on the History Channel 
series ‘Conquest’ (2002-2005). Chainmail 
coifs were used in medieval times to offset 
blows with swords and large knives. The 
coifs are made from grey steel and are very 
heavy and authentic. Included is a large 
size riveted coif to cover the head and a 
heavy, full body chainmail that covers the 
shoulders down to the waist.  Oversized 

item. Additional postage required.  ($150-$250)

Lot 751.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Mace Hammer - Used on the History 
Channel reality-style series ‘Conquest,’ 
this a heavy duty mace war hammer. 
The mace body is made from a large 
wooden dowel, with faux leather coated 
handle. The mace head is made from 
high grade steel and features eight steel 
grooves. A well made, heavy duty prop. 
(measures approx. 25” long). Oversized 
item. Additional postage required.  
($100-$200)

Lot 752.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ Sword 
This is a very large size, ‘double hander’ sword 
and scabbard used in theatrical productions in 
England and on the History Channel reality series 
‘Conquest’ (2002-2005). The sword blade is made 
from semi-thin tempered steel and is affixed 
to handle with a strip of faux black leather for 
gripping. Also comes with large size black leather 
scabbard, with knob for fastening to a belt. The 
sword is still very sharp and pointed and solidly 
made. (measures approx. 48” long).  Oversized 
item.  Additional postage required.   ($300-$400)

Lot 745.  History Channel  
‘Conquest’ Baldric - Used in various 
English theatrical productions and 
on the History Channel’s reality 
re-enactment series ‘Conquest.’ This 
is a tan leather baldric for use with 
a long sword. A baldric is a leather 
belt-type strap that is fastened over 
the shoulder and allows the sword 
to be hung around the neck and 
shoulder area like a sash, rather than 

around the waist. The baldric is made from thick tan 
leather with brass clasps and has ‘right’ printed below 
the buckle.  ($100-$200)
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Lot 753.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ Broad Sword 
- Large size medieval ‘broad sword and scabbard’ 
used in theatrical productions in England and on the 
History Channel reality series ‘Conquest’ (2002-2005). 
The blade is made from steel, and is affixed to a black 
leather and thin steel ‘string’ woven handle. Base of 
sword features brass embellishment. Comes with a 
thick, faux black leather scabbard. (measures approx. 
39 1/2” long). Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 755.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ Rapier 
Sword - A prop rapier sword and scabbard 
used during the making of the History Chan-
nel’s reality series ‘Conquest’ (2002-2005), and 
also from various theatrical productions. The 
‘cup hilt rapier’ was the fashionable sword of 
choice for the 17th century Spanish gentle-
man of wealth. The blade is tempered steel, 
affixed to an ornately patterned open brass 
‘cup’ with small, tightly woven steel cables on 
the handle. Comes with black leather and brass 
tipped scabbard. (measures approx. 46” long). 
Oversized item. Additional postage required.  
($200-$300)

Lot 757.  Mirror Mirror Swan 
Serving Tray - Mirror Mirror 
(2012) - Swan Serving tray 
used by the Servants in scene 
40. Includes tin tray, silver and 
gold colored eggs and plastic 
swan. (27” x 16” x 17”). Over-
sized item. Additional postage  

required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 759.  Mirror Mirror Dwarf Napoleon Cane Sword - A screen used cane from the 
2012 fantasy film ‘Mirror Mirror.’ The cane was used by the Dwarf Napoleon (Jordan Pren-
tice) and is fashioned from wood and plastic material. The cane features a plastic dog head 
handle, which opens to reveal a hidden steel sword blade. Blade is somewhat pointy but 
not very sharp. A very well made prop from this magical film. (measures approx. 27 1/2” 
long). Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($200-$400)

Lot 754.  History Channel  
‘Conquest’ Helmet - This is a 
steel gladiator helmet used in 
History Channel’s reality series 
‘Conquest’ (2002-2005) as well 
as theatrical productions in 
England. The helmet features 
a tall, flat crest that adorns the 
top and is made from riveted 

steel, with a circular pattern mesh steel faceguard, 
and layer of foam & rubber padding for the head. The 
helmet does have rust all over. (measures approx. 13 
1/2” x 13”x 14”). Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 756.  History Channel ‘Conquest’ 
Samurai Sword - Used on the History 
Channel’s ‘Conquest’ TV series for the 
‘Ninja’ episode, and various theatrical pro-
ductions, this is a full size Samurai sword 
and scabbard. The tempered steel sword 
blade is still somewhat sharp and is affixed 
to a thick white plastic handle, woven with  
cloth strips for better grip. Comes with 
black lacquer painted wooden scabbard. 
(measures approx. 43”). Oversized item. 
Additional postage required.  ($100-$200)

Lot 758.  Mirror Mirror Dwarf ’s Hero 
Club - Screen used, hero Dwarf ‘Wolf ’ 
(Sebastian Saraceno) club from the 2012 
fantasy film ‘Mirror Mirror.’ The club is 
made from hard wood and has been hand 
carved for authenticity. (measures approx. 
32 1/2” long). Oversized item. Additional 
postage required.  ($100-$200)
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Lot 760.  Mirror Mirror Brighton 
(Nathan Lane) Taxes Letter - From 
Tarsem Singh’s ‘Mirror Mirror’ 
(2012). This is Brighton’s (Nathan 
Lane) screen used, hero ‘Notice of 
Taxes’ paper. The notice is made 
from heavy stock paper and reads in 
part “Her Royal Highness the Queen 
requires by law the further payment 
of Taxes with immediate effect.” 

(measures approx. 16 1/2” x 9 1/2”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 762.  Mirror 
Mirror Vulture (Daniel 
Monastesse) Costume 
From the 2012 fantasy-
adventure ‘Mirror Mirror,’ 
this is a screen worn, hero 
Costume Ball Vulture 
(Daniel Monastesse) 
costume ensemble. 
Wardrobe is comprised of 
a light green brocart jacket 
with slashes and feathers, 
foam faux belly padding, a 
white short sleeve t-shirt, 
a vulture-style head piece 
with beak, a pair of light 

green brocart breeches with padding for the legs, and a 
belt adorned with plastic feathers.  ($200-$400)

Lot 766.  Mirror Mirror Dwarf Sword 
This is a Dwarf ’s stunt prop sword from 
2012’s ‘Mirror Mirror.’ The sword is made 
with a silver painted, hard rubber blade 
which is affixed to a gold rubber and dark 
brown leather handle. (measures approx. 
29 1/2”). Oversized Item. Additional 
postage required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 761.  Mirror 
Mirror Brighton’s 
(Nathan Lane) 
Snow White Bag 
- From Tarsem 
Singh’s ‘Mirror 
Mirror’ (2012). 
Screen used, hero 
Brighton (Nathan 
Lane) ‘Snow 

White Eventual Body Parts’ canvas bag. The bag is 
made from a light grey canvas material with a grey 
shoulder rope. (measures approx. 16” x 14”)  
($300-$400)

Lot 763.  Mirror Mirror Guard 
(Jason Cavalier) Costume - 
This is a complete, screen worn 
hero Guard (Jason Cavalier) 
costume from Tarsem Singh’s 
2012 fantasy feature ‘Mirror 
Mirror.’ Wardrobe consists of 
custom made armor including 
black leather shoulder pads 
with chest and back plates and 
ties on the side, custom made, 
black leather bottom armor with 
shoulder straps, a black long 
sleeve top with ruffled sleeves, a 

pair of black ruffled fabric bottoms, a black, partial 
facial cover/head piece with ruffles, a pair of black 
leather gloves, black leather wrist and foot armor, 
and a pair of black leather slip on boots. Includes 
studio wardrobe tag. Oversized costume. Additional 
postage required.  ($200-$400)

Lot 765.  Mirror Mirror 
Handkerchief - From 
2012’s ‘Mirror Mirror,’ 
this is a  golden brocade-
style handkerchief. The 
handkerchief has an 
embroidered pattern and 
was used for the food in 
the saddlebags. (measures 
approx. 30” x 24”). 
($50-$100)
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Lot 767.  Mirror Mirror Grimm (Danny 
Woodburn) Chalk Stick - A screen used Grimm 
(Danny Woodburn) large size ‘chalk stick’ from 
2012’s ‘Mirror Mirror.’ The stick is basically a 
large walking stick, made from hard brown foam 
with Roman numerals engraved, and black tape 
at the tip and mid-point of the stick. (measures 
approx. 5 3/4’ long). Oversized item. Additional 
postage required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 769.  Mirror Mirror Snow White 
(Lily Collins) Dagger - This is a Snow 
White (Lily Collins) ‘broken’ dagger prop 
from ‘Mirror Mirror.’ The knife features 
a plastic blade that has been broken off 
near the handle, with a faux brass/plastic 
Eagle and red jeweled eyes on the handle. 
(measures approx. 7” long).  ($200-$400)

Lot 771.  Mirror Mirror Evil Queen’s (Julia Roberts) 
Hero Necklace- Mirror Mirror (2012) - This 
beautifully designed necklace is featured on the Evil 
Queen (Julia Roberts) in the recently released film, 
Mirror Mirror. Featured on screen around her neck, 
this is a prominently featured piece in the movie and 
promotional materials used to promote the movie. 
This particular necklace is a copy of the hero necklace 
as it is made of faux gold. It was used on screen in 
specific scenes of the film and was recreated from 
the original for filming purposes. Features three stars 
on the chain, and a moon pendant. A beautiful and 
memorable piece!  ($1,800-$2,000)

Lot 768.  Mirror Mirror Snow 
White (Lily Collins) Bag - From 
Mirror Mirror (2012). A screen 
used, grey tassel hand bag made 
for the character of Snow White 
(Lily Collins). The bag is made 
from grey fabric, with a golden 
silk cord for carrying, and has a 
single dangling tassel.   
($100-$200)

Lot 770.  Mirror Mirror 
Evil Queen (Julia 
Roberts) Broach Mirror 
Mirror (2011) - Evil 
Queen’s (Julia Roberts) 
screen worn, pink and gold 
plastic broach. (approx. 2 
1/2” long) ($500-$700)
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Lot 772.  Mirror Mirror Evil Queen’s (Julia Roberts) Dress 
From the recent release, Mirror Mirror (2012), this is the 
Evil Queen’s (Julia Roberts) long green dress. This fabulous, 
flowing dress was custom made by famous costume designer 
Eiko Ishioka, and is made from a metallic green silk like 
material. Dress has a thin white under shawl, separate long 
green ‘underskirt, and a pair of metallic green, high heeled 
shoes. Includes wardrobe tag which describes the scene and 
purpose during filming! Note that the top was worn by the 
Evil Queen’s photo double and the skirt was worn by the Evil 
Queen (Julia Roberts).

All hero costumes have been archived to the costume 
designer’s collection and there will not be any hero Evil 
Queen, complete costumes available for sale to the public.  
($4,000-$5,000)

Lot 773.  Mirror Mirror Evil Queen (Julia Roberts) ‘Love Potion’ 
Robe - From Tarsem Singh’s fantasy film ‘Mirror Mirror’ (2012). 
This is the Evil Queen’s (Julia Roberts) photo double long robe. The 
dress was created by Eiko Ishioka, the most acclaimed designer in 
Japan, who also designed the official poster for the Japanese Expo 
in 1970. Though Ms. Ishioka recently passed away, her work will 
surely be considered some of the finest by a Japanese designer. 
As all of the Julia Roberts hero costumes were given back to the 
designer by the studio, this is the one and only chance to obtain 
one of these exquisite wardrobes from this film. The robe was worn 
by Lisa Noto (who also portrayed the Magical Cottage Queen) in 
the ‘love potion scene’ and is made with an embroidered, light gold 
fabric with a floral print pattern. Includes wardrobe tag which says:  
‘E.Q. Photo Dbl. Lisa Noto Robe  Chg. 8  Untitled Snow White.’ 
This lot located in Los Angeles, CA and can be shipped worldwide. 
Please inquire for shipping rates.  ($6,000-$12,000)
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Lot 774.  Seeking A 
Friend Dodge (Steve 
Carell) Costume - From 
2012’s ‘Seeking a Friend for 
the End of the World.’ This 
is one of Dodge’s (Steve 
Carell) screen worn, hero 
costumes. The wardrobe 
consists of a navy blue ‘J. 
Crew’ hooded sweatshirt 
with hole in the back (size 
M), a grey argyle V-neck 

sweater with a hole in the back and front, and a 
short sleeve, burgundy polo shirt ‘Theory’ label, 
and has a hole in the back and front. (size M) 
Includes wardrobe tag.  ($300-$500)

Lot 776.  Seeking A Friend 
Dodge (Steve Carrell) Costume 
- From the 2012 comedy 
‘Seeking A Friend for the End 
of the World.’ This is a Dodge 
(Steve Carell) screen worn, hero 
costume. Wardrobe includes a 
navy blue, hooded sweatshirt 
with ‘J Crew’ label (size M), a 
white, yellow, and brown striped 
short sleeve shirt with Burkman 
Brothers’ label (size M), a pair of 

tan slacks with ‘Vince’ label (size 33), and a pair of chocolate 
brown, suede ‘Puma’ sneakers. (size 9.5) Includes studio 
wardrobe tag. ($400-$600)

Lot 778.  Seeking A 
Friend Family Photo 
A screen used, hero prop 
photo of Dodge (Steve 
Carell) and his wife 
Linda (Nancy Carrell) 
from the 2012 comedy 

‘Seeking A Friend for the End of the World.’ The 
photo features Dodge and Linda in a typical tourist 
pose, standing in front of an outdoor market, and 
is set in a solid wood frame for display. (measures 
approx. 7 1/2” x 5 1/4”). This lot located in Los 
Angeles, CA and can be shipped worldwide. Please 
inquire for shipping rates. ($100-$300)

Lot 775.  Seeking A Friend Dodge 
(Steve Carrell) Wardrobe - A 
complete, screen worn, hero wardrobe 
ensemble worn by Dodge (Steve 
Carell) in the 2012 comedy-drama 
‘Seeking A Friend for the End of the 
World.’ In the film, an asteroid is 
headed towards Earth, and Dodge 
(Carrell) decides to take a road trip in 
a last attempt to reunite with a former 
high school sweetheart. The costume 

is comprised of a brown, two button blazer with ‘Banana 
Republic’ label (size 40R), a pumpkin colored sweater/vest 
with ‘Canal’ label (size 50), a blue and red plaid, long sleeve 
dress shirt with ‘Canal’ label (size M), a pair of tan slacks with 
‘Vince’ label (size 33), and a pair of chocolate brown, suede 
‘Puma’ sneakers. (size 9.5) Includes wardrobe tag. ($300-$500)

Lot 777.  Seeking A Friend 
Dodge (Steve Carell) 
Costume - For his role as 
Dodge from the comedy 
feature ‘Seeking a Friend for 
the End of the World,’ this is 
Steve Carell’s screen worn, 
hero costume. The wardrobe 
is a light blue with dark trim, 
short sleeve t-shirt, with 

label that reads ‘Jack Spade’ (size L), and a pair of 
dark green striped ‘Merona’ pajama pants. (Size M) 
Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 779.  Seeking 
A Friend Keepsake 
Box - This is 
Dodge’s (Steve 
Carrell) screen 
used, hero prop 

wooden keepsake box from 2012’s ‘Seeking A Friend for 
the End of the World.’ The box is made from aged brown 
wood and has ‘American Tool Chest’ imprinted on the 
lid. The box includes ‘couples’ photos of Dodge and his 
wife Linda (Nancy Carrell), various bits of memorabilia 
including a tassel, paper clippings, and assorted other 
items. Inside of lid has ‘Misfits’ taped to it. (measures 
approx. 16” x 6 1/2”). This lot located in Los Angeles, CA 
and can be shipped worldwide. Please inquire for shipping 
rates. ($300-$500)
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Lot 780.  What To Expect 
Gary (Ben Falcone) Wardrobe 
- A screen worn, hero Gary 
(Ben Falcone) wardrobe from 
the 2012 romantic-comedy 
‘What to Expect When You’re 
Expecting.’ Costume contains 
a short sleeve, dark lavender 
polo shirt with ‘Lacoste’ label 
(size 5), a beige canvas belt, and 

pair of khaki pants with ‘J. Crew’ label. (size 34 x 30)  
($100-$200)

Lot 782.  What To Expect Rosie (Anna 
Kendrick) Wardrobe - From the 2012 
romantic-comedy ‘What to Expect 
When You’re Expecting,’ this is Rosie’s 
(Anna Kendrick) screen worn, hero 
costume. Wardrobe contains a dark, 
military style green ‘J. Crew’ jacket (size 
XS), a black , short sleeve t-shirt with 
‘The Summer Shirt’ label (size S), an 
indigo colored scarf with black frayed 

edges, and a pair of light blue denim jeans with ‘Habitual’ 
label. (size 25) Includes wardrobe tag. ($100-$200)

Lot 784.  What To Expect Wendy (Elizabeth 
Banks) Costume - From 2012’s romantic-
comedy ‘What to Expect When You’re 
Expecting,’ this is Wendy’s (Elizabeth Banks) 
screen worn, hero wardrobe. Costume is 
comprised of a raspberry pink cardigan 
sweater with a cloth rose on right shoulder, 
and ‘Kate Spade’ label (size XS), a short 
sleeve, periwinkle colored polo dress with 
‘Brooks Brothers’ label (size XS), a ‘six month’ 

pregnant belly body appliance, and a pair of navy canvas wedge 
shoes with ‘Juicy Couture’ label. (size 7) Includes wardrobe tag! 
($100-$200)

Lot 781.  What To Expect Skyler (Brooklyn 
Decker) Costume - A screen worn, hero 
Skyler (Brooklyn Decker) wardrobe from 
the 2012 romantic-comedy ‘What to Expect 
When You’re Expecting.’  The wardrobe 
consists of a hot pink robe with waist belt 
and ‘Natori’ label (size S), a nine-month 
pregnancy prosthetic belly appliance, a 
pair of large faux diamond earrings, and 
pair of silver rubber sandals with large fake 
crystals and ‘J. Crew’ label. (size 8) Includes 
wardrobe tag. ($100-$200)

Lot 783.  What To Expect 
Rosie (Anna Kendrick) 
Costume - Screen worn, 
hero Rosie (Anna Kendrick) 
wardrobe from 2012’s ‘What to 
Expect When You’re Expecting.’ 
Costume includes a ‘Splendid’ 
t-shirt with white and blue 
stripes (size XS), a pair of dirty 
grey denim ‘All Saints’ shorts 

(size 26), and pair of red canvas Converse shoes 
with white laces. (size 7) Includes wardrobe tag.  
($100-$200)

Lot 785.  What To Expect 
Wendy (Elizabeth Banks) 
Sweater - This is a Wendy 
(Elizabeth Banks) screen worn, 
hero sweater from the 2012 
comedy ‘What to Expect When 
You’re Expecting.’  The hooded, 
pullover sweater is powder blue 
with white and orange stripes and 
has label that reads ‘Alternative.’  
($100-$200)

Lot 786.  What To Expect 
Courtney (Genesis Rodriguez) 
Wardrobe - This is a screen 
worn, hero, three piece wardrobe 
ensemble worn by Courtney 
(Genesis Rodriguez) in ‘What to 
Expect When You’re Expecting.’ 
Costume includes a burnt red 
pullover sweater with ‘Splendid’ 
label (size S), a white ribbed 

‘Vince’ tank top (size S), and a pair of seafoam blue 
sleepwear shorts with ‘Mossimo’ label. (size XS) 
Includes wardrobe tag.  ($100-$200)

Lot 787.  What to Expect Marco 
(Chase Crawford) Costume - 
From the 2012 romantic-comedy 
‘What to Expect When You’re 
Expecting, ‘this is a screen worn, 
hero Marco (Chace Crawford) 
three piece wardrobe ensemble. 
The costume consists of a pale 
grey V-neck t-shirt with ‘Diesel’ 
label (size S), a pair of medium 

blue denim ‘John Varvatos’ jeans (size 32), and a pair 
of vintage style, dark brown shoes. (size 11.5) Includes 
wardrobe tag.  ($100-$200)
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Lot 788.  What To Expect Holly 
(Jennifer Lopez) Wardrobe 
From the 2012 romantic-
comedy ‘What to Expect When 
You’re Expecting,’ this is Holly’s 
(Jennifer Lopez) screen worn, 
complete hero costume. The 
wardrobe consists of a dirty 
brown & grey colored tie-dye 
dress with ‘Brooch Walker’ label 
(size S), a thin, brown belt with 
‘Brooch Walker’ label, a smoky, 
black tie-dye scarf, a small size 
reddish-purple suede messenger 
bag with ‘Theory’ label, multiple 
bracelets, one faux gold ring, and 

a pair of black suede lace up boots with ‘Jill Sander’ label. 
(size 38.5) Includes studio wardrobe tag.   ($500-$800)

Lot 790.  What To Expect Ramsey  
(Dennis Quaid) Wardrobe - Screen worn, 
hero Ramsey (Dennis Quaid) costume 
from 2012’s ‘What to Expect When You’re 
Expecting.’ Wardrobe is comprised of a navy 
blue, textured velvet blazer with ‘Hugo Boss’ 
label (size 40R), a white, long sleeve button 
front dress shirt with ‘Brooks Brothers’ label 
(size 15.5 x 33), a dark emerald green tie with 
‘Brooks Brothers’ label, a pair of charcoal grey 
slacks with ‘Brooks Brothers’ label (size 33), a 

black leather ‘Brooks Brothers’ belt, and a pair of black dress shoes with 
tassels and ‘Johnston & Murphy’ label. (size 11.5)  ($200-$300)

Lot 792.  The Roommate 
Minka Kelly Shirt & Jeans 
Actress Minka Kelly’s screen 
used wardrobe for her role as 
Sara. The outfit consists of a 
white ‘Splendid’ t-shirt with 
‘stunt’ hand written on inside 
label. Also comes with a pair 
of ‘Fcuk’ blue cotton jeans. 
Certificate of authenticity and 
photos of Ms. Kelly wearing 
the outfit are included.  
($300-$500)

Lot 789.  What To Expect Rosie 
(Anna Kendrick) Wardrobe 
A complete, screen worn 
hero costume worn by Anna 
Kendrick for her role as Rosie 
in the 2012 Kirk Jones film 
‘What to Expect When You’re 
Expecting.’ The costume consists 
of a navy blue and grey tank top 
with ‘Vince’ label (size S), a pair 
of dark blue jeans with ‘J. Brand’ 

label, a thin black leather bracelet, an orange paisley 
bandanna, and a pair of brown suede wedge heels 
with ‘Big Buddha’ labels. (size 7) Includes studio 
wardrobe tag.  ($200-$400)

Lot 791.  What To 
Expect Pregnancy 
Magazine - From 
2012’s ‘What to 
Expect When 
You’re Expecting.’ 
This is a screen 
used, hero prop ‘Fit 

Pregnancy’ magazine. The magazine 
features a photo of a pregnant Cameron 
Diaz, who plays Jules in the film, on the 
faux cover, which has been placed over 
a real magazine. Condition may vary.   
($50-$100)

Lot 793.  Cutting Edge 2 Ice Skates - A 
pair of ice skates from the 2006 feature 
‘The Cutting Edge: Going for the Gold’ 
(also known as The Cutting Edge 2). 
The film tells the story of Jackie Dorsey 
(Christy Romano) who’s ambition is 
to win an Olympic gold medal like her 
mother, but suffers a career threatening 
injury, and her only hope at Olympic 
gold comes with meeting a new pairs 

skate partner. The skates are Bauer Supreme black leather 
with white stitching and shoe laces and are in like new 
condition. Acquired from MGM studios. (Size 12R)  
($100-$200)
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Lot 794.  Cutting Edge 2 Roller 
Blades - This is a pair of roller 
blades from the 2006 romantic-
drama feature ‘The Cutting 
Edge: Going for the Gold.’ The 
blades are black leather with 
black laces and white velcro 

ankle straps, and have a ‘KL3er’ logo printed on the sides. 
Acquired from MGM studios.  (Size 10)  ($100-$200)

Lot 796.  Tora, Tora, Tora Set 
Pieces -  Six plastic set pieces 
from the WWII classic “Tora, 
Tora, Tora.” (9” x 7” x 4” each) 
($50-$100)

Lot 798.  Matthew Modine 
Cutthroat Island Costume  
Matthew Modine’s costume from 
the 1995 swashbuckling adventure 
‘Cutthroat Island,’ directed by 
Renny Harlin. This bright orange 2 
piece costume consists of a button 
down vest, with tassels on the 
reverse for fastening, and orange 
bermuda-sized shorts. Shorts 
have a button front with small 
tassels on back for extra fit. Gold 
patterned fabric adorns the area 
just above the knees.   ($100-$200)

Lot 800.  Volcano Miniature 
Portable Toilet Set Piece - 
Miniature set piece of an Andy 
Gump portable toilet from the 
production of Volcano (1997). 
20th Century Fox label affixed to 
their interior of most.  Oversized 
item. Additional postage 
required.   ($100-$300)

Lot 795.  Tuxedo 
Gripper Hands  
Tuxedo Gripper 
Hands mold 
consisting of a blue 
rubber inner mold 
form encased by a 
heavy stone cover. 
(17” x 13” x 7”).  

Oversized item. Additional postage required. 
($50-$100)

Lot 797.  Tora, Tora, 
Tora Construction 
Pieces - Metal 
construction pieces from 
the classic film “Tora, 
Tora, Tora.” (The pieces 
come in 3 sizes, 8 1/2” x 
1 1/2” 4” x 1 1/2” and 3” 
x 1”).  Oversized item. 

Additional postage required. ($50-$100)

Lot 799.  Cutthroat 
Island Flag  This is a large 
size promotional flag for 
the release of the Renny 
Harlin 1995 swashbuckling 
adventure ‘Cutthroat 
Island,’ starring Matthew 
Modine and Geena Davis. 
The flag features the 
Matthew Modine and 
Geena Davis’ names over 
a ‘skull & bones/Jolly 
Roger’ image and is tied 
to a miniature mast. It is 
tattered at the bottom to 
look distressed. A cool prop 

for fans of this film. Oversized item. Additional Postage 
Required.   ($200-$300)

Lot 801.  Volcano 
Miniature Tool Box 
Set Piece  - Miniature 
set piece of a tool box 
from the production of 
Volcano (1997). 20th 
Century Fox label affixed 

to their interior of most.  Oversized item. Additional 
postage required.   ($100-$300)
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Lot 802.  Volcano Miniature 
Wood Pile Set Piece -  
Miniature set piece of a wood 
pile from the production of 
Volcano (1997). 20th Century 
Fox label affixed to their 

interior of most.  Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($100-$300)

Lot 804.  Volcano Miniature 
Tree Set Piece -  Miniature 
set piece of a tree from the 
production of Volcano (1997). 
20th Century Fox label affixed to 
their interior of most.  Oversized 
item. Additional postage 
required. ($100-$300)

Lot 806.  Prison Jumpsuit 
from Natural Born Killers 
Neon green correctional 
officer jumpsuit worn in 
Oliver Stone’s Natural Born 
Killers (1994). The film, even 
today considered one of the 
most controversial ever made, 
detailed the adventures of 
Woody Harrelson and Juliette 
Lewis, who embark on a 
campaign of terror across 
the country which eventually 
culminates in their arrest 

and escape from prison. Includes an Illinois State 
Penitentiary patch on the sleeve.   ($400-$500)

Lot 808.  Perry Mason Crew 
Jacket - Gray jacket with red 
leather sleeves, worn by a crew 
member on one of the Perry 
Mason telefilms of the 1980s 
or 1990s. Features the Perry 
Mason “scales of justice” logo 
on the back.  ($100-$200)

Lot 803.  Volcano Miniature Wall Set Piece - 
Miniature set piece of a wall from the production of 
Volcano (1997). 20th Century Fox label affixed to 
their interior of most.  Oversized item. Additional 
postage required. ($100-$300)

Lot 805.  Volcano Miniature 
Traffic Cone Set Piece - 
Miniature set piece of a traffic 
cone from the production of 
Volcano (1997). 20th Century Fox 
label affixed to their interior of 
most.  Oversized item. Additional 
postage required. ($100-$300)

Lot 807.  Matthew Broderick 
Military Rain Jacket from Godzilla  
Green camo military rain jacket worn 
by Matthew Broderick in Godzilla 
(1998). Broderick starred as Dr. 
Tatopoulos in this remake of the 1954 
monster classic. Tatopolous serves 
as the story’s hero and mounts a 
campaign to destroy the scaly menace. 
Includes a studio hangtag with 

Broderick’s name handwritten on it. Uniquely, this costume 
was packaged with two bags of debris 
from the film’s disaster sequences. One 
bag is labeled “Debris from Scene 86” 
and the other is full of small prop rocks 
and soil.   ($300-$700)

Lot 809.  Michael C. Gwynne Screen 
Worn Uniform from The Terminal 
Man  - Crème colored jumpsuit worn 
by Michael C. Gwynne as Dr. Morris, 
one of the Babel Hospital physicians, in 
The Terminal Man (1974). Includes two 
metallic D insignias attached to the collar 
and a Babel patch on the chest. Inner 
collar has a label with a handwritten 
M.G.. The film starred George Segal as a 
man given to violent fits of psychopathy 
who undergoes experimental treatment 
with computer technology.    ($100-$400)
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Lot 810.  Watertower 
Model from Flight of the 
Intruder - Miniature replica 
of a watertower, used in the 
John Milius  film Flight of 
the Intruder (1991). The 
film starred Danny Glover 
and Willem Dafoe as 
pilots in the Vietnam War.   
($100-$250)

Lot 811.  1941 
(1979) Propeller 
Pieces - From 
the 1979 Steven 
Spielberg comedy 

1941, starring Dan Aykroyd and John Belushi, this is a pair 
of prop parts from one of the model aircraft. In the film, 
inhabitants of Southern California are on edge after the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor, and attempt to make their coast 
defensible against an imagined Japanese invasion. The props 
include a painted grey, semi-rigid foam propeller and a non-
descript grey ‘stick’ piece.  ($100-$200)

Lot 812.  Jack Warden 
Life Cast -  Life cast of 
actor Jack Warden, made at 
Burman Studios.  Warden 
appeared in 12 Angry Men, 
Donovan’s Reef and Heaven 
Can Wait,  among many 
other gems. (7 1/2” x 5 1/2” 
x 4”) ($100-$200)

Lot 813.  Armand Assante Life 
Cast - This is a plaster life cast of 
actor Armand Assante. Armand 
Assante made his screen debut 
in the 1974 film ‘The Lords of 
Flatbush’ and has starred in many 
films since, including The Mambo 
Kings, Hoffa, Judge Dredd, and 
Striptease. Life casts are used as 
reference for the make-up artists 

if any appliances will be needed for the actor. Cast has 
a metal hook allowing for display. Comes from the 
Burman studios. (Measures approx. 6 3/4” x 5” x 2 3/4”) 
($100-$200)

Lot 814.  Tim 
Robbins Shawshank  
Redemption Life-
Cast - This is a life 
cast of actor Tim 
Robbins for his 
role in the 1994 
classic drama ‘The 
Shawshank  
Redemption.’    
($200-$400)

Lot 815.  Camelot (1967) Tunic  - A 
wool tunic from the classic adaptation 
of the stage musical Camelot (1967), 
starring Richard Harris and Vanessa 
Redgrave as King Arthur and Guinevere. 
The crème colored wool fabric tunic is 
long sleeve with some shoulder padding, 
and has brown drawstrings at the 
neckline with small metal clasps in front. 
Tunic does have some small holes on it. 
Label inside reads Warner Bros. Comes 
with wardrobe tag.    ($100-$300)

Lot 816.  Camelot Screen Used 
Shirt - Orange velvet shirt with gold 
piping, worn by an actor in Camelot 
(1967). This classic adaptation of 
the stage musical starred Richard 
Harris and Vanessa Redgrave as King 
Arthur and Guinevere. Includes 
a Warner Bros. label on the inner 
collar with the handwritten name 
Paul Kent.  ($100-$300)

Lot 817.  Camelot 
Screen Used Child’s 
Vest  - Child’s vest with 
drawstring, worn by an 
actor in Camelot (1967). 
This classic adaptation of 
the stage musical starred 
Richard Harris and Vanessa 
Redgrave as King Arthur and 
Guinevere.    ($100-$300)
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Lot 818.  Camelot Screen Used 
Wool Cape - Orange wool cape, 
made for an actor appearing 
in Camelot (1967). This classic 
adaptation of the stage musical 
starred Richard Harris and Vanessa 
Redgrave as King Arthur and 
Guinevere.   ($100-$300)

Lot 819.  Camelot Screen Used 
Shirt - White shirt, made for an 
actor appearing in Camelot (1967). 
This classic adaptation of the stage 
musical starred Richard Harris 
and Vanessa Redgrave as King 
Arthur and Guinevere. Includes 
a handwritten WB on the inside 
collar.  ($100-$300)

Lot 820.  The World is Not 
Enough Screen Used Casino 
Chips and Caviar Label -  Four 
casino chips of various colors 
and one Zukovsky brand caviar 
label, screen used in the James 
Bond adventure The World is Not 

Enough (1999). Zukovsky, played by Robbie Coltrane, a 
former KGB enemy of Bond, owns a casino and assists 007 
in his efforts to prevent global catastrophe. (Caviar Label 
6” x 4”, Chips 1.5” Diameter (7 1/2” x 5 1/2” x 4”) 
($100-$300)

Lot 821.  Meet The Spartans 
(2008) Sword Sheath - This is a 
large, brown leather sheath from 
the 2008 Jason Friedberg gladiator 
spoof ‘Meet The Spartans.’ The 
sheath held either a sword or a large 
knife and is made from thick leather 
with riveted clasps for attachment 
to a belt. (measures approx. 23 1/2” 
long) ($50-$100)

Lot 822.  Kristen Bell Jacket 
from Spartan - Green jacket 
worn by Kristen Bell as Laura 
Newton in Spartan (2004). 
Newton was the President’s 
daughter, a young lady who 
is kidnapped by nefarious 
forces in this film directed 
by David Mamet. Includes 
studio-issued hangtags, with 

Bell’s name and character handwritten on them.  
($100-$200)

Lot 823.  The Neverending 
Story 2 Mask  - This is an 
extremely large rubber mask of 
one of the creatures from the 
1990 fantasy-adventure ‘The 
Neverending Story II: The Next 
Chapter.’ A sequel to the 1984 
film, the story revolves around 
a young boy who enters a magic 
world through a portal in an 

antique book. The mask is made from latex rubber and is 
very detailed, with large ears and nose and is covered in 
blond crepe hair. Also comes with an extra bag of hair. A 
label formed into the rubber reads ‘2000 The Paper Magic 
Group.’ (measures approx. 28” x 32” x 14”)   ($200-$400)

Lot 824.  Monkeybone 
Cat Costume - From 
the 2001 animated-
comedy ‘Monkeybone,’ 
starring Brendan Fraser 
and Bridget Fonda. 
This is a large size 
‘costume’ created to 
be used with a live cat.  
($200-$400)

Lot 825.  Monkeybone 
Camel Head  - From 
the animated-comedy 
‘Monkeybone’ (2001) 
starring Brendan Fraser 
and Bridget Fonda, 
this is a large size prop 
rubber ‘camel’ head.    
($400-$500)
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Lot 826.  20,000 Leagues Under The Sea Nautilus 
Submarine  - From the Icons / Disney Showcase 
Collection, this is a highly detailed replica model 
of the Nautilus submarine from the 1954 Disney 
fantasy classic ‘20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.’  This 
incredible piece is a Limited Edition, 1/69 scale 
‘Masterpiece Miniature’ and is numbered 122/1954. 
Made from durable resin, the quality is amazing, 
with every bolt, rivet, and fixture added in great 
detail. Comes with steel and enamel coated name 
plate and COA, in its original box. (measures 
approx. 31” long)  ($1,000-$2,000)

Lot 827.  Holes 
Detention Sign  
A prop detention 
sign from the 2003 
adventure-comedy 
film ‘Holes,’ 
starring Sigourney 
Weaver, Shia 
LaBeouf, and Jon 
Voight. The film is 
about a wrongfully 
convicted boy 
(LaBeouf) who 
has been sent to a 

detention camp where he joins the job of digging 
holes for some mysterious reason. This is a prop 
Texas Yellow Spotted Lizard sign detailing the 
statistics of the ‘spotted yellow lizard,’ as well as 
the fatal attributes of the lizard’s poison. Sign 
is affixed to a foam, cardboard backing. Comes 
with LOA. (measures approx. 10 3/4” x 15”)   
($50-$100)

Lot 828.  Inspector 
Clouseau Pink 
Panther Standee  - 
This is a large size 
cartoon standee 
cutout of the Pink 
Panther’s arch 
nemesis Inspector 
Clouseau. After the 
success of the Pink 
Panther films and 
subsequent cartoon 
series, a cartoon 
series was produced 
featuring the 
bumbling detective 

which ran from 1965 to 1969, and was called simply ‘The 
Inspector.’ This large size standee is made from wood 
with a styrofoam back, and features the Inspector with 
hands in the air and look of surprise, undoubtedly waiting 
for the next unfortunate incident that awaits him. A fun 
piece. From the MGM studios. Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.   ($100-$200)
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Lot 829.  Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Film & 
Trailer - From one of the most beloved family 
films of all time, this is an original 35mm trailer, 
and a complete 16mm print of the 1968 classic 
musical ‘Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.’ The story of 
a hapless inventor (Dick Van Dyke) who creates 
a flying car, only to have 
a dictator from a foreign 
government attempt to 
take it for himself. This 
collection includes a 
35mm theatrical trailer for 
the film, and a complete, 
16mm four-reel print of 
the film. The films have 
no vinegar smell and 
appear to be in excellent 

condition. Both prints come in an orange metal carrying case with label that reads ‘The 
Natural History Museum.’ Oversized item. Additional Postage Required.   ($1,000-$1,200)

Lot 830.  Felix Silla Signed Photo - This 
is a framed, signed black and white photo 
of diminutive actor Felix Silla as ‘Twiki’ 
from the 1970’s sci-fi movie and TV 
series ‘Buck Rogers in the 25th Century.’ 
Felix Silla’s career began in 1963, on the 
TV show Bonanza. He later portrayed 
the loveable, yet unintelligible character 
‘Cousin Itt’ on the original ‘Addams 

Family’ series, and many other memorable ‘small person’ roles 
over the years.  This wood framed photo features Felix in the 
‘Twiki’ costume without his mask, and is signed ‘To David. All 
the Best. Felix Silla. Twiki.’ (measures approx. 12” x 10”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 832.  Lot of Signed 
President & Laura Bush 
Photos - For collectors 
of political history, this 
is a lot of (3) glossy color 
photos depicting former 
President George W. 

Bush and his wife Laura. One photo features George 
and Laura Bush, and is signed by both of them. The 
other two photos feature signatures of former first lady 
Laura Bush, with ‘To M. Hughes with Best Wishes,’ and 
‘with best wishes,’ printed on lower front. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10” ea.)  ($50-$100)

Lot 831.  Lot of 
Signed Michelle 
Obama Photos  
This is a lot of 
(2)autographed 
glossy color 
photos, signed 

by Michelle Obama. One of the photos features 
Michelle Obama in a black dress, and the other 
has her in a red & white summer dress with 
family dog Bo by her side, with a ‘Bo’ paw print 
signature added. (measures approx. 8” x 10” 
ea.)   ($50-$100)

Lot 833.  Signed John 
McCain Photo  - This is a 
signed, glossy color photo of 
United States Senator and one-
time Presidential candidate 
John McCain. The photo 
features a smiling Mr. McCain 
and is signed ‘John McCain’ 
in blue ink which is slightly 
smudged. (measures approx. 
8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)
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Lot 834.  Signed Rosanne 
Cash Photo - This is 
black & white/sepia style 
autographed photo of 
singer-songwriter Rosanne 
Cash. Rosanne Cash, 
the eldest daughter of 

country music icon Johnny Cash, won a Grammy 
in 1985 for her single ‘I Don’t Know Why you Don’t 
Want Me,’ and has received nine other Grammy 
nominations. The photo is signed ‘Love from 
Rosanne Cash’ in black ink. (measures approx. 
8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 836.  Andrew Lloyd 
Weber/William Shatner 
& More Signed Photos 
- A lot of (3) photos 
of iconic entertainers 
Andrew Lloyd Weber, 

Milton Berle, and actor William Shatner. The photos 
include: a small size, black & white  headshot/photo of 
legendary composer Andrew Lloyd Weber (measures 
approx. 5”x 7”); a small size, black and white postcard 
of Milton Berle, signed in black ink (measures approx. 
4 1/4”x 6”); and a small, glossy color photo of William 
Shatner, signed ‘My Best. William Shatner’ (measures 
approx. 4” x 5”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 838.  Signed Michael 
Douglas Photo - This is 
an original, signed B&W 
borderless headshot/photo 
of actor Michael Douglas. 
The photo features Mr. 
Douglas with hands 
cupped beneath his chin, 
and is signed ‘Best Wishes. 
Michael Douglas’ in blue 

ink. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 835.  Connie Francis/
Dionne Warwick & More 
Signed Photos  - A lot of 
(3) autographed photos 
featuring the signatures of 
iconic female American 
vocalists Connie Francis, 

Dionne Warwick, and Loretta Lynn. The photos include: 
a glossy color photo of Connie Francis, signed ‘Blessings, 
Connie Francis’ (measures approx. 5”x 8”); a small size, 
black and white glossy photo of Dionne Warwick, signed 
‘Happiness. Dionne.’ (measures approx. 4”x 5”); and a color 
photo of Loretta Lynn, signed ‘Love You. Loretta Lynn.’ 
(measures approx. 4” x 6”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 837.  Judy Dench/
Shelley Winters & More 
Signed Photos  - A lot of 
(3) autographed photos 
featuring the signatures 
of acclaimed actresses 

Judi Dench, Shelley Winters and Michelle Phillips. The 
three photos include a smaller size, signed glossy color 
photo of actress Judi Dench (measures approx. 4”x 
6”), a small b&w photo of actress and ‘Mamas & the 
Papas’ singer Michelle Phillips, signed ‘To Micky. All 
the Best’ (measures approx. 5”x 7”), and a small size, 
b&w Shelley Winters postcard, signed ‘With Affection. 
Shelly Winters’ in black ink on upper left corner. 
(measures approx. 4 1/4” x 6”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 839.  Signed George 
Jones & Johnny Mathis 
Photos  - This is a pair 
of glossy, color signed 
photos of legendary singer/
musicians George Jones 
and Johnny Mathis. George 

Jones, known for his marriage to country star Tammy  
Wynette and a litany of hit records, has been referred to 
as the greatest living country singer. The photo is signed 
‘Thanks. George Jones’ in black ink. Legendary singer 
Johnny Mathis, also known as John Royce, has had many 
albums reach gold and platinum status and has sold over 350 
million records worldwide. The photo features Mr. Mathis in 
a black & white suit and is signed in silver felt ink. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10” ea.)   ($50-$100)
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Lot 840.  Signed 
Betty White & 
Dinah Shore 
Photos - A pair 
of glossy, b&w 
autographed 
photos featuring 

two of Hollywood’s most beloved ladies, Dinah 
Shore and Betty White. Dinah Shore, born 
Frances Rose Shore, was a singer and actress who 
achieved her ultimate success with a four decade 
career as a television host. The photo features 
Ms. Shore and her dog Muffin, and is signed 
‘Happiness! Dinah Shore (and Muffin).’ The 
second photo features beloved actress and animal 
rights advocate Betty White with her dog, and is 
signed ‘Many Thanks for Watching. Betty White 
& Kitla.’ (photos measure approx. 8” x 10” ea.)  
($50-$100)

Lot 842.  Signed Dick 
Van Dyke & Rose 
Marie Photos - This is 
a lot of (2) autographed 
b&w photos of comedy 
icons Dick Van Dyke 
and actress Rose Marie, 

who worked together for five years on the classic 
1960’s sitcom ‘The Dick Van Dyke Show.’ The Dick 
Van Dyke photo is signed ‘God Bless. Dick Van Dyke’ 
and the Rose Marie photo is signed ‘Lots Love. Rose 
Marie,’ both in black ink. (measures approx. 8” x 10” 
ea.)   ($50-$100)

Lot 844.  Signed Bill 
Cosby Photos - An 
autographed B&W 
photo of one of the 
funniest and most 
beloved comedic actors 
of all time, Bill Cosby. 
The photo features 
Mr. Cosby flashing his 
trademark grin and 

is signed in black ink on upper left corner. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 841.  Carl Reiner/
Bob Newhart Signed 
Photos  - A lot of (3) 
signed, glossy b&w 
photos featuring 
legendary entertainment 

figures Hal David, Carl Reiner, and Bob Newhart. Hal David 
is an American lyricist best known for his collaborations 
with composer Burt Bacharach, and the photo features his 
signature written on his forehead in black ink. Carl Reiner is 
a comedy legend, having worked as an actor, director, writer, 
and producer, and has won nine Emmy awards during his 
career. The photo has Mr. Reiner with arms crossed, and is 
signed in black ink. Bob Newhart’s career has spanned over 
50 years, as a stand-up comedian and actor, with his two 
sitcoms, ‘The Bob Newhart Show,’ and later, simply ‘Newhart’ 
some of the funniest television has ever seen. The photo 
is signed ‘All the Best. Bob Newhart’ in black ink (photos 
measure approx. 8” x 10” ea.)   ($50-$100)

Lot 843.  Signed Peggy Lee Photo  
This is an autographed b&w photo 
of entertainer Peggy Lee. Born 
Norma Deloris Egstrom, Peggy 
Lee’s legendary career included 
singing, songwriting, composing, 
and acting, and she continued to 
perform into the 1990’s, sometimes 
while confined to a wheelchair. The 
photo features Ms. Lee sitting in 
a chair, and is signed ‘Love Peggy 

Lee’ in white ink.  (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   
($50-$100)

Lot 845.  Signed Jerry Lee Lewis 
Photo - An autographed, color 
photo of legendary Rock n’ Roll wild 
man Jerry Lee Lewis. Known by 
his nickname ‘The Killer,’ Jerry Lee 
Lewis was one of the early pioneers 
of Rock ‘n Roll music (inducted into 
the Hall of Fame in 1986), only to see 

his star fall after marrying one of his young cousins. The photo 
features Jerry Lee Lewis sitting at the piano, and is signed “To M. 
Hughes.  Jerry Lee Lewis ‘The Killer’ Keep on Rockin’!’ in red ink.
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)
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Lot 846.  Signed Sheryl Crow, Joan 
Baez, & Phyllis Diller Photos - A 
lot of (3) photos, featuring female 
musicians Sheryl Crow and Joan Baez, 
and comedian Phyllis Diller. The 
Sheryl Crow photo is a glossy, color 

print with no autograph; the Joan Baez photo is a glossy color print, 
and is signed in brown ink above her head; and the Phyllis Diller 
photo features Ms. Diller as she performs for a USO tour, standing 
on stage next to Bob Hope. The photo is signed ‘To Michael. Love 
Phyllis Diller’ in blue ink. (photos measure approx. 8” x 10” ea.)  
($50-$100)

Lot 848.  Set of Signed 
Betty White Photos 
- A pair of glossy, 
b&w autographed 
photos featuring one of 
comedy’s most endearing 
stars, Betty White. The 

photos feature Ms. White with two of her beloved 
dogs, and are signed ‘To Michelle. Betty White & 
Panda,’ and ‘Many Thanks - Betty White & Pontiac.’ 
(photos measure approx. 8” x 10” ea.)   ($50-$100)

Lot 850.  Signed Elizabeth 
Taylor Photo - One of the 
greatest and most revered 
actresses of our time. This 
is a signed B&W headshot/
photo of legendary beauty 
Elizabeth Taylor. Known 
as much for her eyes as her 
talent, Ms. Taylor was a 
one-of-a kind celebrity and 

entrepreneur, and is still regarded as one of the most 
beautiful women Hollywood has ever seen. The 
photo is signed ‘With much love. Elizabeth Taylor.’ 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 852.  Signed Doris Day Photo This 
is a signed, small color photo of actress, 
singer, and animal rights activist Doris 
Day. Born Doris Mary Ann Kappelhoff, 
Doris Day cultivated the original ‘girl 
next door’ image and appeared in 39 
films, as well as releasing 29 albums. 
The photo features Ms. Day holding two 
of her dogs and is signed in blue ink. 

(measures approx. 3 1/2” x 5”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 847.  Signed 
Ryan O’Neal Photo  - 
This is a glossy, color 
autographed photo 
of actor Ryan O’Neal. 
The photo features a 
smiling Mr. O’Neal and 
is signed ‘To Michelle. 
Much Love. Ryan 
O’Neal.’ (measures 

approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 849.  Signed, Black & White, 
Lucile Ball Photo - Perhaps the 
greatest female comedian of all time, 
this is a signed, b&w headshot/
photo of the queen of the sitcom, 
Lucille Ball. Her career spanned 
over 50 years, with numerous films 
and television series, and she is as 
popular today as she ever was. The 

photo features Ms. Ball with hand on her cheek, and is 
signed ‘Love Lucy’ in blue ink. (measures approx. 8”x 10”)   
($200-$400)

Lot 851.  Signed Bob Hope Photo  - 
An autographed, B&W smaller size 
photograph of one of the greatest 
entertainers in Hollywood’s history, 
Bob Hope. With a career that spanned 
60 years, Bob Hope epitomized what 
an entertainer was, making over 
seventy films and shorts, starring 
in numerous television roles, and 
all the while finding time to act as a 

humanitarian around the world, with a special emphasis on 
entertaining our Armed forces. A truly remarkable man. 
The photo features Mr. Hope playing a round of golf and is 
signed in black ink. (measures approx. 5” x 7”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 853.  Will Smith 
Signed Photo  - This is a 
glossy, color autographed 
photo of actor Will Smith. 
The photo features Will 
Smith in black suit & tie, 
removing his trademark 

‘Men In Black’ sunglasses, and is signed in blue felt 
ink. The autograph was obtained by a gentleman who 
has been collecting autographs for over 20 years. 
(measures approx. 8”x 10”)   ($50-$100)
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Lot 854.  Sofia Vergara 
Signed Photo - A glossy, color 
autographed photo of actress 
Sofia Vergara. Sofia Vergara is 
one of the stars of ABC’s ‘Modern 
Family,’ for which she has been 
nominated for numerous awards. 
The photo shows Ms. Vergara in a 
sexy beach pose, wearing a rather 
skimpy two-piece swimsuit. 

Photo is signed in blue ink. The autograph was obtained 
by a gentleman who has been collecting autographs for 
over 20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 856.  Billy Bob 
Thornton Signed 
Photo - This is a glossy, 
b&w autographed 
photo of actor Billy 
Bob Thornton from his 
1996 film ‘Slingblade.’ 

The photo features Billy Bob and Lucas Black in a 
scene from the film, and is signed in blue felt ink. 
The autograph was obtained by a gentleman who 
has been collecting autographs for over 20 years. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 858.  Keifer Sutherland 
Signed Photo - This is a 
glossy, color autographed 
photo of actor Keifer 
Sutherland. The photo 
features Mr. Sutherland in a 
Western/Cowboy wardrobe 
and is signed in blue ink along 
the chest. The autograph was 
obtained by a gentleman who 

has been collecting autographs for over 20 years. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 855.  Paris Hilton Signed 
Photo - Remember when the 
world couldn’t get enough 
of Paris Hilton? This is an 
autographed, glossy color 
photo of the former vixen 
as she looks seductively at 
the camera while wearing 
a microphone cable and 
leather stiletto shoes. Photo 

is signed in blue ink. The autograph was obtained by 
a gentleman who has been collecting autographs for 
over 20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 857.  Goldie Hawn Signed 
Photo - This is an autographed 
color photo of Goldie Hawn 
from the 1978 comedy ‘Foul 
Play,’ also starring Chevy 
Chase. The photo is a color 
still from the film and features 

Ms. Hawn’s signature in blue ink. The autograph was 
obtained by a gentleman who has been collecting 
autographs for over 20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 
10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 859.  Corey Haim Signed Photo  
A glossy, b&w autographed photo 
of the late actor Corey Haim. Corey 
Haim’s career began in 1984 with his 
first film, Firstborn, and had it’s ups 
and downs over the years. His passing 
in 2010 shocked the industry and the 
world, and made his autographs that 
much tougher to obtain. This photo 
is a still from his 1988 film ‘License to 

Drive’ and is signed in black ink. The autograph was obtained 
by a gentleman who has been collecting autographs for over 
20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 860.  Gene Hackman 
Signed Photo - A b&w, glossy 
autographed photo of actor 
Gene Hackman from the 1975 
drama ‘French Connection 2.’ 
The photo is a still from the 
film and is signed in black ink. 
The autograph was obtained 
by a gentleman who has been 
collecting autographs for over 

20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 861.  Sylvester Stallone 
Signed Photo - From his 
groundbreaking role as Rocky 
Balboa, this is a Sylvester 
Stallone signed color photo 
from his most popular role, 
‘Rocky.’ The photo is a still 
from the film and is signed 

in silver felt ink. The autograph was obtained by a 
gentleman who has been collecting autographs for over 
20 years. (measures  approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)
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Lot 862.  Magic Johnson 
signed Photo - If you’re a fan 
of the Los Angeles Lakers, or 
just a fan of basketball, then 
this needs no introduction. 
This is a signed, glossy color 
photo of legendary basketball 
star Earvin ‘Magic’ Johnson. 
The photo features Magic in 
a collage of basketball shots, 

and is signed ‘Magic Johnson #32’ in black ink. The 
autograph was obtained by a gentleman who has 
been collecting autographs for over 20 years.  
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 863.  Pat Morita Signed Photo 
- From the beloved 1970’s sitcom 
‘Happy Days,’ this is a signed color 
glossy photo of actor Pat Morita in 
character as Arnold, from the first 
few seasons of the show. Pat later 
went on to create the memorable 
character Mr. Miyagi from the 1980’s 
Karate Kid films. As he is no longer 
with us, this is a chance to obtain a 

tough autograph. The photo is signed ‘Pat Morita Arnold’ in 
black ink. The autograph was obtained by a gentleman who 
has been collecting autographs for over 20 years. (measures 
approx.  8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 864.  Bad News Bears 
Signed Photo - From the 
classic 1976 baseball comedy 
‘The Bad News Bears,’ this is 
a signed b&w photo featuring 
the signatures of the two stars 
of the film, Walter Matthau 
and Tatum O’Neal. The photo 

is a still from the film and is signed in black and blue ink, 
respectively. The autograph was obtained by a gentleman 
who has been collecting autographs for over 20 years. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 865.  The Odd Couple 
signed Photo - This is a signed, 
b&w photo featuring Tony 
Randall and Jack Klugman 
from the 1970’s sitcom ‘The 
Odd Couple.’ The photo is an 
older image of the two and 
is signed ‘Jack Klugman’ and 
‘Tony Randall ‘82’ in blue ink. 
The autograph was obtained by 

a gentleman who has been collecting autographs for 
over 20 years. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 866.  Rosie O’Donnell & 
Others Signed Photo - This 
is color, framed photo of 
celebrities’ signatures from 
the world of Comedy. The 
photo features the signatures of 
comedy stars Rosie O’Donnell, 
John Mendoza, Bill Engvall and 

Pam Matteson, all addressed to ‘Ken.’ Photo is set in 
a quality aluminum frame for display. (measures approx. 
14 1/4”x 12 1/4”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 867.  Cindy Crawford 
Signed Photo  - An 
autographed, glossy color 
photo of 1990’s supermodel 
Cindy Crawford. The photo 
features Cindy in a very 
sensual, semi-nude pose and 
is signed in blue felt pen. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)    
($50-$100)

Lot 868.  Wayne’s World 
Signed Photo - An 
autographed, B&W glossy 
still of Mike Myers and 
Dana Carvey from the 1992 
Penelope Spheeris comedy 
‘Wayne’s World 2.’ The 
photo features Myers and 

Carvey as their characters Wayne Campbell and Garth 
Algar, sitting in front of their car. Photo is signed by 
the actors in blue felt pen. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   
($50-$100)

Lot 869.  Natasha Henstridge Signed 
Photos - A pair of autographed, 
glossy color photos of actress Natasha 
Henstridge. The actress, whose roles 
include ‘Sil’ from the Species series, 
and is currently filming Raging Bull 
2, has signed these sexy poses both in 
black ink. (measures approx. 8” x 10” 
ea.   ($50-$100)
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Lot 870.  Cindy Williams and 
Penny Marshall Signed Photo 
- An autographed, glossy color 
photo of Penny Marshall and 
Cindy Williams from their 
1970’s-80’s classic sitcom 
‘Laverne & Shirley.’ The photo 
features the pair at one of their 
favorite hangouts on the series, 

the bowling alley, and is signed by both in felt pen. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($100-$150)

Lot 871.  Uptown Girls Signed 
Photo - This is an autographed 
glossy color photo of actresses 
Dakota Fanning and Brittany 
Murphy from their 2003 
romantic-comedy ‘Uptown 
Girls.’ The photo features them 

sitting back to back on a subway train and is signed by both 
in felt pen. Fanning adds her age at the time of signing. 
Sadly, Brittany Murphy passed away in 2009, making her 
autograph one of the more elusive to obtain these days. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($100-$150)

Lot 872.  Stan Lee Signed 
Photo - A glossy, color photo 
of Marvel Comics legend 
Stan Lee. The photo is of 
Mr. Lee as he was depicted 
in a ‘Simpsons’ episode and 
has been signed in blue felt 
pen. Photo was signed at an 
after party for the premiere 
of ‘The Avengers.’ A difficult 
autograph to obtain as Mr. Lee 

gets older.  (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 873.  Nathan Fillion 
signed Photo - A signed, glossy 
color photo of actor Nathan 
Fillion. Nathan has appeared in 
numerous television series as 
an actor and voiceover talent, 
including roles in Desperate 
Housewives, Drive, Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer and Firefly, which 
this photo comes from. The photo 

is signed in black felt ink. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 874.  Charlie 
Hunnam Signed 
Photo - This is an 
autographed, glossy 
b&w photo of actor 
Charlie Hunnam. The 
photo features Charlie 
sitting on a motorcycle 

in his trademark ‘Sons of Anarchy’ biker outfit, and 
is signed in blue ink. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 875.  Antonio Banderas 
Signed Photo  - This is a signed, 
glossy color photo from the 
animated film Shrek 2 (2004) 
featuring the signature of 
Antonio Banderas over a photo 
of his character, Puss In Boots. 

The photo was autographed at LAX and he has written his 
full name, whereas now he mostly just signs with initials. 
Photo is signed in blue ink . (measures approx. 8” x 10”)    
($50-$100)

Lot 876.  Elijah Wood Signed 
Photo - A signed, glossy color 
photo of actor Elijah Wood 
of ‘Lord of the Rings’ and the 
currently filming ‘Hobbit.’ The 
photo features Elijah as his 
most recognizable character 

Frodo Baggins and is signed in blue ink above his collar. 
Autograph was obtained at an FX cable party. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 877.  Emily Browning Signed 
Sucker Punch Photo - Signed, 
color glossy photo of Australian 
actress Emily Browning. The 
photo features the actress in 
“Sucker Punch” wearing a sexy, 
short outfit carrying a sword and 
gun and is signed in black ink.  
Autograph was obtained at an 

Australian awards show. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)  
($50-$100)
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Lot 878.  Jamie Chung 
Signed Photo - This is a 
glossy, color photo of actress 
Jamie Chung. Jamie got 
her first break as a member 
of MTV’s The Real World 
14th season, and has had 

roles in such films as Sorority Row, Sucker Punch, 
and The Hangover Part II. The photo is a scene from 
her film ‘sucker Punch’ and is signed in black ink. The 
autograph was obtained at a video game release party. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 960.  Film Collectibles 
Collection - This is a lot of 
collectible pins and other 
items from films including 
‘The Last Emperor,’ ‘Voyage 
of the Damned,’ ‘The Deep,’ 
Beauty and the Beast,’ 
‘Ghostbusters,’ ‘For the love 

of Benji,’ ‘Watership Down,’ and ‘Homer & Eddie.’   
($50-$100)

Lot 962.  Comedy 
Films Collectibles 
This is a lot of 
collectible pins and 
items from comedy 
films such as ‘Dead 
Men Don’t Wear 

Plaid,’ ‘Summer School,’ ‘The Blues Brothers,’ and 
‘Rabbit Test.’  ($50-$100)

Lot 964.  Sister Act Signed 
Memorabilia - A lot of collectible 
items from the 1992 musical-
comedy ‘Sister Act,’ starring 
Whoopi Goldberg. The items 
include a cast-signed parking 
placard, a signed book of matches 
celebrating Whoopi Goldberg’s 
birthday in 1991, three color 4” 

x 6” photos of Whoopi Goldberg and cast mates in costume, 
a 35mm filmstrip of photos from the set, a small ‘nun’ cut 
out, and a production/crew sheet from the last day of filming.   
($200-$300)

Lot 879.  Blue Bloods Cast 
Signed Photo - A signed, glossy 
color cast photo from the CBS 
television series ‘Blue Bloods.’ 
The show, revolving around a 
family of New York cops, stars 
Tom Selleck, Donnie Wahlberg 
and Bridget Moynahan. The 
photo is a promo shot and 
features the signatures of Tom 

Selleck, Donnie Wahlberg, Bridget Moynahan, and Will 
Estes. A difficult set of autographs to obtain. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10”)   ($100-$200) 

Lot 961.  Cops (TV) Promo Watch - This 
is a promotional wrist watch for the first 
real ‘reality’ television show COPS, which 
began airing in 1988. The watch features a 
black leather strap and the face reads ‘COPS  
Barbour/Langley Productions Inc.’  
($50-$100)

Lot 963.  Sister Act Items - A lot 
of collectible items from the 1992 
musical-comedy ‘Sister Act,’ starring 
Whoopi Goldberg. The lot includes 
a t-shirt, a coffee cup, two collectible 
pins, two ‘Sister Act’ crew id’s, and 
a set of three 4” x 6” behind-the-
scenes color photos of Whoopi 
Goldberg in costume with two other 
actresses from the film.   ($50-$100)

Lot 965.  
Academy 
Awards 1988 
Tickets - This 
is a pair of 
tickets to attend 
the Academy 
Awards Show 

on Apr. 11, 1988 at the Shrine Auditorium.   
($50-$100)
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Lot 966.  Cheech & Chong 
Memorabilia - From everyone’s 
favorite stoner duo, this is a 
lot of collectible items from 
the wacky world of Cheech 
& Chong.’ The items include 
a Cheech & Chong rubber 

halloween mask, a promotional ‘Unreal Pot’ flower 
pot from ‘Cheech & Chong’s Next Movie,’ a ‘Cheech & 
Chong’s Nice Dreams’ handkerchief, a C&C golf ball, a 
plastic, dual image card from ‘Things are tough all Over,’ 
and a pair of rare metal promotional pins.  ($100-$200)

Lot 970.  Criminal 
Minds Autographed 
Production Script - This 
production script from 
the critically acclaimed 
hit series “Criminal 
Minds” has been 
autographed by series 
stars Shemar Moore 
(Morgan), Matthew 

Gray Gubler (Reid), Thoams Gibson (Hotchner), 
Kirsten Vangsness (Garcia), AJ Cook (JJ), and 
Paget Brewster (Prentiss).  The script, for episode 
“Legacy” originally aired on May 9, 2007.  This 
script was originally purchased in a charity 
auction for over $500!  Very valuable piece!  
($200-$300)

Lot 967.  Used Cars (1980) 
Memorabilia - From the 1980 
comedy ‘Used Cars,’ starring 
Kurt Russell. This is a lot of 
collectible items including an 
unbuilt, new-in-box plastic 
model of a ‘Used Car,’ a lot of 

(3) promotional ‘grow your own lemon’ kits, two 
of which are still sealed, and a ‘Used Cars’ publicity 
folder with instructions on how to market the 
showing of the film.    ($50-$100)

Lot 971. Dance With Me Signed Script 
This is a signed copy of a final draft 
script for the 1998 release of Dance With 
Me, starring Vanessa Williams & Kris 
Kristofferson. Script has the original title of 
‘Shut Up & Dance’ and three autographs on 

the cover: Vanessa Williams / ‘Baila!’; Kris Kristofferson / 
‘Peace’ and Chayanne / ‘Love’.    ($100-$250)

Lot 968.  Walking 
Tall Signed, 
Original Script 
This is a signed, 
bound copy of the 
shooting script for 
the 1973 crime-

drama ‘Walking Tall,’ starring Joe Don Baker. 
Walking Tall is based on the life of Tennessee 
Sherriff Buford Pusser (Baker) who almost single 
handedly cleaned up his small town of crime and 
corruption, at the cost of his family and his own 
safety. The script is bound in a thick, hardcover 
‘alligator skin’ style binding. It contains six pages of 
shooting schedules, and is filled with hand written 
notes by director Phil Karlson, who also signed 
the cover page. The script comes to Premiere 
Props from the grandson of Mr. Karlson. Also 
included is a polaroid photo of a make-up test for 
one of the scenes. A wonderful, rare piece of film 
memorabilia. (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 11 1/2”)   
($600-$1,000)

Lot 969.  The Wrecking Crew 
Original, Signed Script - An 
incredibly rare piece of film 
memorabilia. This is a cast 
signed, bound copy of the 
director’s shooting script for 
the 1968 comedy-adventure 
‘The Wrecking Crew,’ starring 
Dean Martin, Elke Sommer 
and Sharon Tate. The Wrecking 
Crew tells the story of a Count 
(Nigel Green) who has stolen 

enough gold to cause a world financial crisis, and the only 
way to stop him is to send in ace spy Matt Helm (Martin). 
The script is bound in a thick, hardcover binding with gold 
embossed lettering and is filled with hand written notes by 
director Phil Karlson. The script has a cover page with the 
original title, ‘The House of Seven Joys,’ and contains 32 
pages of shooting schedules, with shooting call sheets and 
notes written on small pieces of paper. Amazingly, the cover 
page has been signed by members of the cast and crew, 
including Dean Martin and an incredibly rare autograph of 
actress Sharon Tate, who made her last appearance in this 
film. Also included is a personalized, typed poem taped 
on to one of the cover pages  The script comes to Premiere 
Props personally from the grandson of Mr. Karlson. 
(measures approx. 9 1/2” x 11 1/2”)   ($1,000-$1,500)
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Lot 972.  Rock Star Script 
An early version of the 
script from February 2000 
for the Mark Wahlberg 
film ‘Rock Star.’ Script has 
original title ‘Metal God’ 
on cover. (8 1/2” x 11”) 
($50-$100)

Lot 976.  Sigourney Weaver,  
Timothy Dalton, Ron Perlman 
Signed Photos - A lot of (3) signed, 
glossy b&w photos featuring 
signatures of Sigourney Weaver, 
Timothy Dalton and Ron Perlman. 
The lot includes a glossy still 
from the 1997 sci-fi feature ‘Alien 
Resurrection,’ signed by Ms. Weaver 

in silver ink, a glossy movie still from the 1989 James Bond 
feature ‘License to Kill,’ signed by Mr. Dalton in silver ink, 
and a b&w photo of Ron Perlman as ‘The Beast’ from the 
fantasy tv series ‘Beauty and the Beast,’ also signed in silver 
ink. (measures approx. 8” x 10” ea.) ($50-$100)

Lot 973.  The Flintstones in Viva 
Rock Vegas Script - A script from 
the 2000 Comedy ‘The Flintstones 
in Viva Rock Vegas.’  (8 1/2” x 11”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 977.  Jack Lemmon 
Signed Memorabilia - A 
lot of (2) signed pieces of 
memorabilia from legendary 
actor Jack Lemmon. The items 
include a signed, color close-
up photo of Mr. Lemmon, with 
signature on lower left in black 
ink, and a vintage magazine 
page featuring Jack Lemmon 
playing a round of golf, and is 

signed in black ink. Comes with COA. (measures 
approx. 8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 974.  Simon and 
Simon Original Screenplay 
Screenplay for the Simon 
and Simon episode The Ten 
Thousand Dollar Deductable, 
dated Sept. 10, 1982. 
(8 1/2” x 11”)   ($100-$300)

Lot 978.  Red Buttons, 
Rhonda Fleming Signed 
Photo - From the 1959 drama 
‘The Big Circus,’ this is a 
signed b&w photo featuring 
the signatures of stars Red 
Buttons and Rhonda Fleming. 
The photo is a vintage, 
original still from the film, 
and has a small synopsis 

taped to the reverse describing the scene and 
providing basic information about the cast. Photo 
is stamped ‘From the Borst collection’ and is signed 
in black ink on bottom middle. Comes with COA. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”)    ($50-$100)

Lot 975.  Cagney and Lacey Original 
Screenplay - Screenplay with 
additional shooting schedule pages 
for the Cagney and Lacey episode 
Internal Affairs, dated Sept. 28, 1981. 
(8 1/2” x 11”)  ($100-$300)

Lot 979.  Ron Moody, Mark 
Lester Signatures - This is a lot of 
autographs from the 1968 family 
classic ‘Oliver!’ The signatures are 
on two separate pieces of paper. The 
signatures include Ron Moody, who 
portrayed Fagin, and is signed ‘To 
Tim,’ with a second signature on the 
reverse from an actor named Harry 

James, and Mark Lester, who played Oliver, and has signed 
it ‘Best Wishes.’ Also comes with a color, glossy photo from 
Oliver! featuring Ron Moody as Fagin, Mark Lester as Oliver, 
and Jack Wild, who played the Artful Dodger.   
($50-$100)
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Lot 980.  Dom DeLuise 
Signed Photos - This is 
a lot of photos from the 
late actor, director and 
comedian Dom DeLuise. 
DeLuise was best known 
for his outlandish roles 
alongside Burt Reynolds 
in Smokey & the Bandit 
2, Cannonball Run 1 
and 2, and 1978’s The 
End, and was a comedic 

gem in many of Mel Brooks’ funniest films, 
including Blazing Saddles, Silent Movie, 
History of the World Part 1, and Spaceballs. 
He could also portray more poignant roles, 
such as in the 1980 Anne Bancroft film ‘Fatso.’ 
The lot includes a signed b&w photo of Dom, 
signed ‘Love, Dom DeLuise,’ a b&w still of 
Dom as Melvin P. Thorpe from ‘The Best Little 
Whorehouse in Texas,’ and a b&w still from 
‘An American Tail.’ Also included is an 11” x 
14” lobby card from ‘Cannonball Run 2.’   
($50-$100)

Lot 981.  Douglas Fairbanks Jr. 
Memorabilia Collection - From 
the Lester Glassner Collection. 
A lot of memorabilia and slides 
chronicling the career of actor 
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. This 
collection includes: (2) b&w 

publicity negatives of Mr. Fairbanks (measures approx. 4” x 5”); 
(6) b&w stills and publicity photos from films featuring Mr. 
Fairbanks (approx. 8”x10”); a lot of (3) sketch/prints of Douglas 
Fairbanks;  (2) small b&w images capturing a smiling Douglas 
Fairbanks; (2) Columbia Pictures Television color press releases 
for the films ‘The Corsican Brothers’ and ‘The Young in Heart’ 
printed on cardboard stock from 1989 (approx. 8 1/2” x 11”); (2) 
Spanish language magazine clippings; an article from Photoplay 
magazine from June 1942; a page from a 1938 magazine called 
‘The Film Daily’ featuring a photo of Douglas Fairbanks along 
with film industry statistics for the previous year on the reverse 
(measures approx. 5 3/4” x 9”); and a 1930’s Player and Sons 
Tobacco trading card with tape damage on the reverse. (measures 
approx. 1 1/2” x 2 3/4”) Lester Glassner was a collector of Pop 
culture artifacts whose collection included movie posters, lobby 
cards, toys, and more than 250,000 movie stills.    ($200-$300)

Lot 982.  Jimmy Stewart Signed 
Clipping - One of the most beloved 
actors of all time, this is a Jimmy 
Stewart autographed promotional 
clipping from the French version of 
the 1939 film “Destry Rides Again,’ 
also starring Marlene Dietrich. The 
photo features two scenes from the 
film, with Jimmy Stewart signing the 

top portion of the photo in black ink. (measures approx. 
8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 983.  Jimmy Stewart 
Signed Color Photo Clipping 
From one of the most beloved 
actors of all time. This is a 
Jimmy Stewart autographed 
color photo clipping from one 
of his later films, possibly a 
Western feature. The signature 
is signed in black ink. (measures 
approx. 8 1/2” x 11”) ($50-$100)

Lot 984.  James Cagney 
Signed Angels With Dirty 
Faces Clipping - From 
iconic actor James Cagney. 
This is a B&W autographed 
clipping from Cagney’s 1938 
gangster classic ‘Angels With 
Dirty Faces.’ The photo is 
signed ‘James Cagney’ in 
black ink. (measures approx. 
8” x 11”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 985. James Cagney Signed 
Angels With Dirty Faces Clipping 
From iconic actor James Cagney. 
This is a B&W autographed clipping 
from Cagney’s 1938 gangster epic 
‘Angels With Dirty Faces.’ The photo 
depicts Cagney as he makes his way 
to the electric chair in the classic 
film. Photo is signed ‘James Cagney’ 
on the lower left corner. (measures 
approx. 8” x 11”)   ($50-$100)
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Lot 986.  Janet Leigh & 
June Allyson Autographs 
This is an autographed 
piece of paper featuring 
signatures of two of 
Hollywood’s all time 
classy ladies, Janet Leigh 

and June Allyson. One side reads ‘Janet Leigh’ and 
the other ‘June Allyson.’ Two wonderful autographs 
from these legendary actresses. (measures approx.  
5 1/2” x 4 1/2”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 987.  Rosemary Lane 
Photo and Autograph - 
Vintage B&W photo and 
autograph of actress/singer 
Rosemary Lane. Rosemary 
Lane was one of the singing 
Lane sisters and made 20 
films between 1938 and 1945. 
The autograph says ‘Sincere 

Wishes, Rosemary Lane’ on the lower right corner. 
Slight smudging on the reverse. (measures approx. 5” x 
7”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 988.  Claudette 
Colbert Signed 
Clipping - This is an 
autographed clipping 
from legendary 
actress Claudette 

Colbert. The B&W clipping features Ms. Colbert 
in scenes from the 1934 Cecil B. DeMille 
historical drama ‘The Sign of the Cross’ and is 
signed in black ink. (measures approx. 8 1/2” x 
5”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 989.  Ginger Rogers Signed Items - 
Two autographed items from legendary 
actress, dancer and singer Ginger Rogers. 
Born Virginia McMath, Ms Rogers 
became a star after teaming up with Fred 
Astaire and appeared with him in ten 
films. She later won an Academy Award 
for her role as ‘Kitty Foyle’ in the film 
of the same name. The lot includes one 
signed B&W photo of herself holding a 
tennis racket, and another signature on a 
piece of paper. (photo measures approx.  

4” x 6 1/2” and the card measures approx. 3” x 5”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 990.  Natalie Wood Signed 
Items - This is a lot of (2) 
autographed photo clippings from 
the late star Natalie Wood. One of 
the signed photos shows Ms. Wood 
and actor Steve McQueen in a scene 
from their 1963 comedy-drama ‘Love 
with the Proper Stranger.’  The other 
is a signed B&W photo from the 
controversial 1969 Paul Mazursky 
film ‘Bob and Carol and Ted and 

Alice.’ (measures approx.  3” x 3” and 5” x 5” respectively)  
($100-$150)

Lot 992.  Burt I. Gordon 
Signed Autobiography 
and DVD - This is a great 
classic Sci-Fi lot from the 
legendary director Burt I. 
Gordon including a signed 
autobiography “The Amazing 

Colossal World of Mr. B.I.G” as well as a signed DVD 
of his H.G. Wells adaptation of “The Food of the Gods.”  
($50-$100)

Lot 991. John Carpenter,  
Joanna Cassidy & 
Roddy Piper Signed Lot  
This lot of great Sci-Fi 
memorabilia includes a 
mini promo poster from 
John Carpenter’s “Ghosts of 

Mars” signed by Carpenter and one of the film’s stars 
Joanna Cassidy along with one unknown signature, 
as well as two  scripts from “They Live” signed by star 
Rowdy Roddy Piper.   ($100-$200)

Lot 993. Carrie Fisher Signed 
Color Photo - 8” x 10” color 
photo of Carrie Fisher in Star 
Wars, signed by the actress 
with “Peace To All” above the 
autograph and obtained at 
LAX airport. A challenging 
autograph to obtain as she 
doesn’t sign too much anymore.  
($100-$150)
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Lot 994.  Bella 
Heathcote Signed Photo 
8” x 10” color photo of 
Bella Heathcote in Dark 
Shadows, signed by the 
rising star at the Dark 
Shadows after party.  
($50-$100)

Lot 995.  Jeremy Renner 8x10 
Signed Color Photo - 8” x 10” 
color photo of Jeremy Renner 
in The Avengers, signed by the 
actor at an Avengers After Party. 
Slight wear to the photo from 
obtaining the signature in the 

crowd. Difficult autograph to obtain.   ($50-$100)

Lot 996.  Thor Photo 
Signed by Tom 
Hiddleston - 8 x 10 
color photo of actor 
Tom Hiddleston in 
Thor, signed by the 
actor. Complete with a 

certificate of authenticity.   ($50-$100)

Lot 997.  Peter Gallagher Headshot 
& Autograph - This is a B&W 
headshot and autograph from 
actor Peter Gallagher. Gallagher 
has starred in numerous films and 
television series, and can currently 
be seen on the TV series ‘Covert 
Affair.’ The autograph says ‘Best 
Wishes, Peter Gallagher.’ (measures 
approx. 8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 998.  Nicholas Sparks 
8x10 Signed Color Photo  
8” x 10” color photo of 
Nicholas Sparks, signed by 
the famous author at “The 
Lucky One” after party.  
($50-$100)

Lot 1000.  Tadanobu Asano 8x10 
Signed Color Photo - 8” x 10” 
color photo of Tadanobu Asano in 
Battleship (also starred in “Thor”), 
signed by the actor at the Battleship 
after party. This actor is becoming 
more well-known in the industry 

in the US. Slight wear from obtaining the autograph in the 
crowd. Extremely difficult and rare autograph to obtain.   
($50-$100)

Lot 1002.  Falling Skies 
Photo Signed by Drew 
Roy - 8” x 10” color photo 
of actor Drew Roy in Falling 
Skies, signed by the actor. 
Complete with a certificate of 
authenticity.   ($50-$100)

Lot 999. Alexander Skarsgard 
8x10 Signed Color Photo 
8” x 10” color photo of 
Alexander Skarsgård in 
Battleship, signed by the actor 
at the Battleship premiere.  
($50-$100)

Lot 1001. Jesse Plemons 
8x10 Signed Color 
Photo - 8” x 10” color 
photo of Jesse Plemons 
in Battleship, signed by 
the actor at the Battleship 
premiere.  ($50-$100)

Lot 1003. Joey Bishop 
Signed Photo  - Color 
photo of comedian Joey 
Bishop, signed by him in 
blue felt pen. (8” x 10”)  
($50-$100)
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Lot 1004.  Conan the Barbarian 
Photo Signed by Leo Howard 
8 x 10 color photo of Leo Howard 
in Conan the Barbarian, signed 
by the actor at the film’s premiere.  
($50-$100)

Lot 1008.  Walter 
Cronkite Signed Photo 
7” x 9” black and white 
photo of newscaster 
Walter Cronkite, signed in 
black pen.  ($75-$100)

Lot 1006.  David Boreanaz 
Autographed Photo - David 
Boreanaz autographed 5” x 7” 
color photo.  ($50-$100)

Lot 1010.  Original Postcard 
from Grace Kelly & Prince 
Rainier Wedding - Original 
postcard from the 1956 wedding 
of Grace Kelly and Prince 
Rainier with a handwritten 
note by Joe Klonowski, 
President Eisenhower’s official 
representative to the wedding. 
(6” x 4 1/2”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 1005. Waterworld 
Photo Signed by Dennis 
Hopper - 8” x 10” color 
photo of Dennis Hopper 
in Waterworld, signed by 
the actor in blue felt pen. 
($200-$400)

Lot 1009. Jack Lemmon 
Autographed Clipping -This is a 
pair of Jack Lemmon autographs 
on a promotional clipping featuring 
two images from the classic 1959 
Billy Wilder comedy ‘Some Like 
It Hot.’ The autographs are written 

in black ink over shots of Mr. Lemmon dressed in drag for his 
character Joe in the classic film, also starring Tony Curtis and 
Marilyn Monroe. (measures approx. 6 1/2” x 5”) ($50-$100)

Lot 1007. Macaulay 
Culkin Signed Photo  
8 x 10 black and white 
photo of child actor 
Macaulay Culkin, signed in 
black felt pen. (approx. 
8” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1011. Marx Brothers 
Framed Photo  - One of the 
most beloved comedy teams 
of all time. This is a vintage, 
framed black and white 
photo of the legendary Marx 
Brothers - Groucho, Chico, 

Harpo and Gummo. The photo captures the Marx 
Brothers in all their comedic glory, sitting atop each 
other, and flashing their trademark smiles. (measures 
approx. 16” x 20”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1012.  Delirious Cast 
Photo - Delirious (1991) 
Matted photo of the cast. 
(approx. 16” x 20”)  ($50-
$100)

Lot 1013. (2) B&W Movie 
Stills ‘Gypsy Colt’ and ‘H.M. 
Puliam, Esq.’ -A lot of (2) 
B&W movie stills from the 
films ‘Gypsy Colt’ and ‘H.M. 
Puliam, Esq.’ Stills have 
studio write-ups on reverse. 
(measures approx. 8” x 10”) 
($50-$100)
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Lot 1014.   ‘Lost In Space’ TV 
Stills & Slides - This is a lot of 
(7) B&W stills and (4) color 
slides from the 1960’s Irwin 
Allen television space series 
‘Lost in Space.’ The stills are from 
‘Twentieth Television’ and have a 
copyright date of 1990. The four 

color slides feature shots of the cast and are stamped ‘20th 
Century Fox.’ (stills measure approx. 8” x 10”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 1016.   Goldeneye 
Slides & Stills - From 
the 1995 James Bond 
entry ‘Goldeneye’ is this 
lot of (3) B&W stills and 
(3) color slides from the 

film. The slides were used in the creation of the B&W stills, 
and two of the slides come with their corresponding B&W 
photos. A third slide depicts an action scene with Pierce 
Brosnan and actress Izabella Scorupco. The third still 
depicts Brosnan & actress Famke Janssen.  ($100-$200)

Lot 1018.  
Cocoon Behind 
the Scenes 
Pictures - From 
Ron Howard’s 
1985 Sci-Fi film 
‘Cocoon,’ this is 

a lot of (7) behind the scenes photos taken 
during filming in a back lot pool. (Pictures 
measure approx. 4” x 6”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 1015. Saturn 3 
/ Galaxy Of Terror 
Stills - This is a lot of 
(8) b&w stills from two 
1980’s sci-fi features, 
Saturn 3 (1980), and 
Galaxy of Terror 
(1981).  ($50-$100)

Lot 1017. 
North by 
Northwest 
Slides & Stills 
Lot of (10) 
B&W stills and 

(5) color slides from the 1959 Alfred Hitchcock 
classic ‘North by Northwest.’ A couple of the slides 
were used for the B&W stills; ‘Turner Ent. Co’ 
is printed on the slide faces. The stills depict five 
scenes from the film (there are doubles of some of 
them).   ($100-$200)

Lot 1019.   Andy Griffith Show George 
Lindsey Signed Headshot - This is an 
autographed B&W headshot of everyone’s 
favorite Mayberry resident, George ‘Goober’ 
Lindsey from the classic 1960’s sitcom ‘The 
Andy Griffith Show.’ The photo is signed ‘To 
Anne Marie  George “Goober” Lindsey, with 
Mayberry RFD printed on border.  The reverse 
side has a small 3/1/71 written in ink on upper 

left corner, possibly from date of signing. The photo is torn and has 
a bit of soiling on it. With the recent passing of Mr. Lindsey, this is a 
must have for any Andy Griffith collection. (measures approx. 8” x 
10”)  ($50-$150)Lot 1020.  

Frank Sinatra 
Anchors 
Aweigh Still 
This is a B&W 
publicity 
still of actor/

crooner Frank Sinatra for his role as 
Clarence Doolittle in MGM’s 1945 
musical-comedy ‘Anchors Aweigh. ‘ 
Reverse side describes the photo as ‘a 
candid moment’ taken while singing 
his rendition of  ‘What makes the 
Sunset’ for the film. Description is 
typed in black ink. Picture shows some 
slight wear. (measures approx. 8” x 10”)   
($50-$100)

Lot 1021. IMDB Used Movie Stills - An 
incredible lot of movie memorabilia. This 
is a collection of B&W movie still sets 
from various features used specifically for 
the entertainment website IMDB. When 
Amazon.com purchased IMDB back in 1998, 
they decided to revamp the site by adding 

numerous photos and stills for each film title. These groups of stills 
were the actual ones that were used for this monumental upgrade. This 
incredible lot of stills consists of Animated features, with titles including 
Beauty & the Beast (1991), Tiny Toon Adventures (1990), The Secret of 
NIMH (1982), Antz (1998), Pocahontas (1995), Toy Story 2 (1999), An 
American Tail: Fievel Goes West (1991),  The Land Before Time (1988), 
and Cool World (1992) to name a few. Still lots come in individual 
sleeves. (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”) ($50-$100)
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Lot 1022.  IMDB 
Used Movie Stills  - 
An incredible lot of 
movie memorabilia. 
This is a collection 
of B&W movie still 

sets from various features used specifically 
for the entertainment website IMDB. When 
Amazon.com purchased IMDB back in 1998, 
they decided to revamp the site by adding 
numerous photos and stills for each film title. 
These groups of stills were the actual ones that 
were used for this monumental upgrade. This 
incredible lot of stills consists of Adventure 
titles, with films including Jurassic Park 
(1993), The Shadow (1994), Jewel of the Nile 
(1985), Runaway Train (1985), Cast Away 
(2000), Crocodile Dundee 2 (1988), Army 
of Darkness (1992), Goldeneye (1995), Navy 
Seals (1990) and Cutthroat Island (1995) to 
name just a few. Still lots come in individual 
sleeves. (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 1023. IMDB Used Movie Stills -An 
incredible lot of movie memorabilia. 
This is a collection of B&W movie 
still sets from various features used 
specifically for the entertainment 
website IMDB. When Amazon.com 

purchased IMDB back in 1998, they decided to revamp the site by 
adding numerous photos and stills for each film title. These groups 
of stills were the actual ones that were used for this monumental 
upgrade. This incredible lot of photos consists of Comedy films, 
with titles including Monty Python’s Meaning of Life (1983), The 
Great Outdoors (1988), Twins (1988), Heathers (1988), The Big 
Lebowski (1998), Scary movie (2000), Dumb & Dumber (1994), 
Repossesed (1990), Clifford (1994), and Weekend at Bernie’s 2 
(1993) to name a few. (Lot 1 of 2) All still lots come in individual  
sleeves. (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1024. IMDB Used Movie Stills -An 
incredible lot of movie memorabilia. This 
is a collection of B&W movie still sets 
from various features used specifically for 
the entertainment website IMDB. When 
Amazon.com purchased IMDB back in 

1998, they decided to revamp the site by adding numerous photos 
and stills for each film title. These groups of stills were the actual 
ones that were used for this monumental upgrade. This incredible 
lot of photos consists of Comedy films, with titles including  Once 
Bitten (1985), Nothing in Common (1986), Sibling Rivalry (1990), 
Housesitter (1992), Maid to Order (1987), Critical Condition 
(1987), The Birdcage (1996), Death Becomes Her (1992), 
Crocodile Dundee (1986), and Family Business (1989) to name a 
few. (Lot 2 of 2) All still lots come in individual  sleeves. (measures 
approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1025. IMDB 
Used Movie Stills -An 
incredible lot of movie 
memorabilia. This is a 
collection of B&W movie 
still sets from various 
features used specifically 
for the entertainment 
website IMDB. When 
Amazon.com purchased 
IMDB back in 1998, 

they decided to revamp the site by adding 
numerous photos and stills for each film title. 
These groups of stills were the actual ones 
that were used for this monumental upgrade. 
This incredible lot of photos consists of 
Comedy-Drama films, with titles including 
Stepmom (1998), Bagdad Cafe (1988), 
Crooklyn (1994), The Cowboy Way (1994), 
The Big Chill (1983), Gung Ho (1986), 
Harlem Nights (1989), Tap (1989), Postcards 
from the Edge (1990), and A League of 
Their Own (1992) to name a few. (Lot 1 of 
2) All still lots come in individual sleeves. 
(measures approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 1026. IMDB Used Movie Stills
An incredible lot of movie memorabilia. 
This is a collection of B&W movie still sets 
from various features used specifically for 
the entertainment website IMDB. When 
Amazon.com purchased IMDB back in 1998, 
they decided to revamp the site by adding 
numerous photos and stills for each film title. 
These groups of stills were the actual ones 
that were used for this monumental upgrade. 

This incredible lot of photos consists of Comedy-Drama films, 
with titles including Empire Records (1995), Beautiful Creatures 
(2000), The King of Comedy (1983), The Paper (1994), Three Men 
& a Baby (1987), The Cable Guy (1996), Swimming with Sharks 
(1994), Fatal instinct (1993), and Rock Star (2001) to name a few. 
(Lot 2 of 2) All still lots come in individual sleeves. (measures 
approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”)  ($50-$100)
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Lot 1027. IMDB Used Movie 
Stills -An incredible lot of movie 
memorabilia. This is a collection of 
B&W movie still sets from various 
features used specifically for the 
entertainment website IMDB. When 
Amazon.com purchased IMDB back 
in 1998, they decided to revamp 
the site by adding numerous photos 
and stills for each film title. These 

groups of stills were the actual ones that were used for 
this monumental upgrade. This incredible lot of photos 
consists of Drama films, with titles including  Apollo 
13 (1995), Rumble Fish (1983), Kansas (1988), My Life 
(1993), Glory (1989), Ghosts of Mississippi (1996), 
Swing Kids (1993), Ragtime (1981), and Lorenzo’s Oil 
(1992) to name a few. (Lot 1 of 2) All still lots come in 
individual sleeves. (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 1028. IMDB Used Movie 
Stills -An incredible lot of movie 
memorabilia. This is a collection 
of B&W movie still sets from 
various features used specifically 
for the entertainment website 
IMDB. When Amazon.com 
purchased IMDB back in 1998, 
they decided to revamp the site by 

adding numerous photos and stills for each film title. 
These groups of stills were the actual ones that were 
used for this monumental upgrade. This incredible 
lot of photos consists of Drama films, with titles 
including   Scent of a Woman (1992), Philadelphia 
(1993), Radio Flyer (1992), Mr. Holland’s Opus 
(1995), The Natural (1984), Avalon (1990), Cradle 
Will Rock (1999), Gross Anatomy (1989), and Titus 
(1999) to name a few. (Lot 2 of 2) All still lots come in 
individual sleeves. (measures approx. 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 1029. Lauren Bacall 
Signed Book - This is a signed, 
autobiographical hardcover book 
on the life of actress Lauren 
Bacall. The book, titled ‘Now,’ 
was released in 1994 and features 
the signature of Ms. Bacall 
on the title page in black ink. 
(measures approx. 6 1/2” 
x 9 1/2”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1030. Sid Caesar Signed Book  
Original 1982 copy of Sid Caesar’s book 
Where Have I Been? Signed in ink by 
Caesar in the interior. Caesar is most 
famous for his celebrated 1950s television 
series Your Show of Shows. 
(9 1/2” x 6” x 1”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1031. Jenny McCarthy 
Signed Pregnancy Books - 
Three autographed hardcover 
books by Jenny McCarthy 
including “Life Laughs”, “Belly 
Laughs” and “Baby Laughs”.  
(Approx. 9” x 6” each)   
($50-$100)

Lot 1032. Gilda Radner Signed Card 
Gilda Radner signed card, which is 
attached to a blue board bearing a 
number of cut-out images of Radner 
in the guise of some of her classic 
comedy characters. One of these is 
Roseanne Rosannadanna, famous on 
Saturday Night Live. The slip of white 
paper featuring Radner’s signature is 
adorned with star stickers. (8” x 10”)   
($50-$100)

Lot 1033. Walter Lantz 
Signed Checks - Three signed 
checks from Walter Lantz 
Productions, dated 1974 and 
1975, to various employees. 
All three checks are signed by 
Lantz and bear his company 
name at the top. (approx. 8 
1/2” long)   ($50-$100)

Lot 1034. Alyssa Milano Charmed 
TV Guide Cover - “Charmed” limited 
edition (19 of 45) framed TV Guide 
cover featuring Alyssa Milano. (20” 
x 15”) Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.   ($50-$100)
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Lot 1035. Cast of Charmed 
TV Guide Cover - Charmed” 
limited edition (31 of 50) 
framed TV Guide cover 
featuring (Holly Marie, 
Shannen and Alyssa. (20” 
x 15”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.   
($50-$100)

Lot 1037. Fantastic 4: 
Rise of the Silver Surfer 
Autographed DVD  
Fantastic 4: Rise of the 
Silver Surfer (2007) - Doug 
Jones  (The Silver Surfer) 
autographed DVD case with 
DVD inside.  ($50-$100)

Lot 1039. 1930 USA  
Congress Letter Signed  
Vintage 1930 Congress of the 
USA framed letter signed by 
James Wolfenden. (17” x 15”) 
Oversized item. Additional 
Postage Required.   
 ($50-$100)

Lot 1036. Mel Casson Drawings - Matted 
ensemble of Mel Casson drawings from 
the comic strip Redeye. Three individual 
pages, each measuring 8” x 4 1/2”, are 
included. These drawings depict characters 
from the strip such as Redeye, Tanglefoot, 
Ol’Trapper, Medicine Man and Granny. 
These pages are matted together with 
a signature of Casson on a white card. 
Complete with a certificate of authenticity. 
(24” x 12”)  ($100-$200)

Lot 1038. Cornel Wilde Signed Lot  
Fantastic Cornel Wilde lot, consisting 
of the actor’s signature on a small sheet 
of paper, matted on a blue field with 
a small headshot of the actor. This lot 
further includes an original ASCAP 
contract dated November 11, 1975 
and signed by Wilde. A certificate 
of authenticity for the contract is 
included. (8” x 10”)   ($50-$100)

Lot 1040. 1929 USA Congress Letter 
Signed - Vintage 1929 Congress of the 
USA framed letter by W.W. Chalmers 
to his niece Thelma signed “Uncle 
Will”. (17” x 15”) Oversized item. 
Additional Postage Required.  
 ($50-$100)

Lot 1041. Julia Adams 
Signed ‘Creature’ Model 
“Creature of the Black 
Lagoon” assembled model 
kit signed by Julia Adams. 
Figure needs to be glued 
to the base. Includes 

handmade head of the Creature signed by Julia 
Adams.   ($50-$100)

Lot 1043. Indiana Jones 
Retrospect Poster - This is 
a small size, glossy poster 
advertising the Indiana Jones 
Retrospect from Memorial Day 
2008 and features images of the 
many different looks of Indy 
(Harrison Ford) throughout the 
years. (measures approx. 
13 1/2” x 20”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1042. Tony Hawk Signed Skateboard - 
Tony Hawk autographed skateboard for the 
Tony Hawk foundation. This is the board 
only, no wheels. ( 31” x 8”).Oversized item. 
Additional postage required.  ($150-$250)

Lot 1044. Disney Posters 
Three Disney posters 
including, “The Castaways”, 
“The Aristocats”, and “The 
One and Only Original 
Family Band”. Includes 
unused video display header 
card of “Old Yeller” signed by 
Tommy Kirk.  ($50-$100)
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Lot 1045. Dr. No Glossy Poster - 
A small size, laminated and glossy 
color photo of the poster for the 
release of the James Bond film 
that started it all, ‘Dr. No’ (1962). 
The poster is printed on glossy 
photo paper and is in overall nice 
condition. (measures approx. 15” 
x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1047. Rolling Stones 
Glossy Tour Poster - This is a 
small size, glossy color poster 
announcing ‘The Rolling Stones 
1981 American Tour.’ Poster 
features the trademark Rolling 
Stones lips graphics flying over 
the Statue of Liberty. (measures 
approx. 15” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1046. Dirty Harry/Magnum 
Force Glossy Poster - A small 
size, laminated and color glossy 
photo of the poster for a double 
bill release of two Clint Eastwood/
Dirty Harry films, ‘Dirty Harry’ 
(1971), and ‘Magnum Force’ 
(1973). The poster is printed 
on glossy photo paper and is in 
overall nice condition.  (measures 

approx. 15” x 10”).  ($50-$100)

Lot 1048. Ariane/Love In The 
Afternoon Glossy Poster - This 
is a small size, laminated and 
glossy color photo of the poster 
for the 1957 romantic-comedy 
‘Love in the Afternoon,’ starring 

Gary Cooper, Audrey Hepburn and Maurice Chevalier, 
and directed by the legendary Billy Wilder. The poster is 
the style ‘B’ version and is in French, featuring the original 
French title ‘Ariane,’ which is also the name of Audrey 
Hepburn’s character in the film. (measures approx. 15” x 
10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1050. Taxi Driver 
Glossy Poster - From the 
acclaimed 1976 Martin 
Scorsese film ‘Taxi 
Driver,’ this is a small size, 
laminated and glossy color 
photo of the poster used for 

the film. The poster features Robert DeNiro as cab 
driver Travis Bickle, the mentally unstable Vietnam 
veteran who befriends and ultimately rescues a young 
prostitute (Jodie Foster) from the sleazy world she 
lives in. The poster is done in a lobby card style, and 
is in overall good condition. (measures approx. 
12 1/2” x 10”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1052. Adventure’s End 
Glossy Poster -A smaller size, 
laminated and glossy color 
photo of the poster for the 
release of ‘Adventure’s End’ 
(1937), starring the legendary 
John Wayne. (measures approx. 
10” x 14 1/2”)  ($50-$100)

Lot 1051. Lady From Shanghai 
Glossy Poster - This is a smaller 
size, laminated and glossy 
color photo of the poster for 
the release of ‘The Lady from 
Shanghai’ (1947), starring Orson 
Welles and Rita Hayworth.  
(measures approx. 15” x 10”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 1049. Terror From The Year 
5,000 Glossy Poster - A small size, 
glossy and laminated photo of the 
poster from the campy 1957 sci-fi 
film ‘Terror from the Year 5,000.’ 
Poster has a small tear on the left 
side. (measures approx. 15” x 10”)  
($50-$100)
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Lot 1054. Phantom Of The 
Opera Signed Tour Poster 
From the 1997 ‘Raoul’ tour 
of the smash musical ‘The 
Phantom of the Opera,’ this 
is a large size cardboard 
poster signed by most of the 
cast from the production, 
including Ron Rohmer 
(Phantom), Lawrence 
Anderson (Raoul), Donn 

Cook (Monsieur Fermin), Ian Jon Bourg (Monsieur 
Andre), Olga Talyn (Madam Giry), Glenn White 
(Monsieur Reyer), Chip Huddleston (Buquet), Robert 
Hovencamp, Paula LoVerne and others.  ($200-$300)

Lot 1053. April in Paris Light Up 
Movie Poster - ‘From the 1952 
musical-comedy ‘April in Paris,’ 
starring Doris Day and Ray Bolger. 
This is a large, curved-plastic movie 
poster sign with attachment that 
allows it to be lit up from behind 
with a lamp. In the days before the 
internet and even television, one 
of the ways to advertise a motion 

picture’s release was to create pieces like this. (measures 
approx. 45” x 31”). Oversized item. Additional postage 
required.  ($50-$100)

Lot 1055. Vera Cruz 
Framed Movie Poster 
From the Western 
adventure  ‘Vera Cruz,’ 
starring Gary Cooper and 
Burt Lancaster. This is a 
large French movie poster 
for the release of the 1954 

film. Poster is affixed to a black cardboard backing 
for display (measures approx. 22 1/2” x 15 1/2”). 
Oversized item. Additional postage required.  
($100-$300)

Lot 1057.  ‘How The 
West Was Won’ (1962) 
Souvenir Program/
Book - A souvenir 
movie program for 
the 1962 release of the 
Western-adventure 
film ‘How The West 
Was Won,’ starring 
John Wayne, Jimmy 

Stewart, and Gregory Peck.  The program is 36 
pages long and contains photos, cast & crew bios 
and information on the production of the film. 
Unlike most programs, this one is a hard cover 
book format and is in overall excellent condition. 
(measures approx. 8 1/2” x 11”).  ($50-$100)

Lot 1058.  June 1971 Playbill 
‘Company’ Issue - From 
June 1971, this is an issue 
of the theatrical periodical 
Playbill featuring an in depth 
review and article on the play 
‘Company.’ There is a ticket 
stub stapled to the upper right 
corner of the cover, but the 
issue is in very nice condition. 
(measures approx. 6” x 9”)  
($50-$100)

Lot 1056. Green Day 
‘American Idiot’ Press Kit 
This is a press kit for the 
recent run of the Green Day 
musical ‘American Idiot’ at 
the Ahmanson Theater. The 
press kit contains two copies 

of ‘Performances,’ the theater magazine guide for the 
Ahmanson, a sheet of color pictures from the play, and 
a digital CD press kit. (measures approx. 9” x 12”)  
($50-$100)


